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Introduction

By 1927, when the Party Organizer was established, the 
lie Communists had emerged from the underground where the

post-war Palmer anti-red raids had sent many of the leaders. 
The Workers Party had been established as the legal arm and 
“Communist” had been added when anti-radical sentiment 
began to recede. The Aesopian name was soon changed to 
“Communist Party of the United States of America.” The 
party had also temporarily ended several years of factional 
controversy during which those unwilling to submit to “iron 
discipline” had left or had been forced from the ranks.

The Party Organizer, published for the next ten years, was 
not intended for general circulation. It was issued for “Party 
functionaries so that the National Organization Department 
will issue instructions and give assistance ... in the Party 
campaigns. The ‘Party Organizer’ is not a mass organ. It is for 
the Party membership.” * When the leaders became aware 
that it was being circulated among non-members, an order 
was issued that “the practice of selling it to non-Party 

|S workers must stop.” While the directive denied that the Party
Organizer contained confidential or conspirative information, 
it noted: “We must, however, differentiate between agita
tional and propaganda literature for the masses and inner- 
Party literature for Party members written for the purpose of 
improving the Party.” ^ The magazine is an indispensable 
source for discovering the programs and policies of the party. 
The usual jargon and tone typical of other Communist 
publications are generally avoided. Its purpose is not conver
sion of unbelievers, but increased effectiveness. With an 
occasional exception, the unsigned articles are directed to 
improving the efficiency of the organization and the success 
of the campaigns in progress. The second issue (April, 1927) 
emphasizes the need for concentrating attention upon train-
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insofar as they refer to applying the policy of the Party as already
decided upon by the Party Committee___The decision of the
Party Committee must be unconditionally carried out by the 
fraction. Candidates for all conventions, committees, etc. shall be 
nominated by the fraction executive and approved by the proper 
Party Committee. If necessary, the Party Committee itself can 
nominate its candidates. ^

This type of directive did not appear in literature 
published for general circulation, and the value of the Party 
Organizer is in revealing aspects of policy which are not 
publicly discussed or acknowledged. The affiliation of several 
thousand Communists with the trade unions made it neces
sary to convey this order through semi-secret channels.

Interspersed among articles on how to handle finances and 
work in mass organizations are discussions on recruiting and 
the relations of the member to the party. In March, 1931, the 
central committee said: “Refusal to act in accordance with 
the line laid down by higher specific committees of the Party, 
or refusal to carry out specific decisions and instructions 
issued by the leading committees within their respective 
jurisdictions, are absolutely impermissable.” ^

Articles in 1931 and 1932 deal with work in mass 
organizations; extending influence to small towns; and how 
fo act under arrest, stabilize finances, conduct anti-war 
demonstrations, and develop shop nuclei. Several articles 
appear on organizing war and heavy industries, and how to 
work among the unemployed. The recruiting of Negroes into 
the party is urged with greater frequency in the early 1930 s 
and continues thereafter. How to improve agitation is 
another topic which is periodically examined. Special stress is 
placed upon infiltrating particular large plants, and the 
manner by which success can be achieved as illustrated by the
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advice offered on how to avoid future failures. Effective 
methods of distributing literature, penetrating Negro groups, 
establisliing shop newspapers, capitalizing on grievances, 
training “Communist cadres,” writing a leaflet, organizing a 
shop meeting, an election rally, or a class on Leninism, are all 
analyzed and members are urged to heed them. The aim is to 
make the activist more efficient in work within the party, 
and also within non-party groups in which he may be 
operating.

The pages of the Party Organizer are almost completely 
free of denunciation of opponents or exaggerated claims. The 
ten years in which the Party Organizer was issued was a 
period in which the Communist party enjoyed its greatest 
influence in the United States. It is one of the important 
records of party activity during this time, and one that no 
student can overlook.

—Philip Taft 
Providence, 1968

Notes

^Party Organizer, April, 1927, p. 5. 
^Ibid, February, 1931, p. 1.
^fbid, February, 1930, pp. 5-7. 
^Ibid, March, 1931, p. 10.
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WHY THE RUTHENBERG ENROLLMENT?
By Jay Loveatone, Acting Secretary, Workers (Communist) Party

jJ^ESRELY to ask the question is to 
answer it

Outside ot the Communist Party of 
the SoTiet Union, our Party is the 
only one in the Comintern that has in 
recent years lost an outstanding figure 
of the active, virile central leadership. 
^'Tiat this means to us can he seen 
With special clarity, when we examine 
the weakness of our forces, the slow. 
Painful and costly process of building 
PP revolutionary proletarian leader* 
®Wp, and the tremendous difficulties 
under which the Communist Party is 
w^orking in the United States.

Consequently, the Ruthenberg en
rollment, the Ruthenberg Recruiting 
®*^re, is not a campaign of bemoan- 
^ng or mourning over our incalculable 
loss. At once the Ruthenberg Bnroll- 
*nent becomes that center, that unify
ing force of all our campaigns which 
serves to inspire and energize even 
°ur most inert and inactive members 

greater efforts in every field of our 
Work.

^’or revolutionary, for proletarian 
leadership there are needed three out
standing qualifications. These are:

Revolutionary inspiration.
2* Intelligence.
3* Industry.
Comrade Ruthenberg represents a 

*'aro combination of these three basic 
Prerequisites for proletarian revolu
tionary leadership in abounding pro
portions.

Obviously, the why and wherefore 
oi the Ruthenberg Enrollment is to

be found in the need for the Party’s 
bending every effort to make up the 
immeasurable loss of our leader.

If we take stock of the condition of 
our Party, we find its many weak
nesses only aggravated now. We, as 
Communists, must then set ourselves 
to the task of removing our shortcom
ings, of strengthening, of improving 
every phase of our Party life and ef
forts.

The death of Comrade Ruthenberg 
only serves as a terribly costly yet 
powerful reminder of the need for our 
fighting on, for our building the 
Party.

In tbo Ruthenberg Enrollment all 
campaigns can merge. Making our 
existing shop and street nuclei bet
ter living political units, getting new 
members, fighting to save the unions 
as weapons of working class strug
gle, the Ught for a labor party, strug
gling against imperialism—all of these 
and many other of our activities con
verge towards the Ruthenberg En
rollment as the pivotal i>oint of in
spiration and energy.

Through the Ruthenberg Enroll
ment the Party membership must for
tify Itself in every way so as to im 
prove our political and organization
al fighting capacities.

Prom Comrade Ruthenberg’s revo
lutionary inspiration we must drap 
courage and Inspiration for greater 
powers of resistance and attack in all 
our work.

From the keen intelligence of our
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the Party’s development we 
®nst strive to leam ^«> learn the need for raiu.

onr eff<Z , ® *<»•
7^®I^es to more tot "

aw. 6,„ ■'•ny

to be based

solely on the magnificent roie ou“ 
spiring, splendid achievements ot 
Comrade Ruthenberg towards the ^ 
vancement of the interests of our 
class, towards the building of our 
Workers (Communist) Party.

Yes—let every member bring i® ^ 

new member.
Let us build the Party.
Let all of us become more enorgoti®> 

more effective, more devoted Commu
nist fighters.

tlflThis Is the only road open, to 
by Way of which we can hope to m®^® 
up for our irreparable los.** *u ^ 
death of Comrade Ruthenberg.

-Si!iI»IIRKER

rates:
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RESOLUTION ON THE RESULTS OF THE 
REORGANIZATION OF THE WORKERS 

(COMMUNIST) PARTY OF AMERICA.
Adopted by the Organization Department of the Cominuniat

International.

I. SUCCESSES OF REORGANIZATION.
1. In view of the report on the 

reorganization of the Workers (Com
munist) Party of America and the 
results hitherto achieved, the Organ
ization Department of the Executive 
Committee of the 
Communist Interna
tional declares that, 
through the reor
ganization of the 
Party on the basis 
of factory and street 
nuclei, the neces
sary organizational 
premise for a real 
Communist Party 
has been created. In 
spite of language 
difiaculties, better 
collaboration already 
exists between the 
English-s peaking 
and the foreign-born 
workers, and con
siderable prog r e s s 
has been made with 
respect to welding 
together the Party 
(which consisted 
formerly of 19 separate federations, 
each of which constituted, so to 
speak, a party of its own) into a 
united, centralized Party of the Amer
ican proletariat. Despite the great 
difficulties, which were even greater 
in the United States than in other 
countries and despite the talk of the 
“impossibility of reorganization in 
America (Lore),” and the pessimistic 
attitude of some comrades within the 
Party, who in the face of the difficul
ties and of some mistakes and short
comings in the process of reorganiza

tion, clamored for the “reorganization 
of the reorganization,” the reorgan
ization had been a great achievement 
for the Party. It has proven that re
organization is possible even under 

the most difficult 
conditions.

2. Through reor
ganization on a fac
tory nucleus basis, 
the actual composi
tion of the Party 
has been improved 
and the nature of 
the Party work has 
been changed. While 
formerly the work, 
particularly in the 
language f e d e r a- 
tions, was more so
cial and of the na
ture of entertain
ments, and the en
tire Party life was 
carried on separate
ly in the individual 
federations, now it 
may be said that a 
beginning has been 

made, with the transference of the 
work into the factories, and that this 
work has already had initial suc
cesses (election success at the com
mittee elections to the Company 
Union, successful strikes conducted 
by the nuclei in several big enter
prises of the motor-car industry, the 
textile workers’ Passaic strike, etc.)

3. The activity of the Party mem
bership is growing, as shown by the 
much better attendance at factory 
and street nucleus meetings, and in 
the publication of factory newspapers.

At the Seventh Plenum of 
the Comintern, the Or

ganization Department of 
the Communist International 
made a thorough investiga
tion of the results and status 
of the reorganization of the 
Workers (Communist) Party.

The American Delegation 
to this Plenum worked close
ly with the Organization 
Department of the Commu
nist International in the in
vestigation of our reorgani
zation problems.

The resolution herewith 
presented represents the 
findings and recommenda
tions of the Communist In
ternational.
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non-Party ■workers, should be drawn 
in the work of the nuclei.

2. The most important task of the 
Party is the consolidation of the ah 
ready existing factory nuclei an 
their politicalization through the 
establishment of real nuclei execu
tives capable of carrying out tne 
necessary work. .It is necessary to call attention o 
the fact that factory nuclei restnc^ 
themselves, in a great many o 
stances, to the discussion of ques
tions appertaining to factory 
only. They must participate “ 
discussion of all important question
concerning the general political s 
tion and general Party problems, 
the nuclei meetings can only be ®
for many reasons and „ toithui _______deal With the most urgent questio^ ^‘iM^SreTgmened by iu-
and cannot always discuss ® ^ unions must be ^
important political Questions, _ creased recruiting
membership meetings ^ ^ ^ vn »ii-ondv existing _ _the
tion and sub-section basis ™u®t

4-liQr Tllo

coste. In addiUon to this, the 
must double or even treble its actlv- 
TO IS !.»■«« to recrulOof »»• 
bJrshlp in general. SystemaUc and

L engaged iu in order to wm new
members for the Party. ,x,_„

Simultaneously with the recndtii^
work, every effort should be m^^ to

o.foin the new members in the Party, retain tte new
This should be caiT^ort-term p^^y
of organiztog with
courses: suppling i
suitable popul j^g^jbers into the
by drawing the ^be
everyday . through

SrrSera.
these into tne b ^ j^g power 
The Party forward into
systematically _ftjnerican prole-

trtttl. U.0 t„4o 
tarians. Tne > ___,hv in-

iion and sub-section oasis 
called systematically so tha ^ 
members can, according to the P 
uiple of inner Party Democracy, i 
a Position on all these questions 
express their opinion on '^bem. 
this purpose, efforts should be 
to train more functionaries 
the organization of courses for 
tionaries

---- ’-Jot,-Tie unions and by
already extending the
strengthening ^njng.
fractions '^‘‘^‘“j^.ional co-ordination

4. The f who are iso-
of the work of com 
lated in sma j„ny studied. In
prises, must be c^ experiences re- 
tbis connucUbn t^^^g„t,^tion poups 
suiting from the c ^ ^f
should J®J““^tbere are still many 
the fact a j puc-V. vteauiAatiuu wi. ------- suuu*'* - fhere are — -lonaries. ^ ,„utee the fact that tn although

The Central Executive ten- members in the factories, it is
>f the Party must pay they are “ to hasten
ion to the very important ty especially members into the
Producing a cadre of capable transfer of ^thereby avoiding mis-
>?orkers. Chief attention ^f factory “"“' big this problem me-
mncentrated on the preP“rat'°“ " takes of solving
mclei and fraction secretaries chanically)- executives must be
fctive workers in the dis5jcts. g, ^be J»tructed by the com-
^ions and sub-sections. g of systematt ^9 ^f the Centra
mental task, in PrcP“’^'°® ® ^epara- Pete“t ^'’committee.
active workers, must be tbe P Executive -ion should he paidtion Of leaders from the ranks of the j attention s ^^t, weak
workers and from lower orgauma the development^* « ^g t^ the
tions; then, again, such com district exec ti gection, and su^
should be provided with ^ d6'^®'°'’®®»ontives. All of them mimt
direction and assistance on tbe P gction execu v executive or-
ot the competent Party committees^ ®„^trolling and

3. The proletarian elements jvn c“P"^ ®/political and organiza.
^ere lost to the Party /Let ®rk of the nuclei. There
organization must be brough tional
into the ranks of tbe Party a
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workers through increased drawing 
in of the workers from the factories 
as collaborators (worker correspond
ents).

The paper must also deal more 
with questions of Party life, i. e. with 
all sides of Party activity. It should 
not be overloaded daily with lengthy,
formal material. The organizational 
questions (difficulties, achievements, 
shortcomings) should also be dealt 
with more than hitherto in the light 
of practical experiences. Elspecially 
Important is to popularize the achieve* 
ments attained in various big enter
prises and to get the utmost value of 
them. The experiences gotten on 
tnis field are not only an. encourag©* 
ment for the comrades in other enter
prises in the United States itself, but 
f? ®^o of great practical value 
toe other sections of the Comintern-

On the other hand the shop nuclei 
mu^ make all efforts to distribute
the daily worker in their

nps, to win new subscribers and to 
oj^anize collections among the worlc*

8 in the shops and in the unions i“
®*^ to better support financially the 

party organ.
ni!n T’oung Workers (ComiPP-
Wifi! ^ague, which is backward 
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resolution on the workers (COMAIUNIST) PARTY 9

6uage should be organized in such 
clubs.

Wherever possible English should 
be the language spoken at the meet
ings. But this should not be a hard 
and fast rule. WTiere the majority 
is composed of comrades who cannot 
understand nor speak English, the 
lueetlng should decide in which lan- 
Suage proceedings should go on. 
(This applies also to the shop papers, 
which should also cater for the for- 
alsrn-born workers).

Translations must be provided in 
order that all comrades who cannot 
understand the principal language 
spoken at the meetings can follow 
the proceedings and take an actire 
part in the whole life of the Party. 
The lower Party committees, city, 
section and sub-section, must make 
every effort to assist the nuclei in 
this respect, by appointing comrades 
as translators, translating instruc
tions into the respective languages, 
etc.

THE FORD WORKER.
By the Ford Shop Nucleus Organizer,

gEVERAL arrests and attempted 
P^'osecutions have been part of 

, ® experience of the Poyd shop nuc- 
^1 Of Detroit in issuing THE FORD 
WORKER, their official organ. In 
^Ite of this opposition of the Ford 

otor Co., and the Highland Park 
Fordson police and judges, the 

monthly sale at the factory gates 
oached at one time a total of 13,000. 

Our experience will be of benefit 
o other shop nuclei who are striving 
o issue their shop paper. The first 

Stacie that the nucleus was con- 
“Onted with was the question of 
Uancing the paper in order that it 

^uld come out regularly each month, 
held a raffle under the auspices 

€ducational club and raised 
^®7-60. One hundred dollars of this 

Was donated to THE DAIL 
WORKER last May. The balance of 

® money was used in printing the 
tor free distribution. Beginning 

"«h the fifth issue, in July, the paper 
8 been sold at one cent a copy- 

*.„®,Puper is more than paying for 
elf. There was a surplus of $10® 

®optember. This was donated to
^ Daily worker.
Twenty-five hundred copies of the 

(ssue were distributed free a 
tnP ^*6bland Park plant and this 

^ Was increased at the rate of

1,000 copies until we reached 5,500, 
with the fourth issue. The reason 
that more papers weren’t distributed 
was that Ford secret service and the 
municipal police interfered with the 
distribuUon. There is an ordinance 
forbidding free distribution in High
land Park and Fordson, especially in 
the case of Uterature pertaining to 
the education and organization of the 
workers. May 1 three comrades were 
arrested for distributing and were 
fined $20 each. The case was a^ pSed to the Wayne County Circuit 
Pmirt and the decision was reversed. g“?efus?ng to submit to Ford dic
tatorship exercised through the mu- 
Scipal police. Ford Shop Nucleus No. 
1 won an Important victory.

In the free distribuUon we organ
ized a distributing squad of com
rades who did not work at Fords,-- 
women comrades for afternoon ^d 
mercomrades for midnight dlstrlbu- 
Hnn We had to work under cover 
and‘fast. Toward the last the com- 

A distributed about five minutes afd^at the most ten minutes and then

•^^ThTSllce. together with toe Ford 
nitr,tnr- Co have made it so hard for 

distribute any papers that in , .far nart of June we decided to
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Sarah Victor, the Detroit DAILY 
WORKER agent, wag arrested three 
times one afternoon. The next morn
ing Chief of Police Charles W. Sey
mour and the city attorney could 

that THEPORD WCdtKBR was not a news
paper. When the judge dismissed 
tte CM6 the chief told Comrade Vic- 

r that at tho next session of the 
city council her newsboy license and

ancceeLd ta ^acUng^*^”*^ 
workers whn ^
to read it themselS^bJt“w^®„?'^®®'' 
®te it among thif v ^‘®trib- 
eontribute storlea ®’*°I>®ates and 
tlons. ® about shop condi-

THB FORD WORKER gives us the 
opportunity to agitate or propagan
dize among our shopmates. When 
the paper comes out we naturally as 
our shopmates if they read the *as 
issue of THE FORD WORKER antt
If they liked it. In the conversation 
that follows we get suggestions, 
pointers or valuable criticism. Even 
boys In the trade school and women 
in the plant are interested in the 
paper.

Through our activities with THE 
FORD WORKER we are also con
vincing the comrades who have 
stayed out of the party that the re- 
organization of the Party along the 
basis of shops, mills and mines is 6 ' 
fectlve. Through our activities w* 
comrades are taking more interest 
the Party work.

Wwkers [Communst] Par
STANDS FOR

Workers should j(
E. Ruthenberg.

York City



PROBLEMS OF THE TRADE UNION 
FRACTIONS.
By Jack

^RADE union fractions, althougli 
Dot units of the Party, are very 

fitfective cells for the carrying on of 
Communist activity within the trade 
Unions and for the building of a 
strong left wing.

■Aa our Party more and more de- 
velops mass leadership, the fractions 
■u^Hi be found not only to be comple
mentary to the Party, but a source 

strength and a power through 
^'hlch We can develop the shop and 
street nuclei.

In other words, not only must we 
organize our Party members in the 
^ulons into trade union fractions, but 

: “®Rs of the Party must be familiar 
In the work of the fractions, and, 

u many instances, directly take part 
^ ^I'at is generally considered trade 

nion tasks. For example: In a drive 
u Organize the unorganized our Party 
ay or may not take part in this 

^ork Officially. If the campaign, 
•"ough the effective work of the left 
Ug, is launched by the unions, the 

arty units can aid the campaign in 
Particular sections, taking ad- 

antage of the situation, through the
mtribution of literature, supplying of

Speakers, etc.
And In order to be able to do this 

effectively, the Party members 
only should be active in the cam- 

^*^0 nuclei must be famil 
th every phase of the work, 

fn, ® for mobilizing our Party
oh»i^^ for trade union work should

to all members of the Par V- 
the small percentage o 

^*10 belong to the unions, 
a still smaller percentage ^no 

therein, shows that ^ 
vin ibe task before us of
ban ^ fairly large number of 

oeaity of working within the r 
^i°“ary trade unions.

, ^Iiy does the Communist Interna 
•°“ai emphasize the importance or

Johnstone.
trade union work? Why is it that 
the Communist International, in the 
letter to the Party, said:

No worker In an industrial coun
try like America, can be a real 
Communist unless he is an active 
labor unionist. Those who desire 
to remain in the Party must be real 
Communists.
Why is it that the Central Execu

tive Committee demands that

to join a union must do so and be- 
^ aniivp in trade union work?iuiis mu.t be »swerea

rarcTJts «“•
. »nmethlng radically wrong There is son^thi g^^

with the comrades who in
and are pushing theirthe trade headers, such
"^%en Sid Weisbord, etc.; who will 
as Ben Gold, campaigns as
gladly ted in the Miners'
aow being the proposi-
Union; who jg foj. a Labor
tlon °f ®“^®Spon*th’e trade unions: 
party based up^ ..Qr-
who ®®®®fnnorganized!" yet refuses
folSn a un?on and take part in trade

S^f getting our members to 
The task oi g

join a union Executive Com
be done by a t remain-
mittee al®®®; unions must be

tley are wrong. This 
shown that f*’®l'.„tensive ideological 
“ampalgn ®ust be carried on withm
every unit °^J,ig^cmnpalgn. every 

line with a trade

rn'iuinv^^Hrrbiir:
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Get connected up nationally and in
dustrially, so that all progressive pro
posals can be pushed simultaneously 
upon as wide a basis as possible. In 
order to do this, the following meas
ures are necessary:

trade union committee.
2. industrial organizer must be 

elected in every nucleus.
3. Trade union work must be 

placed on the agenda of every unit.
ohn" organizers’ meetingsshould be held by sections or clTiea 
once each month, to discuss the trade

and to
the w^,,TtbrioSr

(T. left **^*1*^^*°*^ '

‘«dtheysho’uTdb??o°“® ‘"sai
0>e National ifflce
retary. through their se*

UMe Mot™* tl

ing them, and report the Party mem
bers not attending to fraction, left 
wing, or union meeting so that these 
matters can be taken up in the prO" 
per Party units.

These are only a few of the neces
sary things that must be done iu 
order to carry out effectively the 
tasks of the Party. While there are 
specific trade union tasks, every ex
ternal campaign of the Party must he 
carried into the trade unions. “Keep 
The DAILY WORKER” campaigns 
should be as much a trade union 
campaign as that to "Organize the 
Unorganized" is considered to be. It
can be said without contradiction
that until we have enlisted all avail
able Party members into trade union 
activity, organized them into a net
work of trade union fractions, co
ordinated their efforts nationally and 
industrially, that the Party enters 
every campaign under the severest 
handicap, being compelled to operate 
■with its minimum instead of its maxi
mum strength.
..T?'*'® internal Party slogan
every member of the party

AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF A TRADE 
UNION.”

What is being done in your nucleus 
e realize this slogan?
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NEW JERSEY: ONE YEAR AFTER 
REORGANIZATION.

By Jack Stachel.

Sub-District of New Jersey re- 
cently held a very important con

ference. This conference was held 
about one year after the reorganiza
tion of the Party. The status of the 
Party there at the present as com
pared with the Party in that section 
before reorganization, is concrete 
evidence of the achievements of the
oerore reorganization, is concre^ 
evidence of the achievements of the 
Party due to reorganization.
Once Only Foreign- —------ -
Speaking Branches.Branches 

The Party in the 
Jersey Sub- 

oistrict prior to the 
reorganization con
sisted of a number 

language branch
es. Russian, Ukraln- 

Lithuanian, 
Lzecho-Slovak, Ger- 
‘“an, Polish, Italian, 
etc. There were 

Eng-

long a time that ^er^omejf 
them even oPPWed
““‘°“nfles^thought that there were m- 
comrades thons
surmountable o innally our com-
to w« “S wortcJ
rades, the j industries where
in large naturally found
there were unions,themselves outside of tne

Nature of Otner

COMRADE STACHEU is

C head of f J^;Jtork
Department of the con-
District. , prdC*
slderable „pk and

r-s-iri r.
This article

of special *"*®'‘®®ated ta the

r/"o-

Mass Work.
The mass work 

that was carried on 
in the various lan
guage fraternal or
ganizations in most 
cases had no beM- 
ing on the life of O^e 
workers i“ 
country. Outside of
the immediate pro
lems connected with
ITch organizations
of workers as bene^ 
fit societies, the
ton. 1. tt'". "•

— There 
Pj'^'^tically no nmg-
tsh-apeaking branch- near uu,.----- ------- ^ in tneao —

®s although in some_________________ limited to questions
the cities there - ganizations ^vas from whiA

isolated comrades here and ^ the
W few the comrades ca^^^ the

Blish-speaking branch. The states. language organizat
, ®®'i®h-speaking members v^®ve ® m the ®tohlems
^ student members of the T^ounS workers as workers
porkers League. The Party tber foreign-bot ^ gtries. ExceP

tunctioned among the forelg® Americanja^^^ protection^
vrorkers and had Practical^ g^ch fhere was ^ P

^tact with English-speaking wor £orelgn-bor .^t^^ Party.
1001 wort. 00 TWO-

No Trade Union Work Many different Ian-
in the Past. comrades of g^ch one

o.®?®=t Of the comrades were outside branches loo
trade unions. In fact it is mo *“®®'lf5rty with no

to state that very few of gingl© P ^ District C ^
embers were in the trade nnio ^ connections trth g^ecutive

JJls was due to the reason that our ^he Centr
turades hna henn in isolation for

J
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vuc A^xsLrici Qr iHanonai
language Federations; received their 
Uterature from them, the general 
directions for work and in many In- 
atences looked upon directions from 
the Central Executive Committee and

f Committee as
outside interference.

tlon^thl?'' reorganiza-
Jwsev to committee in New

the work there Yorit^® district Committee in New

Jersey. This coJtribu^fedrfh/”!^®^ 
wwklng attitude towwdi t? ® 
committees on the Sf of^h 
rades in New Jersej. *

At the Last Conference.
Cities^ aftte‘fast^CMf ^“terent 
a remarkable San-^®J®“®® showed 
^ Party orga^fSo^l* ^
To begin With Instead Jersey,
parties the delSatet^.?,* “ttle
EngUsh-speaWng q, *‘®Presented 
BrMches and Shoru. l"^®™ational 
“‘is period the com^d^ u®‘' P*“rlng 

speak EngUsh^J®® *'®''® learne? 
the discussions and^ participate in 
“le Party -rt' Benerai wnrv .

Isms oMh “O'^ement f
‘“®tead Of. 17°"’'®"® ta N;i

langu,!7‘'® past, meroi^®/®®^

Now III

Our memh**^ ®*'e am^ ’^P’®h
w. 2 « C? «'•

the J'®® ®t the n ^®® teau,, PPlen.
®®*‘lsM'‘°"® clties®®a ^‘‘e

i.,. .t’*'**
® ««cce88®‘'®®1y

One of the greatest achievements 
of the Party in New Jersey in the 
past year has been the stimulation 
of the organization of the unorgan
ized. This has been achieved through 
the shop nuclei organized and the fac
tory papers published.

New Jersey is a fertile field for the 
organization of the unorganized, and 
the Party has a great task ahead of 
t. To this end it is necessary that 

a number of comrades who have 
gained experience working in the city 
Of New York be sent in to the larger 
factories in New Jersey to help car
ry on the work there. It was due to 

0 fact that some "colonization” 
as carried on that the successes 

were achieved. The District Commlt- 
and ^ ^ continue this “colonization" 

sained some valuable 
and whom to send in.
thft In ®lfould be the relations of 
izersr comrades and the "colon-

The Local Labor Movement 
Discovered.

labo*r^m77**^^®® discovered the local 

gained
thanks ♦ la the unions
l>ave tii»n orientation they
political nr attention to the
tliey UvB® tl‘0 city in wblcb
^red Work. Heretofore they

This in Z language colony-tlon of by tbe participa-
the dof*^ J*aTty in such campaiS® 

the aRhnI?“®® Sacco and Vanzetti.
P°8Urrof ^ *®bor party. ^

“Passes in th*”'®’ of the bfeS
A. ^be Catharet race riots, e

tbe pit?l®® “eetings arrafig®^ 
“bass ph- bave been more ® jhew anS and have attracted

a American elements.
Dniy a Beginning. ^

merl^ ^ beginning
face, ^ scratching of ^be
time rieed at the Pff ^ho
'arge systematic work ^d

factories, the trade unions
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the local labor movement in general.
oe of the greatest difflculties we 

^re faced with Is the lack of trained 
comrades to carry on the work. This 

trying to overcome by In- 
Oclng some of the active comrades 
° take courses in the Workers’ 

hool, the organization of local

study classes, and by sending in some 
able comrades to New Jersey. In 
this way we hope to raise the ideolog
ical level of the Party In New Jersey 
and equip it with the necessary 
knowledge and experience reaUy to 
become the leader of the labor move
ment in New Jersey.

Read It! Sell It! Distribute Widely!

The Labor Lieutenants 
of American Imperialism

By Jay Lovestone
Author, The

PRICE 10 CENTS

puWlIshed by

THE DAILY WORKER PUBUSHINO CO.
33 E. First Street 

New York



BUILD THE COMMUNIST YOUTH SECTION
“A League Unit Wherever There 

Is a Party Unit”

Wc Need More Members.
By SAM DARCY.

Systematic organizational work will build the League. 
It is our greatest need and also our great shortcoming. Of 
the nineteen hundred members who hold League cards and at
tend mwtings of the units only about a thousand pay dues 
re^iarly. Increasing the membership would be a simple task 

proper y wganiz^. This we must accomplish or we don’t
Worker^OnW^n thousand readers of the Young
is an League members. This
subscription list ^ recruiting. Our
sand. Less ‘than hal7 a7^ bundle orders, totals three thou-
means that about twn members are subscribers. This 
League members. ThouI^S^^li^ subscribers are not 
expired in the past veai*o n j whose subscriptions have might have joinS\f contact
see the possibilities in comrades
BntactHm («cl»slve ot bwdte Sref:*'’* “'“'"“S

District - ^1... Subscribers
2 .... ......................... 190 ...
3 ..... .........
4 .... ........
5 .... "■
6 ...  ...
7 ...............
8 .... ..........
Twin Cities 
superior

...i13 ......
*^l8ceUaneou

60S 
233 

12 
296 

. 121 

. 139
■ 434
■ 88 
■ 442 
. 33 
. 126

102

i orders)

Estimated 
Membership

........ 150 ...;

........ 400 .... '
......... 125 ..
......... 25 ......
......... 70 .....
......... 75 ......
......... 75 .....
......... 200 ....
......... 26 .....
......... 380 ....
.........  120 ....

65 
150

Dues
Payments

....... 50
.......  152
........  102
.......  12

3
27

■ ..... 63
.. 73

■■■ .... 13
"............... 211

45
' .... 50 

... 80
m. . . . . . . . . . . .  t02 .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  tis> . . . . . .ihis does not i , ..................... .............

b«Ddle o\^derT°V 
*i^he contribuf^^** ''^htch average from one to

list cau make to tW
Where we have ^iso in tu
^®iy-five cities .^v^®^8«e8 at prelp®f“®^ contacts in cities 

four hundredMi""® liave a total of
ities and towng? ^ave subscribers
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THE PARTY ORGANIZER
'pms is the second number of the■l■“Pa^tvnrL«V » -ru T uco, we say mat mucn ox. me
her appeared in ^Anril t is to be printed in the
We hJpe that in thf Organizer” should not fill the
"Party Organizer” will appew^ee general Party press,
uralry every month. ^ 's of no interest to the pen-

There is still a lack of claritv -^iso in the “Party Or-
to what the "Party Organizer” is anrl material appearing every
what it should be. Some of th i>* compact form is more apt
District Organizers in replying to ret saved and used by the Party
queste for material made inquirv »q ^o’^^ers and active membership than 
to the purpose and content of tho general press.
0,1 comrade ask Party Organizer will fill *

® publication in bet* Party. About thia“■'.'Oil? Work,,.. tter, „„ be „„ dou^ It will «>
"WOTkere'M ' Bk« the M only il it
P«CS of ft"it »« St ‘i" »« 1'“'*'’
It is to be the Organizer” J""®‘'°naries from the CEC down to

Party "■''‘“P.kPd straat ndclei. 
m the first place wi, <^omrades f, >™P°ses upon every
riences in the **>® expe. the duty of writing
to the benefit of the related y ^ ‘Party Organizer”, sending
i?tobetheorgan^®"*‘'?^®rty. ^ "^P^rts, regularly, and encuorage
Organization DenaJI!L^^*®^ Nat active member to do like'W*®^'
mstructions and^ issue f responsibility the .

^""<=tionaries^!! ®®®“tance to must bear is the re^»
Partv*^“®’^®''y in th ’"®>«ber. and distribution of
8aniL?*"^®'®™8, in the ®°"^“ct of Organizer”. It will be r

Work ®''erydj„,'^'arly nublished if we -wiH 1*.^

intended, we say that much of the 
material that is to be printed in the

Dai4„ ™uy in fk ™6>nber. ‘ ““-“'•‘on and djstnbuuon 
8aniL?*"^®'®™8, in the ®°"^“ct of Organizer”. It will be

The -p^'^^^ayor! Published if we will
^ for th'*'** *° *>6 a m Organ Ore funds we will
'>’"«>tioI;\*’"'^y It I^^trict, City

whv If the ^.’'^''’'tives will make a real
^bich press fL'k!** '''® not “Party Organizer

^ "Party o **'® Purpose *'®"ds of every party meinb^
Giy. u *‘8anizep.. , ®ee to it that the money is
A n! * ^'‘PPort t --J^^l^National Office.

“ Conference of the 1

aet. 'i® Natio« ,®‘*fement'* 4th . ^*'® ®^ruggle against the
?r®.Woll-Green leadership

Prow®'aim‘ 5®f- The Federation of
S> to2;«dint^f the Con! **;® development of the

m2® ‘>>18 gatl «f militant struggle/
‘estono in";f*‘®Jiug an S® <="Pitalists, continue to be 

^® develop. <^ldef tasks of our Party- 

(Continued on page Si**’®®

L



LET’S GET DOWN TO WORK

DUE to the moving of the national 
office to New York there was 

some delay in the mobilization of 
party for work following the 

Convention. It wus to be e-Kpectcd 
that the Convention would interrupt 
he general function of the Party and 
at it would take some time for the 

back to work. The fact 
at the party to a large extent con- 
aued working in spite of the Con

tention period, makes it possible to 
Set back to the normal functioning 

the Party in the shortest pessible 
ane and to intensify our work.

There seems to be confusion among 
eeme of the comrades as to what our 
central tasks are at this time. Also 
Some comrades are of the opinion 

at We are engaged in too many 
campaigns. One comrade, for ex- 
^aple, asks how can we work for 

e labor party, carry on a drive for 
^'caibers and for new readers for 

Th Worker as the same time?
ese questions show a need for

<=>arification.

Our Central Tasks 
p most important tasks of the 

®*‘ty at this time are:
^ A campaign for a Labor Party 

or at least a United Labor 
Ticket in the 1928 elections. 

' A campaign for recognition and 
defense of the Soviet Union.

^ Protection of the foreign-born. 
Strengthening of the Party 
cfeanization.

lut only is it possible, but abso- 
tion*^ j accessary, that the above mer- 
j tasks should receive the at-
gjj. of the entire Party member-

oneall ® special campaign taking op 
On attention and to be carr-c

everything else.
learn to work in such a manner

that when we concentrate on some 
campaign we do not neglect the gen
eral party activity, but on the con
trary look upon this campaign as a 
means of getting the masses closer to 
our Party, extending our influence, 
and as a means for mobilization of 
the entire membership for work.

To say that we cannot carry on a 
impaign for the Labor Party and at 
le same time recruit new members 
ad get new readers for the Daily 
Worker is a failure to understand:
1) That only thru such campaigns 

in we increase our membership and

iiild up our press.
2) That the building up of the

irty organization is ®
impaign for a short period, but ffie 
rery day work which must be carried 

1 by the party.
It is true that from time to time 
, mav hava apaaW o.na»«ha" 
riads'in which w-S

irour p»>>«->;;,7b1"^L«sVui

ith them.
A United Labor Ticket 

,bor Party and United
task at the present 

' ork for^
„e IS work f ticket in the

a united Labj
,28 elections. -

is campaig*’delegates ,l!y engaged m 1 the
r a conference, but u
termediate stages^^'' ^^^.jj^^tion
llowed and the jeading in
®-*^-’"^:f tre hiding up of the 

e direction of the a
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to take steps for actual organization, 
while in other localities we are still 
in the agitational stage. The ta<=lc 
before us is to find in each locality 

campaign and

m that direction. Generally speak-

ar-r mo^ ^Wch is
the mo,st vital problem of the entire

veiy Kirtew against the
the campaigns IS

the strkimg miners in t VW ”
Ohio and Pennsylvania tR?
for aid and reUef to tnl ilff™Paign

Labor Parly at the same time, 
must educate our party to the fact 
that the best way to lay the re® 
foundation for a Labor Party loca y 
and nationally is for our party to r* 
act to every struggle of the workers 
and thru its participation in t a 
struggle carry the workers a 
forward in the direction of a ® 
Party.

Recognition and Defense 
of the Soviet Union 

This campaign is particularlytnis campaign is particuiauj 
portant at this time when from 
sides we see attempts on the P 

., —«» “‘111- cf the imperialists to attack the
these are steps ^iet Union ---------- *

“ "“•eekmatif J"»8 to

Everv 1 Uivited LnR ^ ^^hor 

s“ch as

'«p4‘

the So
»«t

-------  The report of the
American trade union deleg® ^ 
oifers a favorable opportunity f®^ 
in this campaign. It is our duty
n4.f__ ^ . . . . 1

for aid and relief 4a 4t’ ®^™Paign

'W ». most « L\r
**arty campaign. ^^hor

____ ________ ________*” PWmiilote tile trade unions
those elements in 4v^*® ’'carer to ^’^^’’ge meetings at which . 

'^ho wm w a, " <^he trade gation will report, and where tb«^
’’’’Possible, to get one or more o ^ 
unions or progressive groups to 
f^”Se such meetings. These 
|ngs should be utilized for tu® . 
ing of the basis for local trade ® ^ 
committees for recognition ®
Soviet Union. t

Our fractions must stimulaf^® ^ 
irade unions to pass resolutxo’l 
^anding recognition of the 

“ion. The party must _0- 
to the workers the real _ 

danger of w'ar and t^’®^,‘ 
Defense of the Soviet Union •

Protection of Foreign B®*'’*

part of the camp®’^

«« ’acmrerr^ ’'’‘^^eve;

'“‘Idom of end exnn ’dca

possible^; L^bor /^develop. 
Tarty*’^*' ^^’’cral’ac^^®’^®^®’^ 

0- ’ujected
"“^css of >“>«’’tof c,?^“’nak.

If We ^®“‘^®lves eT ^e. 
I'Cbor our “ class,

atroy the trade unions and to 
ybe standard of living of the ^ 

*■''“‘>*016 4 ~ “'>*186 41. "'*■ a I persecution of the
the^* ^ etat^tv'’”^Pse tho^** Mil may expect that
for‘“^"“'tSns ^^‘^e can^‘^°^^®’h Congress there

’“’bets >.’,.®*bry _“”ot another attempt to pass auti •
boni legislation. Our party 

’ erent localities must t®^® 
tiative in enlivening the con»

!?> to .;!> eonf^;„®.‘ben it
that w
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tbe protection of the foreign bom, 
and where none exist to stimulate the 

ade unions and fraternal organiza- 
lons to take steps for their organ

ization. Our language fractions in 
he various fraternal organizations 

jaust make this a very important 
^sue and mobilize the support of the 
^reign bom workers in this work.

nr comrades in the trade unions 
•nust make clear to the workers that 

6 attack against the foreign bora is 
attack against the entire labor 

niovement.
Leaflets dealing with this subject 

^nst be widely distributed, resolu- 
introduced in labor and frater

nal organizations. Every attempt 
*nust be made to get this work start- 
® as quickly as possible so that a 
^°^®rful movement may be develop- 

to prevent the next session of 
. °ngress, which is scheduled to open 
h December, from passing legisla- 
°n against the foreign born.
reugibcning the Party Organization

th thousand new members joined 
th^ ®nty since December, 1925 But 

® membership of our party has in- 
- eased v.>rj- little in that period...

more than one thousand. This 
in ® J^ey problem for our partj'
Con ^ organization. The
are^ '^^^ens to be drawn from this

That in spite of the fact that 
'*0 systematic recruiting work 
Was carried on, the party at
tracted in the past two years 
p'^er six thousand members to

2 its ranks.
• The great turnover in the mem

bership.
® main reasons for the large 

to be found in the fol-
'’"‘hg facts:

tioni Party units are not func- 
aro properly, that the meeting* 

*^et interesting enough, that the

new member is lost in a sea of routine 
tasks, etc., the insufficient political 
life.

2) The chaos in regards to finances. 
All the different organizations mak
ing appeals at the same time so that 
members stay away from meetings 
in order not to be confronted with 
more lists, more tickets, more dona
tions.

3) New members are not drawn 
into work and are allowed to drift 
and it is left to chance if they ars 
strong enough to survive even in 
face of such a situation.

4) Language difficulties.
6) Organizational inefficiency, neg

lecting to call new members immed
iately after they make out applica
tions, not following them up in case 
they do net attend regularly m the

rinning. , . .i) Laxity in collection of dues, 
,wing members to become many 
tiths in arrears and thereby drift 
ly from the party.
) Bad example set by older mom- 
s in failing to attend meetings and 
work assigned to them.

1 No training given to new mem- 'wgmlntlng them w»h the pol.-
’and work of our party.
) Fraction fights and personal 
abbles of our comrades, which

ourage ® organizational
o overcome tnese^ . 4.^ make our Party »IS’enS. oUwh". ‘‘t

'“te",r““ptKr.h.

E Jetailed orgMieatteh

Organization
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month or two, but planning the work 
for a period of about a year. This 
Drive wUl be started with the mem
bership meetings at which CEC rep
resentatives will make clear to the 

membership the aims of the 
I^ive and how to accomplish them, 
non Organization

M CEC representatives to the Dist-

rgamzations in this Drive. 
Aim* of this Drive

aims of this Drive Will be: 
^ipjomcrease the party member-

tlie Dallycirculation of 

nucler*^*“® of

^i'op PapelS.'^*’®®^® ""®l>er of

overcome
17. To help in

our

To «i,- .. ana ottier su?n qve:»i——
cf the Party i*icological io„ ^ ‘inced in their organizations a

«■ Ihp »„rkprp are mobU'«‘>
W,''f«y to Ike on these Issues

cinn«. ° ®^reneti,„_

our

14. To strengthen the 
executive, city, section and snh -C 
lion executives, thru colonization

where necessary. ^
15. To increase the sale of P® ^ 

literature.
16. To devise ways and means o 

the language difficulty-
X(. J.U help in the building up^°^

the Young Workers League an 
Yuong Pioneers.

Here we have just indicated ®lo ^ 
what lines our party must wot 
the present time. The c®rry'"^ . 
of this work necessitates the dra 
in of the entire P^rty membc«
It necessitates the conscious gui^ 
of the district organizers and t ‘ .g,
ous departments and all functio 
of city, section and nuclei. 
comrades in the unions, our 
tions in the various mass 
tions must see to it that reso 
cn injunctions, on the miners 
and other such qtiestions t]i£

’•'Pliiie the

In subsequent 
Party Organizer '.ve 
concrete suggestions on I 
on this w/rk. We 'vill

numbers
will deal

trefll
meiP9. f party subjects as recruiting new

^•^ctionj \ ®"8then the keep the new
mao. ” ^*'0 frao*;-.^ Union ing of functionaries, selliP®

all building up of new shopin
fun^jj . in small cities, etc. ^

°^anizay ^'®^‘cts and”^ questions »
To the luild up local Labor PartieJ^

izational problems in oonnec 
the united fronts, etc.

"•‘“ation !« '**^'hen «
" the Party or.

^®®'h «... ""ake o. .
Cl <

13. 7 °Urtrai
Party_‘ents

efforts
We invite all party

and
to to coP

'aries. '^^'upeti
ent

brin^

Party

and active comrades 
their experiences on these q 
So that collectively we can s ^ 
the party organization, 
activity and gain greater 
among the masses.



HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE PARTY

By C. E. RUTHENBERG (Written in December 1926)
Comrade Ruthcnbcrjr's last words wore "BUILD THE PARTY". In this—his last—article 
on the question of Party Oritanization Comrade Ruthenberg also tells us to build the Party, 
and gives some valuable suggestions. If we will carry out these suggestions we will take 

some real steps in the direction of building our Party.

^’HE fact that the influence of the 
party has been extended during 

the past year was strongly emphas
ized in the discussions and by the 
resolution of the Central Committee. 
The party is breaking its isolation 
and has established contact with 
greater masses of workers who are 
entering into common struggles with 
it.

The party has not, however, thus 
^ar been able to crystallize the influ
ence it won as a result of its cam
paigns into organizational strength. 
The organized strength of the party, 
as represented by its membership, 
has not kept pace with its influence 
among the workers.

This fact is strikingly illustrated in 
the circulation of the party press in 
comparison with the membership of 
the party. The combined circulation 

all party papers is over 200,000. 
There are that many readers of the 
^aily. Weekly and monthly papers and 
magazines issued by the party. There 
aiay be some duplication in this fig 
are because some of the party mem- 
hers and symphatizers with our move
ment read both the English and for- 
eign language papers of the party 
tat not a great deal. Yet there are 
today only 10,000 members organized 
m the party.

The party influence extends beyond 
the circle of readers of its press. 
More thousands of workers are reach- 

by the mass meetings held under 
the party auspices and thru the van- 
ous struggles in the workers interest 
^hich the party initiates and carries 
on.

Here is a broad field in which to

work to strengthen the party organ
izationally and thus create a strong
er in.strument for revolutionary w^rk. 
The party activities today in the 
many fields in which it is working 
has reached the limit of the present 
organized strength of the party. The 
party organization must be broaden
ed in order to enable it to undertake 
new tasks to reach even a larger 
number of workers.

The recruiting of new members to 
l ioaden and strengthen the party or^ 
ganization, therefore, becomes one of 
its major fields of work. The party 
must crystallize into organization 
strength the influence which it has 
won among the workers.

Our party has never taken full ad- 
intage of its work among the mass- 
i to win new members. There still 
cists among the members of the 
>rty some remnants of the psy- 
lology of the days when the party 
as obliged in order to live to exist 
an underground organization. The 
embers of our party are hesitant 
)out approaching the workers with 
horn they come in contact and who 
•e sympathetic to the work of the 
irty in order to bring them into the 
irty. There are no persistent and 
stematic efforts to recruit new 
embers.
If the whole membership of our 
irty were to throw itself into the 
ark of winning new members, with 
e same enthusiasm and energetic 
ork which has been developed in 
me of the party campaigns, we 
,uld quickly double the member- 
ip of the reorganized party.
With double the membership the
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™uence and in mobilizine 
mg masses for struggle

new members shewed' 

reorganization of ti, 
members who were 
fore the reom., • . be-tl'o party be?auTe'of °th 
attitude manifested 
members in the reort- 

Inplaceof
S’’'" '■«
^ become a member Of
Wecons material Z i v® ae
a powerful Com». ” baiidin® of

Janaands of memR cost
topped „ bers were lig),^'

•la S' a "““'S’ sSmT"*®"'?
®nclei. In ' '■“* *“' *nis time wno ate 

'mng the names of con- members, who can be
B® been kept ^®®e members */ Proper organizational 

oth the attiinJ ’ taken. ti,« ___^^croniz

® grave h. * ^^e parf» re-
S'®* •"“a

“ftitude Jv ® P^'rerfui ^
«very ^^’“ch^le ”“;Pany.

>Work-..
rooted

.v*‘‘®'fork * ''■^ II
worker; ;*fbe Partv •

a"®"-
er'til**^ ®»e tb* 1l'*®^bip ®“em-

.'^beth.

mg
re-

'ondpS*^

With but i?®‘‘®8 in tbe

“‘""pi;
best

the fullest advantage of onr ®I 
portunities.

We Must Recruit New Member*
It is because of these reasons t ^ 

the Central Committee has put ^ 
the forefront of the party work 
campaign for new members, wbi' 
must be carried on by every unit 
the party for the next months.

This campaign will have two P * 
fs. First, a campaign to draw ha 
into the reorganized party the we 
bers who have been disconnec 
from the party or drifted away 
tbe party organization during
reorganization.

There are two or three thous 
members who were in the party ^ 
year at this time who arc n® 
party members, who can be wo 
if the proper organizational 
taken. The party organic 
each section or sub-section 
larger cities and the city oi 
lions in the smaller cities, un 
"lediately make a list of the n 
who dropped out of the parts 
tbe reorganization. If the r 
® ip lists of a year ago have r 
bept, a new list can be com]
^ach nucleus having its r 
baud in the names of form* 
bets.

The leading committee iu 
*°b or city must organize 

®_ the most active party mci 
^isit these former members
yavortowinthem back to tl 

ach a campaign, carried on 
atically, will result in addh 
a^ds of members to tb 
®»ength immediately.

°upled with this campaifi 
ack the former members 
campaign to recruit new 

among the workers syr
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to the party. The mailing lists of our 
party papers constitute a valuable 
asset in carrying on this work. These 
lists have been furnished to the dis
trict organizers, who in turn must 
distribute them to the sections and 
cities.

Here again a strong group of party 
members must be organized to visit 
these readers of our papers and en
deavor to win them for the party 
organization.

Together with this work among the 
workers whose names were on the 
party rolls and who are readers of 
our papers, the members of the party 
must be stimulated to take up a re
cruiting campaign among the work
ers with whom they come in daily 
contact. The recruiting campaign 
must be carried on in the factories 
through the members of the shop nu
clei, in the trade unions by the mem
bers of the trade union fractions, in 
the fraternal orgitnizations by the 
mmebers of the fractions in the or
ganizations.

Build the Party
“Build the Party” must be the slo
gan which every member of the Party 
transforms into reality by active par
ticipation in the campaign to win 
back old members and to recruit new 
members for the Party.

Cast out of the Party the attitude 
which looks with disdain upon the 
idea of drawing new members into 
the Party. Let every one of the 10.-

Politics is a science and art that 
did not come down from heaven, and 
is not he aquired gratis... If the pro
letariat wishes to defeat the hour- 
geosie it must train from among 
ranks its own proletarian “class 
politicians” who should not he in
ferior to the bourgeois politicians.

LENIN
(Infantile Sickness—1920)

000 members of the Party become a 
recruiting agent for the Party, with 
the object of having every worker 
who is sympathetic to the Party be
come a member of the Party

Let us set as our goal to add 6,000 
members to the reorganized Party 
during the next six months. The ma
terial to thus increase our member
ship and our organizational strength 
is at hand. It awaits the systematic 
effort of the Party to work it into the 
structure of our organization.

Let us make every political cam
paign, every campaign in the trade 
unions a recruiting campaign to win 
members for the Party.

If we mobilize our Party for work 
in support of this program the Party 
will grow in membership, in organ
izational strength, even as it has 
grown in political influence.

WHAT LITERATURE TO SELL 
THIS MONTH

Russian Recognition and Defense 
Campaign

1. The Tenth Year----------by Louis Ensdabl
2. Report of the American Trade Union 

Delesation
3. Russian Workers and Workshops in 1920

Foster
4. The Youth and the Russian Revolution 

Published by the Youne Workers Lcasue

Labor Party Campaign
For a Labor Party........................John Pepper
The Government Strikebreaker—Lovestone 
The Labor Leutenants of American

Imperialism .....................................  Lovestone
Wrecking of the Labor Banks.............Foster

General
Workers Party—What it Stands for 

Why Every Worker Should Join
Ruthenbcrar

We should concentrate on the above pamph
lets during the coming month. Up to date 
Xiamphlets deling with the Labor Party, the 
Foreign Born Campaign are now in prepara
tion, and will be ready before the end of 

the year.



OUTLINE FOR CLASS IN ORGANIZATION

(For Party Functionaries and the Training of Party Functionaries)

OKGANIZATION AS THE BASIS OF PROLETARl^I^ 

STRENGTH (1 session)
the Workingclass,

g) Opportunism iu Orga^' 
Questions,

h) Role of Organization in
split of the RSDP in 19 ’ ^.gt

i) Attitude of Right an 
groups on questions o ® .jgg 
ization in the differen P

- - -* of the International.
on*pMty.*°"Len?n^a”H"T°*‘ P’^Sanization, also Chapter 6, g,
No. 2, Article bj ffiriJht

e,Pa«v Fraction in
) I^iscipline, Cooperatives and other

a) Organization and Politics,
b) Organization and Administra

tion,
c) Role of Organization in a 

Bolshevik Party,
d) Organization Forms,
e) Different Organizations of the 

Workingclass,
0 The Part,, the VangnarJ of

“‘““o.chapt.;::

izations,
f) The Party Cadres-

sional Revolutionaries.
g) Role of the Party.

.prof®®'

structure and

I'enin on Orgnaization, Imprecorr Vo. 6i No

Ratty a .. I
Party__ of"'eamng of this S Dem .orat-c C^ntra’ism

OF THE 
(2 sessions)

va ^y.
Central Ev

' District
.^'“""''ttte, Citj 

^aop • *

in

shorTuci'^-Section s'ko Nuoi •

Plenums Tn ®onfepo

Workers Party, 
h) Membership in the ^ 

the Recruiting of 
hers,

•) The Language Bureau- 
their work—fractions- ^

i) Fractions in Trade Unio
other organizations,

R) Relationship between 
and the Young "WorkeT®-..............READINq. ”'l'<maris3^ and the Young

^‘■ganizatio^'J T^®'‘in on o
■ ^“‘Precorr ; Lovestone

’ Vol. 6, No. 38.
_Tb«
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IV. PROBLEMS OF THE PARTY ORGANIZATION

(3 sessions)

a) The shifting from small to i) Shop papers,
large industry, j) SJiop Committees,

b) Intermediate forms between k) Nuclei activity and the organ-
shop and street nuclei, ization of the Unorganized,

c) Building trades, railroad work- 1 ) Nuclei activity and the Party
ers, seamen, etc., campaigns,

d) Americanization, m) Relation of the nuclei to the
e) Small factories, Sub-Sections, Sections, CEC,
f) The problem of Functionaries, etc.,
g) Housewives, non-proletarians. n) Reorganization and Party De-

etc., mocracy.
h) Drawing every member into 

activity,
READING: Chapters 7 and 9 in "Lenin on Organization”. Imprecorr, 

Vol. 6, No. 2 and Vol. 6, No. 38.

V. ORGANIZATION FOR PARTY WORK AND WORK IN 
MASS ORGANIZATIONS (3 sessions)

a) The Organization Department of the CEC and the Districts.
b) Sub-Committees and Depart

ments of the CEC and the 
Districts,

c) Officers of the Nuclei and the 
Executives,

d) Keeping of Party records, etc.,
e) Systematic everyday organiza

tion work,
f) Organizing for membership 

recruiting,
g) Organizing for Press Cam

paigns,
h) Election Campaigns,

i) Control of activity of mem
bership—apparatus for con
trol,

j) Organizing and utilizing mass 
meetings,

k) Organization of United Front 
Campaigns and Meetings,

l) The function of fractions, and 
the organizing of campaigns in 
mass organizations,

m) Utilizing the United Front to 
build the Party,

n) A balanced program of work,
o) Problems presented by the 

students to be discussed.

2, and 10; Imprecorr,ADING: "Lenin on Organization”, Chapters 1,
v«i fi. No. 40 and Vol. 6, No. 38 (mass work).

ADDITIONAL READING IN THIS COURSE: Imprecorr^Vol. B, Nos.
5, 63, and 88; Vol. 6, Nos. 2, 28, 30, 34, 36, and 37.
Lenin's speech at the Fourth Congress of the Comintern; 
Organization Decisions, Third Congress of the Comintern; 
Kaganowitz—Der Organisatorische Aufbau Der KPR (German); 
Zinoviev—History of the Russian Party (can be obtained in 
German or Russian, or in the back Nos. of the Workers Monthly.



attache»*to**AB*nnir^**y’ '''l>at importance the Communist International
ma^y i^porSnt^„]r^^^^^^ ••*“*! bulletins. Also we must take note of the
in this issua will be ^oll'*****j'k*****"*^ therein. The article on shop bulletins 
bulletin " •>? ®«y others dealing with all phases of shop

ORG. DEPARTMENT 
OP THE E. C. C. I.

New York.

Dear Comrades,

newspapers 'smT*^** 
articles in the "DaUy W u ”'*"“>'• The 
this question have aUo com” 
but we are rather disUrbrf at t"h 
in Comrade Lovestone’a “tatement•« fewer facto4 wVnar''*

We are alarTedT,"' '«>'>-
*«l>e« in American condtr““® 
important.. Factory new eeeentially
l>« effective when tk T can only
rta^ticaUy enpp.rterb/The‘T"‘

We are not in n~ Tarty.
«»“• issued by thT CC°"

but ,o^,“" “>ia question

«» p.a,

’'e rec‘-°“‘ factor ' '“'"t.
®f lack of rtcently "“*aPaper8
■"asaes i, i„their ann ‘''® aide 
d“a’''" and they ‘he
”'i“£r*o'
an

workers in simple lanttuase about the ncti* 
vitiea of American imperialism in Latin 
America and China. Some of the news
papers have already bcffun to do so. It is 
important, however, that the Party commi- 
tecs everywhere should draw attention to 
this question and point out its importance. 
The Party should also control in how far 
factory newspapers deviate from Communist 
ideoloKy, a danger which is especially pos
sible in newly created factory newspapers- 

In conclusion, we ask you to keep ns in
formed continuosly about the number of 
factory newspapers, their circulation and hoW 
tften they are published.

With Communist Greetings,
PP. Chief of the Ore- Departmont 

of tl e ECCI.
(Sienature)

.. communist organi*»t*
*•«» in the ability of mak/ng use 

ad evervonfft nyoleln^i

I..,”*'""'"•‘S-n

^ *®®Nca*e“^'''‘, ®f ‘hrWo w”' '®^®‘8n 

®‘®- in ■.?'*"*«rian short

me ability of mak/ng 
and everyone for the proh 

'•aas struggle; of distributing 
PAffy Work amongst all the P® 
. ^‘’'bers, and of constantly attri 
“B thru its members ever wi 
asses of the proletariat to the r* 

, ^'®***ry movement; further it •* 
® fbe direction of the whole m* 

"’®nt in its hands not by virtue ol 
"rtgbt, but by the authority, ene 
? experience, greater all
knowledge and capabilities.

From Third Congress 
Communist Internati

f‘®lian. B ““«cca ‘ ]'"> CP of T'" 

In^'’f'rtoV"* ®*®®h”‘„*«>®''ss

hav '°***'"****i»t party must si 
, ®rtiy really active menib< 
.*****®^ from every rank > 

wK r »bat he should pi
he°* ®*'®rtBlb and time, ins 
jjj. f** bimself dispose of 
of I,- *®nditions, at the < 

,1 Tarty and devote his bes
**®»* «ervices

the Prom Third uo 
Communist Int



FACTORY NEWSPAPERS

By REBECCA GRECHT
. Comrade Grecht Is a member of the New York District Executive Committee and was 
head of the Factory Paper Committee. Comrade Grecht was recently appointed National 
field Orsanizer.

T N the period which has passed since
our Party was reorganized on the 

basis of factory units, we have dev
eloped various new forms of activity 
which will play important parts in the 
building of a mass Communist party 
in America. Among them is the 
publication of factory newspapers— 
Communist shop organs issued by our 
nuclei.

Today we may correctly state that 
such papers are no longer a novelty 
to us. Almost every district in the 
Party has undertaken their publica
tion—notably Detroit, Cleveland, 
Chicago, and New York—^with vary
ing degrees of success. In fact, an 
examination of the papers issued 
shows, in spite of the shortcomings, 
a surprisingly good grasp of the es
sentials of factory organs—surpris
ing, because of our lack of experi
ence.

At the present time, however, 
there is evident a slackening down 
of effort in this direction. Some of 
the shop papers have been suspended, 
others, entirely discontinued. This 

condition must be remedied. As a means of extending communist influ

ence in shops and factories, as a 
means of activising our party mem
bership, the significance of factory 
newspapers is tremendous. We mus 
revive old papers and issue new ones. 
This is one' of our highly important 
immediate tasks.

Unquestionably there are difficult
ies involved in issuing shop papers. 
The problems of organization, of 
publication and distribution, of writ
ing and editing, of the correct cor
relation of material, all must he con

sidered. But.once a definite method 
i.«i worked out and systematic attor- 
tion given, the problem becomes »,im- 
plified and the results decidedly en
couraging.

To carry out this task effectively, 
every district, sub-district, and city 
organization should establish commit
tees whose special charge shall be 
the general supervision of factory 
newspapers in their territory. The 
placing of definite responsibility for 
this work is essential.

These committees must aim to 
issue papers in every shop and fac
tory of several hundred or more 
workers where party members are 
employed. It is not only in huge 
plants employing thousands, as in the 
Ford factory in Detroit, but also in 
relatively small factories employing 
only a few hundred, as the Wright 
Aeronautical Corporation in Pater
son, New Jersey, that shop papers 
can have marked effect. Further
more, it is not necessary to wait un
til a large nucleus has been establish
ed in a plant before issuing a paper. 
While this is, of course, most desir
able, often one or two live wires, 
perhaps with the indirect assistance 
of some sympathizers, can undertake 
publication.

Nor is it necessary to start on a 
grand scale. Many comrades visual
ize the factory newspaper as a sort 
of miniature copy of a daily news
paper. They think it must be print
ed, have at least four or six pages, 
and in general simulate the appear
ance of the communist press. Lack
ing the required financial and tech
nical resources, they become discour-
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manymonths until another issue is printed

K » . L. T.’'r •'■»P pappr^

"•p.-ud.ivcrt'r,:-For the presenf ’
OM minds firmly on th7^
^thin our reach and 1
for regularity in tit ®«ve
ftapp-pm. Ap^STh"”'””
« best, of couree ^ P^P^r 
possible A ml * this is not
“rve the purp®?^**^®** “°®
space enough to do^

and pis the
^'<>"tmg the work “ «n-
^’‘““l^beouraim R sbop

“0 faciutie a sw/^f®

onlv should hp ^
r^“ce C the r‘"*>“«on i 
treasury . "® district factoid’ ®®o*rs for the u *“'^1 
the I papers, or « benefit of 
_ ® sale of the Proceeds ty
^ possible a f ^***®*^ ^bere =seii°”'
»“'P«n»V '»“vSbifS

P> «an r“" «t the „. Ptl- 
*«'' il'up”! *“ SPt

To V . m other j- . may
:: tS." tithe,
II another col '^®Paper I "‘®mber

^®®«ng oA^'^ona f P®m, is
’ii""''” tC>

factory newspapers and the specific 
needs of the unit are discussed, and 
the members are asked to talk about 
their shop—to tell about wages, 
hours, etc. A good response can be 
obtained in this way. As the mem
bers speak, the facts are jotted down- 
Then for the next meeting, each one 
is assigned to write up what he has 
told, either in a brief article, or in 
a letter form. When the materia
ls ready, the members discuss it, and 
if necessary, rewrite it to meet the 
criticism that may be offered. When 
the material is finally approved by 
the committee in charge, the paper 
is issued. Then, conferences of ^
comrades participating in the pn
lication of factory newspapers are 
held to exchange experiences a® 
analyze the papers.

While the desired results are ®®f 
always immediately obtainable, an 
often the comrades in charge way ® 
compelled to do most of the writing' 
yet, by following this method, t 
initiative of the comrades in the s o 
can be developed, their cooper**’® 
assured, and a general interest i® 
Work aroused.

f* is Well to bear in mind that tb
actory paper must become the 

® *be factory unit itself- 
re simply products of 
' ees, the material gathered 

* en by some one comrade 
lor ”®^’rect connection with the 
of fv. effectiveness ,T gj;
dim- will be correspo®^’
;>’«*mshed. True, very ma®y <>^ %

factories bav®
in ih^“t°"''' innranlists and •’‘P ,,

to o problems, and ar® .. 
This themselves i® d
Pot H r®ust be broken- .the language of the scb® 

"^wspaper offc^ but the la®g'‘‘‘*

'Continued on page Sixtec"’



COMPOSITION OF THE PARTY (BY DISTRICTS)

PREPARED IN AUGUST 1927

Dist* Total No. Mem- No. Mem-
rict memb. Shop

Nuclei
berB Street

Nuclei
bera

I 800 5 40 30 760
2 4000 60 400 50 1600
3 550 4 33 25 446
4 334 4 53 18 281
5 510 26 215 23 263
6 496 18 131 24 365
7 600 12 350 15 250
8 1100 18 200 52 896
9 721 3 21 70 700

10 216 10 68 20 130
12 560 3 15 31 646
13 439 2 11 22 428
15
Agric-

130 0 0 6 130

Dist. 191 lit 109 8 82

Summary:
10538 166 1646 394 6776

9 non-rcorsanized branches—76 members. 
Members at large*—41.
2,000 members in Fact. Diet. Street Nuclei

Explanations:
In District Two there are SO Factory Dist. 

Nuclei with total membership of 2000.
In District Three—8 non-reorBanised hr. 

with total membership of 72*
In District Five—1 Farm Nucleus of 9 

members. Members at larg^—23.
In District Eight—1 non-reorganiser hr. 

of 4 members.
In District Ten—Members at large—18.

+ Farm Nuclei.

Shop Papers
Name of paper

district 1 .......3000
district 2

Wright Propeller ......... 600
district 3 None
DISTRICT 4 .......1000
DISTRICT 6

WestinghouBO Worker................... .
DISTRICT 6

.... 2-3000

........1300
oparK riuK i/xufcv/ .... ........ 1200

.....1000
Red Motor .......................1®®®
Red Wing Foot (rubber) .....................

DISTRICT 7
Ford Worker .......................................... 20000
Dodge Worker............................................ 3000
Packard (auto) ........................................2000
Hudson ( " ) ....................................3000
Fisher Body (auto) ............................... 3000
Flint Fisher Body ....................................1500

DISTRICT 8
Harvester Worker (Machine) .........5000

DISTRICT 9
Dock Worker ........................................2-3000
Garment Worker
Shop Bulletin (upholsterer) .................  200

DISTRICT 10
Packing House Worker ...................... 500
The Organizer (packing) ......................1000
Oil Worker ................................................  500
Railroad Worker .....................................  500

DISTRICT 12
None .........................................................  None

DISTRICT 13
None .........................................................  None

DISTRICT IS
None .........................................................  None

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT 
None .........................................................  None

SUMMARY; 25 Shop papers with a total 
circulation of ............................................ 58,000

Organized Fractions in Industries
DISTRICT 1

Needle Trades, Building Trades, Shoe 
Industry, Machinery, Textile, Granite Cutters

DISTRICT 2
No information received.

DISTRICT 3
About 40 members scattered in many 

industries.
DISTRICT 4

Small membership scattered in many 
industries.

DISTRICT 5
Mining, Metal, Needle Trades, Food, C L U

DISTRICT 6
Mining, Steel, Metal, Needle Trades, 

Building Trades, Rubber.
DISTRICT 7

Machinist, Auto Union, Tailors, Barbers, 
Butchers, Street Car.

DISTRICT 8
Needle Trades, Metal Trades, Building 

Trades, Railroad, Food, Printing, Mining.
DISTRICT 9

Upholsterers, Dock Workers, Garment 
Workers.

DISTRICT 10
Mining, Food, Clothing, Transportation, 

Machine, Building.
DISTRICT 12

Building and Miscellaneous.
DISTRICT IS

Food, Building, CLC of Los Angeles, 
CLC of San Francisco. Build. Trades Council

DISTRICT 15
Machinist, Painters, Carpenters.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
None.
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Of the worker. Emphasis must be 
placed on brief stories, simply written

English or another tongue that 
may be translated. Political articles

fL ° '“wnsibu comrade of the

laSeta'of the" »' tte

“ far aa po.sible, tSv”^ “ 

toUon of facto™ “■< P»b.

»-vijr newspapers, oy neipu»b party to strike its roots among the 
masses of workers, are indispensable 
in this task.

Two)(Continued from page j.wt// 
light of this task, the building, broad- 
ening, and strengthening of the left 
'''ing assumes tremendous impoi^ 
ance. This the Party membership 

and particularly the Party organizers 
must realize fully, and translate this 
understanding into concrete action.

The forthcoming Conference ® 
the TUEL otFers a splendid opP°^ 
tunity for our party to do its shar* 
— - i_rt- win;

UE

--V arecalled upon to exert their efforts

iT; « *"« preparation IZ T offers a splendid 0PF«
noV-^ ^®<=t°ry newspapers Th^' our party to do its sh^

Se l.T*"’’*®- In fact the strengthening of the lefr
tjeobstacleswhichseemtel and its leading organ, the TUE
obstacles'*^ papeK a'" organizers are therefo
not actuallv ^ “s a start T “Pnn to exert their efforts
issued and « made. Once a pap^ make the Conference a real succ«

it® continuation directed to • offensive of the employer®
to overcome manl*'^-i*®"‘^® i'olps us '"i^^nsifying, with the injunction

I« c„"7_.......... - ‘ ■
.■'•"y, shop pat,'^''" b" BuUd 

nn rnseparahlm ® “mst becn«.„
.forty, shop pauerf^'^ Build 
mseparable part I»oeome

as the m ^^“^‘^‘'“nal rol^^ 

ifits of the ’and S light on ‘^°’^’^n-

»'« « S “““"b tor tb!\''“'*-

“*g the . “^trument As
gathered ar*'*"'®® ®f si^
factory^it ®'*®d the

active fact “‘akes 
workers. in the lu® **arty

"Every ^ the^ work^v-.
must be

a OUT

coming a real menace to the 1* 
movement. The labor reactions 
continue to move to the right, t 
helping the employers’ offer'’ 
against the workers. The Eos ^ 
geles convention of the A. F- oJ 
Proves that most conclusively* 
same proof is supplied by the < 
tmued betrayal of the miners by 
Eewis machine. Hence the vital' 
Jar a strong left wing to co® 
rade union reaction and to sav 

trade union movement. Se®^® 
a Solute necessity for our pa ' 
help in the building of a po^‘ 
left wing.
eJV® ^'>ty of all party orgj 
bero u ^®® It that the Party 
ci- to trade unions P
their^ ^'’tively in the buildinff 
Uf, .’■^spective TUEL a"*! ^ ^ 
he arganizations and tha
forth ®*I“®tely represented a
XjmJ‘®®|«ing conference of the 

Educational League.
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CENTRAL COMMITTEE TO HOLD FULL MEETING

nriE first meeting of the CEC of our 
Party since the last Nat’l Conven

tion, will be held in New York be
ginning February 4th. District or
ganizers of the Party, who are not 
members of tbe Central Executive 
Committee, heads of the Language 
Frwtion Bureaus, Editors of all 

arty papers, NEC members of the
at ^ Presentat the sessions of the CEC.

The order of business for the ses

Mdth.”rb*
™ of Ih, Party.

3. The question of the Trotzky- 
Zinoviev Opposition in the 
Communist Party of the So
viet Union and the Communist 
International.

This Plenum is of especial import
ance to the entire Party and to the 
workers as a whole. Special atten
tion will be paid to the political pro 
spects for 1928, the question of the 
Labor Party movement and the eco 
nomic situation. Stress will be la' 
on the problems confronting the tra e 
union movement concerning the 
particularly facing the United M'a 
Workers of America. .

An Organization and 
conference will be held immedia c . 
after the CEC meeting.

the new membership card

E'lx*? member will b
one totr^^ ®ard for^^^® of the activities of every

The new ca^^^ ®^ading. as to sale of literature, se

letter signifies“Ombered Tb '^l'® attendance record and s 
®"‘Ple. the letter as for e7. as follows:
“ook Was issupj . *aeans that tbi nucleus meeting
®“®1» district ha No. 4 member leaves the meetii
°a the card wil/b”^ ’*® letter lindens secretary will have to

number ^^e book of the n
chei 0^*'® ‘’'ey fore ^
Will 1°". ‘’‘e cards H . ^ close
ProviH^®'^® from th ^'®‘'''’'Pted and Permission from the d

member ^ Camber <»: ’’"fed, spe Tl*e activity record is to 
r . """ .«>; “"‘.b"" every three month*-

^°"nectior '"'l’°«ant meeting is to be set ai
^I'cet on ‘’'0 new °^^‘'on jp once in three months or

‘’'® memb the^ aV and the literature af
*®of'on or g, I ^ nuclei ®"^ance * ^ °'^®anizer together are
""Ion fracti?®®"‘’on melf"‘®®“"88 ‘’'® information required

trade « to affix his initi
Also a number filled in in

column.



The Work Before Us
T^EAR COMRADES: In the month that has gone since the last political 

letter has been sent you by the Secretariat, there have been some new 
developments in the economic and political situation. We herewith review 
briefly these factors, examine the party activities and shortcomings in recent 
weeks, and outline the tasks before the party in the face of the present 
objective conditions.

1. The Economic Situation
Not since 1921 was there so much 

unemployment in “prosperous” Am
erica. According to the most con
servative sources of the Coolidge Ad
ministration, at least six out of every 
hundred workers who were on a job 
last year at this time, are now out 
of jobs. At least twelve out of 
every hundred workers employed in 
1923 are now unemployed.

Wage cuts are increasing in fre
quency. As usual, the New England 
Textile mills are setting the pace in 
Wage-slashing. The non-union coal 
fields are not far behind and are pre
paring new wage reductions. There 
is talk of lower wages in the steel 
industry. Rumblings of wage-cuts 
are heard even in the building trades. 
The western railway magnates are 
refusing to go thru with the award 
of a paltry wage increase of thirty 
cents a day given some time ago to 
their locomotive enginemen and fire
men.

Within the last year the payroll 
totals have fallen by eight percent. 
Today the total wages are at least 
eleven percent less than in 1923. The 
New York lodging houses are “car
ing” for a record number this winter. 
Chicago now boasts of longer bread 
lines than it has had at any time since 
1913.

Despite all the loud talk about farm 
prosperity, the farmers are still in 
the hole. Tho the crops harvested 
in the last fiscal year were the largest 
in the history of the country except

for the years 1915 and 1920, yet 
there was a drop of nearly six hun
dred million dollars in the combined 
value of crops and animal products 
within the last twelve months.

In short, the Coolidge prosperity 
bubble and bluff have broken. The 
trend of trade and industry is un
mistakably downward and the work
ers are beginning to feel it.

2. The Political Situation

Both at home and abroad American 
capitalist reaction continues in full 
sway.

The Seventieth Congress has open
ed in the shadow of the most gigantic 
lobby of big business in the history 
of the country. At the head of the 
splendidly organized biggest capitalist 
interests now dominating the million
aire and lawyer-ridden Congress is 
the huge Power Trust. Vicious anti
labor legislation is being considered, 
particularly against f o r e i g n-bom 
workers.

In the Republican Party, Mr. Hoo
ver, representing the most conscious 
capitalist interests and whole-heart
edly indorsed by Governor Fuller who 
murdered Sacco and Vanzetti, is lead
ing the race for the nomination to 
fill the place now occupied by “King” 
Coolidge. In the Democratic Party, 
Governor Smith of New York who 
has worked overtime to ruin the gar
ment workers’ unions of his state and 
to shield the most sordid species of 
Tammany Hall corruption, is setting 
the pace in the Democratic chase for
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the White House. The so-called proe-

^onp led by Borah and Norris, have
IW ®’'*P altogether.
Especially treacherous has been the 
conduct of the so-called Parmer-

Cbu™.“ -

Energetic efforts are now 
Wb by ,b.
and perpetuate their dominatiof ^ 
special drive h»Q ""““"ation. A
against Latin-America"\l“"""*'®‘‘ 
will messengers of tho’tare now To.- ^ Ll"d-
Mexico and other c"^ ‘l’'aw
tha Rio Granio ^outh of
States so thTt tho ^"Ited

«*^aan imperialism ^"1-
wstive. Pres, CooIm^"** lining 
^atary of state kIuo,! ®ac-
®f^ana. Cuba on ^ R°lne to
:^‘1‘ CharlesV 5" T'^Wp. along 

atate and^®®’ ®'atwhile

£s?r-cS~T"S‘"iperiaiistg ?*|a«se milib, ^ar 
Planned with I'l^Plttles and
^falbeZe S®AmeT>7 and
^arbarous buiSf^ Pranged w‘*”‘»al
packers in of theirP«^ovincea^®*‘^a anj . ® ®"®®la88 
.Atthea,^-. "^®®^Ptsin
|P8 increaoi**® ^l*ne, th

to beat back America’s invasion of 
the European capitalist markets. 
Germany is raising the tariff againpt 
American goods. England is again 
complaining about the burdensome 
war debts. The developing difficulties 
for the Dawes Plan are only embit
tering the European bourgeoisie an 
decreasing their willingness to con
tinue to pay tribute to Wall Street. 
The Situation in the Labor Movement 

The whole trade union movement 
is fighting with its back to the wa 
The once-powerful United Min® 
Workers of America is flat on 1 ® 
back—a victim of the blackest treac 
ery in the darkest pages of the history 
of our labor movement.
Company, backed up by Green, 
and the w’hole official leadership n 
guilty of paralyzing what was ® 
many years the most effective fiS ' 
ing force in the trade union niov 
jPent. Today, these reactionary 
labor-bureaucrats are criminally no
>ng back the other workers 
coming to the aid of the battling g 
®rs and are even crippling ®1^®.‘L.-g 
miners’ relief by their do-notb>"»
policy in the face of terrorism
outrages of an unparalleled j,
mg visited upon the starving j 

iggers from Pennsylvania, Ohio
Colorado.

* |sA devastating injunction ma"*® ,d 

menacing the workers. „s in
fif and Daugherty injunctio g 

e mine and railway strikes 0 gg- 
n 1922 are messages of o^^^^'^-ison 

for the workers in compn^‘^gl 
! the injunction against t ® jjy 

p m Pennsylvania j th®
ini dndge Schoonmaker a

secured against t 
L? '■J the New Vot"

*■0 Rapid Transit Company- ^ jg 
The program of the capita^‘%veP 

the °"t to destr^
e most conservative, doc»l®

L
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unions. They have no longer any 
need even for such unions. But the 
reactionary trade union leadership is 
doing nothing to lead the workers to 
resistance. On the contrary, they 
are aiding the employers to crush the 
most militant fighters, as in the New 
York needle trades, and are planning 
an abject surrender of all the rights 
won by the workers in many years of 
bitter struggle.

In this treachery the official leader
ship of the Socialist Party is playing 
an active and enthusiastic part. 
These so-called socialists are helping 
and even leading the expulsion of 
militants from the unions and are 
sabotaging every effort to organize 
a labor party or a united labor ticket 
for the coming presidential elections.

But there are also growing signs 
of rising militancy. The heroic spirit 
of the miners after nine months of 
^ti’uggle shows that there is still 
plenty of resistance left in the work
ers. The inspiring determination of 
the needle trades workers and their 
left-wing leaders indicates that the 
workers will fight to the last ditch 
to save their unions. The increasing 
sympathy for the Soviet Union in the 
ranks of the American trade union
ists, despite the campaign of calumny 
and terrorism waged by Green, Well 
and Company, is a most hopeful sign. 
Last but not least, the smash-up of 
the frenzied high finance schemes of 
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Ei^ 
gineers’ Banks is throwing a cold 
blanket even over the most ardent 
advocates of labor-banking and sun
dry other class collaboration schemes.

What The Party Has Been Doing
Within the last month there hM 

been a considerable improvement in 
i-be working of the Party. Our slogan 
“Get Down to Work” has not fallen 
on deaf ears. The Party on the 
W’hole responded well in many n*

stances, tho there is considerable 
room for improvmeent.

The organization structure of the 
party and its functioning have made 
strides in the last weeks. Attendance 
at units is reported to be improving 
in many districts. There is more 
life in the shop and street nucleL 
Shop papers are being revived and 
new ones being gotten out. Mass 
meetings are better attended, work
ers’ schools are being set up and 
forums are increasing in number. 
Several national field organizers are 
now on the job. There are a number 
of special organizers in the mine 
strike area. This is the second con
secutive month the Party Organizer 
is appearing.

In the campaign for a labor party, 
effective steps were taken by a num
ber of districts toward the setting 
up of broad trade union committees. 
The possibilities in this field are 
good.

The last National TUEL Confer
ence was successful in the face of 
vicious expulsion campaigns of the 
reactionary bureaucracy. A number 
of prominent American trade union 
militants will certainly develop as a 
result of the proceedings and deli
berations of this historic gathering 
for the broadening of the left wing 
and the vitalizing of the trade union 
movement. On the whole, the Party 
organization responded well in doing 
its share for the building of this na
tional conference of the TUEL.

Slowly but surely the Party is 
mobilizing itself for miners’ relief. 
Today the Party members are the 
leaders in the whole relief campaign 
for the Pennsylvania, Ohio and Colo
rado strikers. In the A. F. of L’s 
November Fourteenth Conference at 
Pittsburgh, it was only the voice of 
the left wing which was heard in 
behalf of the locked-out coal-diggers. 
In the Colorado fields, despite over-
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Victory.........................
Today, only the Cleveland District 

^ done good work to meet The

»f ih.’SJf
Nearly haK a

policy by flagrantly Party’s
injunction order on tert a”® 
nf our comrades have Le^ number 

distributing anti inf 
and violating l^af-

danger has noWevef*'"^* '^nr 
it should have dJne 
torts, except for a t ^"f^^aient ef- 
*i®en made to « districts, have

'iivorable Sr
Union. uS ‘ the

oTr ^ ‘^^"^®^nus no there
"anks that th^ " ^nnie of 

^aercased. tr *"! danger

Insofar as fk
^nre and fu ^ ^nality of ,

-■
sition If 7» ^^niniit

5i:r/'T p"c« op^*;
“"«»i *1 *"i th« of
^'IWnp IW ‘» Iho

done 1 ^"'nn. ti. ^ Party
*«ver„V; ®’«va?e

well in the class struggle. We here 
mention only five of the main and 
most serious errors and shortcomings 
of our Party as shown in our recent 
activities. These are:

1. THE PARTY SWAMP—there 
is still too big a party swamp. There 
are too many members who do noth 
ing for the Party except merely he 
long to it and sometimes pay dues. 
Remember, if you are a member of 
the Party swamp, you are only ® 
millstone around the Party’s necK^ 
No member of the Party is worthy 
of the name Communist unless he o 
she is an active member—
active in every Party activity.
Work of the Party is falling upon to 
few shoulders.

2. THE unemployment SITU
ATION—We are now facing the ^ 
serious unemployment situation ®*”

Purty was reorganized on
shop and street nuclei basis. H ° 
districts continue to pay
attention to the unemployment 
then our units will be severely 
and We will lose many members. _ 
of all, every unemployed Party ^ 

or must keep in good standm 
getting exempt stamps as long »
*s out of a job. Secondly, u"®”V’^an- 
^ent activities must tie up the ®
•zed with the unorganized u|ed
'^ery closely. This means hip
fctivities by the entire 
m tho tiic P®*^ja he trade union work of the fd- 

*rdly, as soon as possible, p,gd
P oyment Councils should be jjred 
f the line of the one org
■a Cleveland.

3. THE FACE OF THE 
There is still too much of a te« jh® 
" °ar ranks to hide the face 
^rty. Altogether too often

fn^ .' “aortn participate in ®'^‘Tv,e
® ‘t Can f,°**'*”gs f„ *f.”® the labor party,

^'^'‘rtion of the fore^-bo^" egf'’
>n the work among the ^

Uur 5ho«,
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masses as mere individuals with cer
tain special standing, influence or 
connection and with insufScient em
phasis as representatives of the Party 
as a Communist Party. That is why 
We now and then tend to lose the 
initiative to wavering elements. 
Particularly must we avoid this 
danger in the labor party campaign. 
Our Minnesota comrades must be on 
special guard to develop a distinct 
Party position and activities in the 
campaign for a labor party so that 
the success of the campaign will be 
best insured, the wavering elements 
energized, and the traitorous conduct 
of the Shipsheads effectively exposed. 
Here also we must mention the need 
for sharpening the attack on the'So
cialist Party which, with the death of 
Debs, has lost the last fig leaf of tra
ditions of militancy, hiding its treach- 
Ofy and sordid opportunism.

4- THE PARTY PRESS—The 
paily Worker and the language press 
*11 particular are not reflecting suf
ficiently the life of the Party. Our 
Party press does not participate enuf 
in the campaigns of the Party. They 
do not push the Party campaigns en- 
ongetically. They are not sufficiently 
responsive organs of the Party. Not 
until the entire Party press is mobi- 
iized for the Party activities, will we 
i^e able to rally the Party and the 
niasses for the struggle.

5. FINANCES AND RECORDS— 
Por many months the Party has not 
Waged any campaign for raising 
funds from the Party members. Our 
Policy has been to raise funds ;>s 
niuch as possible from the broad 
sympathetic working masses. But the 
Party members must learn to suport 
more vigorously certain party insti
tutions and activities. We have in 
niind especially the Daily Worker. 
Too many of our district organizers 
and active members look upon .selling 
literature and building the Daily

Worker as little things. This is non
sense and very dangerous for the 
Party. It is just these so-called little 
things that will go a long way to
wards building a real big Bolshevik 
Party in the United States.

Our Party does not buy enuf litera
ture. Our members should read and 
study more. Our members must learn 
to pay for the literature they get. 
Otherwise we cannot print and dis
tribute literature.

Dues must be paid more regularly. 
Today only about sixty five percent 
of our Party membership pays dues 
regularly. This is an impermissible 
condition. The unit organizers must 
learn to keep after every member to 
be in good standing. Unit records of 
finance and activities must be kept 
up regularly. The district organizers 
and various district department heads 
should follow the same advice.

Clean Out the Party Swamp

We need more members and we 
need better members. This is the 
best way to reduce the large turn
over in Party membership. Ther.. is 
plenty of work to be done. The op
portunities for building our Party 
organization and influence are mriiy. 
The labor movement is in dire need 
of militant leadership. If our Party 
should fail, then there is no hope. 
But our Party will show its capacity 
for leadership in the present grave 
crisis confronting the American labor 
movement. Our membership will re
double their activities. Every Party 
member must become an active Party 
member. This is his communist duty.

The Central Executive Committee 
expects every Party member to do 
his or her duty.

every party member on
the JOB!

let us clean out the 
party SWAMP!

Jay Lovestone.
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most serious errors and shortcomings 
of our Party as shown in our recent 
activities. These are:

1. THE PARTY SWAMP—there 
is still too big a party swamp. There 
are too many members who do noth
ing for the Party except merely be 
long to it and sometimes pay dues. 
Remember, if you are a member o 
the Party swamp, you are only * 
millstone around the Party’s necK^ 
No member of the Party is worthy 
of the name Communist unless he o 
she is an active member—
active in every Party activity, 
work of the Party is falling upon too 
few shoulders.

2. THE unemployment SlJlJ' 
ATION—We are now facing tbe 
serious unemployment situation ®‘” 
our Party was reorganized on 
shop and street nuclei basis. I* ° 
districts continue to pay
attention to the unemployment 
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°f all, every unemployed Party ^ 
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oyment Councils should be ^jjied 

the line of the one org^**
»i Cleveland.

3. THE pace of THE 
rhere is still too much of a te" t„e 

our ranks to hide the fac® ohf 
y* Altogether too often 

^embers participate in P’’"'
t ens as the labor party,
anH***-*' foreign-born

'h the work among th®
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masses as mere individuals with cer
tain special standing, influence or 
connection and with insufficient em
phasis as representatives of the Party 
as a Communist Party. That is why 
We now and then tend to lose the 
initiative to wavering elements. 
Particularly must we avoid this 
danger in the labor party campaign. 
Our Minnesota comrades must be on 
special guard to develop a distinct 
Party position and activities in the

SmtlAlcm •Frtv Q 1qK/\t» noTtv SO
, ^------- ana activities in the

campaign for a labor party so that 
the success of the campaign will be 
best insured, the wavering elements 
energized, and the traitorous conduct 
of the Shipsheads effectively exposed. 
Here also we must mention the need 
for sharpening the attack on the'So
cialist Party which, with the death of 
Debs, has lost the last fig leaf of tra
ditions of militancy, hiding its treach
ery and sordid opportunism.

4- THE PARTY PRESS—The 
Daily Worker and the language press

particular are not reflecting suf
ficiently the life of the Party. Our 
Party press does not participate enuf 
io the campaigns of the Party. They 
do not push the Party campaigns en
ergetically. They are not sufficiently 
responsive organs of the Party. Not 
t^ntil the entire Party press is mobi
lized for the Party activities, will we 
*^e able to rally the Party and the 
"masses for the struggle.

5- FINANCES AND RECORDS—- 
Per many months the Party has not 
''^aged any campaign for rai^RS 
funds from the Party members. Our 
Policy has been to raise funds- as 
uiuch as possible from the broa 
sympathetic working masses. But t e 
Party members must learn to supor 
niore vigorously certain party insti 
futions and activities. We have m 
*uind especially the Daily Worker. 
"Poo many of our district organizers 
®nd active members look upon selling 
literature and building the Dai y

Worker as little things. This is non
sense and very dangerous tte 
Party. It is just these so-called little 
things that will go a long way to
wards building a real big Bolshevik 
Party in the United States.

Our Party does not buy enuf litera
ture Our members should read and 
study more. Our members must learn 
to pav for the literature they get. 
Otherwise we cannot print and dis
tribute literature. io»iw

Dues must be paid more 
Today only about sixty five P®” 
of our Party membership pays 
reglrlv. This is an impermissible 

The unit organizers must 
condition. member to

‘“od' tand ng. records of

finance and ^t^^ organizers
and'Sous district department heads 
should follow the same advice.

Clean Out the Party Swamp 
We need more members and we 

need better members T^

j^^Party membership. Ther>. is

The labor movem
of militant hope.

^^rtt will s^ow its capacity 
But our Party wi
for the American labor
crisis membership will re
movement. D" . Every Party
double their actm^®
-m-rXhis^^

"every■‘“pa*"

CEEA. OCT YHE 

party SWAMP!
PARt r Lovestone.

I I



Lenin Memorial and Ruthenberg Memorial 
Membership and Daily Worker Drive

5,000 NEW MEMBERS—10,000 NEW READERS

Mobilization for the Drive
*THE Central Executive

that the entire Parly Mobilization for the Drive 
hall devote itself to a campaign to °‘®trict Executive Committees must 
cre^e the Party membershin anH ®^''hnge for section membership meet-

»«iiy WorLr
eiiwl ‘I'l “'"’iriai meetings in the smh"*'

moriai_f ^ Ruthenberg Me to discuss ways and means
March 2nd°"' 22nd until conduct this drive, for dis-

On, . ■ . tribution of literature, appHcatJO”
has in this Hn,.. .. cards and other material for the dri'®

that should Hr, nneend dnwn intO th

March 2nd,

<" •» '« this dtiee

*•*« Daily WasW*^*** —" “'eutings tne represeiivs,--;
of?i? '“*** the ideal District Executive Comnutje
(4) T “*®®l>ershiD *"'*1 should make clear the aims of '
tlii- ° *'*‘''**« the Pariv ^hive, the methods to be used, ®

^ Party committee from the djS
sh-eo,. - *a not L trict down to the various nuclei

ana other material lor \ 
that should be passed down •— 
hands of every member of the shop 
and street nuclei. At these molibiz®^
tion meetings the representative o
the District Executive

__1 « .« q£ tn"

'^"'‘‘^^•hPaign Cnl ° ab-
hhw readers, but is tl k"'"’’®''"
hdresuitfro^ to b

trict down to the various --- 
ecutives is to have a special

aud resuirr be W j*"** “PPointed as director of this d^* ^
'*^'cs of our P**" ^aRowinp ^ These directors may in the ’ ^

, ' »m Part,: ~'"e •«iv. committers organize a subcoitim'"'
ampaign fo, i^j , aid them in this work. jj,

“ »ave the miner • J^eetings of functionaries shou d

*1.° tho _ leading comrades in the

Meetings of trade-union
secretaries should be held to
for the drive in the unions. j
anguage fraction secretaries s
e called together and their 

plained f/, fu__iu:., arive-

2.
3.

4.
5.

, fishl fo^ . ® '"iunct

'■ Per !Tt ■>'
“ United Ul***'‘^ »*• at 1

tom“ «« “r" “"pall." ""

"'abe cn’ above "^ill Par
J®"® and

caned together and their p 
Plained to them in this drive- 
district and city shall work o 
activity for the period of these 
;^eeks the drive will last to suit 
°®al situation with special aPP^

concentrated in different ind«
J»d territorial divisions. The 

y the director of the drive sh 
on the order of business of 
^eeting of the district coinin' 

y snd section committees, ®
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The drive should utilize the follow
ing means in its course:

1) Regular shop recruiting and 
securing of readers in the shops and 
open educational meetings of shop 
nuclei.

2) Section and city mass meetings 
Arranged on the various issues in the 
locality and on the Party campaigns 
enumerated above. At these meet
ings special efforts to recruit new 
members and to secure readers for 
‘he Daily Worker.

3) Conference of Daily Worker 
readers and readers of all other 
language papers to be conducted by 
‘he language bureaus.

4) Special drive at the Lenin Me
morial and Ruthenberg Memorial 
meetings that mark the opening and 
closing of the drive.

5) Recruiting at all open forums, 
mass meetings, and other affairs ar- 
ranged by the Party organization or 
sympathetic organizations.

6) Special efforts to recruit Party 
members from sympathetic organiza- 
‘ions and such organizations as T.U. 
^•L., ILD, Women's Councils, etc.

7) Special recruiting by street 
nuclei in their neighborhood, canvas- 
®'ng for readers.

8) Utilization of all lists of read- 
ers of Party papers in the drive.

8) All leaflets distributed must 
have appeal for readers for Daily and 
membership, giving address of Party 
headquarters.

10) Special appeal in all shop 
Papers for members and readers for 
‘he Daily Worker.

^ f) Special local Editions of the 
Daily Worker to be followed up f«>«‘ 
•■cgular readers and recruiting f®*" 
‘he Party.

The drive shall utilize and empha
size special appeals to:

(a) Neg ro workers.
(h) Women workers.

(c) An especially worked out ap
peal to attract native American el
ements to the Party.

(d) Efforts to secure young work
ers to join the Young Workers Lea
gue under the general slogan: “A 
League Unit Wherever There Is a 
Party Unit”.

(e) The building up of the child
ren’s movement—^The Young Pio
neers,

The committees and departments 
in charge of these activities are to 
work out material and supervise the 
special appeals in each case and see 
that they are utilized thruout the 
drive.

Methods of Recruiting
1. Every member shall at all times 

carry with him application cards.
2. Every member should at all 

times carry with him one or more 
copies of the Ruthenberg pamphlet, 
‘The Party, What It Stands For, and 
Why Workers Should Join”.

3. Recruiting must not be ap
proached in an abstract manner. As 
i rule when a comrade tries to rec
ruit new members, he thinks of the 
vhole working class—at least of his 
■ntire union or shop, with the result 
■hat he embraces the whole working 
•lass and succeeds in getting none 
nto the Party. Comrades must learn 
o approach this question in a con- 
rete manner. Namely, the comrades 
n the factories, unions, fraternal or- 
-anizations must make a list of the 
•arious sympathizers to be approach- 
id for membership. Some are not 
et ready for membership and should 
,e approached only with literature 
nd for subscriptions to the Daily 
Vorker. Those that are ready for 
membership should be divided up 
mong the comrades in such a man- 
Z that those that have the best 
lossible contacts with certain sjjn- 
athizers shall be assigned to go after
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these sympathizers. Sympathizers 
and those who are ready to join the 
Party can be found out thru the sel- 
mg of our literature, pamphlets, dis- 
cussions in the factories on cu^ent 
questions of interest to the worS

‘concentrate on one or more individuals

0« IhuPPM Out during the Party
Reorganization

during ^rr^rMni'^^'r out
on bach into thfS "" tak-
rades dropped out be

difficulties Inn-
oould not understand 
tion, and for other rela^® ^®°*'®nniza-

topped out, bv ®'® ""onibers

drive three'’V‘“

*''0 dis^! the
of Of tL ,® "'“cloi

V **®l'feaJ‘ special H- ® and 
I" ">^anged 'l^orkof>«oussion3
fh '“«n'bers^\'‘‘® nuC? ^•‘“nld
t nieetiC! ^’‘ould be • Non,
?? to

nuclei.

At these meetings suitable literature 
shall be sold and every effort made to 
uraw the sympathizers into the Party- 

2. The remaining three weeks shall 
be utilized for open educational meet
ings to discuss the life and work of 
Comrade Ruthenberg, explaining his 
Tole in the American labor movement 
and the American Communist Party- 
Special literature suitable to these 
meetings shall be sold and here too 
every effort should be made to draw 
the sympathizers into the Party.

Literature For The Drive 
Below is a list of literature for 

the various campaigns to be used in 
connection with the drive. The litera
ture should be obtained by the Dis
tricts from the Workers Library 
Publishers, 39 East 126th Street, 
New York City, and by the units thru 
the District and City Committees.

1. Lenin Memorial 
Lenin, by G. Yaroslavsky.
Lenin, by Lozovsky. ,
And the following pamphlets 

Lenin:
1- State and Revolution.
2- Imperialism.

The Infantile Sickness of ® 
Communism.

2. Ruthenberg
Ruthenberg—His Life and ^or 

(Now in Preparation).
Wr ^°rkers Communist

bat It Stands For and Why 
bjg Join”, by C. E. B“bhe

Russian Recognition & Def*”** 

dahl^® Year*i by J. Louis

i and Answers to
n Unionists, by Stallr^ jg
Report of First American Tr

Delegation. . &,
pil of First American

abor Delegation.
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Pamphlet on Russian Opposition— 
Bertram D. Wolfe (Now in prepara
tion).

4. Labor Party
1) Labor Party—Jay Lovestone 

(Now in prepartion).
2. Coolidge program—Jay Love- 

stone.
3- The Government Strikebreaker
Jay Lovestone.
4- A1 Smith—Wm. W. Weinstone 

(Now in preparation),
5. Wrecking the Labor Banks— 

Wm. Z. Foster.
Misleaders of Labor—Wm. Z. 

Poster.

5. China.
Civil War in Nationalist China— 

Earl Browder.
China and American Imperialist 

olicy—-Earl Browder.
Awakening of China—Jas. H. Dol- 

sen.
China—A Survey— By Seng Sin 

China In Revolt.
"This does not mean that this is the 

literature that should be sold, 
ther literature shall be sold and 

I* be at the disposal for all meet- 
**^Ss, both of the nuclei, section mass 
*^®etings, and other meetings for the 
"workers. However, these are the main 
Pamphlets related to campaigns of 
‘"e Party and should be concentrated
Ppon.

"^he Ruthenberg and Lenin Stamp 

Every Party member who will 
®®cure a new member or a subscrip
tion to the Daily Worker, or both, 
"'iB receive a specially designed 
®tamp of Lenin and Ruthenberg to 
“o pasted in the membership card, 

■will serve as a permanent recor 
the activity of the member for the 

onin-Ruthenberg drive.

Let Us Build Our Party

With the present crisis in the labor 
movement, with the drive to destroy 
the very trade unions of this country, 
with the unemployment that is be
coming more acute, with the naked 
imperialism that is spreading out to 
every corner of the earth; our Party 
has a great task to perform. Our 
Party is the only force in the labor 
movement today that defends the in
terests of the workers—that leads 
the way.

In order that our Party may be 
able to carry out the task, that our 
Party may be able to mobilize the 
masses for the coming struggle it is 
necessary for us to extend our base 
and our influence. The present drive 
to increase our membership by five 
thousand and to gain ten thousand 
new readers for our Daily Worker is 
therefore an immediate necessary 
step in this direction so that our 
Party may be able to mobilize larger 
masses in the present struggle.

Comrades, let us honor the memory 
of our great teacher and leader, 
Lenin, by carrying forward his work 
and spreading the ideas of Leninism, 
by gaining new recruits to the Party 
of Lenin in America.

Let us honor the memory of Ruth
enberg by our untiring efforts in the 
struggle of the American working 
class and by extending the influence 
of our central organ, the Daily

Worker.
Let us gain five thousand new mem 

bers in this drive.
Bt us make every effort to secure 
thousand new readers for the 

y Worker in this drive and we 
„o a long way toward, laying 
foundation for a real,

, Communist Party in the United

®*‘ Org. Dept.



NEW NATIONAL TRAINING COURSE

JN order to train new district or"^ 
ofiiS, tl"
tional iay tS. TT^ ^
™ary 1, at th^ J
New York, to run “for
three months. * Period of

Every district will
aenditsoneoutstaTd n to
^Me of further H cap-Workers School f^rtSth'"* 
period. The districbT^ ^’’'‘ee-months 
te<t to send more than"^^ Permit
tee Central Executive r"^’ ^®'^“se 
anxious to have onl ^°"'"‘'ttee is 
comrades, and no ““‘^‘^"ding to weaken itself by afford

of its first-liL e ^^’""‘•ethan
"period asSrf'"'"'*®® for sj 

Out of this 1 ® "'°"ths. “
’'“pod that tiourse u- ■

dUtrilt f “ can? ! 
""‘io came f’/'®'" which 
district or’ "*®o new t«cts „ !f""‘"orship?^ for 
'^i>ieh the^'‘^“'®'‘*y in n ^is-

«.e *« be
'■"tical i>e of k

the A? to the o ^^®‘^'al 
the Parf'"'='-*can wort-'’'°'^’®«»a

r®" con!; ,°PPonunt‘"®

h ^‘^"1 ? e"* the <=°"rse

'55s^S>-=?:

®?*tprop7® a dist^iting

‘'""dthaV^iPing?!' "Pe-

agitprop committee and sub-comniit 
tees, teaching methods, factory news 
paper work, etc. A comrade whom 
the district wishes to specialize m 
organization work will have corres
ponding specialized training i*^ 
ganizational work.

The best Party instructors at the 
Workers School for this special typ^ 
of work are being selected to 
the courses, and the political 
tee has made a decision that 
comrades will not be permitted 
on tours or to undertake any ° jj, 
work that will ipterfere with 
teaching dates during these
months.

The instructors are: , jj
J. Lovestone, Wm. Z.

Stachel, H. M. Wicks, Alex Bitte^„, 
Max Bedacht, Alexander "^^.^olf® 
berg, D. Benjamin, Bertram D- 
Art Shields, Carl Brodsky- jpcte*^ 

fhe last two have been se 
for special subjects,
'■espondence and Public Sp
which are the only courses th 

® given in the evening- . ^ jay- 
Courses will be given duri*^^ , ^r® 

The fViol* fll*Gcourses that are 
fbe following

Marxism-Leninism. Three t(,r, 
Week for three months.
Bertram D. Wolfe.

History of the United S ,j,^^ic 
American Political Problei«s-
" Week for three months. **
Jay Lovestone. , Tr^rt

Theory and Practice ® 
^"ionism and Special Trad® 
f^^'oblems. Twice a week t 
">onths. Wm. Z. Foster-

arty Organization, T ® glc 
fjf^ctice. Three times a 
fbree months. Jack Stachel-

History of the Internatio
Movement the Par^y-
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times a week for two months. Max 
Bedacht. Bittelman first month, 3 
times a week.

Marxian Economics and Advanced 
Marxian Economics. Twice a week 
for three months. H. M. Wicks.

Methods of Research. Six hours 
only. Alexander Trachtenberg.

Methods of teaching in workers 
classes. Six hours only. D- Ben
jamin (Assistant director of the 
Workers School).

Public Speaking. One night a 
Week for three months. C. Brodsky.

Workers Correspondence. One 
n*Sht a week for three months. Art 
Shields (In charge of the New York 
Iwanch of the Federated Press.)

In addition to the above Aourses, 
there will be a few special lectures 
on outstanding problems before the 
Party, and it is hoped all students 
will be given the opportunity to at 
tend the Plenum of the CEC of the 
Party, which will be held a few days 
before the opening of the course. 
Problem of Finances, Railroad Fare

The outstanding diffiiculty in the 
Selection of the right kind of studen 
''^ill be the problem of their main 
tenance for three months, during 
which time they will not be able to 
rarn any money. To meet this pm* 

the following procedure has 
^aen worked out by the Political
Committee;

Railroad fare.—Every district is 
expected to provide the railroad fare 
^ar the student selected. This »ns 
a® done by arranging a send-o a 

in the form of a dinner or » 
dance or both. The proceeds ay*” 
affair are to go to the payment of t 
^9^1*6 of the student and where P® 
®*ble and necessary an additiona su 
award his maintenance.

Maintenance and Text-Book*
The students are also expected 

*^nise such sums as they can by aa >

and the national office will make an 
effort to supply those students who 
require it with the sum of $10.00 a 
week for expenses.

Lodging, breakfast and in some 
cases supper will be arranged at the 
houses of comrades of the New York 
district who volunteer to supply these
necessities. .Comrades who are able to contri
bute money to help in the parent of 
the ten-dollar a week contribution to 
the expenses of the students or who 
can help in the purchasing of tex

Return Fare
The district is expected to raise the

poppd tip .«d »«•

<«r the
, n ♦ 1 students which are exfrom 12 to 15 ^ Work-

P®*^*®*! about $6,000, and there-
ers School of comrades and
fore hie of aiding with
sympathizers cap urgently

needed, i- or
rlC for *11 etudente. A 

te«t heota
donation of $120 ^
a week main donation of

will kTep a student for a week,

E Tdirtrtt^^o’uW try to get one 

“ heeen repr.s.»«ti«» .t the

training beiong send to
Questinna^.^g„„t. The DEC 

all districts empowered to
^“‘'the ” selection of candidates, 

make the qualifications and
whose nam submitted to the
StrUitproP and organization
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uciiaibuicuus lor nnai seceiion. Com
rades should be selected on the basis 
of the following qualifications:

1. Activity.-This should take first 
P^ce because it is not the aim of the

“"wellreTh^
study at ^ '^’^fiitted

soliool. training
2^ Pfevi

^*f^8—Whilf previous
“PonacUvi^ "®P»>asis

®|yted wai h J'’® aH comrades

® tc benefit from ^‘'^'*""8 if they
ComrS this

®‘«cted will k 7®® ®**ce thev o.

gWen a
all com '°'“® to thlV*'^^^’ that

Inquiries concerning funds, 
maintenance, and the duties of t e 
districts and the individual ^ 
connection, should he addresse 
Comrade Stachel. Inquiries 
ing preparation, courses, ‘ ^
graphy, etc., should be ad 
Comrade Wolfe. pept-

a cerS"'*'’®® will be ®®hool
«»l^" **•«« «t "“«> »« fcav,

«adin8 .1. 

“ »«•<«<''i*."»«"

^®^aute *^®tion is . .'^°”‘rades 
able P. ao tb,, ,,® obviousW

LENIN ON
Upon what rests the ^^^,|etaria* ‘ 

revolutionary Party of t i ^
is it tested,iorced, strengthened. r« vang**®. „ jt»
sciousness of the P*’®I®'®p_volut'®'*, , i,er^ 
by its devotion to the .jftce ***•« »r>*|* 
steadiness, spirit of .** *’t,:iity **’ "’le 
ism. Secondly, by its “^‘^*’^intima‘e ^j,b 
the toiling masses, to ^ „ls
and to a certain extent. jmarily*. i,aly< 
the proletarian masses .,^,.5.
with the non-proletarian 1®* cor*ft-

‘aqaute is au • ..... ..

the soundness oi ■ j "j
carried out by the tie’s. 0’'" fb'

f * oxa * n cr t/ And *hcir _/

r.hc Poirandby tb«

the'® "of tb'political strategy and w—- _ o> ,,
idea that the workers then>*®*'^hip, **’^41- perience may convince lcade®^^.» 
soundness ol this P? *‘'“'t a’l ‘“'/y P<d' 
egy and tactics. Without^,„,i„nary,„ ajj,
tions, discipline in a ^,ty 'ver'.mi'-
really capable of is rcai‘*®< *®
vanced class whose °"'®*jblc /te'"*’‘t i®
the bourgeoisie, is „ all ®„hra*®,hc#*Without these eond. .nn*^^pty P^^d. «?b^ 
create discipline result au«»r I*. .mere contortions. On the "juddepj^^^g l^s 
conditions will not
arc created Ihrough loi'S* Tn.i$

ureaico inrou^** •- -a. t,v *’ -• *and hard, bitter expei-|c"® j,j,ted "/ ,j,rP j,s 
of these conditions is in .’.^elf ’’jill’
revolutionary theory. *1 forips ' {ioP ifiih 
not dogmatic, hut con"®® „d
finality only through ^ 
the practice of the f^’-* 
fevolutionary moverncu**

everv

Wbo^‘»'>i«ite7 ^ho h pre-

TWO important//'''^''

:<A<C-on on o

'onni /[ BenfT *

The two most '’’’I’h'are '** in *'"u*®.Ai' 
formed in the last 'P®"*’’miP®®*r be®td'’’’'d‘’ 
and among the s*’''*""® _nifi‘=®1,io®'A-«10®‘’ 
The Reading unit is t’ft 
the election of a Social.st^'”„f th® 
stration. The importan s»^ea^
'^nit is obvious. , . ''!*« **’

We feel certain **’“*
•PUch from our Party org®
and Colorado. __ _ n
distribute ANTI-lN^gpjT .j^ts jp®'

let. UNEMPLOYMg leal'Vi*"^ ̂
COMIN^O,000, by

We still have “*’*11'* erP*®'** rC ' 
Of the “Down with GoV piO®Jb®
fion” issue. of^®^ef®, tb^b'®

I^istricts are urge® 
diately so that w« ®? . W® 
tnillion distributed, he ^eP Jay*’
‘■•■bution of the UnemP'o®
'k'ill be off the press



OUR PARTY AS THE CREATOR OF MASS

MOVEMENTS

By H. PURO
Member of the Central Executive Committee and Political Committee of the Workers

(Communist) Party.

O, this is no longer an empty 
' phrase. Our Party is becoming 

involved in many forms of mass work. 
Recently I attended a subdistrict 
Fraction meeting in Upper Michigan, 
where a district meeting of the Fin
nish Workers Clubs was also held, and 
Was astonished at what I saw. The 
•delegates to these meetings were 
composed of workers of the Iron & 
Pepper mines, lumber workers and 
poor farmers who formerly worked 
'n the mines and lumber camps, 
i^any comrades in the Eastern indu
strial centers hardly know what Up- 

Michigan is. They probably 
i'i'ink that it is a very small isolated 
town. This is due to the fact that 
®nr Party lives very much in the East 
°aly and thinks that west of Chi- 
*^ago there is some boundless North- 
Western Territory where some scat- 
t«‘red Party activities exist.

This is a great mistake, but what 
*^an We do when Americans, our Party 
<=omrades included, are so very po®’^ 

geography. Upper Michigan is very 
"'ide territory, part of District Nine, 
®'tho it should be an independent
district and in the future will be. 

bis District consists of numerous 
and Copper mines surrounded by 

'^mber camps and farms.
Roth, the miners and the lumber 

'^’orkers are highly exploited and 
Poorly paid. They are unorganhed.

one time they were strongly or
ganized into the Western Federation

Miners. They fought bitterly du- 
^og 1913-14 against the mine owners 
'o the Copper Country strike, bu 

defeated and their organization

‘stroyed. Many workers were 
acklisted, could not get work in the 
ines, and went to the farms, this 
»ing their only means of existence, 
bey began to till the soil from which 
1 lumber had been removed. It 
»s been a hard fight to make a bare 
ving for their families in this sold 
imate where nature does not yield 
,uch. Part of the year they still 
ork in the mines and lumber camps.
, this hard, bitter struggle for exist- 
,ce the miners, lumber workers and 
"mers have not
,ns of their earlier struggles. There 
ive been enough reminders. During 
,e last year there were two big mine 

fprs one in Ironwood and one 
isasters, jronwood the min-
.w'rreTcued by the heroic effoi^ 
rs were x. being buried
LT^irTs^ours. In Ishpeming, 

lower 50 miners were drown-
: tL bottom of the nyer 

d when tbe addition
ropped into workers
r'h‘. 1"

„a neHiing
3pper mine and
nyielding ^tu^nt lessons.
^rmers have reorgan-
Ispecially sm „any forms
ration they hav organ-
f mass ^ almost every
led Workers They estab-,wn and vil.ago- 1 jj^ve

elblSd nuclei keen nnd



IS THE PARTY ORGANIZER

there. The Young Workers League 
is growing stronger as is also the 
Young Pioneer movement. The 
growth of the youth movement is es
pecially due to the Women’s Sections,

local cooperative creamery and were 
also trying to wrest control of th- 
local Cooperative Store. They called 
in one of the subdistrict organizers of 

r™—., V...* v« uiuBii s oecuons, District Nine, asking his advise. He 
which have worked hard collecting told them to use their Party appa- 
money and helping to organize the ratus and to organize a fight against 
youth. The cooperative movement is the KKK. Our comrades did this

and the result was that they came 
out victorious in the struggle against 
the Klan.

strong and is ever growing as are 
the Clubs. These are real move
ments, not mere paper organizations.

These educational and propaganda 
organizations offer a very good basis 
for our Labor Party campaign. Al
ready there is a strong participation 
in the school board elections and 
municipal elections in the various 
communitus. In these activities 
these workers and farmers are gain
ing experience for independent poli
tical action of the workers and poor 
farmers. The result is that they are
TaborTarty!

.‘L*" P«y

The foregoing is proof that our 
Party can and is becoming a greeter 
and greater factor as the creator o 
mass movements amongst the indu
strial workers as well as amongst the 
poor farmers. I have also tried f® 
prove that we would make a very 
great mistake were we not to pnJ 
more attention to the outlying d'®' 
tricts where important heavy in>‘U 
stries exist and where tens of thou
sands of poor farmers live. These 

is tiio uur rarty ''’erkers and farmers can be brought
units are n Party to our Party. District Niu®>
cipants of iionsisting of the state of Minnesota,
ward our Partv ^'^consin and Upper Michigan'

move- 
big'

ward our Partv '• wisconsii
'''•ir t« U.o». growing mass i

to find whaf amazed '“onts our third, if not second

told me'TS' P"W member must ,
5,”” they ,o„„, fc"'* “«;y «t these niass movements in
wm^eo Ku Klux Klan Party

K mg to drive them out of fv*' there in building up our
01 the elsewhere.

some party probm^ of the west

I" the West there are a f ^ rnTw^out on •>»>
'omradrsTno‘’rde?lrt‘‘‘°"^^^*^^y^the ^ extent, the comrade^
? problem^
b Cr -tlvity is not so g

Eastern ^eomradls T n
In the the cloud of ^think that thev are treated
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colony of the Party. A colony to be 
exploited for relief drives for strikers, 
press, etc. This is not true. How
ever, there are many who have this 
impression. The reason they have 
such ideas is because the major part 
of the activity has been relief for just 
such campaigns. And the reason they 
have a wrong conception is because 
they have only been functioning in 
one avenue of expression of Party 
Activity and have a lopsided program.

In the East they carry on as much 
of this kind of activity as we do, if 
not more, but with this they also
oarry on the most important 
activity in mass organizations, strikes, 
®fc., giving them a well balanced 
Program. We must carry on this 
’^ork as before but we must lee that 
the real work of local issues and pa^ 
ticipation in workers needs an 
strikes bring to the fore the import
ant activity that will give us a cor
rect outlook. Many of the comrades 
seem to be in a rut, carry on this 
first activity, and when local oppor 
tnnity of leading strikes or partici
pation is mass activity locally comes 
to us we do not recognize it because 
"'e think and act as automatons in* 
^tead of Marxians. If we realize 
^Jat the following of the line of the 
? struggle in our section and do- 
ug our share where the fight is the 

arpest and the need of clear think- 
ag is the keenest, we will also re- 

that by such activity we do not 
osson the former activity we were 

^oaducting. The success of such 
P^i'ticipation in the class struggle m 

®®^tion only highthens the other 
^ iv'ties all down the line.

^ ■Another important condition is that 
®^ten take instructions from the 

ational Center and do not apply 
is^ to local conditions.

should keep a uniform policy 
often need other tactics to obtain

the results and the carrying out of 
the policy. Such is the case only on 
special occasions, for most tactics are 
adaptable, but when such conditions 
do arise we must meet the situation 
as communists and not take the atti
tude that nothing can be done.

These misconceptions combined 
with the process of reorganization 
and the language faction misunder
standing are the basis of mauj
factional fights of many

the West. Of course the suDjeci
”ve factor--personaliUes,jn^^^^^^^^^^^^^
the fights more so jfscoloring
fights “^"kg^°ound of differences, 
the true backgr

The comrades o gg^tion of the
never build ^ themselves on
Party unless tney -^gst has
these and other unshackled
the potentialities that Party that 
^,ill build n can be proud

that if we don't 
gf We will not DU section andhive in
our forces. faultfinding ^ttitud
background th activity. Build
and push to th f ^,j„inate that
the structure that with
which made you u
shortcomingS|_____^_____-====

c^..rAtartat ofI III .........................
c“„roitlee is now on a

number ot National Far r
the west to t leadership
School to help o
West. we hope to have a report

In the next issue situation m

'rrtsS'.'. “r
Labor P»r'V “"’ySl o. *” **

Stimulation of generally.
—j the coming

J



HOW WE MUST ACTIVIZE OUR PARTY

is “The face of the
Party must be toward the masses” 

We have had this slogan since we 
extricated the limbs of out Party 
out of the dwaddling clothes of its 
infantfle diseases of leftism. We 
are not so proud of those diseases: 
but we are proud of the inner health 
and Ideological power of our Party 
which allowed it to extricate itself. 
We have still a long road to travel. 
We decided to direct the face of our 

rty toward the mases and now we
piny

pagandists, as a substance causing 
revolutionary fermentation among 
the workers. The reason for this is 
the absence of independent political 
life in our street nuclei.

The great task to be performed by 
the Communist Party in the United 
States is the winning away of the 
proletarian masses from their adher
ence to capitalist ideology. This task 
can be performed only if we adapt 
our Party to the execution of political 
activity based on the understanding 
ond ideology of the American work- 

^ Party is demonstrations and
lone as internal and as meetings are altogether too
in the af*f**^*”*^^ consists only confined to events that appe^^
the CEC decisions of revolutionary and more
fractions’ oul p*" “w Progressive worker who, after all, is
an important n. lacking ^ ® oxception in the American w-*rk-
effective means^lf f''® most class. We rally thousands for
to the masses is ti, ^ °^*og its face ^®^°lotionary celebrations of one sor 
external political real ^"°ther. That is very good a'.d
units. The Party til ^^rty !}®‘=®ssary, but it is not sufficient

labor organillt^ "on- affairs appeal only to such
^ ®Pl>stance of^r ** '‘•ready under the !«'

^rmentation amongstrevolutionary ideology-

a:;r^reTarjeW

ptbl’*' »>y discussions ;;

r ® tab2> "mernJ’'® ortu CapitaHs't'-Jn
'^"dership of of id^®'«b®rs «^tely, is not yet an
“''^r them. Xh^ ^“"»nuni? H ’ ‘s it a problem of

"S”’ -"-ny %
on oi***- nucl.- *"** ---op pu P - Chip issues with then* j,,
™™- »«tk i„ !;?"».h.„."‘'>ti. r«e«. tor innleupo. we «« ,>rti-. •«l.i"" nuPUl ChipT”"- “«.i-»es ”
on thp i, ^ the p., fronf i ’ mstance,
street this Pretty whiou^^ » number of P’^r ch

na'^ ®'®*'® far^/'*’®'Pie ca& ^ mases of workers °
"’.® bein thf” '‘®®ognize as problem® ^i,e

'‘>< >1,, '"hi- Sf "'- Wt t-«ve the truths*;
"'"‘tWl '‘"'I’l. ^ mitetably -"'f« .

"”‘»ts,u,” «h„„i gra<‘
’’'""I -f open cash and
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favors, favoritism toward rich cop- 
porations in property assessments, 
injunctions against labor, unemploy
ment, etc. We communists see in 
all of these problems only one base; 
capitalism. The masses of workers 
however, do not see that basis, but 
they do see the problems.

The establishment of independent 
political life of our street nuclei must 
be accomplished by taking-up these 
problems in neighborhood meetings 
and other methods of neighborhood 
propaganda, to discuss these problems 
with the workers in their territory 
and help to establish a connection in 
the minds of the workers between 
these problems and capitalism. That 
■s revolutionary activity because it 
revolutionizes the minds of the 
Workers.

Party. Let us put upon the shoulders 
of our Nucleus Executive Committee 
the duty to organize all the forces 
of the nucleus into a machine of 
political propaganda and agitation 
within the territory assigmed to our 
nucleus; then let us cooperate with 
our nucleus executive to help it to 
make a success of this job. The lead
ing committees will devote themselves 
to the accomplishment of this trans
formation of our Party into an ef
fective organ of political leadership 
of the working class of America. And 
with your help, comrades, it will

succeed.
Max Bedacht. * •

OUR
PARTY ACTIVE IN PITTSBURGH- 

OHIO COAL FIELDS.

doing this we also eliminate 
*'De of the most effective reasons for 
the great turnover in our Party mem
bership. By supplying work for the 
Party members we inspire them, we 
encourage and fill them with the 
Understanding of their importance 
in the scheme of work of the Party, 

convince them of their indispens- 
ability in this scheme. As long as 
be street nucleus has no other but 

*’®utine life such a feeling of import- 
nf participation in this life by 

e individual member cannot be cre- 
ated. On the contrary, the member 
ponies to the conclusion that the 

arty can live without him; and the 
unfortunate fact is that this is so. 
^aineiy^ that as long as the Party 
anits do not carry on political work, 
i^be participation of the individual 
•Member in the work of the unit be- 
^ornes unimportant, is of little value 
a the Party, and contributes little 
a the revolutionization of the work- 

class.
Comrades, let us apply our energy 

a the general activization of our

A Negro, Italian. Hungarian and South-Slav 
Organizer have been placed in the PiHs- 

burgh-Ohio coal field, for “‘jvjty.
Also Comrade Crecht. National Field Or

ganizer, is spending the second month or- 
ganizing in this district. . ,

The Party is lacing some important pro- 
>hi< area. Our comrades have 

beerunemployed for some time, and are the 
Lst hit from the terror of the coal barons. 
Now most of them are on strike. Many

urits are compelled to function secretly, 

he organizers placed by the P-r‘y in th« 
district have a difficult but important task.

•we crvFN AND TEN SHOW BEST

TWO MONTHS

• . Detroit and Kansas-Colorado 
Districts Detro activity

show an November and December.
"m'r^tyments. distribution^.;

“genera, activity they 

are doing a good job. ,obably, been
Districts « -^J^J^tbs in 

last in the last f distribution
ments. except lor the Los
and general activity, carrying on
Angeles even In spile of the
good work, as It seems, eve 
inactivity of the District.



ORGANIZER

Comrade Devine,
organizatinti __1in Ml New

National Field Organi ’
»“■. Comradc'*D"yn'’ "P®P'“P"**the^ vrark experience in

« wember of the pliu.“" formerly "L nu. ‘t® Philadelphia District 
® will now work for .°hi“®“l CommiWee of Ihe Worker Agent in

the following is a or the“bhicago"ljrS.

a-"" S™VT”“ »-end,d 

po present at meetin ^ o Han*^ wilding good committee,
iiie. Almost evervon^ p meet- 0q 7 p. m—Mass meeting,
discussion. Labor Part "" good Socialists. Very
ically taken up enthusiast- mn received; ex
nucleus taken up Un j literal, members. Sold $2.80
ing had been do ^ "°th-
after discussion unanira^*'®i "'®eting „ members afterwards. Just

mine auT " n deceived a very
P«Paring fornuKv Sc AH were enthus-

®me papers. Considerinwho rV*'® Socialists
English and Fundament f ‘^^^ees in trouhi^^*^ Previously been causing 

begin Daily Worker D*' ^®'*'*ed futu-^' ^°*"fades optimistic about 
^'1-00 literature ' Sold ‘^^termined to do big

Dec. 14—Wiik D
ters present. Sam'e "tb wUhT""’Meeting with

Concentrating mi‘to set about forming
tee'' Labor PartychargroI"“"’ comraSes left in
literat?"^ "ew member. .^“"imit- each of 5 mines with in-

one nucleus at each
5 rnemK New Prenarn r ‘o act at once and
m-ganSaSn good"'\°^ clasV,°''Qn®®‘'°"
meeting o motion. Verv made fo j' taken up and plans
^2-40 iLatr'*' Dec \\

Dec 16 c, ’ for womo''^'^^'®*’"®' meeting
Prevai’led^'~^"®''fcn. ig tribute T ’ leaflets diS'
ize. hi "P®" comrades\^ *’*'®®®nt. "'ill gates. About 30
Made gooj Possibili'tir^*^^"' in distr' women’s meeting held
"®®tch m 'vith ^ ance ^*''®f of police in attend-
two moTTn "®w mem? "" P^one and ad-

Dec. meeting"'^*"''®-'-^ ing 1° P'-csent. vLy good meet-

present ^v "'®®fmg in T Wome ®f ^ few joining o"
good L^®>^y good '•eporiVf??’'- (Am sending specia
to get Party seni "“"8. ^ ‘^is to Daily).

"®« Party *®"'e new ^ "‘""ent 
Afterwards 1LD*”‘’®''s at
w.Lcc. 18—pifPy new memr®®f*ng

M.«”;«

page FROM REPORT OF A FIELD

a) T- Recommendations 
ust h ^’^*’‘*'®trict is to func’""St hay?

With o ^ ^ subdistrict 1 
fayor ? exceptions al

b) Tlie f. 1 "^® ®f three comrade! 
Oonixed in order to give



speaking units an American outlook 
and guidance. Such comrades should 
be prepared to work hard.

c) Definite instructions should be 
sent to all units on function of our 
members in fraternal and auxiliary 
organizations and clubs. This be 
cause much of our activity is dissi
pated in the above organizations with 
out any results for the Party. I® 
fact in many places instead of these 
organizations helping the Partj they 
in many instances “kill” many of our 
comrades, because of their continued 
appeals for financial assistance. Thu 
is a burning question in many Units.

d) Ensure that all organizers sent 
out by language bureaus first of a 
report to Party units for informa
tion on activities of their languag 
comrades in units. This is necessary 
because many of such comrades just 
attend to language work in clubs 
the exclusion of all other Party

e) Do something regarding
Work among women. Many ° 
comrades still have the idea » 
Woman’s place is in the kite e 
Women’s Councils or such like sho 

propagated with a view of st ^ 
ing Work among the numerous g 
in mills around this section.

f) So far as miners’ union is 
‘Penned, the Italian Bureau shou^^ 
try to give more attention to this 
tion which is thickly populated
Italians.

S) Unemployment as a
®I»ould be tackled organizations V-
Most of the miners are working

time.
k) The role of the laborer in

union should be emphasized. In 
many places I found a tendency 
among the laborers for a new union 
for themselves. The situation is that 
miners hire laborers at about $6.00 
per day whilst they secure in many 
cases twice as much. This is causing 
dissatisfaction. Something concrete 
on this question should be sent to the 
comrades here. Slogan ’‘Equal 
Rights”... bearing in mind not to an
tagonize the miners.

Special Note: Polish situation here. 
Polish organizer when last in An
thracite, made many good contacts 
and secured many subscribtions for 

He did good work ana

me Polish comrade come to 
have some
work in ‘J'® ^ j all contacts made 

M, eener.1 remark. In previous

XdeU .0 »
lion, etc., etc.

IN TAKING
CLEVELAND ISSUES.

District foe ‘ho P»®‘
The Clovcloo^ to local problems.

,hows the bes r ach.eve-

In l. the activity m con-
ment of unemployra®"**
oection . is tackling the problem of

Also Cleveland ■»
amendments^‘0^ ^ ^ i„ „spond-

ing to f/tfarTstill very weak in this

Other distr
field- . hnild up strong local organira-

We cannot b -to local issues

“"t; ou party, 
is shown by

J
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onal Organization Department

to the NUMBER TEN

“ “"whoirj?. P*i"t"“oJh t> tood picture of the work in District 1«-

the difTcrent districts rcKularly so tn» 
me dOTlA in *U_ ___! ____ • ___I utilize

“ “ who^rwiH tep^rfrom‘^'®‘^o'^h»t
coined by the eH°* "'*’at is beirn. "j ”* difTcrent districts reitularly s®

nuclei? 9

'"^'nbership i„

>n sh of yo'iir ’*
^hop „ your members are

jtlying districts!

im-

's are

Sc '
6-Howl'‘“"'’■"8! 6 A
street °f your 
100 ®*"‘’er!

None, braneb^^*;®^
s' ^®«y“'?'"«>nbersb 

Sept. 2! o’>927? since
‘ 2 * *

i, ■ Sow n. ^ov. 3. •p.

<Wo

sympathizers, in ou 
ioin the Party.

11- What have you done to 
prove attendance at nieetings?

Have eliminated the habit of 
'^«y» begging for money at nu®'*' 
»»*> committee meetings by taking «P
one or more collections. Distribute
party work among all menibc*'* 
not to antagonize the outsta® ' 
active members by overloadiuff ® ^
Wth work. Always having »o*“® 
nnd interesting Party work t® ' 
cuss at each meeting, or auo 
phase of Party work.

12. What have you done to g? 
"lore and better Party funcionan^^^

Are holding study classes •“ ccO~ 
'’®nced Economics, Elementary
nomics. Public Speaking, otc.

Are holding class in Party ® ^

___ t
10,

’*a>ei>t.
1> and ‘nation work

Ik S . . to ««“*■
1 Jj broltg Sent out 5>page circulars

lat ^ '*'**’ attached hereto). „r

^ ’^em'hil!!'. '’one tn Specify what have been"■emkS.I""

‘‘*8aada *^'^**ni*er
■niaiu- Mrib^ o„

lo.

to in.
your

ling »t,
**aiza»- *"’P». p '"Ilia. •>>“ ..s

**any
'■•ts.
Parly

>e|h®"'b«T.‘““®8 lii

ma„

'«cled

'am

. from 
or new

„^®®‘ing,.

'■ ® <=ity ::'r.»“>nes,
"f. ."C”*”"

''•I«' Ji.,7’

13. Specify what have b®®”. j,; 
^featest difficulties with fund 
of the units in your district? j^^e* 

Lack of leadership in *b® 
f^nrty units. yol

1^- What suggestions jjp
">eke to the National /upitS'
proving the functioning of ^ .3111*®’

i^ahe it possible to have ‘’’^gpib®’ 
Or ^ other competent party ^jtly'**^ 
'’’ait each of the units, i® tW*
*®rritory, at least once 
**^onths, to develop 
Units, and pep-up the ra® ^^ib®*'»> and pep-up the ‘ 
•nembers, and to obtain n®'' I®,ei®



DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE 2S

for units functioning in ''Company 
towns” where members are afraid of 
being discharged and blacklisted, if 
they are caught soliciting members 
for the Party, or teaching Com- 
niunism.

15. How many shop papers are 
published in your district?

None at present,
16. What papers went out of 

existence since September 1, 1927 or 
thereabouts?

Our shop papers went out of exist
ence in July and August and were as 
follows; The Packing House Worker, 
T'he Oil Worker, the Railroad Worker.

17. What papers were started since 
Sept. 1, 1927?

None.
18. Do the shop and street nuclei 

feport regularly to you?
60 percent of our units report reg- 

'•’“•■ly, and 40 percent of them ir- 
^®8ularly. Improvements in report- 
*•*8 are being made at this time.

19. What are the principal ques- 
ions considered by your street 

nuclei?
Increase in membership. Have all 

|iiembers pay up their dues. Build- 
***B units of the Y.W.L. and Pioneers.

nising coal miners* relief. Farmer 
*-abor Party. Unemployment. Sus- 
'aining the Daily Worker. Financ- 
’1S Party work in the district.

20. What are the principal ques- 
*ons considered by your shop nuclei?

®®8inning the publication of Shop 
®Per. Also the questions listed 
•ider the question 19.

How many thousands of leaflets 
’ you distribute since September 

1. 1927?
About 30,000 of all kinds.
2- How many pamphlets did 

‘strict sell since September 1, 1927.
About 200.

23. What other literature sold? 
Scott Hearing’s books—about 6; 

Lyons, Sacco-Vanzetti 2; BogdanofTs 
books, about 12; Russia after 10 Yrs. 
4 books; Lenin’s Collected Works 
Vol. 13, 2 books; Bucharin’s Histor
ical Materialism, 3; Lovestone’s, 
Government .Strikebreaker, 5.

24. Is your Org. Department func
tioning, and how?

D. E. C. functions as the organ
ization department on important 
questions, and organization secretary 
handles routine organization work 
with the assistance of 3 members 
drafted from the various nuclei in 
district city.

26. What other departments are 
there in your district?

Agitprop, Trade Union, Anti-Im
perialist, Youth, Literature, Parlia
mentarism.

26. What have been principal acti
vities in which your district has been 
engaged during past four months?

Colorado coal strike. Protest meet
ings, Raising miners’ relief. Hands- 
off China meetings, Earl Browder’s 
H.O.C. tour; Stanley Clarks’ propa
ganda tour of Wyoming and Mon
tana. Hugo Oehler’s tour, showing 
motion pictures. (Breaking Chains,

ite.).
27. What suggestions do you have 

or improving P.irty organization? 
National office to allow district 10 
subsidy, so the district will be able 

o keep a paid organizer in the Held 
ontinuously. Also as stated m an- 
............. auestion No. 14 of this re-

What cities in your district 
ipated in the last election cam- 
? State briefly results in each.
ly one special election held in 
istrict this fall. Denver, Colo.

votes*



HOW OUR SECTION MEMBERSHIP 
COMMITTEE WORKS

By S. BOURGIN
Chairman of the Bronx Section Membership Committee. New York Oiotrict

r[E Bronx Section Membership 
Committee consists of a member
ship director and one delegate from 

every nucleus in the section. These 
delegates from the various nuclei are 
at the same time the chairmen of the 
nuclei membership committees. There 
are in all seven members on the 
Section Membership Committee. The 
following are the activities we are 
now doing:

1) Visiting delinquent members. 
That is, all those who are absent 
three consecutive meetings from 
their units without any excuse.

2) To get new members by send
ing committees to all public meet
ings arranged by the Party.

3) Appealing to the Party mem
bers and all the units to give to the 
committee the names and addresses 
of sympathizers in the shops where 
our members are employed and from 
among their friends, acquaintances, 
etc.

4) Visiting fraternal organizations, 
clubs. Workmen’s Circles, women’s 
councils, etc., with the idea of obtain
ing new members from these organ
izations.

As to visiting delinquent members, 
we divide the section into neighbor
ing centers thus giving each of the 
visiting committees territory to be 
covered in their own neighborhood.

As to the fraternal organizations, 
delegates are sent to obtain from the 
secretaries of these organizations the 
names and addresses of sympathizers.

The chairman of the Membership 
Committee keeps a file of the names 
and addresses of all the sympathizers 
and they are sent literature regularly 
and also announcements of meetings 
and lectures arranged by the Party.

From time to time some of these 
sympathizers are visited by members 
of the Membership Committee or 
others assigned by the Membership 
Committee for this work.

If we compare the conditions of 
our units immediately after the re
organization with the state of affairs 
of the units at the present time, the 
results are more or less gratifying. 
Attendance has increased. We do 
not see any longer comrades hanging 
around the headquarters of the sec
tion looking for their membership 
cards, hunting for their transfers, or 
hunting for the secretary of a unit 
and trying to locate their own where
abouts and where they belong. Of 
course, there is still plenty of room 
for improvement. There is not yet 
sufficient cooperation on the part of 
the unit organizers and the section 
committees.

In the period of nine months from 
March to November, 1927, the Sec
tion Membership Committee has as
signed 270 new members, including 
125 comrades who were taken in in 
a very .short period during a member
ship drive. In addition to this many 
transfers from other sections passed 
thru the hands of the Section Mem
bership Committee.

If the Section Membership Com
mittee were to be made a regular in
stitution of the Party and the unit 
organizers were informed that they 
must give the necessray cooperation 
to the Section Membership Committee 
and that all new members should 
pass thru the hands of the Section 
Membership Committee, much more 
progress could be made in the proper 
placing of the comrades and drawing 
them into Party work immediately.
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may day

The issues workers of the country will make possible
the celebration of Vear on a larger scale than ever before m
the history of our Party.

The the attempt on the part of thecoal barons and the I^ws machine to destroy the Miners’ Union, the w«r 
against Nicaragua and the preparation for a world war, the tremendous 
unemployment the f ®^e»^ent against the workers in their daily
struggles, and many other issues facing the workers of this country >s 
bringing home to an increasing number of workers the correctness of the 
program of our Party a^ is moving large masses to struggle around the 
slogans raised by our Party.

May Day this year will be a gathering of the forces of the militant 
workers for greater straggle. We must make preparation at once for the 
participation of hundreds of thousands of workers in the May Day celebration.

prepare for may day meetings

Every city and town where we have a Party unit must have a demonstra- 
tion or mass meeting to celebtare May Day,

Every District and City Organization must strain itself to the utmost 
to arrange May Day celebrations even in those cities where we have no 
Party organization as yet. This can he done either thru a sympathetic or
ganization or some connections thru an individual Party member or 
sympathizer.

Get busy now. Make all arrangements for the May Day meeting in 
your city and send the information to the District Office and the National 
OflSce as to date, time, name of hall, and as to speakers.

MAY DAY LEAFLETS.
A million leaflets dealing with the problems facing the workers of this 

country will be distributed in preparation for May Day. Place your order 
with the District Organizer immediately. Por further information watch 
the press.

DAILY WORKER
Every Daily Worker agent has received a special circular from the circu

lation manager of the Daily Worker in connection with the special May Day 
Edition of the Daily Worker. Every Party member and every unit must 
be mobilized to help make the May Day Edition one of 300,000 copies. 
Thb will be a tremendous achievement. It can be done if the Party units 
and the nuclei executives will give this problem the necessary attention.

manifesto and program
A Party manifesto dealing with the issues and slogans that will form 

the center of the May Day agitation, will be printed in a few days.
The District and City organizations will also receive in a few days from 

the Agitprop Department an outline of the May Day Campaign similar to 
the one sent out in connection with Tenth Anniversary Celebration.

Comrades: Let us make this year’s May Day demonstration a real
mobilization of the masses for the campaigns’ slogans of our Party.



OUR IMMEDIATE TASKS
*"^HE last Plenum of the Central 
^ Executive Committee adopted 

unanimously a thesis covering in a 
most detailed manner, the economic 
and political situation in the country, 
the situation in the labor movement, 
and the tasks before us on the basis 
of this analysis.

This thesis, -which is now available 
in pamphlet form, should be studied 
by every Party member. Only by 
making a careful study of this thesis, 
vidll the Party membership be able 
to understand thoroughly the various 
campaigns that our Party is engaged 
in at the present time, and their re
lation to one another.

In the light of the thesis, what 
are the chief tasks at this moment?

They are:
1. MINING

The chief campaign of the moment 
is our mining campaigm. We must 
mobilize the entire Party and the 
sympathetic elements around it for 
a program of the “Save the Union 
Committee.” We must also bring our 
Party into the campaign as a Party, 
and out of this campaign must 
strengthen our organization by en
rolling the most class-conscious 
among the miners into our Party and 
extend our influence among the mass 
of miners.

The “Save the Union Committee” 
of the United Mine Workers of Am
erica has issued a call for a Na
tional Conference to be held in 
Pittsburgh, April 1st. This confer
ence follows after a series of success
ful local conferences held in the most 
important of the organized sections 
of the Miners Union and also in some 
unorganized fields. Our Party, which 
has been the driving force through
out this campaign, must now every-

(1) Mining Campaign;
(2) Fight against Imperialist War;
(3) Fight against Unemployment;
(4) Organisation of the Unorgan

ized;
(5) Election campaign and cam

paign for a Labor Party;
(6) Strengthening of the Party 

and the Daily Workers.

The above campaigns do not ex
clude our every day tasks, such as 
work among women, special appeals 
to win the Negro masses, protection 
of foreigrn-bom, etc. These activi
ties and their proper place in the 
various campaigrns mentioned above, 
must be given the greatest pos
sible attention, if we are to be suc
cessful in the chief tasks before ns.

CAMPAIGN.
where intensify its activities. The 
outcome of this National Conference 
and the struggles that -will take place 
after this conference, will have the 
greatest bearing upon the American 
labor movement and the development 
of our Party for some time to come. 
It is therefore necessary that the 
entire energies of the Party be 
thrown into this campaign.

This campaign is not only to be 
conducted by those districts involved 
in the straggle in the Miners Union. 
This campaign must be made a cam
paign of the entire Party member
ship, of those districts as well, that 
are not included in the mining 
districts.

The entire Party membership must 
be made aquainted -with the import
ance of the mining campaign and its 
bearing on the rest of the labor 
movement.

Our concrete tasks in this cam
paign are the following:
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the miners and of the Save the Union 
Committee, that through its activities 
in relief it has stimulated the miners 
in all important mining centers and 
in the greatest number of locals of 
the United Mine Workers of America 
for a militant struggle against the 
Lewis machine and the coal operators 
and given them the confidence and 
determination to fight until victory 
is Won.

The Pittsburgh-Ohio Committee 
must be supported in every
possible. Our comrades everywhere 
in all mass organizations must take 
the initiative and see to it that as 
much money as possible is raised and 
sent to the Pittsburgh-Ohio Relic* 
Committee. In districts and cities 
where no conferences for relief have 
yet been organized, such conferences
»ust be organized. In distric^ 
«^liere Colorado committees exist. 
We must make every effort to f’*?'*' 

em into committees to help t e 
Pittsburgh-Ohio miners. Tag days
®nst be organized everywhere
aelp raise funds. In all this wor 
our Party must take the intiative an 
stimulate the “Save the Union Com
mittee”, all the left wing forces, n 
tne progressive forces to help f® 

c miners and keep them fit f®^ 
®3-ttle,

(d) In this campaign our 
IIS also find its place as the u 

Al*-cady, we have met with niucj 
setting many miners m 
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2. FIGHT AGAINST IMPERIAUST WAR.
The thesis of the C. E. C. laid 

down as a central task of the Party, 
the fight against imperialist war. 
Our Party has already done some 
excellent work in many parts of the 
country in this campaign. The work 
has been conducted in connection 
with the Chinese Revolution, in de
fense of the Soviet Union and also in 
connection with the war of the 
United States against the Nicaraguan 
people.

The Party must now intesify this 
campaign. We must point out to 
the masses that all resolutions and 
conferences about peace are merely 
a form of preparation for war. We 
roust point out that the imperialists 
of the world are preparing for a war 
s&ainst the Soviet Union and to crush 
the revolutionary movement in the 
colonies and at home.

We must connect up the war pre
parations now in process, with 
unemployment and the offensive 
against the trade union movement in 
this country. In addition to the 
above mentioned tasks in this cam
paigns, we must (1) Organize as 
broad, united fronts as possible 
against imperialist war. In these 
united fronts, we must see to it that 
our Party maintains leadership; it is 
particularly dangerous to allow 
pacifist elements to assume any 
leadership in such a movement; 
(2) Carry on a campaign for recogni
tion of the Soviet Union; (3) Work 
for the defeat of the American Im
perialism in Nicaragua; (4) We must 
carry our propaganda into the armed 
forces; (6) We must bring to the 
broad masses of this country the 
Leninist teachings on war.

3. UNEMPLOYMENT.

There are over 6,000,000 unem
ployed in this country at the present 
time. This issue must be utilized by 
our Party to the fullest extent. We 
must make clear the nature of the 
present unemployment situation. We 
must point out that unemployment 
to day is not merely seasonal nor 
even due to slackening industry alone, 
although largely that. Also there are 
a large number of the unemployed 
that can be termed as disemploye , 
that is they have been thrown out of 
the processes of production as a re
sult of the rationalization and in
creased exploitation of the workers, 
and we must demand the shortening 
of the workday. We must point out 
that while there are fewer workers 
being employed today than a 
years ago, the production has in
creased tremendously. We 
connect up the unemployment witn

the war danger, and we must con
duct work among the unemployed 
against war, because many of these 
unemployed, unable to find jobs, be
come the victims of the various 
recruiting agencies that arc recruit
ing cannon-fodder for the coming 
imperialist war. We must concent
rate on the following in this cam
paign:

(1) Agitation to bring to the work
ers clearly the cause of the unem
ployment and put forward demands 
for relief in line with the program 
of the Party. At the same time, 
we must make clear that only by 
the abolition of capitalism, can un
employment be abolished.

(2) We most take the initiative 
in the formation of councils for the 
unemployed. These councils will be
come the center for the mobilization 
of the workers against unemploy-



ment. These councils must organize 
mass demonstrations and demand re< 
lief from the government, etc. Onr 
Party must try, through its members 
in the councils, to exercise political 
leadership and ^ide the development 
of the councils.

(3) Concretely, the task we have 
before ns is the task of distributing 
Irnlf a million leaflets during the 
coming month. This leaflet dealing

4. ORGANIZATION OF
W fi. Ml UNORGANIZED
With the unions rapidly disinte-

unemployment gives a good 
’*®lysis of the present unemployment

conditions, the struggles, methods of 
ehting, and how Anally to abolish 
• _ Our Party everywhere must see 

® *t that this leaflet receives a wide 
mtribution. Every nucleus, no 

latter how small, even if it has only 
“*■06 members in a factory, most 

resolve to distribute a minimum of 
>000 of these leaflets.

grating, we must give life and reality 
to the slogan “Organize the Unor
ganized." We must not be content 
with merely calling upon the A. p. 
of L. leadership to organize the un
organized, but while putting forward 
Buch demands to them that will ex
pose their refusal to organize the 
unorganized, we must take the ini
tiative in forming rank and Ale com
mittees in the various unions to or
ganize the workers in the industries 
and where this is impossible thru 
the exsting unions, form new unions. 
The question of organization of the 
unorganized must not any longer be 
approached in the manner of pro
paganda merely. It must be taken 
up concretely in every district. As 
for example, the New England dist
rict must pay the greatest atten
tion to the work of organizing the

cxtile and shoe workers. The New
ork district, the traction workers, 

•tne Cleveland district, the rubber 
Workers, steel workers. The Detroit 
district, the auto industry, etc. 
Similarly, in every district, import
ant industries must be concentrated 
upon for campaig^ns to organize the 
workers.

The Party Committees in the vari
ous districts, must give the greatest 
possible help to the comrades in these 
industries. These campaigns, if they 
nre to be successful, must receive the 
attention of the entire Party in the 
various districts and localities. Ef
forts must be made to colonize cap
able comrades in those industries 
where organization campaigns are 
undertaken, so that we strengthen 
the forces of the Party as the steel 
rod in these campaigns.

5. ELECTION CAMPAI^ AND CAMPAIGN FOR A 
LABOR PARTY.

We must begin immediately the 
work of placing onr Party ticket in 
every state possible. There is no 
conflict between the campaign for 
a Labor Party or a United Labor 
ticket in the 1928 election campaign, 
and our immediate work is mobiliz
ing the Party to place our ticket on 
the ballot. In the event that the 
Labor Party will be formed, or *a 
United Labor ticket, our Party must

he on the ballot at the same time. 
For even in cases where we would 
have local Labor parties, or even a 
National Labor Party, our Party will 
conduct its campaign, nominating 
candidates on its ticket in the various 
localities and endorsing the candi
dates of the Labor Party in places 
where it would be advisable.

And in the event that there is no 
Labor party, of course, it is clear
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that we must have our ticket on the 
ballot. In either event, our ticket 
must be placed on the ballot and 
the work must be done immediately.

At the same time, we must do 
everything possible to stimulate the 
organization of local trade union 
committees for a Labor Party and all 
steps taken in the various central 
bodies, the local unions, as can be 
taken in the various localities to 
stimulate the organization of a Labor 
Party or at least United Labor ticket, 
in the coming election campaign.

Concretely, on the election cam
paign, we must do the following:

(1) Secure all the necessary in
formation as to the legal require
ments for placing a ticket on the 
ballot;

(2) Organize our forces in such 
a way that we plan out our activities 
and that we make sure that we will 
be through much before the time

6. LENIN RUTHENBERG
♦■T^HE Lenin-Ruthenberg drive for 

5,000 members and 10,000 read
ers to the Daily Worker, has been ex
tended until May 1st, by the CEC, 
following the request of the New 
York district.

Achievements
Already we can report the follow

ing achievements in the drive:
1) About 1,000 workers joined the 

Party, among them many miners and 
others in the basic industries.

<2) A number of important new 
units of the Party were organized, 
among the miners, textile and shoe 
workers and in many places where 
the Party had no organization be
fore.

(3) The Daily Worker has gained 
a substantial number of new readers.

(4) Many districts are distributing 
free copies of the Daily Worker in 
large quantities throughout the drive.

for filing has arrived, so as to be sure 
that we will be on the ballot.

In the last National election cam
paign, our Party was on the ballot 
in only 15 states. If we make a 
real effort now, we can get on the 
ballot in 40 states.

At the same time, each district 
must begin to plan out its election 
campaign in line with the other cam
paigns that are being conducted. The 
election campaign will not be an 
abstract campaign. It will be based 
on the issues before the labor move
ment today and organically connect
ed up with all the other activities that 
our Party is conducting at the present 
time.

Plans for open-air meetings must 
now be made to begin May Day. 
Among other things these meetings 
can be utilized as an aid to gather 
signatures for our petitions.

DRIVE ON TO MAY FIRST
the New York district, for example 
is distributing 100,000 copies a week, 
or an average of 17,000 per day in 
addition to the regular circulation. 
These are distributed every day at 
the same factories and among the 
traction workers.

(5) A great number of old mem
bers have been brought back into the 
Party and party activities.

(6) The Party and its work is be
ing brought to the attention of tens 
of thousands of workers, who have 
never heard about our Party before.

Shortcomings

At the same time we must note 
certain shortcomings of the cam
paign. These are the following: 

(1) The Party has not yet learned 
to recruit new members in the 
struggles and campaigns it is en
gaged in. There are still too many 
comrades who believe that they are
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selves with the various tasks set for 
the various Party units, fractions and 
other organizations. Concretely, in 
nddition to what is suggested in the 
plan outlined in the last issue of the 
Party Organizer, we must emphasize 
the following for the remainder of 
the drive:

(1) Every effort to overcome the 
shortcomings mentioned above.

(2) At eve,ry DEC meeting, city 
section and nucleus executive, the 
membership drive must be taken np 
and checked up.

(3) At every nucleus meeting, 
every member must report on the 
activity in the drive.

(4) Open educational meetings of 
the shop nuclei, neighborhood ni®®. 
mgs conducted by the street nucleb 
open forums on local issues, must ® 
organized on a large scale and a 
each of these an appeal for member
ship and subs for the Daily Worker-

(6) Every fraction, every mass or 
ganization must list the sympathize ' 
dmtribute them immediately 
the members of the fraction 

personal recruiting.
(6) The readers of the Party P*"® 

’Post be canvassed. They have be 
sent to all district organizers. ^

(1) Old members must be 
snd induced to come back to 
Party.

(8) Greater attenwon must be P®1^ 
fo livening up the existing 
that the new members find that t 
Want to belong to the Party.

<9) Every effort must be mad® 
immediately assign the new memh® ^ 
to Work, at the same time to see t

®y get the opportunity to d®'^® 
Politically, through new men* 
classes, through discussions, etc* 

JACK STACHEI>*



Organization Work in Detroit
T^ISTRICT 7 of the Workers (Com- 

munist) Party is unique in 
several ways. In the first place 84 
per cent of the membership is in 
one city which has 16 of the 22 nuclei 
and 480 of the 670 members of the 
entire district. This means that the 
district office can be in far closer 
touch with most of the nuclei than 
in most districts.

In the second place the member
ship is almost entirely proletarian. 
Of the 670 members in the district 
only about 6 per cent are non-pro
letarians, the rest being proletarians 
and their wives.

In the third place the district is 
predominatingly a one industry dist- 
rict, automobile (furniture in Grand 
Rapids) so that the problems are 
relatively simplified and the member
ship more bound together.

Fourth, most of the members are 
concentrated in large factories, pro
viding the Party with the opportunity 
®f building shop nuclei and street 
nuclei that can work in the factories 
also. Of the 480 members of the 
Party in Detroit 210 it is estimated, 
are in shop nuclei. These shop nuc
lei represent the most impartent auto- 
niobile plants in Detroit with nearly 
200,000 workers. These nuclei have 
their five shop papers, which come 
out more or less regularly and are 
sold. The papers are Ford Worker, 
Packard Worker, Hudson Worker, 
Dodge Worker, Fisher Body Worker.

Fifth, the 16 Party Language 
Fractions are very well representa
tive of the foreign speaking popula
tion. These fractions also have good 
contact with their respective natio
nalities.

Generally speaking, the Party is in

a relatively healthy condition and has 
been making progrress.

Organizational Work.
The first problem in the district 

was the establishment of a strong 
collective leadership. To accomplish 
this the following changes were 
necessary.

1. A secretariat of three full 
functionaries was created that con
sidered every problem collectively 
and met almost every day.

2. The polcom was called to meet 
every week instead of once in two 
weeks as before and a regular night 
set aside for the meeting.

3. A full DEG meets once in six 
weeks or so. Since the Polcom (with 
candidates) is so large and since the 
cities outside Detroit are so few, 
there are only a few comrades out
side Detroit who come to a DEC 
meeting. To take in comrades on 
the DEC who live in Detroit but 
who are not on the Polcom, enlarged 
Polcom meetings are held from time 
to time.

The second problem was the cor
rect departamentalization of the 
work.

1. The organization committee 
of the district was abolished in line 
with the recommendations of the 
CEC Organization Committee and an 
Org. Department established in
stead.

2. The Agitprop committee was 
entirely reorganized to meet the new 
functions which were placed on it. 
Each nucleus and section now has 
an agitprop director.

3. The Trade Union Committee 
took a new life as the auto cam
paign began to open up. Each 
nucleus and section now has an in-
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dnstrial organizer thus making the 
committee head of a department.

4. A women’s work department 
was established with representatives 
in the nuclei and sections.

6. A Negro Department was ere* 
ated with representatives in each 
nucleus and section.

6. The cooperatvie committee was 
reorganized.

7. Anti-imperialist committee was 
reorganized.

8. An unemployment director 
was established.

9. A district control commission 
was established.

10. A District Investigating com
mittee was established.

Each of the various departments 
have already had their department 
conferences with representatives 
from the nuclei and sections. A full 
program of work has now been 
mapped out for each department.

Stabilizing the Units
The third big problem was the 

building up of the nucleL The nuc
lei had fallen down for several 
reasons:

a) Unemployment.
b) Members fired from the plants 

for being Communists, etc.
c) InsufiScient attention.
d) Pievious factional situation.
e) Lack of nuclei bureaus and in- 

sufiScient departamentalziation 
of work.

f) Creation of too weak nuclei.
g) Changing day and night shifts.
To build up the nuclei the follow

ing was done:
1) Each nucleus was assigned a 

leading polcom member of the dist
rict.

2) This member was to take a post 
in the nucleus and regularly attend.

3) Tuesday was set aside to the 
nucleus meetings or the nucleus 
bureau meetings. In case of shop 
nuclei where the members worked

nights, Saturday afternoons and 
Sunday mornings were allowed. On 
Tuesdays no other meetings were 
allowed to be arranged.

The nuclei meet twice a month, 
and the nuclei bureau twice a month 
in between meetings of the nucleL

5) A complete new registration is 
being taken. This new registration 
iinll enable us to transfer comrades 
to their proper shop nuclei from 
street nuclei, to build new shop nuc
lei and to place comrades in the 
street nuclei where they live.

6) “Floating" street nuclei have 
been abolished. Each nucleus now 
has definite boundaries in which to 
work.

I) Some nuclei have been di- 
solved and others merged.

8) Every effort has been made to 
build up a leadership in the nucleus 
thru the raising of the dignity and 
power of the nucleus bureau.

9) The nuclei bureaus have been 
entirely reorganized in conformity 
with the reorganization of the Party 
generally. The bureau consists gen
erally only of the Organizer, who now 
is the only one to receive the mail 
in the nucleus, the industrial organ
izer, the agitprop director, the 
women’s work director, the neg^ro 
work director, and in the case of 
shop nuclei, the shop paper editor. 
This is the bureau of the nucleus, 
made to activize the membership

10) Every effort now has been 
behind the various departments. Each 
nucleus is now to have a leaflet dis
tribution committee, and a shop paper 
selling committee, besides a Daily 
Worker Agent, a Literature Agent, 
and a shop paper editorial board of 
the nucleus. The job of benig re
cording secretary and financial sec
retary is usually combined with one 
of the political posts in the nucleus.

II) A Party functionary class has 
been established with great success.
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The class is compulsory for all func
tionaries on the bureaus.

12) Inner agitprop work has been 
developed through nuclei discussion 
bulletins prepared by the agptprop, 
BO as to liven up all meetings and to 
g^ive the comrades a better under
standing of the problems.

Another problem connected with 
this was the problem of handling 
spies.

1) The new members nucleus was 
abolished.

2) In its stead a district investiga
tion committee of three has been 
created.

3) A new members class will be 
started.

4) And a district control commis
sion has been established.

Hand in hand with the building up 
of the nuclei went the building up 
of section meetings and of section 
executives. The old section delegate 
system was abolished and section 
executive elected instead. While sec
tion meetings have been called the 
attendance is still insufficient, and the 
section executives still do not meet as 
they should. This is something 
which must be developed more than 
before.

Regular district membership meet
ings have been held in each case 
combining practical work with theo
retical discussion. The first meet
ing Comrade Weisbord was the re
porter on the meaning of the Russian 
Revolution. At the second meeting 
Comrade Bittleman was the reporter 
on the Build-The-Party Drive and 
Schmiea reported on the Auto Cam
paign. At the third meeting Com
rade Gitlow reported on the Trotzky 
Opposition.

Centralization
The fourth big problem was the 

centralization and coordination of the 
language fraction work. The DEC 
now appoints all bureaus of all frac

tions where necessary. The DEC has 
now assigned a DEC representative 
to each language fraction. Each 
language fraction now reports to the 
center in periodic conferences which 
are held and where the fractions are 
brought into the general line of 
Party activity. The rule that ten 
per cent of all fraction affairs go to 
the district is being strictly enforced.

The fifth big problem of an organ
izational nature was the bringing of 
the cities outside of Detroit, some
thing very important, closer to the 
center. Each month or so now these 
outside cities, some of them very 
far from the center, receive a repre
sentative from the district. In the 
month of November all of the outside 
cities were covered by speakers on 
the Russian Revolution demonstra
tions. At the same time in mem
bership meetings organizational ques
tions also were taken up. In the 
month of December all units with the 
exception of Pantiac were covered 
on the question of protesting against 
the murder of the miners in Colo
rado. At the same time in member- 
^ip meetings the Trotsky question 
was taken up. During the month of 
January all units outside of Detroit 
held Lenin Memorial Meetings with 
speakers from the center.

Besides the matter of meetings, the 
outside units have received help in 
other ways and more attention than 
before. In all of the campaigns of 
the Party the outside cities were in
cluded. When New Year’s Ball was 
arranged in Detroit, letters were sent 
out to see that a Ball for the Daily 
Worker was arranged also in the 
other cities. So far they have res
ponded. On miners relief almost all 
of the outside cities are now busy 
with their united front conferences.

Hitherto these outside cities had 
received much less attention than
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Kussian RevolnH«« .the first S It is
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itself must make the ff

the guidance
r*J Its own initiative eL “^‘‘=*' *>«t 
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is receiving careful study as a method 
of building up our street nuclei and 
creating new ones. The streets of 
Detroit have been carefully mapped 
out to include proletarian centers, 
in each section of the city. Bach 
nucleus, shop and street, elect leaflet 
distribution committees which are as
signed to particular streets in terri
tory within the jurisdiction of tbe 
street nucleus or section where the 
committee belongs. Sach month or 
so from 30,000 to 60,000 leaflets on 
some special topic are being distrib- 
^ed. The same comrade going 
the same streets on each successive 
month. At the end of five or so 
months, with the beginning of son*' 
mer, there will be a mass distrihu 
fron of the Daily Worker, and then 
this will be followed up with pe^' 
sonal canvassing of those people wn 
Were found to be sympathizing n” 
those sympathizers will be drawn in
to the Party.

Further advance in organization 
mes have been made in a compl® 

analysis of the finances that b» 
oen made and the drawing up,

H:® fi«t time in Detroit, of a budget^ 
e budget is still very crude 

unpolitical but it is better than n 
udget and will be improved 

wiTie.
en^ ^'^’^ther step has been the 

forcement of written reports ff
I subcommittees of the ^ist^’ j

to^f "^1“ gradually be extend^j 
‘0 include all language fractions »
nuclei.

To conclude we see progress

,, In the building up a 
ective center theoretically 

®I°Pmg and knowing all pba^e®
‘he Party.
P In completing the reorgan

®^ hut j \ la building \v/A tne Party.3) In building up the nuclei 
®^eloping functionaries.



Ohio Nuclei in Large Factories
*^HE Ohio District has a total num- 

her of 23 shop nuclei with about 
160 members. The rest of the mem
bership is organized in street nuclei. 
The objective conditions for work are 
quite favorable, and all of the nuclei 
ure in large plants as follows:

Steel ..........
Metal .........
Automobile 
Automobile 
Textile .....

Rubber

CLEVELAND 
Number of 

workers
3.000
2.000
4.000 
1,600
5.000 

AKRON
12,000
16,000

8.000
1,600

YOUNGSTOWN
6,000
8,000

Number of 
members 
10 

4 
8
3
4

WARREN
Steel .............. 1,600 *

■■ ............................. 6,000
" ............................. 6,000 11
"   700 *

................ 2,000 ®
MINE UNITS

^ ...................... 360 ®
® ....................... 600 S
® ...................... 700 8
° ....................... 400 *

The total number of workers in 
the plants where the factory nuclei 
|iTe organized exclusive of the min
ing nuclei is over 80,000 or an aver
age of over 4,000 per factory. The 
average size of the shop nuclei is 7- 

There are published in all eigh 
Factory Bulletins with a total circula
tion of about 12,250 as follows:

McKinney Steel ....................................
Pisher Body (Auto)...........................
White Motor ........................................
Cleveland Worsted ...........................
PIrestone Rubber ................................8'®®®
Penn. R. R. ......................................... 8°®
Republic Steel .................................... *’®®®
Trumbull Steel ............................. .

The factory nuclei thru their 
everyday activity have developed a 
great deal of influence but have not 
yet learned the art of recruiting new 
members to the nuclei. Most of the 
comrades are foreign bom. The 
various cities outside of Cleveland 
have not a suflSciently strong organ
ization to be able to pay the neces
sary attention to the work of the 
factory nuclei and the District Com
mittee also is only able to send re
presentative from time to time.

The National Organization Depart
ment must help in “colonmng*; a 
number of capable and English- 
speaking comrades in the a*>ov^ 
mentioned plants. K we had such 
a comrade he could activize the work 
of each of the nuclei we could in
crease our influence tremendously 
and we could undertake big things in 
the field of organizing the unorgan
ised We could with proper tactics 
recruit many new members into these 
shop nuclei.

We are developing shop commit
tees in some of these plants, and the 
prospects for work are very good.

While there are thousands of ii^ 
portant plants thruout the 
where we have no members at all 
that we must penetrate, we feel that
S we can spare any forces ^ 

as New York, they should be "colonised^ in those factories where
Thave nuclei that are inactive and 

we have "uc
“ thruout the

knoim t e industries
rd"”k”t^l««pun.tr.t.thuu.

lurlus with "Wt" 
tact today.Comrades who are willing to do 

^ant work can find jobsthis important wo j
providing they will not merely visit
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effort* ^
day, will enable

S thel 1 ® ^ i"side
of these large factories.

The comrades who secure jobs

must not merely be visitors but must 
make up their minds to stay for a 
long time. For if a comrade comes 
in and begins work and a few weeks 
later leaves his job, this only serves 
to demoralize the local comrades.

Party Work and Accountability

Am By JAMES

the comrades dr^ttS*^ «« 
failure of manVli! the
«nder account
Party committees on fi, ’^^^P^'tive 
of the work assign ®*®cution 
ashed how th?

remedied. This is a he
and one deserving question
the Party, ^he ppv'^^^^^’^^tion by 
‘he Central ComS^^’^ .«auum of 
sharpening econoiSc^ “timated the 

* Pariod of
® ^‘^egles of tlT'"®

bS'rr-

The I ®°*"ts of *^®“sively

ahades ^ ^hjch charactf • ®®"®ral 
ereani2at?“'^"“^»» in th^®** 

juunist Partr thl
tolerate the fn Wouw

ship could be^^*^ *hat Party 1^*®®se peo ^® ®ujoyed by j^®*®hep.
IhegenSt ^^o took
P^y and gave ^ activitv^^*^ ®

th?fc®®««

’^as over a . Conn»-^. them.
loalSs “‘bo K

P. CANNON
quotation that the formal' break be* 
tween the Bolsheviks and the Menshe
viks took place in 1903. The differ
ence today on these questions are no 
less marked.

The old socialist parties, and all 
reformist organizations generallyi a^® 
characterized by an active bureau- 

and a passive membership- Th® 
usiness” of the organization is a 

tended to by a small group of o®' 
cials while the participation of t ® 
passes of the membership is largely 
formal and financial. It is obvioo® 
. ^t this method and form of otga® 
‘zation is not suitable for serious 
s ruggies in which the mass po^®5.°„ 

e workers must play the decisi 
.° ®; Of course, this is not a dcp
>n the eyes of the opportunists sin 
* IS not their policy to strug® ^ 
against capitalism but to adapt the 
selves to it.

^lie Communist Party which aj 
eanizes the proletarian vanguard f^ 
^e revolutionary struggle bres^

* all these conceptions of
and carries on a uontinu 

f^Tiggle to extirpate their ,gt
f''om its ranks. Such a Party u»" 

now its forces and be able to ® j 
®ate correctly their capacities a

them f„ actioi.. W* ^
siCTment of definite tasks to «« ' 
party member and the -ihle

a whole net-work of Tesp®** 
committees to supervise and regu*®
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this work is the Communist organ
ization principle.
This leads to the construction of a 
flexible but strong party apparatus 
interwoven with the entire mass of 
the party members and drawing them 
all into active party work.

Pierce fights over these conflict
ing organization principles took place 
in the Russian labor movement prior 
to the Revolution. The Mensheviks 
revived those theories of Lenin and 
attacked the Bolsheviks as “apparatus 
men” and “committee workers.” But 
thanks to their superior apparatus, 
as Well as to their general political 
Progrram, the Bolsheviks were able to 
annihilate the capitalist regime and 
^th it the Mensheviks. In good 
time the same result will be recorded 
in America.

It goes without saying that our 
Party, which is only gradually and 
Painfully developing on the path of 
Bolshevism, suffers from the rem
nants of many old and false concep
tions and practices, and the question 
propounded by the Philadelphia com
rade draws attention to a common 
ovil. A glaring disparity exists every
where between the plans and deci
sions of the Party committees and 
their practical execution. Passivity 
^ad indifference hamper the move- 
ments of the Party everywhere like 
a &Towth of poison vines. This evil 
‘^nn never be completely eradicated, 
how to reduce it steadily and in- 
‘^reasingly to the minimum is the
problem.

This task has two sides. In the 
flrst place, especially now in the face

of impending struggles which will 
tax all the capacities of the Party, 
we should undertake a general tight
ening up of the Party apparatus. 
The Party committees and sub-com
mittees must be galvanized into a 
more intense and better regulated 
activity and the practice of assign
ing specific work to Party members 
and checking up on its performance 
must become more thorough and 
systematic. The practice of report
ing on work done by the party mem
bers to the respective committees 
must be insisted on until it becomes 
the general and accepted order of 
things. Every party member must 
be trained in the habit of accounting 
for his specific work.

This pressure from the apparatus 
alone, however, will not solve the 
problem. Hand in hand with it must 
go a thorough-going campaign of ed
ucation on Communist organization 
principles, together with widespread 
enlightenment on the party policies 
which are given life only by the 
multiform practical activities of the 
party members, and the reasons for

Ul«

’he key to successful mobilization 
collective work is the permeation 

the party members with enthusi- 
I and conviction. A general cara- 

of education within the Party 
these questions, reinforced by a 
portional intensification of dis
ine and accounting, will go a long 
, toward solving the worst 
ures O’’ the present difficulties and 
inning the Party to play a more 
lential part in the impending 
;les of the American workers.



StebUizing The Party Units
By BERT MILLER

Party has taken than it can possibly
ntnl finda- die-nsf Jc

P“t since the

Mon intf ‘‘® transfonna-
Party based^fn “

forms, upon the concretenSdrol 
the class struggle as a v>hoU ^

:vTh"eV

been abolished" wTtheT^“

^nity and the"Med““ ‘i®
“e itself by the ®f*"ongthen.
“aitantforc"es7nto1te^:;,®'.'^«^h.

Paration for « Pre-HaS£\f;;«.otrugglen.

Program and the nJost^’*^^ ^ correct 
J°cacy thereof, our pL®"®’’®.®**" ‘‘d- 
develop that firmnesf^J ““‘*® *"’>st
organization wh4 wm «f
tract many new recru tl ®t-
hut hold them as w7li!^ °

f“ a dfetinrt rtej fo® tak-

s;.T?«»" •« ‘I-'
- =-

and ^Portunity r, ®®® favor-
vrj*"' aolivtly

epplicable ♦- ® ®°®“Parison ®

Miwe on more than it can possiuijr 
digest, is to invite disillusionment 
among the Party members, and dis
couragement toward further activity- 
The Party unit must soberly esti
mate its resources, and on the basis 
of knowledge of its field, pick out 
those important tasks, perhaps very 
few and simple, which it can really 
tackle with some results. It is there
fore necessary that every unit have 
a definite base of operations, a par* 
ticular shop or building, a particular 
street or part of a street, with a 
definite character and particular 
problems of its own. Without such 
a base of operations, without a defi* 
nitely outlined field of work, the 
unit loses its flesh and blood, loses 
ds identity and personality and be
comes instead a mere aggregation o 
names and faces.

^ith the realization of its tasks, 
concretely and definitely, the units 
®nst cease having merely an ij* 
ternal life. We must not merely 
mif®*” propagandize each other- 

6 face of the unit should be 
c toward the masses, to those simp 
ttoks of mass work which it 
c osen for accomplishment. >

In this connection the question o 
niediums with which to reach t 
masses of workers, assumes para 
*nount importance. It is for this r^ 
f°n that the membership campa*^^ 
as been linked up correctly with 

ve for more readers of the » 
Worker, it ig this reason

unit must develop more init>a 
ive in the establishment of its o 
"op papers, wall papers, stre 

papers and leaflets. The 
A J®^i®kle machinery for the 

nation and sale of leaflets and
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erature, hitting out again and again teresting order of business by the 
to the unit’s chosen objective, reach- unit executive, the systematic check
ing time and again a definite group up of dues, attendance and general 
0^ workers in a certain shop or activity, the establishment of unit 
street, this is an acid test of whether discipline, gives the unit a certain 
n unit has its face toward mass work authority and dignity, which is a 
or not. Another test is the existence distinct and necessary asset, 
of some type of forum, running aU care the
the way from the dignified meeting jg j,. jarge that
>n a hall, to the informal, but none jj,jj.^jual comrades are discouraged 
the less valuable discussion circle in participation, and attend-
h shop, street, lunchroom, or home. p^^g an absentee list
h^inally the existence of a headquart- gs percent at meetings? Or
ers, of some kind or other, suitable g^, gmau, that it lacks
to the resources of the unit and the jj^jcai leadership and direction, the 
■workers we desire to reach, will test ^^j^ard dignity of a real unit of OM
whether the unit meeting is just a party? Adjustments made in tto 
stopover, at which comrades stay for jjrection will help toward the stabUi- 
a while on the way home, or whether nation of the Party unit.

* — viu; uLti;nuun ux — , **'hde responsible for any kind of or- -then the Party apparatus.
Sanizational work. This is the prob- experience has been had in
®ni of giving concrete application to .**!_ party sections which helps in 

®uch slogans, and developing the ce g£ai application of these
*nechanics” through which applica- the sui. ^ particular section we 

t>on of organizational slogans is made slogans. Executive
successful. Two examples will suf- have m ,ggaed

for purpose of illustration: Committee

Jt is a living, organic part of the 
ife of the workers in a gfiven shop 

or territory.

There is no doubt that by giving

_ System and regularity in our work

pan. our — . ..*>uild the Party. In this connection ward m the 
promptness in opening meetings, the mass ' 
^angement of a definite and an in- of more iof more intensive struggle.

Concretizing Our Slogans
By CARL SKLAR

section Six, District Eight, Chicago
Section

Ing with inner oi 
involve n spec

^oquires the attention oi evcijr —

^Logans raised
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instructions to units to cut down the 
business part of the nucleus meet
ings and to increase the time alloted 
to educational and agitational work. 
This instruction, however, did not 
bring satisfactory results. Although 
the problem was emphasized in the 
eyes of the membership and while 
the will for better meetings was en
hanced—^the Section did not supply 
the units with the actual mechanics 
of appliring the slogan.

The Party took a step in this di
rection in initiating the function of 
the Nucleus Executive Committees. 
But this step is not yet sufficiently 
developed. Attention must now be 
directed to the proper functioning of 
the Nucleus Executive Committees. 
Here is where the Section took an 
effective step towards the solution of 
this problem. It said to the Nucleus 
Executive Commitees — “Exercize 
leadership. When you come to the 
nucleus meetings, have prepared 
propositions on every order of busi
ness. If there is a meeting to be 
arranged, do not leave such ques
tions as admission, time, place, pro- 
g:ram, etc., open for discussion at 
the nucleus meeting. Have prepared 
proposals to meet all these technical 
requirements.” All such can be sub
mitted through a report of the Nuc
leus Executive Commitee. The en
tire report can be made by the Nuc
leus Secretary. In nine cases out of 
ten a motion is made to accept the 
report of the N.E.C. and in this way 
the great bulk of technical questions 
usually taking up the time of the 
nucleus can be quickly disposed with. 
Sometimes a few minor changes or 
additions to the decisions of the 

N. E. C. are made. Some nucleus 
Executives appoint the chairman for 
the next meeting of the Nucleus thus 
further saving the time of the unit.

Those nuclei which took advantage

of the practical methods outlined 
above, reported very favorable 
results.

In regard to the second slogan— 
“Improve the Party Apparatus.” A 
few effective suggestions on the part 
of the Disrict Organizers to the Sec
tion Committees and other leading 
bodies will furnish the “mechanics” 
for the effective application of this 
slogan. One example will suffice.

Let us assume a Section of five 
units. Let us assume also that such 
a section has 15 functionaries. It 
may happen that one unit contains 
five good functionaries. The other 
four units may have functionaries 
of lesser capabilities. As a result of 
such a situation it will be found in 
most instances that the unit with 
good functionaries will function well 
—and units with poorer func
tionaries (assuming the character of 
the territory to be the same) will 
function on a much lower plane.

Under such circumstances it is the 
duty of the Section Commitee to take 
stock of the forces at the disposal 
of the Section and to make recom
mendations to the nuclei for the most 
effective distribution of forces. The 
first task of the Section is to see to 
it, wherever possible, that each nuc
leus at least should have a good 
secretary. A good Secretary is the 
first prerequisite for a good unit and 
for proper response of the unit to 
the campaigns of the Party and Sec
tion and the proper connection be
tween the units and the centre. Such 
attention to distribution of forces and 
especially as to secretaries is very 
often the secret of successful organ
ization.

Many other similar examples can 
be given illustrating the necessity of 
greater attention to the actual 
mechanics of the application of our

J
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slogans. The subect can not be en
larged upon in this article. Let us 
remember, however, to illustrate the 
point of this article in a large way 
that even in the case of such mighty

slogans as “Peace and Bread” Lenin 
furnished the masses with the means 
of applying such a slogan by develop
ing the idea of the organization of 
the Soviets.

Some Shop Paper Problems
By GERTRUDE HAESSLER

Head, Shop Paper Committee. New York District

CCORDING to the experience of 
*he Shop Paper Committee of 

District No. 2, there are six stages 
required in the development and 
continual maintenance of a shop 
paper.

1) Agitational—arousing the mem
bers to the importance of the work.

2) Organizational—starting the 
paper under the proper conditons.

3) Editorial—contents, proper bal
ance, arrangement of material, etc.

4) Technical and financial—^funds, 
technical form of the paper.

5) Distribution—by whom and 
how, combatting police, etc

6) Follow-up work in the shop— 
capitalizing the effect, protecting the 
nucleus, making contacts, etc.

Of these, Point 4, the technical and 
financial, has been the biggest prob
lem in District No. 2. Delay in get
ting out the paper after it is once 
made up has disastrous effects in 
many ways, which need not be re
counted here. And yet, because the 
work is not properly financed, be
cause the Organization Department, 
which is responsible for the technical 
end of this work, is already over
burdened, because we must depend 
on casual volunteer help, the issue 
has been distributed in some cases 
as much as three weeks after the 
material was in.

By experimenting for over a year 
on the “Wright Propeller”, the Com- 
mitee has finally worked out s

smoothly-working apparatus, and cer
tain basic rules to be more or less 
elastically applied in the matter of 
the technical getting out of the paper. 
Shall it be mimeographed, printed or 
multigraphed?

The “Propeller” started as a single 
mimeographed sheet—^the stencilling 
and mimeographing being done by 
volunteers in the ofSce. But this 
work requires such care in order that 
it is turned out in a readable and 
attractive form, that we had to 
abandon this method. The volunteer 
comrades, most of whom were green 
at the job, merrily turned the mimeo
graph 600 times without watching 
about inking, flaws, etc.—and the 
result was an almost unreadable mess. 
So, in our impetuous enthusiasm, we 
printed the second issue.

Printing is by far the most desir
able, but when one considers that 
most of the shops in the New York 
District, where present possibilities 
of issuing a paper exist, are shops 
like the Wright Shop, with about 500 
workers, a printing bill of somewhere 
between 26 and 30 dollars per month 
seems out of proportion. And the 
main point is—^the money simply 
isn’t available. We found that after 
dashing into print as a result of our 
enthusiasm, we could’n keep it up 
month after month.

The “Propeller” has also been 
multigraphed, but we find that the 
cost is nearly the same as printing,
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since it is her ofiScially assigned 
Party work, executed under the 
direct supervision of the Organiza
tion Department, she gives the work 
the conscientious care and attention 
that it requires.

This now will apply to all other 
papers we will issue unless we have 
one in a shop with so many workers 
that mimeographing is impracticable. 
But if ever we are in a position to 
hit so large a shop, ways and means 
will also be found to get the neces
sary funds for printing the paper, 
for it will be worth the money.

Two issues of the “Propeller” and 
two of the “Mascot” have now been 
issued under this new system, and 
the result has been twofold—first of 
all a tremendous improvement over 
the appearance of the other issues, 
and secondly, the element of delay, 
which is so great a factor in affect
ing the effectiveness of the paper in 
the shop, has been nearly eliminated. 
The days of distributing a shop paper 
containing announcements of meet- 
and with the added diffiiculty of get
ting illustrations.

The final plan has been to come 
back to mimeographing, but with this 
difference—a systematized apparatus 
has been set up which supplies the 
necessary element of care and res
ponsibility which we cannot expect 
from casual volunteer help.

A Party comrade who is a typist 
Viag been attached to the Shop Paper 
Committee for each paper—which 
means intensive work for her once 
a month to get out her particular 
paper. The dummy comes to her in 
perfect shape from the Editorial 
Committee—all she needs to do is 
to make the stencils according to the 
model and run them off. She is 
notified some days ahead of time 
when the dummy will be in her hands, 
and no time is lost. She becomes 
familiar with the paper itself, and

ing which have already taken place, 
or ignoring important events in the 
shop because they took place during 
the long interim after the material 
was in but before the paper was 
issued—now seem to be past history.

Under the the system, the paper is 
sprinkled full of illustrations and 
cartoons which liven it up. Much of 
the inspiration for this work has come 
from the British shop papers, which 
sre practically all mimeographed, 
and which contain some very original 
and unique ideas.

A word about financing. Contrib
utions are naturally solicited in the 
papers from the workers in the shop, 
but, although, some support through 
tlM means has been forthcoming, it 
will probably not be sufiScient for a 
long time to come to warrant our 
basing our work upon it. The fairy 
god-father in Rochester, who appear
ed so mysteriously in connection with 
"The Kodak Worker”, and deposited 
$26.00 to cover the expense of print
ing the second issue, does not seem 
to visit New York, and even if he 
did, we could not depend regularly 
on such unexpected support

The Committee is about ready to 
tackle the job of finances, and, bor
rowing from the experience of the 
Chicago District, vrill recommend to 
the District that a special voluntary 
shop paper stamp of ten cents be sold 
to the comrades. This will have not 
only the tangible effect of getting 
some funds for the work, but also 
the general effect of rousing the in
terest o£ the comrades as a whole in 
this work. There seems to be plenty 
of comprehension as to the value and 
need for the work, but because thus 
far in this District it has been carried 
on by a few devoted comrades, work
ing hard but individually, the work 
has not attracted the attention of the 
Party membership as a whole.

Everyone active in Party work
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knows how difficult it is to get a 
newly-formed committee to function 
actively and cooperatively as a com
mittee. This is a problem our com
mittee is still facing, but more im
portant still is the problem of mak
ing this very impartant work among 
the masses into general party work, 
which attracts the interest and sup
port and active cooperation of the 
Soneral membership.

As to the distribution of the paper 
- so far there has been no violent 
interference with our distribution. 
We have always been very careful 
that no comrade connected with the 
getting out of the paper has any
thing to do with its distribution, in 
order to protect our nucleus inside. 
Great credit must be given the Pio
neers in Paterson for their courag
eous work in regularly distributing

the “Propeller” for over a year with
out being intimidated by company 
watchmen, plain-clothes men and 
police.The problems in New York District 
with respect to shop papers are differ
ent from those in Detroit, Cleveland 
and Chicago, where enormous fac
tories exist, with nuclei of from ten 
to twenty members in some of them. 
As long as we are restricted to the 
smaller shop in this District, we face 
these unique problems ,and if other 
districts are deterred from develop
ing shop-paper work because they 
can’t afford printing and don’t be
lieve in mimeographing, or because 
the shops are small, perhaps the 

experiences of the New York^ District 
will be of some use to them in tackl
ing this importaht phase of Party 
activity.

What We Did for the Daily Worker in Connecticut
T T is surprising what amount of 

work one can do in the field for 
the Daily Worker. In a place like 
New Britain, Conn., where the Party 
membership is composed of only three 
active comrades, we went around 
on Sunday and secured 13 subs 
in one day’s time. The com
rades we approached were merely 
those that did not speak or under
stand English very well, but they had 
grown-up children, and their children 
were only too anxious to get some
thing of the facts from the papers 
that their parents had read. Natur
ally, it was not very hard, in fact it 
was an easy matter to get thirteen 
•ubscribera to the Daily Worker from 
these workers.

Then in a place like Collinsville, 
with only three thousand inhabitants, 
and two Party members. We secured 
8 subscribers for the Daily Worker 
and four members for the Party.

And then from there we went to 
Stamford. Stamford has a very good 
Daily Worker agent and not much 
work can be done there for the Daily 
Worker, but still and all, by going 
around seeing new faces, especially 
the faces of women, has a great 
effect and great influence on out
siders especially, perhaps not Paixy 
members so much, but outsiders very 
much, and we made ten sabscriber* 
to the Daily Worker.

In Hartford, it was very hard be
cause the comrades there didn’t have 
very much time to do work, but still 
we secured 28 subs in about a week’s 
time.

When we come into a place where 
the older people don’t understand, 
read or write English, we try to get 
their children. If they’re small we 
get them to read the Young Comrade, 
the Young Worker and then when
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they’re older, we get them to read 
the Daily Worker also.

It’s a very easy task for a girl to 
go out and to do this work. They 
somehow listen to a girl much more 
than to men.

In Antonia where the Party 
branch consisted of four comrades, 
the four comrades immediately sub
scribed for the Daily Worker, two 
out of the four not even being able 
to understand English and pledged 
to do as much as they can for ’’The 
Daily.” Well, we went out and got 
eighteen tnbtcribert in a small place 
like Ansonia, most of them Russians. 
We got in touch with the Weavers’ 
Club, made good connections there 
among the Italians, and so on, a 
field that had never been touched 
before.

In New London, where the unem
ployment is very severe, we got 8 
subscribers to the Daily Worker, 
dug up a comrade that had been the 
organizer for “The Workers Party” 
somewhere in Pa. He showed a 
charter from the Party that he had 
hidden away in his trunk in the 
cellar a number of years ago and, 
it was quite interesting to have a talk 
with him. He was very glad to have 
had the opportunity of getting some
body to see him from the Workers 
Party again, and join the Party 
again and has offered to do his ut
most to build the Party up again.

All that's necessary in going out 
to see people, is to impress upon them 
the importance of having the only 
English workers’ paper in their house, 
in order to see that their children 
get along and not drift away from 
the idea that their parents have had. 
It brings the importance of the work
ers’ paper through the struggles of 
the workers, direct to the workers 
themselves.
The importance of getting the news 

of the workers’ struggle and counter
acting the news that we get in the 
capitalist press is mainly dwelt upon. 
The opportunity of having a com
plete set of books is also dwelt upon. 
We speak to them about the im
portance of workers reading books, 
reading of the struggles of the Am
erican labor movement in books and 
so on, and that also gets them. I 
would recommend that we get as 
many of the girl-comrades as we can 
and send them out to work for the 
Daily Worker. The comrades are 
only too eager to put them up for 
the night, give them food and give 
them all the minor expenses that they 
need and all that they really would 
have to use is the expense of the car 
fares and train fares in going from 
town to town and they can do lots 
of work for the Daily Worker out
side that day.

ANNA HERBST.

More Party Readers for The Daily Worker
'pOR some comrades this slogan will 

appear as rather out of order. 
Since when does a Party paper have 
to canvass for readers among Party 
members? Is it practiced in any 
other country?—^These questions will 
be asked by comrades who have not 
analyzed this situation.

Of course, this slogan would be

out of order in England, the U.S.S.R., 
France, Germany, etc. There every 
Party member is a reader of the 
Party official paper, because there 
practically are no language Party 
papers. But here in the U. S. every 
language bureau has its paper, weekly 
or daily. The greatest majority of 
our Party members are still filled with
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the Federation ideology and are sup
porters of their language paper, while 
reading of the Daily Worker is only 
a secondary matter.

My contentions are based on the 
following facts: I checked up in my 
sub-section, and out of 160 members 
I found that 60% are reading the 
Freiheit only, 10 per cent reading 
the Freiheit and the Daily Worker, 
26% the Daily Worker only, and 6 
per cent the New York Times and 
other capitalist papers only, neither 
the Freiheit nor the Daily Worker.

The announcements that appear in 
the Daily Worker reach only the 
36 % of the party members who read 
the Daily and perhaps a few addi
tional by accident. The unit organ
izers have to send out letters. So 
it is with the S. S. announcements. 
I am S. S. Organizer since re
organization, and I have never been 
able to get any response if letters 
were not sent out.

If every S. S. Organizer would 
check up his sub-section, he would 
find the same situation there.

The problem before us is: How
can we make every party comrade 
a reader of the Daily Worker?

I would suggest the following 
method, which I will apply in my 
sub-section:

1. Agitation. The Daily Worker 
agent should make it his duty to 
agritate those that are not reading it, 
to ask the comrades what articles 
they have found there—very good 
ones and bad ones.

2. A rule should be established 
in all Party ofBces in New York that 
no meeting should be called by let
ters—^through the Daily Worker only. 
If functionaries are called, have a 
roll call. Beport to the units about 
those absent.

3. Have special DaQy Worker 
meetings in the unit where comrades 
should discuss the Daily Worker edi
torials, articles, news items, etc. The 
6% that are reading the capitalist 
papers only soon adopt the habit 
of reading the Daily Worker also. 
Those reading the Freiheit only will 
also acquire the habit of looking over 
the Daily Worker every morning.

There are a thousand and one ways 
to enforce the reading of the Daily 
Worker, and every unit Daily Work
er agent can have his way and 
method. Where there is a will there 
is a way.

J. L. COOPER.
Sub-Seetion Orscttoiier lA.

New York

What Americanization Means to Our Party
LTHOUGH Americanization is 

one of the main problems of our 
Party, there exists a great deal of 
misunderstanding as to just what is 
meant by the term. We must do 
away with this misunderstanding as 
the first step in the solution of the 
problem.

To begin with we must remember 
that there was no Communist Party 
in United States in 1917. Yet in 
1919 there appeared for the first

time a political party with a program 
demanding a I^oletarian Dictator
ship. Now what great event took 
place in America which called forth 
this new development in American 
political parties? The answer is that 
this great event did not occur in 
America but many thousands of miles 
away. It was the successful Proletar
ian Revolution in Russian which led 
to the formation of a Communist 
Party in America.
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^u.iimuiusi Party were worked out 
by Lenin many yars before the 191?

Bolsheviks under the leadership of

The most advanced sections of n. 
forking class in every couJtr! ' 
m the Russian Revoliior^^

"•ay to emancipation of

The task of the
raunist) Party is the (Com-

Comrade Lenin
theories upon whic^ 
strategy. The Bolsheviw\

ing this strategy to their country* 
Our main problem then, is the appl*' 
cation of Leninism to America. 
That is what we mean by the Am
ericanization of our Party.

The chief task in the American
ization of our Party is to win the 
leadership of the American work
ing class. We will not be able to do 
this until we have rooted ourselves 
deeply in the workshops of fh® 
country, and this can only be done y 
the building a live, well distributed 
shop nuclei, by the building * 
strong Daily Worker and a strog” 
network of shop papers, by taking 
the lead in the organizing o^ 
unorganized, in the campaign f<”' 
Labor Party, and in the fight aga’"® 
the War danger. „

ARNOLD ZIEGLER-

5.000,000 unemployed
"'‘I'Ucountrv.t.t ^

present

50,000 leaflets distribu
and no.-., „ . . _nisPaid for by the Chicago D‘‘

Order f. y®"*- District, City.

'' Pei‘ fk
* "'‘niniun, Every nucleus must disti

1000 leaflets.
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Immediate Tasks In the Election Campaign

Degmmng for an ef
fective election campaign has 

been made with the holding of the 
National Nominating Convention. It 
was a real convention in every sense 
of the word. A real Communist Con
vention. For the first time in the 
b>story of our Party there were 39 
states represented. From Maine to 

and from Massachusetts to 
California there came delegates, m

lar H 1 ^ represented 300 regu- 
« lelegates and close to 160 Z 
ternal deleeat®. ““nions. Set;, labor
f«<=tories r and
delegates there werta 1^”

an non-Party workers.

representative^ Included

01*10. the

ing farmers from the South an 
Northwest as well as from New’ Eng
land.

The delegations included worker- 
from all industries, miners, stee 
workers, railroad workers, buildinS 
trades workers, textile workers, 
needle trades workers, printers, Inhnr^ 
ers, machinists, metal workers 'n
word a truly representative conven 
tion of the American workers.

Class Struggle The Keynote

The keynote of the whole eonven^ 
tion was the class struggle- The 
tire proceedings beginning 
report of the credentials eoniniit ^ 
down to the closing session dean ^ 
with the ways and means eoinnn^to me Closing sessiw.* - ^ 
with the ways and means

__ ______________________ report was considered in the HS ^
miners in Ohio striking 1^!*® niobilir.ation of the greatest
workers in New ’^‘king texitle ®H*1® number of workers for ,j.t. 
factories including p!!j’ T*'® **aanimous adoption of 1^?*® l^ro
Winchester Arms Wrilut ^l^^^^eit), after a lengthly discussion l
Bethlehem Steel anr, ^ 'Aeroplane, vides the Party with a documen 
Portant plants ’thr..n"?"^ im- well feel proud of »"‘^^cr
States. ^ the United before the masses of

and working farmers and as' 
to rnllxr 4-^__ its SUpP

The fr i. working farmers and £
. ^ delegates also ; , Tnvty for its

«d representatives of a * ^clud- 1. Plar:«„ «n t1
U«..L “lo-

oountri,,.
gua. “Mexico and Nicara-

the
yy .B»l*'—wv» VUl X UJ *>/•

Placing the Party on
task confront; 

• to pl‘ 
b»l

Not only wa,t

sections of tbo ^*^®®entative nf 

^enien an,i *"^niber of xt

The most urgent task coha* 
ns at the present moment is to
the Presidential ticket on the 
in as many states as possible- 
We will double the number o 
tbe Party was on the ballot i 
1924 elections is almost a cer ^ 
But that is not enough- 
exert every possible effort _ 
en in every state physically P 
so that we will not disfranch 
Workers whom we will convin
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our agitation to support our program 
and our candidates.

We must not delay placing the 
Party on the ballot. We mu«t pro
ceed at once. We must not merely 
assign this task to some “specialist” 
and forget about it. The placing of 
the ticket on the ballot must be the 
concern of the entire District Execut
ive Committee of every Partv func
tionary and of every Party member.

The work of every District Organ
izer and every District Committee for 
the next period will be judged among 
ether things in the light of their 
achievements in the election cam
paign. The first concrete task in 
the campaign is to place the Party 
ticket on the ballot.

The campaign to place the Party 
ticket on the ballot must be utilized 
e expose capitalist democracy and 

the broadest propaganda for the 
platform of our Party.

2- Mobilize the Parly
Every Party unit should hear a 

J^Port on the National Nominating 
Convention. District Committees 
**inst tour the delegates to the Nomi
nating Convention to the various 
*^ities and nuclei giving the Party 
Membership a full report on the na- 
afe and achievements of the con

tention. Only if this is done will the 
arty be mobilized successfully for 
e election campaign.
In reporting on the Convention 

'^nre must be taken that the Party 
Position on the election is placed cor- 
“^ectly before the membership- E°r 
example we must never fall to poin 
ent that our main task in this cam 
Pa>gn is to mobilize the masses for a 
M^ugele against capitalism, and while 
ntting forward our program of im 

*nediate demands we must not fail to 
eonnect them up with the final aims 
e the Party. A careful reading o

the platform before making the re
port will help to bring the Party posi
tion before the membership- At the 
same time we must urge every mem
ber to study the platform so that 
he can become an agitator and pro-

^“party UriLlS or:

Tare'discussion on the plat^onm 
The platform appeared in the Da. y 
Worker on May 26th and ^
as finally amended, m pamphlet form

soon-
3. State Conventions.

The Districts must hold State Con-
venUons where -ne have been he

Cnr the adoption of a siaie
’ and the nomination of state platform and the n<> ^

5—f-tS to the nomination of Pres-

SiS
Platform. ^^„ye„tions must be

on the broadest possible 
organized delegates from
basis with «■ gn(j workers
factories, labor
fraternal the Nationa'
conventions we must
Nominating C ^

rrSaT---
votings should be called as 

Mass to hear the re-
quickly as to the NationalJorts of the delegates At these
Nominating delegates should
„ass meeting conven-
"®^°"\he" ^presentations the pla-
tion, th® ^ndidates, etc. These
form, tl'®. .£ properly organized
mass j tart to bring the elcc-
will be a good wfil
tion Party ticket on the
aid in L a good means of get-

""dential Nominations in-
SHh^raTcapitalist press.
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meet-

not the means to call ^ published must give an
meetings we could arrange to mVe Campaign,
the reports to the nucleus at ^ ve f,, ^jjjy „^ust; open air meci.- 
meeting inviting as many svm” ^ more extensive
ers as possible. ympathiz- scale every^vhere, but factory gate

All Shop Bulletins and i < meetings must be organized in as 
_____— ea - many places as possible.

speciala s]

•JvX'S shop b„ll.tl„s, etc., must carry

Fo>- President
WILLIAM 2. FOSTTn For Vice-President

benjamin gitlow
Vote Communist

- ^^KERS (COMMUNIST) PARTY

'pHE Nat
vania-Ohb Cowh'^ Penns^] realization of t
^ call to all lahn' out betrayed by Lewis and otl
mcreased aid fnr L°*'®®”^2ations for "®™ands that are in the program
Jk»U»islXw'»WUntmi„'° Left-Wing and Progress,
finds it has on h “f the ^
salaried bureaucrat*^ ^^e high mobilize the entire 1<
rank-and-file of the* the Progressive movement thi
tbe miners who of country for the support

betrayal arp f• the tJ® !*’''bing miners. We must, o^)
uch miners are evon^ j” relief ^ ^ beads of the bureaucrats, rai

the barracks. Yet °lt of the rank and file in eve
?f the miners continu^%'^“’l^ ble send it to the ^

greater numbers Ld° ^®wis th Committee-
here taking steps to ®'’<^ry. “’'•y guarantee that we a

maeh'*’ ®“*’'‘t*strict and*^^ the helping the miners,
has *^«r own J n th °f the unorganiz
the on^^***^ ®icceeded ^®^is the overwhelming major’
Buttho*^* Powerful fj iw”-r,*^^'*®hing f working class must be reac 
manl H"'*""’^^hohave K ^ A f relief thru relief comm
fir str1f„“^?®® the 0,!* in the shops, mills, e
’"ovemen?® fhe tav^ members everi^here mi

unl^‘" a ne^” sS ^ in this work a
lilting all®” - 1 natio P®" ror ^ greatest activity
gains/the a* at”” ®®He, fi„i? miners. The miners

the J® >is and thS”^kle a: the battle for the etii

Hzation of the ®k®its, o„ working class, unorgan
‘’'®«»organ: as organized. They m«st

full support.
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The language fraternal organiza
tions, and fraternal organizations 
generally are a fertile field for the 
collection of miners relief.

All sections of the working class 
must be reached in this bitier and 
gigantic struggle. Youth and wom
en’s relief conferences, the mobiliza

tion of the eWldren in ttiis 
a task we must set fo 
Where this has been done great 
suits have already been achieved.

used against the miners.

Our Factory Nuclei
By JACK~ STACTEL

-------------T7 comrade Stachel t»
NOTE; The article below from the reportP“/‘^Stae'her*The OrB- 

Conference held may 28. In Remarks of Comrade Stach^^^^ nreanUc^
^•scuBsion, speeches and the concluding ra Secretaries ,v- National Field 0 B

attended by all District Organizers, the Org. o^_ the S^.tion and Factory

--‘lerence held may 28. In ^arks of Comrade Stacn«.^^^-;- tant distn^
^'scuBsion, speeches and the concluding « Secretaries .. National Field 0 Bwas attended by all District Organizers, the Org^^o^p^^P, eteJ^, the^^"^ .“?^„c?ed Is
a'Ri’asontatives of other departments among th ^ District, a
and a number of functionaries of the New Yora ^ the Lic>

.t this tl»s ."t
more than 10 per cent of our Cleveland,

Party membership at this time Kansas. The m a y^^,ber,
organized in shop nuclei. The .’ automobile, s > 

^estions we must ask ourselvse are. . ,
^hy so few, are we making 
^®ss, are we going backwards, wha 

the problems, and the means wi
^hlch Sft BnKra 4-V»ttivk9

-SS, are we going backwards, what 
>■6 the problems, and the means with h j, at this time, there
’hich so solve them? . nuclei according o the

Of course, when we first reorgan are gj.(; covering the as
^ed, we organized a large number 0 latest r ^ members *
«clei. How did we do it? Wher- months, 'v;th,^„„ary they reported

Ta'test report, <=°J[J”"®ambers in the 
i. How did we do it? Wher- months, '’^j^„„ary they reported 

« we had two comrades in a district. W membersm
“P. we added a third one and we 22 nud^ ^ere were 5 0 member^ 
d a shop nucleus. According May, £60 mem er •
^t, we had 200 shop nuclei in Ne 26 nu ^ ----- - was a

alone, which were not rea y 
op nuclei. Wbere there were two, wnicn were ti«“ n nuclei. Where there were two 
nrades who happened to wor m 
“ same shop in which there wer^ 
or 15 workers employed, we o^®”

*d shop nuclei thruout New or ^ere *^”(,00 528 memoers n* ^ 
d other sections of the country- January, 19^°’ 170 members.
At this time we have no more than gS 664 members, 26
9 real shop nuclei thruout Today, f'^oOO members.

26 nuclei was a decrease
May to January; 1923, an
and from ^J^al membership is

increase.
now over 8 • ^^g^e

In mil 18-
«•« 28 ‘"n

- 1928* -A meitibers.'.-i-ner sections of the couiik-j- January, i70 memoers.
t this time we have no more than gS 664 members, 26
real shop nuclei thruout Today, ^ ^’^nAO members.

‘try, with an approximate me ' ^^gigj with
hip of 1600. In January, 1928, Detroit, May, 350

had about the same number members, there were
’ nuclei with 11000 members. members, ^n g members,

1927, we had 168 shop nuclei m hund«d ^ggg^
‘1524 members. with 215 in **
he districts where the bulk o o

J
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January, 1933 thw«. I„
”7, S nuclei

Present re^or *

^300 members in there are

»«'w Mb*
is in p[- , nuclei «, ®^°P
‘=““s«Sa7'’’ ae.eCrD?'"''
7 In all Dlntrict;.

‘*•1’, Urr"®M M ne.
"umber of ***®*'e is an i„ '^‘th

“"ndecnl^Mlpfl^

“u more i" gooH ’'"re

•"embSh-^S toV*'’®‘''®"ce^sh '' 
*"arre^*«Iess ?h*’®‘' ®®"t of 7"

ing, less than 14 at this time; about 
6 to 8 or so.

District 3; May. 1927, 550 mem
bers in district, 4 nuclei with 3 ^ 
members. January, 1928, 2 nuclei 
with 18 members. Maj’ 1, 
nuclei with 50 members, among them 
3 mining nuclei in the anthracite.

District 4: 1 shop nucleus
members, in a shoe factory i 
total members. May, 1928.

District 9: 700 members and
shop nuclei at present time.

District 10: 11 shop nuclei
about 100 members. there

District 12: January, 1928, 
were 3 nuclei with 32 there
membership of 580. May, 192"> 
were 3 nuclei with 15 members.
1928, report not yet q „iem-

District 13: May, 1927, ,,ers-
bers, 2 shop nuclei with H gj4
In January, 1928, there we 
members, 6 shop, lumber and 
nuclei with 56 members.

District 15: No shop nuclei'
In Blny*

®us at I^ot a .

Ceiv^Mbecg ere ,4 ■ Janu.
• V C” 'eP.« '" “III-

mutually f *‘e- ^“"ction.

Agricultural District: -- jj,ejn'
1927, there were a total of 1 pj.ggent 
bers, 27 in 3 farm nuclei, 
membership is 125. fhe Wb°‘®

We see, therefore, ^ lOZ^’ 
tbe following: We see in May- ^^gf- 
158 nuclei with 1524 membe^^ 
nging about 10; out of ^bes® jjgtri®*’ 
400 members in New 
In January, 1928, there gpibef®
100 shop nuclei with Hi goO 
and out of these there W®’’®
New York. In May, 1928, tb 
1500 members in nuclei , g 
100 nuclei, 85 of which to a g - 
members, being in districts -g^ tb® 
8 and 10. In January, ^ ^vet®^
average was 11, in May, 
is 15 for every shop nuc ® 

We
cts 3,

see an increase in di®*'^* jn th® 
®- 1, 8 and 10, and a falling jyiay 
ether districts, as per repot _ ^gg 
1928, thus far received. jneinh®^ 
greater average number ®
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'n each nucleus. This tendency is 
good for our Party. It shows that 
while the increase is not great, while 

a matter of fact in real numbers 
a decrease since May, 1927, yet the 
nuclei in districts 5, 6^ 7, 8 and 10 
form the bulk of nuclei, the actual 
membership is increasing to 15 aver
age instead of 10, even though the 
actual membership is not so great. 
The nuclei are becoming more stabi
lized and the great bulk of them are 
in heavy industry and in very large 
plants. Excluding the mining nuclei 
that are in mines averaging 500 to 
1500 workers, 90 per cent of the 
Puclei are in plants of 1000 workers 
nc more, the average in the plants 
where our nuclei are located being 
4000 workers. The total number of 
Workers in all plants where we have 
shop nuclei is about 350,000.
. On the other hand, this situation 

quite unsatisfactory. In fact we 
can say it is the most important or- 
Banization problem with which the
yccy lifg pgj.jy as a Commun-
'st Party is bound up.

^ will take up certain problems, 
Economic and political which modify 
Retain statements which I will now 
1 ®he, but the fact remains that we 
j no basic reason for so few nuc- 
in* ***• ^°™P^rlson with street nuclei, 
£ ®pite of objective difficulties. I*' 
®ct, there is no energetic and sy- 

^cmatic effort on the part of the 
' ? district committees and o*’" 
Pization secretaries in this work, 

ev* of excuses, no amount o
Planations will alter the fact that 

wu basic reason. We can have 
nio*'^ nuclei with many
th *** districts would give

? P*’cper and necessary attention to 
r ® P^ase of activity. Thi; criticism 
^’as first and foremost; only I® 

f Cent of our Party members in 
nuclei.

course, while I think the com

rades will agree with me that we have 
sent on the average at least one letter 
a month to the districts telling them 
to increase factory activity, coloniza
tion, concentrating on a definite num
ber of factories, directing them how

) work in the formation of shop 
ommittees, etc., yet in spite of all 
lese instructions, I want to say that 
he cente-- has not given sufficient 
ttention to this work. Insufficient 
ersonal attention was given by the 
;. E. C. Organization Department, 
Itho good beginnings have been 
lade thru the touring of Politbureau 
lembers to the various districts, for 
he purpose of stimulating oraniza- 
ion work in connection with our mass

^NowTwant to analyze from a poli- 
ical and economic point of view why 
ve have so few shop nude, organ- 
zed- why since we have built many

have not i«cr.».d the
otalmebmarshipoloa'.
he number of our nuclei.

Needle Trades Struggle
This n. do«ht vtk

in tne needle trades gyrgelves
factories, small facto-
liquidated " originally formed
ries where we workers.
them in P^'^n of registration con-
Now the . . ^jng. The right
ducted by the r g
winB ^ whTwere the leaders against 
tones. Who factories? Corn-
registration i a,ost of
munists, with t ^ pey,od
our comrades aft ^gistered
were expell^^^ to dis-
factories. We r ^ ^^^^ard
cuss the prob cm take into
this registration buit m
consideration garment m-
ens of our "“"’®.j^ted and our com- 
dustry were hq f^^ work m
rades driven to 
small plants.
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Shoe Industry
During the later part of 1926 and 

1927, we succeeded in a period of 
a few months to build up 12 nuclei 
in Brooklyn with 150 members. Only 
5 per cent of the members were not 
in shop nuclei, while 95 per cent 
were in shop nuclei. Our Comrades 
built the union, the Shoe Workers 
Protective Union. The union had 
nothing practically when we began to 
work. Our comrades built up that 
work, established contacts, went into 
factories and in a few months took 
150 members in Brooklyn shoe fac
tories into the Party. Many strikes, 
injunctions, fights took place. The 
union was attacked also by the In
ternational officials. Heavy defeats 
took place. Our comrades were lead
ers in all these struggles and were 
the first to be victimized.

Food Industry
In the food industry we had 100 

members in nuclei. We had one nuc
leus with 27 members in a large place 
employing a number of hundreds of 
workers. The union was under our 
leadership with thousands of members 
in its ranks. Today there are not 
more than 600 members. You can 
realize what that meant; a strike was 
lost, many shops lost. In this pro
cess many of our comrades, the lead
ers of the union, were driven out of 
the shops, blacklisted in the larger 
shops. The large shops are in a po
sition where they can use the black 
list most effectively and, of course, 
only in these large plants could we 
build our nucleL There must also be 
mentioned here that the industry in 
this period saw a feverish merger 
which, naturally, made it more dif
ficult for the union to resist, and 
more easy for the employers to carry 
out their blackest policy.

The bulk of the nuclei in New York 
were in needle, shoe and food in
dustries.

Mining Industry
Between January, 1927 and 1928, 

two great factors in the mining in
dustry were: unemployment and the 
strike in the bituminous fields. This 
drove many of our comrades into 
other regions; many comrades left 
the coal fields for other fields. This 
also affected our nuclei. Of course, 
had we paid greater attention, the 
loss would not have been so great.

Many of our nuclei at the begin
ning were established through colo
nization. Districts in selecting com
rades to colonize factories, chose 
those comrades who were habitually 
unemployed. This was not the best 
thing to do. They took the line of 
least resistance, and this is not the 
element to depend upon. We sent 
some of them in. They stirred up 
things for a few weeks, they left, 
and things collapsed. We must in
crease our colonization work a hun
dred-fold but must choose reliable 
comrades.

We established many nuclei and 
these nuclei engaged in open struggle 
prematurely, and some were dissolv
ed and destroyed because we did not 
have the necessary experience to 
carry on our work and reduce victi
mization to a minimum. The question 
is, are we going to learn from these 
mistakes or are we going to repeat 
them?

Then, we must not forget the first 
general unemployment since the re
organization. In most districts, our 
comrades were affected heavily.

Now, mistakes that are not exus- 
able: Too much eagerness to dis
solve nuclei which did not function, 
and a practice of combining them. 
We always warned against that.

We had many changes in the dis
tricts, and after a change, less nuc
lei were reported. Some new dist
ricts organizers are too eager to say 
that they do not have very many, and
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to start with a clean slate. This ques
tion must be borne in min.-l for tl>o 
future. When a nucleus does not 
function, do not dissolve it. Your 
job is to make it function.

Language Difficulties
In the anthracite, we have one mine 

nucleus of South Slavs, one of Lithu
anians. The comrades limit their 
work to the fraternal organization, 
and do not work sufficiently in the 
mines. Many times the nucleus is 
dissolved because the comrades are 
of one langfuage only and claim that 
they cannot conduct the mass work. 
We must overcome this through colo
nization and other means. Our DEC’S 
do not pay any considerable atten
tion to organization questions. Wher
ever there is an organization sec
retary, they feel that they should let 
him worry about it. In the future, 
this must be remedied. The propos
als of the Cl Org. Dept, on this ques
tion were very helpful but not car
ried out sufficiently.

Districts must pay more attention 
to organization problems, placing it 
on the agenda of the leading commit
tee. (Polcom. Secretariat.)
Build Up the Organization Depart 
ment as a Real Functioning Depart

ment.
You must now systematically, as 

you have been instructed in the past, 
choose a number of factories in large 
scale industry, consider the question 
of colonization, and then draw the 
comrades from light to heavy in
dustries; follow up, give them in
structions, see that units are formed, 
and give attention, guidance and 
direction. D. E. C. members must be 
given jobs to see that the nuclei func
tion. The functioning of the units 
must be given the greatest attention. 
The C. I. org. dept, letter to our 
Party, printed in the first issue of the

Party Organizer, must again be studi
ed by our functionaries and made 
plain to every Party member. The 
analysis as to the reasons for the 
large turnover contained in the Dec. 
1927, issue of the Party Organizer 
mu.st also be studied and the sugges
tions made carried out.

Shop Papers
Today we have 27 shop papers. 

From May to August, 1927, 25 shop 
papers with 58,000 circulation were 
recorded.

There were a number of mistakes. 
In one instance, instead of 200 to 
300, the printer said 2,000 to 3,000. 
The Ford Worker had 20,000 copies 
at one time, according to the report. 
A report made to the Profintern only 
recently read 40,000 and this report 
was circulated thruout the country. 
This is not to the creedit to our Party. 
A report is made that 40,000 copies 
of the Ford Worker was circulated, 
when not even 20,000 copies were 
circulated. Once only, two separate 
issues of 10,000 each came out in one 
month. Not all were distributed. A 
report I received immediately after 
the convention said: In October and 
November 1927, less than 5,000 were 
circulated, but of course, there was 
unemplojunent at that time. There 
never was a 20,000 circulation. We 
do not want such reports. These do 
not bring our Party any credit but 
demoralizes our Party. After the 
convention, we found that we had 15 
papers with about 25,000 to 30,000 
circulation. Since January 1928, we 
have again succeeded in bringing the 
number up to 27, established one ad
ditional bulletin in District 1, in 
textile plant, one in New York, in 
the Rolls Royce auto plant in Long 
Island, one in the Philadelphia dist
rict; Bethlehem Steel, one in Roches
ter: Kodak; one bulletin in Detroit: 
Buick plant, one additional in Cleve
land, two additional in Chicago. One
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Building the Party Apparatus
By M. JENKS

WE are a Party of revolu ionary 
action. We aim to build a 

fighting, centralized political organ
ization of the proletariat. In our 
continuous fight against capitalism, 
which is decaying, but madly resist
ing that decadence, it is absolutely 
necessery that the Party be flexib e 
and show unanimity of action, that 
the Party apparatus work accurately, 
smoothly without itches.

"Let us take the army of today, 
wrote Lenin, “here is an excellent 
example of organization. And goo 
is this organization only because^ it 
is flexible and at the time being 
able to unite millions of people and 
make them act according to one 
will. Today these millions may be 
Sitting in their homes in the \arious 
parts of the country; tomorrow at 
a call for mobolization, they would 
inunediatcly gather at a designate 
point.” This is what we call organ
ization. ‘-When for sake of one aim, 
inspired by one will, millions of 
people change the form of their re
lations and actions, change place an 
forms of activity, change the means 
nnd instruments according to 6 
changed conditions and needs o
struggles.” .

Who of the conscious proletarian
revolutionists will deny that exactly
such an organization, centralizea.
disciplined and flexible, must serv 
as an example in the struggle o 
Working class against their 
enemies. But every one knows 
in order to set into motion 
ized masses of workers and to .
them (give) with one will, 
exist a corresponding, well 
ing apparatus. In this ’ ijggmust say that our Party attaches 
great importance to the neces

organizing a well functioning ap
paratus, in all Party organizations 
without exception, beginning with 
the nucleus to .the C.E.C.

In this article we merely want to 
touch the question of the Party ap
paratus in the various districts since 
the material on .hand in the C.E.C. 
shows that there in much confusion 
on the question.

The first question before us; How 
many and which departments must 
the apparatus of each district consist 
of?” If we are not mistaken, the 
Central Committee has already given 
some instructive suggestions on this 
question. We are, however, repeat
ing that there should be four func
tioning departments covering the 
basic fields of Party activity, organ
izational, agitprop, "'ork among wo
men and trade union department. 
(If territory of the district is an 

agricultural territory, then it is necos- 
slvy to organize an agricultural de-

mentalization? It is clear ^

S lh»..alv»s

. ' ? in tL various districts, wc 
fiT many departments, such as the 
f 1 D Anfi-Imperialist, Political 
; In other districts, however, such 

department as the organ- 
impor.ant P .. not exist
i,ational ;f^P,„ee, reports that
Sfirg-depai-tment functions from
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informing us of the functions of the 
org-department tells us about the 
«signments of the members of the 
District Committee to the above 
mentioned committees (I. L. D etc ^ 
and the regular attendance of the 
District Organizer of the meetings
^ i\ generally there
IS much confusion.

We believe that the District Con,

Partw ^apartments”, the
^arty apparatus is built

districts did not . j" various
ficiently the ba«- suf-

methods of work
Partments with vari ^ ®°nfuse de-
"? » >«»" “
“"d committees. ®°™™ission3

.Low

mrabm (B„,„ “Lil Mmbs, 
"eanizes its machine^"-^^^^)
” important and . ^ the form

liTthe'

each oL ^he

®®a to it fiT®"ts, it is „ heads''.p.b.ib?.““"««w!; b!““'' ‘0
'oooy out tb ®“***..'Ltive bopoble,
■ > »«a b*’*uTJ. «“

««r« "'"'“1 rib^ >” 
res8io« .. *^*des Part,.
■J'he cor ‘’®»eacia him in 

‘® ^ group

of comrades who were selecte ° 
the purpose of studying and wor in 
out policies for their 
partment. This is incorrect. 
a group of comrades do not j.
a part of the Party apparatus, 
are only an advisory board at 
to the various departments 
administrative functions. ® 
such a committee is -nts
presentatives of other depar ^ 
and proletarian mass organize 
This is correct. And this jg^. 
done so as to have a better 
standing of the work before 
that there be unanimity n®*" °. ^iso 
the formulation of policies 
in carrying them out. de*
must not be forgotten that .ggm' 
cisions of such committees ^ 
missions) must be brought 
approval to the secretariat o 
the plenum of the Distric 
mitte, depending on the *”*?ggjsionS 
of the question on which 
were made. . , abo^®

We have already 
that the apparatus of some 
consist of such departme p^gp-
I- L. D., Anti - Imperialist,

aganda, etc. .
Is it necessary to orgam^ ^aft^ 

departments as part of ^' jg Ji® 
apparatus? Of course ther ^ p t 
necessity for it. What is the " tio^’ 
This is mass, non-Party orga 
having certain definite aim®' ^ goP' 
bars of our Party bers^iP’
siderable part of the i”® j^ati®’’® 
therefore, in all I. L. D. Coi®'
throughout the country p^ jpu® 
munists, members of the I- ' fra®' 
organize fractions. Thru '
tions the Party carries on ^gjnfi®*"
Communists are not only al® 

the I. L. D., but they itte®®' 
elected into the leading ®®^^g afi®® 
Therefore, if certain quo® t *
these questions are broug gC
local Party Committee and
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to the corresponding department ac
cording to the character of the ques
tion (organizational to the Organ
izational Department, agitational to 
the Agitprop, etc.) And if the ques
tion is of special importance, it is 
brought before the entire District 
Committee. The same is true about 
all other mass, non-Party organiza
tions. Exceptions are made in 
case of trade union work, but or 
this there are special reasons in t e 
United States. .

The stage, in which the Party wor 
finds itself at present, necessitates 
the existence of four permanen y 
functioning departments in the aP 
paratus of the Districts. If. howei^r, 
the organization is large, and as_ 
sufficient finances, if the budget per 
mits paid department heads an 
technical workers, this should ® 
done. But in this given case, 'tn cr 
the phrase, “permanently functioning 
department” must be understoo ® 
systematic realization of all Ps^ V 

work.

If the comrades appointed as the 
heads of departments, and also their 
assistants cannot, because of cir
cumstances, do Party work during 
the day, they must do it evening . 
but it should be done systematically
and consistently. Communists must
never forget the words of Lenin 
about the necessity to prepare work
ers who are ready to give their lives 
for the revolution, to become p - Lsional, most devoted revolutionists 
in the ranks of the Comintern.

Referring to all above ^aid. we are 
suggesting to the -nous Dist^.^^ 
Committees that they oegm v 
their apparatus and machinery.
5hev see to it that the functions of

vo!fiv and carefully subdivided ac-
Lrding to the already given instruc- 
coraing , „£ the most
,ions con.,
importaiit P g,,out the org-
partm^t. functions, methods
deparment, u„jo„ot to give
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over a year, a year of starvation 
and constant conflicts with the 
police. They have learned a lesson 
during this period. Our Party has 
flrmly established its influence among 
the strikers and among the unorgan
ized miners. We have gained many 
sympathizers. Yet we have failed to 
increase the membership of the 
Party in this district, and in the min 
ing region we have even suffered a 
decline in membership.

Where Lies the Fault?
It is not the fault of the miners 

that the Party has not grown in 
size in the strike region during this 
favorable period. It is true that 
many of our members migrated du
ring this period, and some of the 
nuclei disbanded because of the shut
down of the mines. But we have not 
utilized the situation to recruit new 
members and to build new Party 
units. It was the fault entirely of 
the leading Party committees. The 
fault lies with the wrong methods of 
work followed by the Party as a 
whole, not to mention the fact that 
some comrades still hold the opinion 
that the Party cannot be built during 
a strike.

Some Facts
An experiment carried on by the 

Party in the Pittsburgh District shows 
that we must correct our wrong meth
ods of work. During the month of 
January we decided that steps must 
be taken to “build the Party”. A 
field organizer was assigned to cover 
the strike region for the Party. The 
results were: several new mine nuc
lei, new members for the existing 
mine units. Fifty new members join
ed the Party during that month in 
the mine region.

During the months of February and 
March we have again forgotten that 
there is a Party to be built. The 
leading Party committees, the active 
members, the organizers were all busy

with a dozen and one things pertain
ing to the strike, to the State Labor 
Party, etc. The organization work 
was miserably neglected during this 
period. The results were disastrous 
for the Party. A halt in the cam
paign for new members, no new 
units organized, a drop in the dues 
collections, a general weakening of 
the units.

The March dues report sound the 
alarm. We again got busy in “Build
ing the Party.” Within a few days 
several new units were organized and 
many new members joined the Party. 
There is hardly a mining town where 
a nucleus of the Party can not be or
ganized at present, if an effort was 
really made.

Pittsburgh Not an Exception
What is said about the Pittsburgh 

District, I am sure, applies equally to 
all other districts and to all other 
struggles of the workers in which our 
Party is taking an active part. It is 
necessary to examine the facts and 
to take the necessary steps to correct 
a mistake in the methods of work. 
It is but natural that there is always 
a tendency to neglect the organiza
tional tasks of the Party when all 
the available forces are needed in 
the struggle. But this tendency must 
be resisted by the Party with all 
the means at its disposal, if the Party 
—^the basis of the struggle—is not 
to be liquidated. It is not enough te 
agree in “principle” that the Party 
must be built during a strike. The 
leading Party committees and the or
ganizers must provide the organiza
tional machinery necessary for the 
strengthening and building the Party 
while the struggle is on, while the 
workers are in a position to see the 
Party in action. The watchword— 
“Build the Party while the struggle 
is on” must be borne in mind by all 
the leading Party committees, by all 
Party members.



American Shop Papers

By EUGEN PAUL

^ I'HE American shop papers make 
an excellent impression. (Many of 

them are already appearing in their 
second year of publication.) Their 
number and their content testify to 
the great initiative and to the healthy 
proletarian instict of the American 
workers, who have been able to pro
duce a series of good shop papers 
and to mould them into fighting or
gans of the workers in the shop.

The greatest merit of the American 
shop papers is that they are evidently 
deeply rooted of the life of the shop 
and are dedicated to the struggles 
in the shop. In addition to the other 
material contained in them, the num
erous leters from workers (workers' 
correspondence) speak out clearly 
in this respect. We should mention 
here first of all The Ford Worker, 
which has been appearing twice 
weekly for a year and which is car
rying on the fight against “Fordism” 
in an excellent manner—the fight 
against the legend that Ford exploits 
his workers less than the other 
capitalists. An article entitled “The 
golden-hearted Mr. Ford” in the issue 
of July 15, 1927, calls attention to 
a declaration by Ford that his wealth 
has not been obtained by “down
trodden, underpaid, bloodsweated 
labor”, and goes on to explain:

*'Oh. no. thia ia not bloodsweated* 
this is just ordinary business methods. 
Down with this brutal capitalist system!
Up with a Communist System, that will 
sive the worker all he produces.”

With regard to shop condition the 
American shop papers devote in gen
eral a great deal of space to rational
ization. Not only in The Ford Worker, 
in which the search for an ever newer 
and “better model” and ihe fact that 
this results in the conditions of the

Ford workers becoming -continually 
worse is ably and fully treated, but 
also in many others shop papers in 
connection with the progressing 
rationalization there is contrasted in 
a most effective manner the lowering 
of the workers’ wages and the grow
ing profits of the bosses. A good 
example of this and of the way the 
social phase of the matter is brough* 
out is the September 1927 number 
of T»’e Wright Propeller, which 
points out that the Wright Company 
got $100,000 more profits in the 
decrease than in the same period of 
the previous year. Among other 
things it states:

“It’s our job to smash that system 
some day, ond we misht as well set 
ready to do it, ond establish a system 
like in Russia, where it is written into 
the constitution that ’only those who 
work msy eat.’ *'

Many of the shop papers well 
understand how, in the fight with 
their own particular bosses, to bring 
out the general class standpoint. 
Number 2 of The Chrysler Worker 
deals, for example, with the booklet 
issued by this firm which speaks 
about the “Chrysler family”, to 
which the workers of this firm are 
also supposed to belong. In an article 
entitled “The Chrysler Family??” 
appears the following:

**We workers are a class separate and 
distinct from the bosses* and we can 
look after our interests as a class oraran* 
isinff ourselves into a union.”

In the October number of “The 
Harvester Worker” there appeared an 
article in favor of the transformation 
of the general Industrial Council, 
composed of representatives of the 
bosses and of the workers, into a 
“genuine workers’ Shop Committee 
of workers alone.”
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Likewise an article—^The “Amer
icanism” of the profiteers should be 
Restored—^which appeared in The 
Ford Worker of July 15th, is an ex
ample of the fostering of class- 
consciousness in the American shop 
papers.

The idea of the proletarian United 
Front is in general correctly port
rayed, although most certainly too 
little attention is devoted to the 
foreign-bom and Negro workers. 
Even in this regard there are note
worthy exceptions. In the afore
mentioned Harvester Worker the 
same wages are demanded for the 
Negro workers in the plants as for 
the white workers. In November 4-5 
of The Dodge Worker it is correctly 
pointed out, in comparing the whole
sale deportation of foreign-born work
ers in America with the expulsion 
of the “foreigners” from China, that 
in China foreign capitalists are being 
driven out (during period of Red Can
ton.—^Ed.), while in America it is a 
matter of foreign-born proletarians.

When a worker correspondent ex
presses a false conception—^as, for ex
ample, in The Ford Worker of 
January 1, 1928, when a worker took 
a stand against the employment of 
foreign-born workers by Ford—^the 
editor inserts a footnote in correction. 
It would be advisable, however, to 
fight systematically and in the sharp
est manner against these manifesta
tions of “patriotism” which emanate 
from the ideology of the labor arist
ocracy, and especially to do every
thing to encourage class solidarity 
between the white and Negro work
ers.

The agitation for a Labor Party 
is in general given much attention. 
Scarcely a single number fails to 
point out the necessity of the work
ers forming a Labor Party of their 
own. Also they do not fail to point 
out that factory committees should

be formed for the purpose of in
tensifying the struggle. Articles, 
urging solidarity with revolutionary 
workers in China and requesting col
lections for the Colorado strikers, are 
quite numerous.

The methods of agitation employed 
are often very effective. An item 
entitled “The Whistle” in The 
Chrysler Worker No. 1, states: “The 
whistle in the Chrysler plant is a 
shrill reminder to us that we are 
slaves.” “$9,016,245 and the Whistle” 
is the title of the subsequent item, 
which points out the connection 
between the whistle and the gigantic 
profits of the company.

Agitation in favor of the Soviet 
Union is met with fairly often in the 
American shop papers. In the feature 
column of The Ford Worker: “Get 
the Point,” which consists of short, 
snappy remarks, mention is made of 
the Soviet Union in almost every 
number. The Steel Worker sets 
forth, for example, that whereas in 
America the unemployed are threat
ened with starvation, in Russia they 
are adequately cared for. The Hudson 
Worker—^No. 9 states, in connection 
with the meager provisions for vaca
tions in America, that “it couldn’t 
happen in Russia.”

The style and technical make-up 
of the American shop papers are on 
the whole good. For the most part 
short articles and items, workers’ 
correspondence, etc. are published; 
long articles are rare exceptions. 
Clever cartoons, which always bear 
close relation to the life in the shop, 
are given particular prominence.

The greatest shortcoming of the 
American shop papers is that the 
political character of their struggle 
is for the most part only inadequate
ly expressed. The demand for a 
Labor Party is almost the only in
ternal political subject discussed, and 
this demand is generally stated too
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abstractly without connection with 
current political events. The latter 

almost no consideration in 
the^ shop papers. The excellent 
article “Hammer and Sickle” in 
Number 1 of The Chrysler Worker 
IS one of the few exceptions. It de
clares :

The Workers Party is the political 
Mrty of the workers in this country. On 

o\ em er 2nd. when you vote, you will 
*"1® ® choice between the Republican 

and Democratic parties on the one hand, 
representinE the interests of the Chrys- 

capitalists, and on the 
er and you can and we urse you 

o VO e for a worker for ffovernor. ...”
n general a great deal of atten- 

lon IS devoted to the trade-union 
movement, but even that is too little 
in view of the great number of un
organized workers. It is true that 
attention is drawn—and quite cor
rectly in every shop paper to the 
importance of the organization of 

e workers in trade unions, but the 
carrying on of the struggle against 

e reformist trade-union leaders is 
still often neglected. This struggle 
must henceforth be waged much more 
sharply than hitherto. This struggle 
for the revolutionizing of the trade- 
union movement should be carried on 
in connection with the struggle for 
a revolutionary, political class party 
of the proletariat, and it should al
ways be pointed out how important 
It is that such a class party exert 
a real influence on the trade-union 
movement, on the “economic” strug
gles of the Working class.

While there are examples of the 
correct exposition of the social 
character of the shop problems under 
discussion, it must still be said that 
in^ general the American shop papers 
still isolate these shop problems to 
a great extent from the problems of 
general politics and of the general 
class struggle and often still give a 
mwe personal note to their struggle. 

The struggle against the war

danger is in general neglected and 
also not always carried on correctly. 
In The Wright Propeller, it is true, 
a very good article sets forth facts 
from the firm's business itself proving 
that a new war is being prepared 
(gradual militarization of the meth
ods of work, gigantic increase of 
orders, expansion of the business, 
etc.); the proposed measures of re
sistance were limited, however, to 
the slogan: Build strong trade unions 
and stage demonstrations against the 
war danger!

A fundamental error is the lack 
of a correct relation between the 
shop papers and party work. The 
American shop papers are based on 
the policies of the Workers (Com
munist) Party, active, driving, re- 
cruitig forces of the Party. They 
are not yet fully conscious of this 
organizational and propaganda role. 
They do not yet understand suf
ficiently how to make propaganda 
for the distinctly Communist methods 
of struggle and tasks of the Workers 
Party and how to win the workers 
in this manner for the Party and the 
Party press.

This enumeration of the most im
portant merits and defects of the 
American shop papers at least makes 
clear in which direction improvement 
lies. In order to do away with the 
existent defects, it will be necessary 
first of all to establish a much closer 
connection between the shop papers 
and the Party. It will thereby be 
possible to rid the shop papers, which 
correctly place shop problems in the 
foreground, of their present too one
sided shop character and to place 
them consciously in the service of 
the great, general political class 
struggle of the whole working class 
of America. The present develop
ment of the American shop papers 
in any case holds out most promising 
prospects for the future.



Youth Work in Factory
By NAT KAPLAN

SINCE the last convention the main 
errors which the Y.W.L. made in 

shop nucleus work have heen com
pletely liquidated. Instead of a mech
anical national reorganization with
out any basis, we set ourselves the 
elementary tasks of shop nucleus 
work. It is undeniable, however, that 
our past errors in this work, plus 
the objective difficulties (spies, shift
ing of youth from one job to another, 
etc.), has resulted in a certain let
up in factory activity and the build
ing of shop nuclei.

As a means of overcoming this 
hesitancy the N. E. C. plans to hold 
a series of district and city org-con- 
ferences on shop nucleus work thru- 
out the country. These conferences 
will be the means of again orientating 
the entire league towards shop nuc
leus work, would supply us with ma
terial for an ideological campaign on 
the work and would serve as the 
means whereby the districts can draw 
up a detailed plan for shop nucleus 
work and start its systematic execu
tion. A representative of the Party 
D.E.C. as well as a representative 
from every Party shop nucleus will 
participate in these conferences. 
The conferences will be held within 
the next two months. The exact 
dates to be published later.

Without the help of the Party the 
League could hardly go ahead rapidly 
in this work. This can be clearly 
seen from the fact that our main 
possibilities for the immediate organ
ization of shop nuclei are:

1) In those shops where the Party 
has a nucleus.

2) In those larger shops where we 
have one or two members working.

Youth Work By Party
What can the Party do concretely 

in preparation for the Y.W.L. org- 
conferences?

1) Every larger Party shop nuc
leus shall elect an initiative group 
(two or three comrades), every smal
ler nucleus shall appoint one com
rade, who shall be entrusted with 
carrying on youth work in the fac
tory with the aim of organizing a shop nucleus of the League.

2) Every Party shop nucleus shall 
set aside one meeting for a thoro dis
cussion on the role of the League in 
connection with the concrete youth 
tasks in the factory. This shall be 
followed up by regular reports at 
later meetings.

3) The immediate steps of the 
youth initiative groups shall be: (a) 
detailed study of youth conditions in 
factory: (b) making individual con
tact with sympathetic youth in fac
tory; (c) working out with Legaue 
D.E.C. the concrete youth demands 
and youth organizational forms in 
factory (i. e. steps towards organ
izing Y.W.L. nucleus, youth bridge 
organizations in factory, etc.); (d) 
planning of actions for popularizing 
youth demands; (e) establishment of 
Youth Column in Party factory 
paper.

Individual Contact*
Regarding the making of individual 

contacts, a number of suggestions 
are;

a) Gain the personal frir.edship 
and confidence of young workers.

b) Talk with him in an elementary 
fashion on his special conditions.

c) Get him to read shop paper, es-
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pecially youth column and other 
youth literature (Young Worker).

d) Get him to write for the papers.
e) Bring him to Party and League 

mass meetings and affairs.
f) Win his help for the organiza

tion of a Y.W.L. shop nucleus.
The Party comrades should remem

ber that tho the League is a Com
munist organization, it accepts in its 
ranks all young workers willing to 
fight for the workers and to learn to 
become a fighter for the overthrow 
of the capitalist rule. In this sense 
the Y.W.L. is a training school for 
the development of Communists.

Party at Y.W.L. Conferences
These and other phases of the 

Party help will be discussed by the 
Y.W.L. crg-conferences. The repre
sentatives of the Party shop nuclei 
to the conferences should prepare 
detailed reports on:

1) Youth conditions in the fac
tory.

2) Methods of youth work of Party 
shop nucleus.

By the nergetic carrying out of 
these proposals the Party will be most 
effectively concretizing the slogans:

A YWL unit wherever there is a 
Party unit!

The Orgranization of Propaganda Meetings

By JAMES P. CANNON

OMMUNIST tactics and methods 
of work, the placing of emphasis 

on this or that form of activity, are 
naturally regulated to a very large 
extent by the given situation and the 
stage of development. Communist 
propaganda and agitation through 
the medium of mass meetings are al
ways in order, even after seizure of 
political power, as we see in Russia, 
where great attention and skill is 
devoted to this work. If the Russian 
Party, which rules the coutry, has 
not found it advisable to dispense 
with such activities, it is fairly obvi
ous that they have possibilities yet 
for us.

We in America are in that stage of 
development where the ideas of Com
munism have as yet penetrated only 
a very narrow fringe of the working 
class. The owerwhelming masses have 
absolutely no conception of our aims 
boyond that false and distorted one 
furnished them by our enemies. The 
natural operation of the laws of 
capitalism will push the millions of 
American workers, now mental and

spiritual captives of the ruling class, 
on to the path of class struggle and 
in the direction of their historic goal, 
regardless of their present under
standing and will.

It is our task as communists taking 
part in all the struggles of the work
ers, to accelerate this process by all 
means in our power and to impart 
to it the greatest possible degree of 
consciousness as it develops. For 
this an enormous amount of agita
tion and propaganda will be neces
sary. This work, of course, w ll take 
many and varied forms, but the 
spoken word, the public mass meet
ing, will play a great part. The day 
cf the importance of propaganda 
meetings is by no means over; indeed, 
for our Party the period just ahead 
cf us must and will see a much great
er emphasis placed upon them. And 
in connection with this our party 
comrades will begin, for the first 
time, to devote serious attention to 
the technique of organizing prop
aganda meetings.

If we except the larger cities where



Youth Work in Factory
By NAT KAPLAN

OINCE the last convention the main
errors which the Y.W.L. made in 

shop nucleus work have been com
pletely liquidated. Instead of a mech
anical national reorganization with
out any basis, we set ourselves the 
elementary tasks of shop nucleus 
work. It is undeniable, however, that 
our past errors in this work, plus 
the objective difficulties (spies, shift
ing of youth from one job to another, 
etc.), has resulted in a certain let
up in factory activity and the build
ing of shop nuclei.

As a means of overcoming this 
hesitancy the N. E. C. plans to hold 
a series of district and city org-con- 
ferences on shop nucleus work thru- 
out the country. These conferences 
will be the means of again orientating 
the entire league towards shop nuc
leus work, would supply us with ma
terial for an ideological campaign on 
the work and would serve as the 
means whereby the districts can draw 
up a detailed plan for shop nucleus 
work and start its systematic execu
tion. A representative of the Party 
D.E.C. as well as a representative 
from every Party shop nucleus will 
participate in these conferences. 
The conferences will be held within 
the next two months. The exact 
dates to be published later.

Without the help of the Party the 
League could hardly go ahead rapidly 
in this work. This can be clearly 
seen from the fact that our main 
possibilities for the immediate organ
ization of shop nuclei are:

1) In those shops where the Party 
has a nucleus.

2) In those larger shops where we 
have one or two members working.

Youth Work By Party
What can the Party do concretely 

in preparation for the Y.W.L. org- 
conferences?

1) Every larger Party shop nuc
leus shall elect an initiative group 
(two or three comrades), every smal
ler nucleus shall appoint one com
rade, who shall be entrusted with 
carrying on youth work in the fac
tory with the aim of organizing a 
shop nucleus of the League.

2) Every Party shop nucleus shall 
set aside one meeting for a thoro dis
cussion on the role of the League in 
connection with the concrete youth 
tasks in the factory. This shall be 
followed up by regular reports at 
later meetings.

3) The immediate steps of the 
youth initiative groups shall be: (a) 
detailed study of youth conditions in 
factory; (b) making individual con
tact with sympathetic youth in fac
tory; (c) working out with Legaue 
D.E.C. the concrete youth demands 
and youth organizational forms in 
factory (i. e. steps towards organ
izing Y.W.L. nucleus, youth bridge 
organizations in factory, etc.); (d) 
planning of actions for popularizing 
youth demands; (e) establishment of 
Youth Column in Party factory 
paper.

individual Contact*

Regarding the making of individual 
contacts, a number of suggestions 
are:

a) Gain the personal frinedship 
and confidence of young workers.

b) Talk with him in an elementary 
fashion on his special conditions.

c) Get him to read shop paper, es-
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pecially youth column and other 
youth literature (Young Worker).

Get him to write for the papers. 
®) Bring him to Party and League 

mass meetings and affairs.
f) Win his help for the organiza- 

a Y.W.L. shop nucleus.
The Party comrades should remem- 

oi" that tho the League is a Com
munist organization, it accepts in its 
ranks all young workers willing to 
neht for the workers and to learn to 
become a fighter for the overthrow 
of the capitalist rule. In this sense 

® Y.W.L. is a training school for 
the development of Communists.

Party at Y.W.L. Conferences
These and other phases of the 

Party help will be discussed by the 
Y.W.L. org-conferences. The repre
sentatives of the Party shop nuclei 
to the conferences should prepare 
detailed reports on:

1) Youth conditions in the fac
tory.

2) Methods of youth work of Party 
shop nucleus.

By the nergetic carrying out of 
these proposals the Party will be most 
effectively concretizing the slogans:

A YWL unit wherever there is a 
Party unit!

The Organization of Propaganda Meetings
By JAMES P. CANNON

(21 ^MMUNIST tactics and methods 
of work, the placing of emphasis 

on this or that form of activity, are 
naturally regulated to a very large 
extent by the given situation and the 
stage of development. Communist 
^^°P®Sanda and agitation through 
t e medium of mass meetings are al- 
ways in order, even after seizure of 
political power, as we see in Russia, 
w ere great attention and skill is 
pivoted to this work. If the Russian 

^Tty, which rules the coutry, has 
found it advisable to dispense 

with such activities, it is fairly obvi
ous that they have possibilities yet 
for us.

e in America are in that stage of 
development where the ideas of Com
munism have as yet penetrated only 
a very narrow fringe of the working 
*^K^**i' owerwhelming masses have 
absolutely no conception of our aims 

-yond that false and distorted one 
urnished them by our enemies. The 

natural operation of the laws of 
capitalism will push the millions of 
American workers, now mental and

spiritual captives of the ruling class, 
on to the path of class struggle and 
in the direction of their historic goal, 
regardless of their present under
standing and will.

It is our task as communists taking 
part in all the struggles of the work
ers, to accelerate this process by all 
means in our power and to impart 
to it the greatest possible degree of 
consciousness as it develops. For 
this an enormous amount of agita
tion and propaganda will be neces
sary. This work, of course, w ll take 
many and varied forms, but the 
spoken word, the public mass meet
ing, will play a great part. The day 
cf the importance of propaganda 
meetings is by no means over; indeed, 
for our Party the period just ahead 
cf us must and will see a much great
er emphasis placed upon them. And 
in connection with this our party 
comrades will begin, for the first 
time, to devote serious attention to 
ths technique of organizing prop
aganda meetings.

If we except the larger cities where
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we have staffs of professional Party 
workers (and not all of them) we 
must acknowledge that our party on 
the whole has not properly estim* 
ated the importance of this element^' 
ary revolutionary work and conse
quently has not derived the maximum 
benefits which skillful organization 
would bring. For the most part our 
comrades, who have become experts 
in a number of activities, remain 
hopeless amateurs in this field, al
though there is nothing involved ex
cept the assimilation and application 
of a few organizational rules and 
principles derived from the ex
perience of the past.

The Socialist Party of pre-war days 
was far ahead of us on this score and 
knew how to organize propaganda 
meetings in such a way as to make 
them mighty instruments of agita
tion and inspiration. The speakers 
did not do all of this by any means. 
Organizational technique played the 
principal role in this work of the old 
Socialist Party, and would it be 
treason to Communism if we should 
borrow and learn from this experi
ence? I think not. On the contrary, 
I would not be above “lifting” a few 
tricks of the art of propaganda any
where they can be found and made 
serviceable for our revolutionary 
work. Aside from that, we are the 
rightful heirs of all that was sound 
and proletarian in the old Socialist 
Party and its accomplishments be
long to us. We ought to study the 
old movement more attentively.

I have had some experience as a 
speaker and even more as local 
organizer of meetings for other 
speakers. Like all who have had this 
experience, I have learned a number 
of rules and principles for the suc
cessful organization of meetings, 
which I am going to enumerate here. 
These organizational rules and prin
ciples are bound up with a certain

conception of the function and pur
pose of agitation and propaganda 
meetings which I think is a correct 
one. They must be a recruiting 
ground for the organization. They 
must provide inspiration together 
with instruction. They must streng^th- 
en the morale of the comrades and 
leave them with a feeling of success 
anl accomplishment, and they must 
provide revenue for the organization 
and not deficits. These things can
not be accomlished by the speaker 
alone. The organization of the meet
ing and the atmosphere in which it 
is held, have an equal importance. 
A mediocre speech will often serve 
the purpose with the proper organiza
tion and atmosphere of the meeting, 
while a good speech will often be a 
heart-breaking failure without them. 
As a rule the measure of success is 
determined by the attention and skill 
devoted to the preparation and organ
ization of the meeting along the fol
lowing lines:

1. A committee should be in 
charge of the arrangements of the 
meeting with responsibility for dif
ferent phases of the work defenitely 
assigned to individual members.

2. Advertise the meeting widely. 
People won’t come unless they know 
about it. A pinch-penny policy of 
advertising is absolutely fatal to suc
cess.

3. Build up and use a mailing list. 
This is one of the most important 
instruments of every local organiza
tion. It should contain the name of 
every member, sympathizer and 
prospective sympathizer, properly 
classified. Every name on it should 
receive notice of the meeting, and 
as many hand-bills or pluggers ad
vertising the meeting as a two-cent 
stamp will carry. A local organizer 
who doesn’t keep an up-to-date mail
ing list, and use it constantly, is 
working with one arm in a sling.
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4. As a rule admission should be 
chargred for the meeting: and tickets 
should be sold in advance. The most 
extensive experience shows that more 
people attend meeting:s for which 
tickets are sold in advance and the 
financial returns from the meeting 
are much gpreater. There are ex
ceptional circumstances where it is 
advisable to hold a free mass meet
ing, but the comrades who never 
want to charge admission on the 
ground that the workers are too poor 
to pay are victims of a false theory 
and a harmful prejudice. All ex
perience speaks against them. Sell 
tickets in advance and send a num
ber on credit to every name on your 
mailing list, using discretion as to 
amount in each case. Don’t be 
afraid someone will sell a few tickets 
and abscond with the money. This 
doesn't happen very often, and even 
then the organization is the gainer 
for everyone who comes to the meet
ing on an unpaid ticket.

6. Always try for publicity for 
the meeting in the local capitalist 
papers as well as in the party and 
labor press. The best way to do this 
is to establish personal acquaintance 
with a reporter or stafif member on 
each paper who handles labor news. 
There are few cities where small no
tices cannot be secured if real sy
stematic efforts are made. Of course 
good-sized write-ups are secured only 
in rare cases and with the most prom
inent speakers, but it should be re
membered that a small notice in a 
local capitalist paper reaches thous
ands of workers who do not read our 
own press.

6. Hire a hall with a seating 
capacity approximately the same as 
the size of the crowd you expect. 
This detail is of the utmost import
ance. Atmosphere is a great part of 
the meeting. A crowd of two hun
dred lost in a hall with a seating

capacity of one thousand throws a 
chill over the meeting, takes the 
heart out of the speaker and leaves 
the crowd at the end with a feeling 
of failure and defeat. The same 
crowd of two hundred with the same 
speaker comfortably filling or pack
ing a smaller hall will produce a 
meeting with entirly opposite ef
fects. Remember this rule; get a 
hall to fit the size of crowd you ex
pect.

7. Select a chairman able to at
tend strictly to the business of 
supervising the meeting, making the 
necessary announcements and in
troducing the speaker. That’s alll 
Many a promising meeting has been 
spoiled by a locquatious chairman 
who undertook to make the speaker’s 
address for him in advance. This 
happens all to frequently and local 
organizations which take their prop
aganda meetings seriously should 
put a stop to this harmful nonsense. 
It is better to offend the chairman 
by telling him bluntly that he talks 
too much than to offend a whole 
audience by forcing them to hear a 
long speech they didn’t come to hear. 
And what about the speaker himself? 
Has he no rights at all? An old cam
paigner once expressed the sentiment 
of all speakers when he said that if 
he could get only one wish granted 
he would ask for a tongue-tied chair
man.

8. Ushers should be selected in 
advance by the committee and they 
should be on hand early to escort the 
people to the front seats. Then late
comers will take the rear seats with
out disturbing the meeting. With
out ushers the early arrivals will in
variably take the rear seats, leaving 
the front ones vacant. Then it will 
happen just as invariably that others 
will straggle in all through the meet
ing and come gawking all over the

A
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front of the hall looking for a seat 
just at the time the speaker is work
ing hardest to get the attention of 
the audience for what he considers 
a particularly impressive point. An 
efficient set of ushers are indispens
able to a well organized meeting.

9. In cool weather make certain 
beforehand that the hall is properly 
heated. This is necessary for the 
success of the meeting, the comfort 
of the audience and the health of the 
speaker. Such a detail would seem 
obvious, but I have never yet made 
a tour in winter time without having 
at least one or two meetings in cold 
halls due to the negligence and 
thoughtlessness of the local commit
tee and I never yet saw a meeting 
held under such circumstances that 
could be called a success.

10. The selling of literature, tak
ing collection and passing applica
tion cards for new members are de

tails which work themselves out best 
in actual practice without a uniform 
plan. The best results in selling lit
erature from the platform are gained 
if one piece is concentrated on leav
ing the rest for sale at the literature 
table near the door. If the speaker is 
worth his salt, a meeting conducted 
along these lines will be a success 
and will strengthen the local organ
ization morally, organizationally and 
financially, provided one final detail 
is not overlooked. That is: quit on 
time and on the right note. Pace 
the meeting along and get it thru 
quickly after the speech is over. Do 
not let it drag along and fizzle out 
until the audience gets tired and 
begins to leave of its own accord.

Attention to these practical details 
until they beccrme a matter of routine 
in the organization of public meet
ings, will Bring rich returns to the 
Party in the field of propaganda work.

Are there Language Fractions or Sections 
in Our Party?

By ELLIS PATERSON

EDITOR'S NOTE: Comrade Peterson’s article is a very timely one. The point of
view he expresses is absolutely correct. This is the line of our Party. Certain exceptions 
are ^made front time to time in this transitory st'ase because of difHculties arisinir out of 
crisis in connection with our lansuaite press, etc. Comrade Peterson is correct in his warn- 
in(T that these "transition” periods are too prolonged. We welcome discussion articles in 
the Party Organizer on this question.

TT^HEN the Norwegian renegate 
’ ’ Tranmael still belonged to the Cl 

there was a decision by the ECCI 
that the name of the central organ 
of the C. P. of Norway, the paper 
“Social Democraten”!, be changed. 
After a year Tranmael again report
ed to the Cl, but the paper still was 
called “Social Democrat”! The 
Communist International labeled this 
as a too slow procedure, and only 
after this criticism Tranmael saw fit 
to change the name of the paper.

The reorganization of our Party

took place in 1925. It is easy to 
change the name of a newspaper, but 
Language Federations in our old 
Party could not be wiped out as 
quickly as the name of a paper is 
changed. But in two years at least 
the federations ought to have dis
appeared from our Party. Now (al
most three years after the reorgan
ization) there still are Language Fed
erations in our Party. They only 
carry other names, as e. g. “frac
tions” in the Party, language “sec
tions” of the Party, etc. There must
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not be any fractions in a Communist 
Party, not even language fractions. 
There are fractions of Party-members 
in non-party language organizations, 
but there must not be language frac
tions IN the Party. All Communist 
fractions in the respective language 
organizations are under the leader
ship of Party Language Bureaus ap
pointed by respective Party commit
tees, e. g. National Language Bureaus 
Dist. Language Bureaus, etc. There 
ought not to be democratic gather
ings of all comrades of a Language 
group belonging to the Party in a 
certain locality. The Bureau in a 
certain locality is instructed by the 
Party Committee of said locality to 
lead the work of the communist frac
tions in all of the organizations in 
its respective language group. E. g. 
the Scandinavian Bureau at the Dist- 
tict Committee of the Chicago dist
rict leads the activity of all commun
ist fractions in all Scandinavian non- 
Party organizations in the Chicago 
district, and it never takes any orders 
from any gathering of Scandinavian 
communists in that locality, but only 
from the Chicago District Committee 
of the Party, from the Scandinavian 
Bureau of the CEC and, naturally, 
from the Central Executive Commit
tee of the Party. It is not elected by 
any broad gathering of Scandinavian 
party-members, but it is appointed 
by the District Committee of the 
Chicago District.

This is the way all fractions ought 
to be organized. If we continue to 
go on with our Langugae Federations 
in the Party (called “fractions”) we 
will soon have them established again 
as bona-fide Party institutions, which 
would hamper our work and continue 
to be the best breeding places for 
factional conflicts. The Party must 
be organized democratically — yes, 
but the principle of organization for

a communist party is “democratic 
centralism”.

One of the reasons—outside of our 
traditions—for this survival of the 
Language federations in our Party 
is the unfortunate formulation of the 
constitution of our Party regarding 
language work. That part of our 
constitution should have been revised 
at our last convention, and must ab
solutely be changed at the next con
vention. Not only that our Bulgarian 
paper, “Znanie”, still appears with 
the headline in Bulgarian language: 
“Organ of the Bulgarian Section of 
the Workers Party”! (when there is 
no Bulgarian Section or any other 
language section in our Party, which 
is a united American party), even in 
the Daily Worker we still find in 
1928 such headlines as e. g. “The 
South Slav Section gets together”, 
“Italian Section of Workers Party 
makes strides”, etc. Special Language 
Conferences are held of these “Sec
tions” in our Party, etc.! This con
fusion must be liquidated in our lan
guage work, otherwise the unity of 
the Party will not be such that we 
can go ahead with our work. The 
Italian "Section” elected at its “con
vention” a large Bureau with mem 
bers from all over the country: i. e. 
we have an Italian CP in America!!

Three years after reorganization 
our Party ought to be ripe enough 
to do away with such remnants of 
the old language federation. Our 
leadership on the language field must 
as soon as possible be centralized in 
the hands of the Party committees, 
so that the Language Bureaus do not 
continue to live their independent life 
outside of the Party—almost as par
ties within the party. All sort* of 
general conventions, meetings, etc., of 
language party-members should be 
abolished as soon as possible. The 
fraction members in a communist 
fraction of a certain language non-
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party organization come together by 
themselves; but the language work in 
a district, in a city, etc., is led, not 
by any “language fraction” in said 
district, city, etc., but by the respec* 
tive Language Bureaus in those dist
ricts, cities, etc. And these language 
bureaus must not be elected by the 
“language fractions” but appointed 
by the Party committees. We do not 
elect the Agitprop directors of the 
Party at conventions, they are ap
pointed by the District Committees, 
etc. And their functions are often 
more important than the function of 
the Language Secretaries, etc. Why 
are we afraid of the correct method 
of appointing all Language Secre
taries and all members of the respec
tive language bureaus!

In such places where only a few 
comrades of a certain language group 
belong to the Party, it may be advis

able to call general “fraction” meet
ings, but only as exceptions. The 
Language Bureaus are responsible 
for organizing and leading the work 
in all non-party organizations in 
their respective language groups. The 
comrades work for the Party in their 
nuclei—independent of their langu
age. They receive their instructions 
for their fractional work thru their 
language bureau, and they come to
gether as fraction members only with 
the communists in that special lan
guage organization where they are 
working.

There are the difficulties that hin
der a quick transformation of the 
language work into correct channels. 
But the longer we tolerate the wrong 
principles now prevalent in our Party, 
the harder it will be later to free our
selves from them. They can be ex
plained, but they cannot be excused.

THE COMMUNIST NUCLEUS
HOW IT MUST WORK

By M. J E N K S

An Organization Manual for Every Party Member
This pamphlet deals with the work of our Party nuclei, taking up the 
most detail problems confronting our nuclei. It takes up the functions 
of the officers and various departments, the calling of the nucleus 
meeting, drawing up an order of business, the factory paper, work 
among women etc.
We have long felt the need of such a pamphlet, and there is no doubt 
that our organization work will considerably improve with a wide dis
tribution of this organization manual.
It i* not a pamphlet to be read and put away, but a guide to be kept 
in the pocket of every member for every-day use in the Party work 
in the factory, the trade union, the fraternal organization, etc.

Comrade Jenks has had extensive organizational experience on an 
international scale.

PRICE FIFTEEN CENTS
Dlstriet and City organizationa should write for rates and send their orders to;

Workers Library Publishers
33 East 12Sth Street, New York City
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Campaign for the Chinese Trade Unions

The Trade Union Educational 
League, as part of the Red Inter

national of Labor Unions, is organiz
ing in this country a campaign for 
support of the Chinese labor move
ment.

The Trade Union Educational 
League is drawing in as many labor 
organizations as possible, to assist in 
this campaign, and for aid, into thg 
Chinese Trade Union labor move
ment.

The Executive Bureau of the R.
I. L. U. has issued the following 
slogans for the campaign in aid of 
the Chinese labor movement:

1. Demand the right of existence 
for the Chinese trade unions! Sup
port the Chinese workers in their 
struggle for the right to strike!

2. Support the struggle of the 
Chinese workers against the ruthless 
exploitation of working women, 
youth, and children!

3. Help the Chinese peasants in 
their struggle for the freedom of 
their organizations!

4. Down with the Kuomintang 
generals, the murderers of Chinese 
workers and peasants, the traitors of 
the Chinese Revolution!

5. Workers of Great Britain, 
America, France, toilers of Japan, 
fight against intervention by your 
governments in China!

6. Demand the withdrawal of 
troops and warships! Defending

China, you are combating the war 
danger!

7. Soldiers and sailors, do not 
fire a single shot against your Chin
ese brothers who are struggling for 
liberty! Fraternize with the revolu
tionary toilers of China!

8. Workers of all countries, reg
ister your ardent protest against the 
intention of the Japanese govern
ment to inflict the penalty of death 
for propaganda against intervention!

9. Long live the close union of 
the toilerp of China and the toilers 
thruout the world!

The Party calls upon all its mem
bers everywhere, "n labor fraternal 
organizations, in the factories, to 
rally in support of the Trade Union 
Educational League, to make the 
campaign of the Chinese labor move
ment a real campaign of solidarity 
of the American workers with the 
Chinese workers.

The Party calls upon its members 
everywhere to help raise funds to 
send to the Chinese labor movement 
so that they can go on with their 
struggle against leaction and imper
ialism, and for the continuiition of 
the Chinese Revolution, for the abo
lition of all oppression, all imperial
ism and capitalism in Chii:a, for the 
organization of sirong and power
ful labor unions in China, that wiil 
lead the working class and the 
peasant masses to victory against all 
oppression, against all reaction.

Sacco-Vanzetti Memorial—August 22nd

The International Labor Defense 
has announced that it will hold 

Sacco-Vanzetti Memorial Demonstra
tion thruout the country on or about 
August 22nd.

The International Labor Defense 
has invited many labor organizations 
to participate in these demonstra
tions.

The Workers (Communist) Party
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will be represented; at these demon
strations and will have a speaker 
who will represent the Party position 
at these memorial meetings.

The Party calls upon its organiza
tions in the various cities and dis
tricts, upon all Party units, to help 
the International Labor Defense in 
organizing these meetings. We call 
upon all Party members to give full 
support in the organization of meet
ings on as huge a scale as possible.

The Central Executive Committee 
will publish a manifesto on the Sacco 
-Vanzetti Memorial shortly, which 
will make clear to the workers of 
this Country the Party position. We 
will also have special editions of the 
Daily Worker and all other Party 
papers.

We must utilize these demonstra
tions, not only to help build a power
ful International Labor Defense to 
defend the class war prisoners, to 
defend the workers who fight against

capitalism, to defend the textile 
strikers, mine strikers, needle trades 
strikers and all other workers engag
ed in struggle, to fight for the re
lease of Mooney, Billings, the Cen- 
tralin prisoners and others in jail be. 
cause of their loyalty to the work
ing class, but also our Party by 
making clear to the masses the real 
meaning of American democracy, the 
real meaning of American class 
justice, will draw large numbers into 
its ranks and create a greater circle 
of sympathizers for the Party.

The Party speakers at the memo
rial meetings, and the Party in its 
propaganda, must connect up closely 
the exposure of American democracy, 
at the Sacco-Vanzetti Memorials, 
with the Election Campaign, thus 
drawing the workers closer to the 
Election Campaign around the Plat
form of our Party, and thereby closer 
to the Party and its struggles.

Support the Miners! Help Build a New 
National Miners Union!

SOLD out and betrayed by the 
Lewis machine in a bitter 

struggle of fifteen months the miners 
are not laying down in the face of 
this defeat but have learned in great
er numbers that they can expect 
nothing but betrayal from the agents 
of the coal operators in control of 
the now bankrupt and deesroyed 
U. M. W. of A., and are rallying in 
greater numbers around the left 
wing, and will meet in convention 
in Pittsburgh, Sept. 9-16 and build 
a New National Miners’ Union, 
which will become the inheritor of 
the best fighting traditions of the 
once powerful United Mine Workers 
of America, and the leader of the

future struggles of the miners of 
this country.

It is the duty of all militant 
workers organized and unorganized 
to help the miners in this struggle. 
To help the miners build a New 
Union that will organize the unor
ganized and answer the offensive of 
the coal operators, re-establish union 
conditions in the industry and en
gage in struggle for the demands 
put forward by the left wing in the 
Miners’ Union.

See to it that your organization 
and the militant workers individually 
help raise funds to make possible a 
large representation at the Pitsburgh 
Convention.
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The Miners’ National Convention 
Arrangement Committee has sent an 
appeal for financial support to the 
entire labor movement and calls upon 
all workers to support them.

At the same time the miners must 
be supported with relief as there are 
hundreds of thousands of miners and 
their families actually starving 
There are a great number who are 
completely thrown out of the mines

discriminated against because of 
their militant fight.
The National Miners Relief Commit

tee appeals to all workers for sup
port and our Party members must 
see to it that the splendid support 
given to the miners is continued at 
this time, particularly when the 
miners are engaged in building a 
New National Miners’ Union.

Election Campaign Tasks
Party on the Ballot

The campaign to place the Party 
on the ballot is proceeding suc
cessfully. Thiu far, we are on in 

11 states, (of these 11 we were on 
in only 2 states in 1924. In all we 
were on in only 14 states in 1924.) 
Our aim is to be on in a minimum of 
30 states and in 35 states if posible. 
In a number of states we are cer. 
tain to be on the ballot because we 
can go on through a convention of 
the Party or because the require
ments on petitions are not so great. 
On the other hand, there are a large 
number of states in which the job 
is a very difficult one and we must 
proceed in full force to place the 
Party on the ballot.

At the same time, we can only be 
sure that we will go on in any of 
these states if in addition to getting 
the required number of signatures we 
will build a real Communist cam
paign in these states, so that the 
authorities will not dare through 
various maneouvers and technicali
ties to rule us off the ballot, so that 
in the event they do, there will be a 
mass resentment of the workers 
against them and they will be com
pelled to retreat.

It is, therefore, the duty of every 
Party member to do everything pos

sible to carry out the instructions 
cf the district organizer and the cam 
paign committee and gather signa
tures and to place the Party on the 
ballot, gather plenty of signatures 
above the required number and then 
to organize as broad a campaign as 
possible as an assurance that we will 
be able to stay on the ballot.

How NOT to Collect Petitiont
A document sent out by one of the 

campaign workers, dealing with col
lecting signatures, early in the cam
paign, gave an entirely wrong point 
of view to the question of gathering 
cf signatures. The document pro
ceeded from the idea that we had to 
get on the ballot by any method and 
gave an outline of methods to be 
used that are not permissible in a 
Communist organization. The Na
tional Office was successful in stop
ping most of these circulars, but some 
of them went to the units. We are, 
therefore, writing to the units on 
this question, informing the units 
that the Central Committee has con
demned this document and has stated 
that some expressions as used in that 
document are foreign to Communism 
and have no place in our Party. The 
comrade who wrote the document 
recognized his mistake, and in all
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activity we are carrying on today, 
we are doing everything possible to 

any such notions that may 
“ *11 exist in other sections of tbe 
“arty, as a residue of the old So
cialist Party electioneering.

Carry Communist Propaganda 
Our object in getting on the ballot 
of course, to give an opportunity 

^ o those workers whom we mobilize 
m support of our platform, the plat- 
lorm of the class struggle, to ex- 
press their vote against capitalism 
and for the Communist Party and its 
candidates. In our efforts to get on 
the ballot, we must utilize “'is as a 
means of spreading tht iaea:, of com
munism, of spreading our literature, 
of making ccm._cts for our Party, 
to draw in new members, and the 
^rengthening of our organization. 
This is the only way in which we can

The Campaign

We are out to mobilize the great 
mass of the workers in the struggle 
against capitalism in this campaign, 
t stands to reason, therefore, that 

If we are to be successful in our 
work, we must penetrate the facto- 
ries, workshops, mines and mills in 
this campaign. All Party units and 
all Party members generally must, 
therefore, bear in mind the center of 
our campaign must be in the work
shop.

. must on the basis of our acti
vities in the factories, on the basis 
of our activity in all other labor or
ganizations, on the basis of the cam
paign that we are conducting today, 
among the miners, textile workers, 
needle trade workers, auto workers, 
metal workers, and all other sections 
of the industrial working clas.^ 
appeal for the workers’ support of 
the platform of the Workers (Com
munist) Party and support of its 
candidates. This can only bo done 
successfully if we will do everything

not only get on the ballot, but gua
rantee that we will stay on the ballot. 
If we do not succeed in creating a 
broad sympathy for the Party around 
its slogans and its platform, we have 
no guarantee that the capitalist poli
ticians will not maneouver in the last 
minute, even if they accept our peti
tions, to take us off the ballot.

We, therefore, urge upon all com
rades :

1) To mobilize for securing of 
signatures to get on the ballot.

2) To utilize this means of gather
ing petitions for the purpose of 
spreading Party principles, platform. 
Party literature, our Daily Worker, 
making contacts for the Party, estab
lishment of new units in cities where 
we have none, and generally for the 
strengthening and building up of 
Party organization.
IN THE Shops

possible to organize these workers 
right in the shops. We can do that 
by the following means: 1) By
spreading literature in the work
shops; 2) By spreading the Daily 
Worker in the workshops; 3) Thru 
the organization of factory gate 
meetings everywhere afternoons and 
immediately after work; 4) Personal 
contact with the workers in the fac
tories; 5) Raising the Communist 
campaign and the issues of our Party 
in the various shop committee meet
ings, shop meetings, union meetings;
6) Organization of campaign com
mittees in the shops, unions and 
fraternal organizations.

The election campaign must be 
utilized as a means of unifying all 
the campaigns that our Party is con
ducting at the present time.

Uness we succeed in bringing the 
campaign into the factiories from 
the very beginning and continue to 
make our drive in the factories 
among the great mass of workers.
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unorganized as well as organized, our 
campaign will not be a success.

Our campaign must appeal con
cretely to the various sections of 
the working class on the basis of their 
immediate struggles and issues.

For this reason every district must 
conduct its election campaign not 
generally among the working class, 
although it will do that of course, 
but must also stress particularly the 
problems of the various sections and 
industries from the interests of the 
workers in these industries in their 
problems and issues, raise the slogans 
that will lead toward the preater 
politicalization of these masses and 
the gathering of them around the 
election campaign slogans and issues 
of our Party.

Concretize Campaign
For this reason, special campaign 

committees will have to be appointed 
and special literature will have to be 
issued in the various districts, de
pending upon the industrial groups 
that are prevalent. For example. 
District 1, Boston District cannot 
have a successful campaign unless it 
penetrates among the great mass of 
textile and shoe workers of New 
England. For this reason there must 
be a special Campaign Committee and 
special literature must be published. 
District 2, New York District, must, 
of, course, pay a great deal of atten
tion to the needle trades, organize 
a special campaign committee there 
and issue special literature. Also, 
of course, the traction problem must 
be given grreat attention and special 
literature published there. District 
3, Philadelphia district, must pay a 
great deal of attention to mining, tex
tile, metals, etc. District 4, shoes, 
textile, metal, railroad. District 5, 
Pittsburgh district—mining steel. 
District 6, Cleveland—^mining, steel, 
rubber, auto. District 7, Michigan

district, automobiles, furniture. Dis
trict 8, Illinois district—^mining, 
packing houses, mail order houses, 
metal, railroad. Distr. 9, Minnesota 
—^metal mining, railroad, flour mills, 
etc., and, of course, among the work
ing farmers. District 10, Kansas— 
among other industries, must pay at
tention to packing houses, mining, 
steel, etc. District 12—in addition 
to all other industries of a prevalent 
character, must not forget lumber 
workers. District 13 must not for
get agricultural workers, etc.

We have not, perhaps, mentioned 
accurately all of the industries in the 
various districts, but we merely tried 
to indicate along what lines the dist- 
tricts must organize their campaign.

The Central Committee will prob
ably publish such literature for the 
mining campaign, but the various 
districts that have large groups in 
the various industries, must publish 
their own literature on a district 
scale.

Foreign Language Literature

Likewise, must the district stimul
ate the publication of language litera
ture, by the various language groups 
in their districts, through the Districit 
Executive Committee. From the 
center, we will see to it that general 
literature dealing with the campaign 
in the various languages, is issued 
by the National Bureaus. But the 
districts in organizing their meetings 
and working out publicity for the 
campaign must bear in mind the 
language problems.

The center is publishing special 
Negro literature. A leaflet is already 
on press now, and a pamphlet will 
be ready soon. There will also be 
special literature, dealing with 
women workers, young workers, etc., 
and the districts in their campaign, 
must not forget to pay special at-
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tention to these various categories of 
our working class.

Build Shop Nuclei 
The election campaign must be 

utilized as a means for increasing 
the number of shop nuclei of our 
Party. Our Party organization at 
the present time has only from 10 
to 15 per cent organized' in factory 
nuclei. The bulk of our membership 
is in street nuclei. The bulk of our 
membership also is not yet organized 
for the purpose of creating contacts 
in factories, of getting in new mem
bers, of building up shop nuclei 
where none exist, and. of strengthen
ing the existing factory nuclei.
Make Your Unit a Real Live Unit 

In this campaign we will get in 
thousands of new members. The 
difficult job ahead of us> is to make 
sure that we will organize our work 
in such a manner that we will retain 
the great bulk of these new mem
bers that will come to our ranks. 
In order to do this, the unit must 
become a real functioning unit, car
rying on its work in an organized 
and systematic manner. For this 
purpose, a good executive committee 
should be formed in every unit to 
map out the program of work for 
every meeting, and that shall see 
to it that all details shall be handled 
by the executive and only those mat
ters that have to come up for ap
proval to the unit shall be brought

before the general meeting of the 
nucleus.

In general, we ask you to take 
the necessary steps to see to it that 
your unit becomes a fit one to take 
in new members and to retain them 
for the Party. Regular and punctual 
meetings are a step in this direction.

Work of Street Nuclei
The above also holds good for the 

street nucleus.
Street nuclei can do a great deal 

of factory work. Street nuclei must 
map out for themselves a number of 
factories in the neighborhood where 
there are no Party nuclei and con
duct Communist activity there, dis
tribute our literature, the Daily 
Worker, and make contadt with the 
workers, and be instrumental in 
forming new factory nuclei.

The street nuclei must pay parti
cular attention to the organ*zation 
and the> proper conduct of street 
meetings. Open air meetings should 
be conducted on as large a scale as 
possible.

A mass of material on how to or
ganize mass meetings and open air 
meetings has been printed lately in 
the Daily Worker and in the “Party 
Organizer”, and we urge all com
rades to save this material and 
acquaint themselves with it in a 
thorough manner so that they can im
prove themselves as organizers and 
agitators, propagandists for com
munism.

$100,000 Drive

Party Assessment Stamp
1) The Central Executive Commit

tee has levied a 60c assessment on 
all Party members to be known as the 
1928 Election Campaign Assessment 
Stamp.

2) This assessment stamp fund is 
part of the $100,000 Communist 
Campaign Fund for the 1928 elec

tion campaign of our Party. While 
we expect to raise the $100,000 in 
this campaign through subscription 
lists, selling of special ca.-npaign 
stamps, mass meetings, income from 
literature, affairs, and donations 
from trade unions and other organ
izations, we must have immediate 
funds for the conduct of the cam-
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paign and we look forward to the 
sale of these assessment stamps to 
bring this money immediately.

3) We, therefore, expect that 
every Party unit will call a special 
meeting at which the election cam
paign will be taken up and each mem
ber asked to pay for his campaign 
assessment stamp, and the money 
forwarded immediately to the dis
trict office, so that the district can 
forward it immediately to the Na
tional Campaign Committee.

4) You will receive your stamps 
from your district organizer.

6) We urge all units to make good 
the assessment stamp for all those 
who are unemployed. The National 
Office has for a long time furnished 
all districts with any quantity they 
desired of exempt dues stamps and 
also exempt initiation stamps for 
new members who were unemployed 
or on strike. We ask, therefore, that 
the Party membership support those 
who are on strike or unemployed by 
collecting in the various units suf
ficient money to pay for the assess
ment stamps for any such comrades 
who are unable to pay themselves, 
because of unemployment or being 
on strike.

6) We also expect that all units 
will make a speijial effort to draw 
members who have become lax in 
their activities and in dues pay
ments, back into Party life and Party 
activity.

7) For this purpose, we ask every 
unit to immediately elect or appoint 
a special visiting committee which 
shall visit all members who are on 
the books of the unit and who are 
not active, do not pay their dues and 
do not attend meetings, and urge 
them on the basis of the activity that 
our Party is conducting today, on 
the basis of the election campaign, to 
come back to the Party, their Party,

the Party of the class struggle in 
the United States and take their place 
as soldiers in this great struggle.

Campaign Stamps 

A half a million “Vote Communist” 
stamps have been issued and are 
ready for distribution and will be 
distributed through your district or
ganization. The stamp was designed 
by a noted proletarian artist Fred 
Ellis, and is a very attractive stamp 
which will be used throughout the 
campaign. The stamps are just about 
the size of a special delivery stamp. 
This will form a wonderful medium 
of propaganda for they are gotten 
out with the object that they are to 
be posted on envelopes, programs, 
shop papers, bulletins and all other 
printed matter and stationery gotten 
out throughout the campaign.

From now on to the end of the 
campaign, no letters should be sent 
through the mails without one of 
these stamps. Everything must carry 
our election campaign label. We 
must induce tens of thousands of 
workers to buy these stamps and 
use them whenever they send letters 
to their friends, to their fellow-work
ers, etc., and this will be a great 
means of propaganda for our Party 
and its candidates.

These stamps sell in quantity lots, 
55 books for $50.00, 90 books for 
$75.00 and 125 books for $100.00. 
They are otherwise, $1 per book and 
each book contains 80 stamps; 10 
pages, 8 stamps on a page. They can 
be sold, of course, in the factories 
in large quantities. No worker will 
refuse a dime for a page of 8 stamps 
which he can use on 8 different let
ters and thereby promote the com
munist campaign.

This number, half a million, is 
just to start with. We are hopeful 
that as the campaign progresses, wo 
can distribute millions of such stamps 
and will form a medium of propa-
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eanda heretofore never practiced by 
our Party, reaching millions of work
ers through this means.

Election Campaign Buttons

The “Vote Communist” button is 
now ready, it is i„ three colors, a 
very beautiful design, specially 
worked out also by Comrade Ellis.
The prices are as follows:

6c/ in lots of 100 or less, 4c in lots 
of 100 to 1000, 3c in lots of 1000 to 
6000, and 2c in lots of 5000 or more.

Both the stamps and the buttons, 
are excellent devices for bringing the 
Party to the attention of the masses 
as a political party of the working 
class, and we ask you, therefore, to 
give these the greatest possible sup
port.

Party Platform

Party platform is already off 
the press. The platform this year 
certainly is a great achievement for

our Party. The platform was adopt
ed at the National Nominating Con
vention, after it was approved by 
the Central Executive Committee. It 
is printed in pamphlet form, 64 pp., 
well designed and will retail at 10c. 
Large orders, of course, will be sold 
at a discount.

Every unit must send its order for 
buttons, the campaign stamps, and 
pamphlets immediately to the district 
organization.

In the event that any of the dis
tricts are lax and do not supply the 
units immediately with any of the 
above material, the units are asked 
to please write directly to the na
tional office and order their material 
and it will be sent to them, but of 
course, our object is to work thru 
the district organizations, as we be
lieve this will be the best means of 
distributing the largest quantity pos
sible of all our campaign material and 
literature.

All literature, printed matter, shop bulletins, etc., must carry a special 
advertisement for the campaign:

For President Vice-President

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER BENJAMIN GITLOW

Vote Communist

X WORKERS (COMMUNIST) PARTY

THE PLATFORM OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE
64 pages of smashing facts

national platform of the workers (COMMUNIST) PARTY

Price 10 Cents Each
80 Per Cent Discount in Lota of 100 or More

NATIONAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
43 East 126th Street, New York, N. Y.

Mukp chicka ,ind money orders payable to ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG. Treasurer.



Trade Union Fractions
By O. PIATNITSKY

Head of the Orsanixatlon Department of the Communist International

The article printed below is from the pamphlet **The Organization of a World Party/' 
written by Comrade Piatnitsky. It is the concIudinK section of Chapter Vr "Communist 
Work in the Trade Unions." Every active Party-member and every reader of the "Party 
Orsanizer" should secure a copy of this pamphlet. It contains 94 pases of valuable 
material that will help us to solve many orsanlzational problems. It is a review of the 
orsanizational work of the most important Communist Parties since the 6th Coneress of 
the C. I. in all its phases. It treats shop and street nuclei, shop papers, recruitins, trade 
nnioia work, Party apparatus, etc. It contains much material taken from the work of 
our Party. Send orders to Workers Library Publishers.—EDITOR.

What is to be done in order to 
organize Communist work in the 
trade unions?

In my' opinion, the following 
measures must be put into effect;

(a) All Communists must join the 
trade unions of their given trades and 
form fractions in them.

(b) The Communist fractions must 
be under the leadership of comrades 
who work in the trade union move
ment.

(c) The Communist fractions in 
the trade unions must deal chiefly 
with those questions which concern 
their trade unions.

The meetings of the Communist 
fractions should, as a rule, be held 
before the meetings, conferences and 
congresses of their trade unions.

The local committees, district com
mittees and central committees of 
the Communist Parties (through their 
trade union departments) decide on 
the policy which must be adopted by 
the Communist fractions at the 
meetingTB, sessions, conferences and 
congresses of trade unions; they 
must call together the Communist 
fraction executives and function
aries of the respective trade unions 
before the trade union congresses 
and conferences in order to discuss 
the most important questions and 
elaborate the nedessary material on

the basis of which the comraHoa 
should act at those sessions, con
ferences and congresses.

(d) Special meetings of the Com
munist trade union fractions called 
periodicblly and simultaneously 
(trade union days), with a uniform 
agenda to discuss questions of general 
interest to all trade unions and the 
entire Party, are inexpedient and 
injurious.

Such questions should be discussed 
at the Party organizations and com
mittees (factory group meetings, 
local aggregate and district meetings 
etc.), and only after these question.? 
have been discussed by the central 
or district committees.

(e) The local trade union organ
izations (trade union branches and 
Trades Councils) in which the Com
munists form the majority must be
come the basis for good trade union 
work in the given trade union thru- 
out the district and the whole 
country. In order to be able to per
form the functions here enumerated 
it is necessary to establish good con
tact between the Communist frac
tions within each union.

The respective Party committees 
must devote serious attention and 
render the greatest possible support 
to the Communist fractions which 
have majorities in the trade union 
organs.
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(f) Firm contact must be estab
lished between the trade union de
partment of the C. C. and the trade 
union departments of the district 
committees, and between the latter 
and the trade union departments of 
the town committees.

The trade union departments of 
the Party committees lead, control 
and direct the work of the fractions 
in the trade unions, without, how
ever, themselves performing that 
work for them.

(g) The factory groups must take 
every measure to win the trade union 
delegates in the enterprise® regard
less as to the tendency of the trade 
union (Amsterdam, Catholic, Christ
ian, National Socialist, etc.), to 
which they belong. The Commun
ists must actively perform the every
day detailed work of the trade union 
delegates in order to satisfy the de
mands of the workers; they must 
not restrict their activities to criticiz
ing the trade union bureaucracy.

Only through sincere, persistent 
and skilful daily work can the Com
munist trade union delegates win the 
confidence of the workers in the fac
tories. If we carry out correct trade 
union work in the factories the re
formists will not be able to expel 
active Communists from the trade 
unions for their trade union work as 
they have done hitherto.

The groups, the Party committees 
and local committees must render 
energetic support to trade union 
Communist delegates.

(h) The Communists must organ
ize their fractions in the red trade 
unions not only in the managing 
boards and Presidiums, but in all 
branches of the organization, just as 
in the other trade unions. Para
graphs (a), (b) and (c) above apply 
to the red trade unions.

(i) In those countries where there 
are red trade unions (Czecho-SIo- 
vakia, France, Holland, etc.), and 
where Communist work in other 
trade union organizations (reformist, 
Christian, Catholic and National So
cialist) is weak, it is necessary that 
the Party members should be shifted 
by the Party committees to the latter 
trade unions, even if they must with
draw them from the red trade unions.

(j) The Communist Parties of the 
capitalist countries must recruit mem
bers not only for the red, but also 
for the reformist trade unions. The 
more members they have in the 
unions, the greater their influence in 
the respective unions.

(k) The groups, locals, section and 
district committees must divide their 
work between the Party members in 
such a manner that some members 
should not be over-burdened while 
others are free altogether; the latter 
distribution of Party duties un
doubtedly interferes with the proper 
organization of Communist work in 
the mass organizations, including 
also the trade unions.

In taking the measures enumerat
ed above, with the purpose of im
proving Communist work in the 
unions, the sections of the C. I. will 
be able to prevent the reformist 
trade union leaders from betraying 
the workers, including joint agree
ments with the employers, or during 
strikes, and in this manner they will 
free the working masses from the 
influence of the Social-Democratic, 
Catholic, Christian, National-Social
ist and Fascist parties.



Mine Nuclei in the Anthracite
By EMIL GARDOS 

SUB-DISTRICT ORGAKIZER

Altho the Party reorsanization was carried thru in the fail of 1926 up to the time 
Comrade Gardos was elected as Sub-district orsanizer of the Anthracite, not a sinsle 
mine nucleus had been formed. In a period of less than three months Comrade Gardos has 
been successful in forming six mine nuclei and there are good prospects for many more.

Altho there are a large number of mine nuciei in the Districts of Pittsburgh, Ohio, 
Illinois and Kansas, the first mine bulletin "MINERS' BIjAST" was published in the 
anthracite.

This work shows how great are possibilities for the formation of factory nuclei, and 
it should inspire all comrades to greater efforts to complete the reorganization of the Party 
thru increasing the number of factory nuclei and changing the composition of our mem
bership.

In the anthracite, where in the past wa have suffered from too much work from
the top and too little< actual building of oi 
nuclei offers the best guarantee that the Pi 
local comrades in the past and will win ove 
and to the leadership of our Party. It is a 
influence in the anthracite.—-EDITOR.

The hard-coal miners living in 
North-Eastern Pennsylvania, and 

numbering over 160,000, are losing 
more and more of their' former pri
vileges. Wage-cuts, speed-up, un
employment mark the onslaught of 
the operators, and the betrayal of 
the labor bureaucracy. The anth
racite miners are facing big struggles 
for the preservation of their union; a 
struggle in which the leadership will 
come from the Communist Party and 
the left wing.

Not very long ago, our Party in 
the AnthracSte Subdistricb showed a 
picture of small language units, 
hardly changed by reorgahization. 
With some exceptions, the comrades 
did not participate in the struggle 
of the workers. They might have 
been working in the same mine, be
longing to the same local union, with
out even noticing it. Party-work 
consisted mostly of language affairs 
for the party-paper, work in the so
ciety, isolated from the rest of the 
miners.

Form Six Mine Nuclei 
Since the stabilization of the Sub

district organization, coming as a 
consequence of the participation in

ir forces from bclow» the formation of mine 
irty will overcome the mistakes made by the 
* the miners to the program of the left wins 
sure aifim that we will begrin to exert a mass

the mining campaign, the face of our 
membership was turned more and 
more towards the place of work. 
After carrying out the industrial 
registration and quite some ideo
logical campaign, 4 or more com
rades working in the same colliery 
were assigned into nuclei. During 
the last three months, six mine 
nuclei were organized.

The membership of these units 
varies from 4 to 11, working in mines 
employing 400-1800 miners. They 
meet once a week, with a representa
tive of the Subdistrict Committee 
present at their meeting, who sees 
to it that besides the problems of 
the mine and the union, all other 
Party matters will be dealt with. At 
the present time much attention is 
being given to the Election Cam
paign. They have an Executive of 
three, secretary-organizer; industrial 
organizer, in charge of the left wing 
block and an Agitprop—^literature 
agent who is also responsible for 
the spreading of the Coal Digger 
through the block.

Nucleus Also Union Fraction

Because all the workers in the 
mine belong to the same local, the
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nucleus functions at the same time 
as a fraction, where the problems of 
the union are discussed. Beside the 
national issues, the fight against the 
Lewis machines and for election of 
delegates to the national convention, 
for the formation of a new Miners’ 
Union to be held in Pittsburgh, Sept. 
9th to 16th, 1928, the every day 
grievances of the miners, the slow 
but steady offensive of the coal- 
operators against union conditions 
are also taken up by the nucleus, in 
order to introduce them before the 
union.

Build Left Bloc

The fight against the operators and 
their agents is carried on together 
with the sympathizers, organized into 
the left blods. Experience has prov
en that the best local-blocs in the 
tri-district are the ones formed and 
led by the mine-nuclei. Thanks to 
these groups, the left wing candi
dates accomplished quite some suc
cess during the last local elections. 
In spite of the great difficulties, the 
lack of preparation, they received 
a great number of votes, the ma
chine defeating them in some cases 
with a small and faked majority. 
With more work in the mine and 
union, with more experienced and 
stronger nuclei and left-wing blocs, 
the leadership of the hard-coal min
ers will be wrested fj;om the hands 
of the reactionaries. The develop
ments in the industry, the worsening 
of the conditions will help us in that 
direction.

Mine Nuclei Show Results

The advantage of the mine-nuclei 
over the territorial units is also shown 
in the drive for new members. Du
ring the last few mothns, many good 
militants were taken into the Party 
thru the work in the mine. Mine- 
nucleus No. 1, Wilkes-Barre, organ

ized in a mine emplosring 1800 work
ers, started with seven members, 
taken 'out from two international 
branches. Today, after one month 
of existence, they have 11 members, 
including one former comrade who 
rejoined thru the work of the nuc
leus. Thru systematic personal ap
proach, thru the distribution of Party 
literature, especially Pepper’s pamph
let: “Why Every Miner Should be a 
Communist,” the best, most militant 
miners will join the Party, favorabU' 
changing its composition.

First Mine Bulletin in Country

The first mine-bulletin, published 
by the nucleus in the Stanton colliery 
will appear in a few days. It is 
going to be the result of a long ideo
logical campaign together with the 
gathering of the material. Today, 
all the comrades are convinced about 
the importance of the mine-paper. 
From the interest shown by the other 
units, it is very probable that the 
“Miners’ Blast,” our first experiment 
in publishing mine-bulletins, will be 
followed shortly by other papers.

Subdistrict Conference Shows 
Progress

The Conference of the Anthracite 
Subdistrict, held July 29, devoted 
quite some time to the discussion of 
our experiences with the mine-nuclei. 
While pointing out certain short
comings, due to inexperience, the 
transformation of the territorial 
branches into mine-muclei was greeted 
by the comrades.

Thru rooting the Party into the 
mine, thru the formation of more 
nuclei, all remnants of language 
branch spirit will be wiped out, the 
influence of the Party will be in
creased and the leadership »f the 
miners will be won by making the 
mine a Communist fortress thru the 
mine-nuclei, and make our Party a 
mass Party.



Functioning of a Detroit Shop Nucleus
By VERA BUCK

The nucleus in question, one in a 
large and important automobile 

plant, has 25 members, of whom 19 
are in good standing.

Within, the past six months certain 
changes have been effected which 
have greatly improved the function
ing of the nucleus. This nucleus was 
previousl3f< in rather poor shape, with 
few comrades attending the meet
ings which were dull and unproduci- 
tive.

The first step in the revivifying of 
the group was the creation of the 
Executive—^the nucleus bureau. The 
Executive had made an abortive at
tempt to exist about a year ago, but 
had collapsed. It took only a few 
weeks, however, to elect a new Ex
ecutive representative of depart
ments of work (Organizer, Industrial 
Organizer, Women’s Work, Agit
prop, Negro Work, and Shop News
paper) and to make it function. The 
Executive now meets once a month 
and maps out the progrram for the 
two monthly meetings which the 
nucleus holds,—one business and one 
educational meeting. The business 
meeting takes up not merely routine 
business but discussion of party pro
gram as well. The educational meet
ings take up discussions of more gen
eral topics, such as “The Backward
ness of the American Working 
Class, “Work Among Women,” etc.

The functioning of the Executive 
at onde brought about an improve
ment in the conduct of the nucleus 
meetings. The organizer now comes 
prepared with an order of business, 
worked out in digested form by the 
Bureau. The Executive goes thru 
all communications, disposing of

many without even bringing them 
before the nucleus. This eliminates 
the endless fumbling about 
papers, wondering what to d® with 
them, which is inevitable when 
munications come directly before the 
nucleus. The meetings arranged by 
the Executive have a snap and an 
orderliness which cannot be attained 
in any other way.

Departments have likewise been 
stimulated by the Bureau meetingrs. 
Heads of departments are called upon 
to report first to the Bureau and then 
to the nucleus meeting. They are 
obliged to function in order to be 
able to make their report. The in
dustrial organizer, who formerly was 
an expert in presenting excuses for 
his non-functioning, for example, 
has been brought to life, and is now 
taking up the question of trade union 
membership. A registration showed 
that only three comrades of the nuc
leus were trade union members. 
Pressure was brought to bear and a 
few more have joined. Of course, 
department work in the nucleus is 
closely linked up with the depart-- 
ments in the District. If the latter 
are not functioning the nucleus heads 
find themselves at a loss. On the 
other hand, live agitprop or 
women’s work head in the nucleus 
can stimulate a district department 
into action.

Long CEC communications, pro- 
grrams or other long documents are 
assigned by the Bureau to one of 
its members who prepares a digest of 
of and is given five or ten minutes of 
the business meetings to present it 
for discussion to the nucleus. This 
is better than reading long letters
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which is conducive to weariness and 
lack of attention.

While this nucleus has improved, 
much is yet to be done. Attendance 
is now about 12 (it was formerly 8). 
Non>attendin£T member must be 
brought out or dropped. Prompt
ness in starting meetings has not yet 
been achieved. Daily Worker and 
literature work are weak. Rarely 
does the nucleus meeting see litera
ture, (not to speak of the workers 
in the factory seeing any!). “Daily 
Worker” work is confined to taking 
a collection among the comrades now 
and then, when there is a crisis. 
This is a serious deficiency. The non
functioning of the section in which 
this nucleus is located has been a 
handicap.

The most essential problem of the 
nucleus is just beginning to be tack
led. Ihis is its functioning among 
the workers of the factory. This is 
of course a problem for all shop 
nuclei and not merely for this one. 
The reorganization of the Party has 
been accomplished, factory nuclei 
are established; they have got over 
their first weakness. Yet the reor
ganization misses its purpose unless 
these nuclei actually work within the 
factory, carry out there the Party 
program, build there groups of sym
pathizers around the comrades from 
which new members can be recruit
ed. (As a matter of fact our street 
nuclei in most cases are not function
ing as street nuclei either.) While 
attempts have been made here and 
there in Detroit to reach the factory 
workers, taking the nuclei all in all, 
they do not function as factory nuc
lei. The Ford nuclei are to some 
extent exceptional to this. At »any 
rate, the nucleus considered here 
leads an isolated life unknown to

the workers in the plant, without 
influence, without contact.

This matter has been taken up by 
the nucleus and the question has been 
raised: “How can we function as a 
factory nucleus?” Certain concrete 
elementary steps are being taken to 
reach the workers, among them, plac
ing comrades in the club which the 
dompany maintains for the workers. 
The problem is not easy. The fac
tory employs 16,000 workers. Our 
comrades are scattered through dif
ferent departments. Half of them 
speak English with difficulty, some 
not at all. The company, like all 
auto firms, enforces a fierce espion
age system. Yet we must reach the 
workers. It is necessary to know 
the factory better, to know the 
groups and types of workers, to fol
low every change of the their con
ditions, of their mood.

This nucleus, in line with the new 
policy of the District, has taken over 
its own factory paper. Formerly one 
comrade in Detroit wrote all the fac
tory papers (with the exception of 
the Ford Worker). He visited the 
nuclei meetings, got a few notes 
and wrote up the papers. The com
rades of this nucleus often did not 
even see “their” shop paper, did not 
even know whether it came out or 
not; did not know how many copies 
were sold. This is being changed. 
There is now an editorial committee 
of three which writes the paper. Two 
or three additional comrades have 
been drawn into activity. Still, the 
paper is not yet vitally linked up with 
—the life of the workers in the plant.
It sells 1000 copies at the most.

The fact that the nucleus has be
gun to turn its face toward the fac
tory is a big step forward, and with 
proper guidance from the District 
Committee will be able to achieve 
good results in the plants.



Our Textile Campaign
oy AL.EX BAIT 

DISTRICT ORGAKIZER NFw«EW ENGLAND DISTRICT

*^HE sixteenth week of the New 
Bedford Textflc Strike finds the 

development of great mQitancy 
among the workers and a growing 
sympathy for the Textile Mill Com
mittee, which expresses itself in the 
organization of many thousands of 
workers into the New Bedford Tex
tile Workers Union. At the same 
time, a strong fermentation is going 
on in the ranks of the UTW and the 
break in the ranks of the UTW can 
be expedted if the reactionary leader
ship of the UTW succeeds in its ef
fort to sell out the strike through 
its Government Arbitration schemes.

This militancy on the part of the 
workers and their determination to 
fight against the wage cuts, has 
brought the combined attacks on the 
textile workers from all agencies or
ganized in support of the textile 
bosses.

The textile workers in New Bed
ford are making great sacrifices 
More than 300 are now in jail. Only 
yesterday,* 190 textile workers were 
sentenced to 60 days and the leaders 
of the strike to 6 months each in 
jail, in order to destroy this great 
up-sweep of militancy shown by 
these workers. We see a double 
attack aimed against these workers. 
On the one hand the maneuvers of 
the bosses with the aid of the reac
tionary leaders for arbitration and 
on the other hand the decision of 
Judge Milliken that mass picketing 
is illegal, mass arrests on the picket 
lines, bringing in of police from 

many other cities of Massachusetts 
and finally, the bringing in of th’. 
National Guard in an attempt to awe 
the textile strikers by a show of cold 
stSel.

This attack also comes at a time 
when concerted action may be ex
pected from the workers of Pall 
River, who are suffering from similar 
conditions of exploitation. This at
tack also comes at a time when under 
the leadership of the Textile Mill 
Committee ,of which Albert Weis- 
bord is national secretary, a National 
Convention is being called for Sept. 
22nd, for the formation of a new 
National Union of Textile Workers. 
In this situation, our Party has great 
opportunity as well as great respon- 
sibility. We must concentrate our 
forces for the following immediate 
tasks;

I- Pull support of the Workers 
International Relief, which has just 
now announced a national campaign 
lor the relief of the New Bedford 
strikers. Our Party everywhere must 
mobilize its full resources in support 
of the campaigpi.

2. The announcement of the 
WIR that it will receive the co
operation of the ILD, so that there 
may be one joint campaign for 
defense as well as relief, makes it 
n double necessity to support the 
general drive. Over 300 are now 
m jail and it it the task of our 
Party members everywhere to sti
mulate in the organizations to which 
our Party members belong, activity 
for the support of the defense and 
relief drive.

3. The successful development of 
the strike in New Bedford must be 
utilized in order to bring large dele
gations of textile workers to the 
National Convention in New York 
City on September 22nd. The eyes 
of the textile workers are turned on
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New Bedford, and the successful 
leadership shown by our Textile Mill 
Committee can be utilized for the 
bringing of delegations from many 
other textile centers to this Con
vention. Loqal unions, textile mill 
committees, mill groups must be im
mediately mobilized for this purpose.

4. Our Party, in the past, has 
been numerically weak in the textile 
industry. The increased activity now 
shown by our Party members in the 
industry, gives us splendid oppor
tunities of recruiting many hundreds 
of workers into our Party in New 
Bedford and Fall River. We are

avoiding the mistake made many 
times in the past by failing to build 
the Party during a strike. Just at 
this time we have a real oppoitunity 
of building the Party. Our work has 
already brought large numbers of 
workers into the Party, and with the 
bringing of this National campaign 
among the textile workers to the at
tention of the most militant of these 
workers, large sections can be brot 
into the Party in every textile cen
ter. Oi\ly thru the strengthening of 
the Party in the textile industry, can 
we hope to carry through our pro
gram in the textile industry.

How to Conduct Open-Air Meetings
By JULIUS CODKIND

'T* O be successful an evening open- 
air meeting should be opened at 

eight o’clock sharp, and in no case 
should it last above two and one-half 
hours. Usually two hours is sufficient 
to hold a meeting. Within this time 
the speaking, literature sale, and col
lection should be made and questions 
answered. Exceptions to the two- 
hour rule are advisable only when 
there is great interest or great ex
citement or enthusiasm.

It is always bad to have a Crowd 
melt away while the meeting is still 
in progress. It is much better to dis
continue a meeting at the two-hour 
limit with the announcement of when 
the next meeting will be held on the 
same spot. As a rule, the crowd will 
come back for the next meeting, if 
your meeting was successful in gain
ing their interest or attention.

Advertising the Meeting
Open-air meetigns can be built up 

very easily with a little organization. 
If the meeting is to open at 8 p.m., 
the platform should be on the corner 
with a sign at least an hour earlier.

announcing the time when the meet
ing will be opened. Try this a couple 
of times, and you will soon discover 
that the function of the chairman is 
to make a pleasant five-minute in
troduction of the meeting rather than 
to act as a loudspeaker extraordinary. 
Where there is a newspaper, the 
meeting should be announced in the 
press. In small towns the local bour
geois paper will often cairy a notice 
of even Communist meetings. A 
little three- or four-line notice is 
often very helpful.

Building the Meetings 

In large cities open-air meetings 
can be built up by choosing a parti
cular evening of the week for a given 
corner and having a meeting on the 
corner on the same evening every 
week. The crowd will soon learn to 
come to that corner every Monday 
or Wednesday or Friday, as the case 
may be.

Maintaining Order 

Maintain perfect order. An open- 
air meeting is a favorite spot for
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certain types of comrades to gather 
for sociability. They will stand 
around the groups, generally below 
the platform, and carry on all sorts 
of discussions. They become very 
noisy, become highly offended when 
approached to maintain order, and 
quickly succeed in demoralizing the 
meeting. Many good speeches are in
terrupted and numerous splendid 
meetings are destroyed by this nuis
ance. A strong committee, trained 
to deal gently but firmly with this 
evil, will quickly rid a corner of it.

Disturbers

A worse evil even than the one 
described is the disturber who knows 
more than the speaker. With a few 
telling remarks, he quickly destroys 
the faith of an audience in any 

speaker. This type of crank can 
never be enticed to go up on the 
platform to show whan he can do.

Very often he will not express his 
opinion openly. He simply decides 
that the speaker is not making a good 
enough job, so he finds a victim and 
sets out to convert him to Commun
ism in his own way. Our crank is 
soon in the midst of a most enticing, 
know-nothing political discussion. 
The crowd, always attracted by a 
novelty, will quickly commence to 
gather around the debaters, a third 
will enter into the discussion, then 
a fourth. The debaters split off into 
two teams each with its circle o£
mxteis.. continues until
fhe speaker finds himself talking to 
several circles of backs, and the meet
ing quickly comes to an end.

The best method of dealing with 
this disease is to have a member of 
the committee break up the discus
sion by calling the debaters quietly 
aside and appealing to the debater 
who is friendly to discontinue. If 
he refuses, he can be invited to go 
to another corner and hold his own

meeting. Sometimes a show of force 
is nedessary. Sometimes a very 
popular speaker can appeal to the 
audience to expel the disturber. This 
nuisance is an ever-present danger, 
with which it is most difficult to deal.

The trouble lies in the fact that 
these disturbers secretly believe that 
they are superior to the speaker. As 
a general rule, this is not true. A 
speaker can be successful only thru 
special study of his subject, and is, 
therefore, the one best qualified as a 
propagandist. Besides this the 
speaker always has the advantage of 
being on a platform, which helps him 
to carry a mass appeal and to gain 
results far beyond anything that can 
be hoped for from the best of cranks

Interest is contagious. A crowd 
standing around with plenty of room 
to niove around in will never have as 
good results as an audience that is 
closely packed. A well-organized 
committee can quickly pack a crowd 
by going to the outskirts and gentlv 
pushing forward. This is a very delf 
cate maneouver. The crowding fori 
ward must be so carried out as to 
seem entirely unintentional and the 
result of great interest in what the 
speaker is saying. If clumsily done 
trouble is very likely to result.

Patrolling the Meeting
^eat and moal ex^wvenced 

comrades should be posted on the iul- 
side of the crowd to safeguard the 
meeting from disturbances of all 
kinds, to be ready to deal with cranks 
and nuisances, and to attend to the 
process of packing the crowd.

Order of Business 

A well-conducted meeting will open 
at 8 p. m. sharp with a five-minute 
speech by the chairman, not for the 
purpose of getting a crowd but to 
make a few important remarks and
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announcements. Chairmanship of 
this sort is first-class training for 
beginners.

About 75 minutes should be given 
to speaking, to be followed by a 
collection, then the sale of literature, 
and then questions. Special an
nouncements can be made after the 
.sale of literature. Good speakers do

not lose the crowd by making a col
lection. If the crowd cannot be held 
thru a collection, it is best not to 
attempt the collection.

While the collection is being 
taken and literature sold, the speaker 
must frequently refer to the fact 
that the meeting is about to be open
ed for questions.

The Art of Sellingr Literature
J ITERATURE-SELLING is an art 
^ .easily acquired. It is a most 
effective means of spreading our 
message to those elements among 
the workers who often give uncon
scious leadership and expression to 
the workers with whom they have 
contact.

The best places to sell literature 
are at meetings or lectures of all 
kinds. The best possible agent to 
make the same is the most effective 
speaker, although this should not be 
made an iron-alad rule. Often a 
secondary speaker or even a beginner 
who knows what to do will gain the 
best results.

Only one book or pamphlet besides 
the Daily Worker should be intro
duced at any meeting. Only in ex
ceptional circumstances may two 
pieces of literature be introduced. 
Never permit temptation to mislead 
you into attempting more. Large 
quantities of the pamphlet selected 
for sale must be on hand.

Sometimes, especially at open-air 
meetings, literature may be intro
duced twice. The moment comes 
just before the meeting is opened for 
questions. A second opportunity 
may arise as the result of a question 
which brings out the subject of the 
meeting sharply. The second sale 
should not be prolonged, as the risk 
of appearing commercialized must be 
avoided at any cost.

To be sold in quantity the litera
ture must deal with the topic under 
discussion at the meeting. To dis
cuss the presidential election and 
attempt to sell a pamphlet on un
employment would not bring results, 
although the unemployment issue is 
part of our campaign propaganda 
Necessarily a large quantity of the 
book or pamphlet to be sold must 
be on hand. For the purposes of the 
present campaign the following pam • 
phlets should be provided in quanti
ties for the present. Later on other 
pamphlets will be added.

The Ruthenberg pamphlet.
The 1928 Elections.
The Coolidge Program.
The Elec tion Program.
The Acceptance Speeches of 

Foster and Citlow.
In fixing on a particular pamphlet 

to be sold, the literature agent must 
collaborate with the speaker.

The introduction of literature 
should usually begin with, “Before 
opening the meeting for questions, I 
wish to call your attention to a pam
phlet which deals with the Presi
dential Elections of 1928. This book
let deals with the subject very ably 
and concisely. It explains many of 
the important political problems aris
ing in this campaign most ably and 
in simple language. Take, for ex
ample, on page........... you will find
a good analysis of the problem of. .
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........... , with which I could not deal
in detail in my speech.” Here read 
the passage referred to (just a couple
lines) ; then go on. “On page...........
you read................... So you read
a Couple of passages, and proceed: 
“This booklet is not too lengthy. It 
is printed on good paper, and covers 
. . . .well printed pages in a large 
clear t3T>e. Those who want it can
secure a copy here for...........cents,
which goes to cover the cost of pro
ducing it.”

While the book is being introduced, 
the committee should stand near the 
platform displaying either the cover 
or a good picture or cartoon in the 
book. Every eifort should be made 
to have the speaker sell the bulk of 
the books direct from the platform.

To hold his audience the speaker 
must make frequent reference to 
the fact that he is about to open 
for questions.

How Not to Sell Literature 
at Open-Air Meetings

1. Don’t try to have a bookshop
at each meeting.

2 Don’t have five or ten vane-

o?‘”wo°p.mpW'*S

on hand. Any speaker who has had 
some experience will sell a large 
quantity of literature, if he gets good 
cooperation.

3. Don’t try to sell literature not 
introduced by the speaker. You will 
fail at this, but you may succeed in 
destroying the meeting by disturbing 
the crowd and the speaker.

The Daily Worker should be sold 
during the entire meeting, but no 
member of the committee shall ven
ture into the crowd around the plat
form. All selling of Daily Worker 
and distribution of free literature 
must go on well outside the outskirts 
of the crowd, and the work should 
be so caried out that the attention 
of the audience shall not be drawn 
away from the speaker. This work 
well organized will help to draw nas- 
sersby to the meeting.

w iLvaae tne crowd during the progress of a meeting * 
sell literature. This method is /uar'" 
anteed to destroy even the beti- 
ganized meetings. Literature ..In 
go into the crowd only when » er has introduced a pilce J 
ture and the sale is in ni- 
As soon as the sale is diselr.*-®*'®®®* 
the literature committee mn=* 
withdraw from the crowd ^“*etly

Beading and Study Circles
instruments for propaganda and agitation

By A. MARKOFF
Member, Agitprop Committee, New York District

monuTS coming in from Sec-

REPOBTb com c meet-

mmrn flite pf jj!
m on tj,jg subject, and,
thfiPefore, opposed to the forming of 
these circles. The arguments pre
sented show a complete misunder
standing on the part of some com-

Pe ft hfta not been made suf- 
(Slea¥. \ aVaW, \\vaxetwe,

deal with three of the chief argu
ments in opposition:

1. The Reading and Study circles 
are a poor substitute for the Work
ers’ School.

2. We are a mass party; these
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circles do not tend to develop a mass 
movement, but rather to narrow 
down the activities of the Party,

3. This method of propaganda 
and education is good for an illegal 
Party but as we are a legal Party, 
we do not need these circles.

If the comrades who make these 
statements, would familiarize them
selves with the bulletin of Reading 
and Study circles issued by the Dist
rict Agitprop Department, they 
would read there the following:

"Supplementary to other forms of educa
tional activity such as classes, correspond
ence courses, resular educational meetings 
in organizations, educational discussions in 
Party units, etc. There is no conflict be
tween reading and study circles and other 
forms of educational work.”

This shows definitely that we do 
not intend to substitute- the Reading 
and Study circles for the School. 
Our Workers’ School is a tremendous 
achievement of the Party, it is the 
biggest Labor School in the country. 
It had a registration of 1300 students 
last fall. But while we, together with 
the Jewish Workers University, whose 
regristration is between 300 to 400, 
reach about 1700 workers, there are 
thousands of workers who are not 
reached by the School, because it is 
impossible for many workers to take 
up a systematic course in the Work
ers’ School, and one of the main 
reasons for forming these circles is 
to reach these workers. Especially 
in small towns outside of New York, 
where it is very difficult to institute 
systematic courses of study, cVm the 
Reading and Study circles be made 
most effective.

The Communist International re
cently congratulated the Party on its 
success with the Workers’ School, but 
nevertheless pointed out the necessity 
for organizing the Reading and Study 
Circles.

Even in Soviet Russia, where so 
many schools are at the disposal of 
the workers, the Communist Party

finds it necessary to organize these 
circles to reach those workers and 
farmers who cannot attend the 
schools. Prom the foregoing it is 
clear to see that the Reading and 
Study Circles are a necessary aid to 
the School and cannot under any 
circumstances become a substitute 
for the School.

Regarding the second argument, 
the comrades are wrong for the fol
lowing reasons: If the Party were
to limit its activities to the Reading 
and Study Circles only, the argument 
of sectarianism would be correct, 
but our Party is engaged in mass 
activity and all our functions tend 
to reach the wide masses. We are 
also interested in developing class 
consciousness and leadership within 
the ranks of the workers. The 
circles become here an aid in our 
mass work. Referring again to our 
sister-Party in Soviet Russia, certain
ly, the Russian Communist Party is a 
mass party and yet they consider the 
circles an aid in the work of spread
ing propaganda and education.

With reference to the third argu
ment presented, the comrades have 
an erroneous conception. They are 
under the impression that because 
a method has been used by the under
ground movement, it must be dis
carded by a legal movement. They 
must realize, however, that while 
for an illegal Party, these small circ
les become the chief avenues of ap
proach to the workers, in a legal 
Party, the Reading and Study circ
les are only subsidiary channels, the 
chief avenue of approach being the 
open mass activity.

Every member of the Party should 
obtain a bulletin dealing with the 
Reading and Study circles, which can 
be obtained at the Workers School 
office, 26-28 Union Square, on the 
5th floor.



On Dues Payments
1. The dues payments jf the 

Party membership is no more than 
60 to 70% of the actual member
ship. This is a very serious situa
tion and must not be allowed to 

exist.
2. All Party organizations must 

take steps to make every member a 
good-standing member. Special mem- 
bership activity and visiting com
mittees must be formed in the nuc
lei. whose aim it shall be to draw 
-n the inactive members to Par

nuclei meetings and ra.se the dues

is no excuse for any 

X. i to be in Kood standing asmember no. Q^g^nization Dept.
the policy of th

the " “VrunTpe to .n

looen to furnis strike.

the selling of stamps in a particular 
district directly to the units.

7. We have also learned of case.s 
where the money collected for dues 
stamps i.s used for other purposes. 
This will be dealth with in a most 
drastic manner in the future. This 
nioney must be used to buy due.s 
stamps for the next month.

8. Finally the Organization Dept, 
warns against the practive of accept
ing money for dues stamps and fail
ing to paste the stamp in the book 
but instead the nucleus secretary 
writes his name in the book. Xhis 
13 in complete violation of the CEC 
policy and any functionary found 
guilty of this practice will be 
disciplined. The above i»everlv

j holdsgood for initiation stamp for
members.

No member who has such a secre 
- ■ «mst cases lies in taries receipt instead of dues 

^of the District Commit- will be recognized in good sta“nding*

ices and City get all members to

ng-— , ..nme to our atten-
5. It has also nuclei are

tion that in many from

a
become

nnable to secure
the District office ^^c-

ristricts
^’^Thr National Office invites n\\

.om Jes wh > at. to .eoiira
dues stamps from titoW «ue)ej, city 
committees, (iiatrlds, to notify {\y

org«,.k,,ii.,n OevatUM of Ilu. Ctx'
?iUps yyjjj Jjg taken to remedy 

the situation even if it will require

rariy member to notify 
mediately of such practice in a 
the Party nuclei.

9. The National Office calls 
fall Party members to coonei.op**^°''

^ ®®®Perate
the observation of the abov 
and to help make every p *^'>ies 

her an active member in I
in?, atand-

l^arty enUs upon every 
member to carry on recruitine work

Hew members. To consi^W 
increase of the Party membership a 
daily activity in which everyone must 

actively participate.



How the Communist Party Nucleus Works
Reviewed by J. S.

“THE COMMUNIST NUCLEUS, 
WHAT IT IS AND HOW IT 
WORKS.” By M. Jenks. Price 
15 cents.

(For wholesale prices writ'e to: Workers 
Library Publishers. 39 East 125th St., N.Y.)

Along felt need by the Party 
has been filled with the publi

cation of an excellent pamphlet deal
ing with the work of our Party nuc
lei, “The Communist Nucleus, What 
it Is and How it Works,” by M. 
Jenks.

This 64-page pamphlet which is 
in poket size so that it can be car
ried comfortably in the pockets of 
the comrades for everyday use, is 
written by a comrade who has had 
extensive experience in organization
al work.

This pamphlet, which is published 
by the Workers Library Publishers 
for the Organization Department of 
the Workers (Communist) Party of 
America, deals in the most detailed 
manner with the various problems 
that confront our Party nuclei.

Since the reorganization of our 
Party and the formation of factory 
nuclei, we have felt the need of such 
a pamphlet that will be able to take 
up the various problems confronting 
a nucleus. There is no doubt that 
most of our nuclei at the present 
time still do not carry in their or
ganization work in the proper man
ner and certainly do not yet actually 
function politically "as basic units of 
the Party in many respects. This 
pamphlet is designed, therefore, to 
take up these detailed problems and 
we believe that it will be a tremend- 
out help in mobilizing the member
ship of our Party for work in the 
nuclei, for the formation of new 
factory nuclei, for regulating the

work of the nuclei and assisting them 
in broadening their activities and 
politicalizing the Party units.

* • •

The following are the subjects 
treated in this pamphlet:

1. What is a Political Party? A 
definition of a Communist Party and 
a definition of a political party in 
general.

2. The nucleus as the basic or
ganization of the Party.

3. How to organize a nucleus.
4. The leading organs of the nuc

lei and their function. This takes 
up the question of the executive com
mittees of the nuclei and their 
cflfices; the function of the executive. 
This has been a very great deficiency 
in our work in the past, the failure 
to organize executive committees in 
all of the nuclei.

5. Systematizing the work of the 
nucleus.

6. How to call and conduct a 
meeting of the nucleus.

7. The order of business of the 
general meetings of the nucleus.

8. Planning the work of the 
nucleus.

9. Division of work among the 
members of the nucleus.

10. How to establish regular con
tact between the members of the 
nucleus and the executive.

11. Personal and written contact 
between the nuclei and the local 
Party Committee, such as section, 
city und district, etc.

12 Party discipline.
13. How a nucleus should organ

ize its own newspaper.
14. How to carry on work among 

women.
16. How to carry on work among 

Negroes.
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16. How to carry on work among 
the youth.

17. How to carry on work among 
the rank and file members of the 
Socialist Party.

18. What a Communist fraction 
is and how it must function.

All these subjects are treated 
briefly, but at the same time in a 
manner which gives the comrades 
the important phases that they must 
know about each of these subjects.

In the appendix to this pamphlet 
there is a section outlining how the 
nuclei must make their reports to 
the district, city and section, giving 
a list of questions which should be 
covered, as fcr example* 1. Polit
ical ripeness of the workers, farm
ers, their attitude towards the 
Workers Party. 2. Economic con
dition of the workers where there 
are any strikes or lockouts for a 
given period. 3. State of discipline 
for a given period. Give percentage 
of members attending Party meetings. 
Are dues being regularly paid, as
sessments. Point 12, for example, 
deals with what was done by the 
unit in a neighboring factory where 
there is not a union organized yet.

These questions are designed to 
bring out all the important subjects 
which the nucleus should have in its 
report. There arc also forms whicfh 
every nucleus must use to keep a 
register of its membership as to 
age, nationality, citizenship, work,

union activity, etc. Also a table for 
dues payments and a statistical re 
port of the unit dealing with the 
composition of Party membership as 
it changes, every three months or 
from any given period the nucleus 
may decide to make its report, an 
also a statistical report of the unit 
activity, giving in figures of the 
sale of literature, shop papers, eW. 
This pamphlet must be placed in the 
hands of every Party member.

It would be worth while for the 
various district and local committees 
to have a comrade prepare a report 
of this pamphlet and for the district 
committee and local committees to 
discuss it. Particularly do we urge 
upon the city, section, and nucleus 
executive to discuss this pamphlet. 
The pamphlet should then be we 
advertised in the district and place 
on sale in every nucleus, and we 
urge upon every member to get one 
and we will not stop in this work un* 
til we are certain that every mem
ber has a pamphlet.

Also every effort must be made 
to get every new member who 3°“*’ 
the Party to buy this pamphlet an 
study it as we have no doubt that 
this will help a great deal to de
crease the turnover in our presen 
membership, by giving the new 
members an opportunity to acquaint 
themselves, immediately upon join* 
ing the Party, with its tasks and 
how to condudt the Party activities.

TWO COMMUNIST CAMPAIGNERS
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Strengthen Our Party!
FEBRUARY

The Aha of Our Recruiting Drive.
In publications from the Cl (1928) we 

lead about 440 shop nuclei in our Party. 
TWs misinformation to the Cl was part 
and parcel of the bluff-policy of the love- 
stoneites, who cowardly resorted to lying 
when nothing else could cover up their 
political bankruptcy. The Cl found them 
out, and now these typical American petty- 
bourgeois politicians are outside the world 
party. Only at the dose of the present 
meml^rship drive, the CP of USA will for 
the first time have an opportunity to get 
a reliable statistical picture of its organ
izational strength.

Our Paaty is not yet a strong party. 
The VI world congress and the 10. Plenum 
of the ECCI made a series of very im
portant decisions, the carryiqg out of 
whidi demmid the utmost efforts of every 
section of our world^party. Will our Party 
in its present organizational form and 
strength be able to carry out the tasks 
that the economical and political situation 
present, and which were outlined by the 
VI world-congress and the 10. Plenum? 
Yes. Our Party will be able to fulfill its 
historical task during this period only 
thru the most energetic activity in build
ing itself stronger. The first step in 
strengthening our Party was taken in the 
expulsion of the right wingers, the Love- 
stone renegades from the Party. But still 
our Party has political weaknesses, altho 
its activity during the last months has 
improved tremendously, and altho it has 
understood better than before to utilize 
the political situation. But still we are 
too slow in taking practical political steps 
in action, we are too slow in transforming 
a political opportunity into an organiza
tional victory for the Party. We have 
still too few members, too few connections 
with the masses of workers in the mam
moth factories of American heavy indus
tries. In general we continue working too 
much according to old sodaldemocratic

traditions, using obsolete metho*: center- 
ine more of our activity on halls md 
residential meetings, than upon revolution
ary work in the shops. We have not yet 
completed the reorganization begun in 1926 
by our Party. The CP of USA has been 
in a stage of eternal re-organization since 
1925, and only the present Recruit^ 
Drive is the first decisive step of the 
Party on the way of bolshevization oigm- izationally. If the work started dun^ 
the Membership Drive will be continued 
in the future, then we soon will have 
a Party strong enough to carry out aU 
the tremendous tasks of this iieriod.

Newly united, freed from a factional 
flight, that weakened it during y^ and 
years of unprincipled petty intr^es, 
quarrels, fights, and permanent conflicts, 
the CP of USA now stands in a ve^ 
favorable political situation, when ^ ® 
economic crisis in America, the beginnmg 
of a d’eep-going general world crias for 
capitalism as a whole, throws the Ameri
can working class into mass-unemploy
ment, lowering its standard of hying, 
worsening its labor conditions, cute its 
wages and whips it thru “speed-up an 
“stretch-out” into struggles of resistMce 
taking a more and more aggressive char
acter. The Party’s first campaign during 
this period: the Membership Drive, v^ 
characterized by the Polburo of the CU 
in its resolution of January 17, m ow 
ing satisfactory results, “in some in c 
a real good progress”. The ,
about the campaign as “a „
in the inner political life of the .
and all reports, especially from &e ran 
and filers of the Party, confirm ^ stet^ 
ment of the Polburo. Seldom has thera 
been such enthusiasm and eagerness M 
work in our Party as now. 
adoption of the Polburo there
has been a decided improvement m temp 
on all fields of the drive. Already n^ 
we can correctly characterize this recrui
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mg campaign as the most successful drive 
of our Party.

This does not mean that it is a splendid 
c®™Paign without shortcomings. Far from 
that. The Polburo resolution listed many 
of the rather serious shortcomings of the 

spirit of communist self- 
critizism and revolutionary competition, 
which now begins to penetrate the Party, 
^ will be able to eliminate the worst 
^ortco^ngs and go forward, a stronger 

in harder struggles.
More political initiative, more political 

^gacity, more political courage—and more 
fighting spirit in our organizational work, 
more organizational alertness and flexibili- 
^ and more understanding how to con
centrate our activity on the main issues!

'^ere are many fields for bolshevik 
activity in America: the campaign against 
mpetialist wars, for the defense of the 
Soviet Union, for the organization of the 
unorganized, for leadership in the strug

gles of the unemployed, anti-miUtanst 
activity in the army and navy, taking part 
in the struggles of the Negro workers, 
mobilizing millions of working women jn 
America, takinig the leadership of the 
growing wave of sharper and broader 
strike struggles, fighting fascism, clean
sing the labor movement from all its 
capitalist agents, the fakers and mislead- 
ers, and many more. The American work
ing class is standing before tremendous 
struggles. The inmmediate issue before 
the Party is to mobilize all its forces for 
the broadest possible unemployment »m- 
paign, culminating in the Internationa 
Unemnloyment Day, February 24. The 
whole Party should assist and lead in tne 
organization of councils of unemploy^ o 
special committees of action for employe 
and unemployed workers of ^ large on 
frequent demonstrations, combining mm 
this drive the most energetic activity for 
the Party’s Recruiting Campaign.

How to Org^anize the Agitprop Work In
the Party Unit

l* The Main Phases of the Agitprop Work 
in the Nucleus.

The political mass activity of our party 
must be the center around which all the 
life of the nucleus is to be concentrated. 
The umt must carry through the political 
f®tiyity of our party in the territory under 
its jurisdiction and in the shops where its 
members are employed. Every member of 
the nucleus must participate in the cam- 
I^jgns of the party and actively share in 
this political work. In order to achieve 
the political activization of our member
ship, the unit agitprop director must see 
to it that the policies laid down by the 
central and district committees are under
stood and explained to the membership. 
However, the political tasks of the party 
and its major campaigns can best be un

derstood if the poUtical level of the m^- 
bership is raised. In other words, 
by side with active participation m the 
political campaigns of the party must go 
the education of the party membership m 
Marxian-Leninist theory and tactics.
2. Every Unit Is to Have an Agitprop 

Director.
The comrade who is elected as the agit

prop director of the unit must first of 
all be active and participate in all ^ the 
work of the party. The agitprop activity 
is not su specialty of certain individuals or 
group of comrades. The first ^ considera
tion in this case is the activity of the 
comrade, his devotion to the organization, 
and correct understanding of the party’s 
tasks. The unit agitprop director works 
in close cooperation with the umt buro.
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canying out especially the specific in
structions of the agitprop departments of 
the section and the district.
3. How to Bring the Political Campaigns

of the Party to the Masses.
All the campaigns of the party must 

concentrate especially in the factories. 
This is accomplished through:

(a) individual agitation end propaganda 
of every member of the unit in his factory,

(b) Through the special concentration 
of the unit in the mass distribution of 
literature, in holding of shop-gate meet
ings in the factories in the city or section 
of the operation of the unit and its mem
bership.

(c) Through the establishment of facto
ry discussion groups wherever possible 
during the lunch hour or at any other 
time.

(d) Throo(gh mass agitation in the form 
of mass meetings, which should come as 
a result of work in shops and working- 
class organizations.
4. Make the Party Unit Function in the

Factories.
The unit agptprop director must always 

be familiar with the conditions in the 
factories where the members of the unit 
are employed, as well as in the important 
factories end industries situated in its 
territory ,where we as yet have no con
nections. The mass activity of the unit, 
sudi as distribution of leaflets, party news
papers, sale of other literature, is initiated 
systematically in front of a number of 
factories. Comrades working in the shop 
where literature is distributed and agita
tion and propaganda is consistently car
ried on, utilize the activities of the unit 
in this factory for the purpose of gaining 
new members and sympathizers for the 
Party. The perspective is to be to organ
ize a shop nucleus, to issue a shop paper, 
and to establi^ firmly the party in that 
shop.

In factories where the nucleus has no 
members working, but carries on con
sistently literature distribution and other

forms of agitation and propaganda, we 
try to establish contact with the workers 
either through special factory gate meet
ings, through connections in fraternal or
ganizations and through regular approach 
to the sympathizers that we can secure by 
checking up on the circulation list of our 
party press, as well as through other 
means.

5. Concrete Steps of Developing the 
Agitprop Work in the Units.

The unit agitpnrop director must always 
explain and popularize to the workers the 
issues and problems of the various political 
campaigns initiated by the party. This 
first of all necessitates to secure proper 
literature for distribution in the factories, 
working-class organizations, etc. In order 
to carry on successfully individual agita
tion and propaganda by every member of 
the unit, it is necessary first of all to 
explain to the membership of the unit 
the campaigns of the party, the basis of 
the campaign, as well as the tas^s. This 
is to be accomplished thru the discussion 
of the campaign as a whole or of certain 
phases. This discussion is to he arranged 
with the assistance of the unit executive 
committee or the next leading committee 
in charge, such as the section or the dis
trict agitprop committee. At the same 
time, special provisions are made through 
the agitprop director in cooperation with 
the other members of the unit executive 
committee in securing the proper literature 
which will give an opportimity to the 
members to get more detailed information 
and analysis of the party political tasks 
and campaigns, and thereby equip them 
for more effective sigitation in the shops 
and in the mass organizations. This cAwp 
activity when organized in a systematic 
form must bring definite organizational 
results. The unit agitprop director must 
immediately check up on the reaction of 
the workers and in order to establish the 
party more firmly in the factories, he 
must see to it that agitation material is 
issued, such as leaflets, bulletins or special 
articles appearing in our party press. At
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the same time the unit agitprop director 
pays special attention that the party com
rades in the shop shall react to every 
problem facing the workers, such as tht 
N^gro question, the youth question, etc.

6. The Political Education of the 
Membership^.

This activity must .be carried out sim
ultaneously with our mass activities in the 
shop and factory. The political education 
of our membership is accomplished through 
the establishment of study groups on gen
eral party questions or special paity prob
lems, of dasses in the units proper, 
through the attendance in the workers’ 
spools, and through the semi-monthly 
dscussions in the units. The agit^irop 
director is responsible for the arrange
ments of the unit dasses with the assist
ance and direction of the section and dis- 
tnct agitprop committee. He also stimu
lates the attendance of classes in the work
ers’ school through a registration of the

members of his unit, paying spedal at
tention to those members who are com- 
parativdy new in the party and still are 
politically backward. The discussions in 
the unit are organized on the basis of the 
general direction recdved from the higher 
agitprop committees. The agitprop directed 
stimulates further study of the question 
discussed by the membersUp .by arranging 
for the sale of the proper literature and 
other information material dealing with 
that question.

7. The Relation of tbe Unit Agitprop 
Director to the Unit Executive.

T.ilfo all other divisions of work, the 
unit agitprop director always tries to en
list the support of other comrades, and 
in tiiis work is responsible to the unit 
buro. He makes periodic reports and al
ways biinigs up before them his plans 
for approval and discussion. The work r.f 
the agitprop director is therefore not an 
entity by itself but is an organic part of 
tbe work of the entire unit.

The Party Fractions in the Trade Unions
Role of Fractions.

!tte Communist fraction in the Trade 
Unions have as their aim the winning of 
the madority of the tradb union members 
under the mfluence and leadership of the 
Communist Party. The more devotedly, 
practically, and energetically they know 
how to head the interests of these mem
bers, the better they understand how to 
defend proletarian class interests in every 
way, inwall spheres, and on all occasions 
and to link up the tight for the immediate 
tasks with tiie fight for the final aim of 
the working class, the more easily will 
they ^succeed in gaining this influence.

This means that the Communist mem
bers of each union, whether TUUL, AFL 
or independent must be united into a Com* 
munist fraction and conduct active frac
tional work.

Relation of Party to Fraction.
'The Party fraction is not a basic unit of 

the Party. It does not determine the main 
line or policy of the Party. The policy 
to be pursued in every union is determined 
by the Party committee. The fraction is 
the instrument of the Party in carrying 
out policy. The fraction can only 

■7wnlr«» decisions insofar as they refer to 
applying the policy of the Party as al
ready decided upon by the Party commit
tee. Within the limits of the general 
Party directives, the fraction shall deal 
independently with the questions of their 
inner life and current work.

Important tasks of the fractions shall 
be discussed in the Party Trade Union 
Dep’t, in the presence of representatives 
of the fractions. In case of serious differ- 
rences of opinion, between the fraction and
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fliA Tisde Union Department, the Party 
committee shall deddb the matter, Ynth 
representation of the fraction present. The 
decision of the Party committee must be 
unconditionally carried out by the fraction.

The success of the fraction work is 
dependent upon Uie unity and disclipine of 
all the members of the fraction. It must 
be remembered that it is not the individual 
or even the fraction as a whole which is 
hdd responsible by the masses, for the 
activity of the Party fraction, but the 
Party as a whole.

Candidates for all conventions, commit
tees, etc., shall be nominated by the frac
tion executive and aiq>roved by the proper 
Party committee. If necessary, the Party 
committee itself can nominate candidates.

*nie fraction executives are obliged! to 
give regular reports to the proper depart
ment and higher fraction executive.

The organization and supervision of the 
ftmctioning of the fraction in the trade 
unions is under the jurisdiction of the 
Organization Department; the Trade Union 
Department is responsible for the Party 
policy pursued in the trade imions.
How to Organize Fraction and Structure.

The Party shall compile—thru various 
registration means—^the list of all Party 
members in each local trade union oit?sn- 
ization. The Party members in each trade 
union organization shall be called to a 
meeting and established as the Party 
fraction. A complete roll of all Party 
members eligible, shall be established. The 
Party fraction must meet regularly before 
every meeting of the local union. Where 
the fraction is a large one, an executive 
shall be established, for preparing the 
work of the fraction, etc. Every fraction 
must have a secretary.

Attendance and activity is a Party ddty 
and failure to carry out fraction activity 
will result in Party pressure, even to 
discplinary measures being taken against 
the comrade involved.

Party fractions shall be organized in all 
the various divisions of all trade imions, 
such as local unions, shop committees.

delegate councils, joint boards. Central 
Labor Councils, District Councils, Inter
national Boards, etc. Also all Communist 
delegates to all trade union conventions 
shall act as a fraction.

Duties and Functions of Fraction.
The duty of each fraction in the trade 

union is to carry thru the Party line as 
embodied in the Party resolution on trade 
onion work (latest resolution is October, 
1929) and adapted to the specific problems 
of each union.

The main task on the trade union field 
is the organization of the unorganized, 
one of the prerequisites of which is the 
building of the TUUL—^which especially 
means the building of the new unions and 
National Industrial Leagues.

All ideas that it is not necessary to 
build Party fractions in the TUUL unions 
must be sharply combatted. Only thru the 
proper functioning of the fractions can the 
TUUL and its affiliated \inions be built 
into fighting revolutionary mass unions 
and a revolutionary trade union center. 
On the district and local TUUL executive, 
the Party fraction (with addition if Party 
Committee sees fit) must function as the 
Party Trade Union Committee.

Concentration on building TUUL does 
not mean desertinjg of fraction work in 
A. F. of L. unions. Party fractions must 
be established and work must be engi^ged 
in actively in all A. F. of L. unions. All 
tendencies to neglect work in the A. P. of 
L. must be sharply condemned and cor
rected. In the A. F. of L. locals the 
Party fractions must win the influence of 
the membership away from the traditional 
faikirs and also the “left Muste" type of 
misleaders. This must be done on the 
.basis of the Party fraction putting for
ward fighting militant policies, to meet the 
bosses offensive on the living standards 
of the workers, pointing out that this of
fensive is in agreement with the A.F.ofL. 
leaders. The Party fraction in all the A. 
F. of L. unions must build up the TUUL 
minority groups of all the workers who 
will respond to the TUUL program.
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Fractions and Campaigns of the Party.
The Party fractions must carry into the 

unions all the campaigns of the Party 
(anti-\vsr, unemployment, elections, etc.) 
and Tvin the union membership for support 
and participation in these campaigns. 
Similarly, on all such occasions as Inter
national Red Day, May Day, Lenin Mem
orial, Russian Revolution Anniversary, etc., 
the Party fraction must mn the largest 
masses of workers in the unions, to parti
cipate in these.

The Party’s trade union work is not 
conducted only thru its fractions. The 
entire Party membership must conduct 
trade union work in the factories. This

work is under the supervision and control 
of the Party nucleus.

Evmry member of the Communist Party 
must join a union to which he is eligible. 
This is mandatory, according to the Party 
statutes, which every worker upon joining 
the Party pledged to adhere to auH strict
ly carry out.

Activity in a Party fraction in the trade 
union is not a substitute for general Party 
activity and attendEance at Party nucleus 
meetings. Every Party member—including, 
every leading comrade up to the Central 
Committee must attend their nuclei meet
ings.

Organizing Shop Committees
In this period of rationalization, speed

up, unemployment, and war preparations, 
the organizing of Shop Committees, as the 
basic fighting units of the new revolution
ary industrial iinions, is the major 
mass organizational task that confronts 
the Party; and it is very necessary that 
all members of the Party have a clear 
conception of what constitutes a shop com
mittee, what is its role and function in the 
factory, what are the necessary steps to 
be taken in the baildingg of a shop com
mittee, what are the political and organ
izational relations of a shop nucleus to 
the ^op committee.

The term shop committee is too losely 
used, it is being applied to many commit
tees that are not shop committees. The 
organizing of the workers in a given fac
tory has not reached the shop committee 
stage until a sufficient number of workers 
are participating in the work of the com
mittee and have broadened it out from 
the propaganda stage into real action, i.e., 
taking up grievances of the workers, pre
paring for or leading strikes. Until this 
stage has been reached the committees 
set up by the workers are elementary

forms of organizing committees, whose 
task is to transform themselves, as speedi
ly as possible, into shop committees. Shop 
committees are the basis upon which the 
revolutionary industrial unions are built.

In the bs^c unorganzied industries our 
first task is the setting up the elementary 
rank and file organizing committees. 
“Committee to oi^ganize the Pacfidng House 
Workers,” “Committee to organize the 
steel workers,” etc. These committees at 
the beginning will naturally be composed 
of the most advanced among the most 
exploited workers in the factory. They 
may be composed of 10 or 100 workers 
scattered thruout a factory that employs 
thousands of workers.

The task of these organizing committees 
is to carry on an energetic propaganda 
and organizing campaign; the raising of 
demands based upon the conditions within 
the factory around which tne workers can 
be rallied for struggle; the popularization 
of these demands by leaflets, shop papers, 
mass meetings, factory gate meetings, 
stickers, etc.; linking up the everyday con
crete factory demands, in a propaganda 
sense, with the major demands covering
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the entire industry, and the (general class 
struggle program of the TUUL.

^ese elementary organizing committees 
from their very inception should he placed 
iq>on a dues pacing basis, and hooked up 
to the TUUL either directly or thru their 
National Industrial Unions or National 
Industrial Leagues. In the work of build
ing these elementary organizing commit
tees, both oisanized and unorganized 
workers must be drawn in. We form a 
united front from below, building these 
committees, drawing in Negro Youth and 
Women on the program of the TUUL.

To call these elementary organizing 
committees “shop committees” is botmd 
to create confusion. It must be made 
dear to the workers that these are preli
minary steps, in the organizing of the 
workers to enforce the demands raised by 
the organizing committee, that the build
ing of functioning shop committees is an 
absolute necessity in the preparations for 
strike struggle.

The development of these elementary 
organizing committees into functioning 
shop committees will not be a quiet peace
ful transition. Discrimination and terror
istic methods will be the weapon of the 
employers. It will mean the transition of 
propaganda organizations into organs of 
struggle.

Shop Committees, unlike the elementary 
oiiganizing committees, represent Uie full 
fighting force of the workers in a given 
factory, and form a basis for the revolu
tionary industrial unions. This does not 
mean that only members of the industrial 
unions partidpate in the work and strike 
struggles led by the shop committees; all 
woihers are drawn into the work and in 
the process of struggle they should be 
enrolled into the union. Where the craft 
unions exist the rank and file of these 
unions, as well as the unorganized work
ers, are drawn into the work of the shop 
committees, into strike committees, nego
tiation committees, etc. In this manner 
the united front from below is formed

and the leadership of the bureaucrats and 
sodal reformists undermined and destroyed.

The building of shop committees in
volves a struiggle between the revolution- 
aiy union and the A. F. of L., supported 
by all the types of sodal reformism, com
pany unions, etc., for leadership of the 
workers in the factories. Against their 
dass collaboration slogans we raise class 
struggle slogans and demands, exposing 
them as traitors before the unorganized, 
as well as to the rank and file of their 
own organizations. In the building of 
shop committees, the t^dng up of every
day grievances and fighting for the con
crete demands of the workers in the fac
tories, is basically important: it is around 
these issues that the workers can be drawn 
into broader economic and political strug
gles.

Official factory organs or literature is
sued, either by an organizing committee 
or a shop committee, must deal .basically 
with the conditions and demands affecting 
the workers in that particular factory, 
linking up the general class struggle pro- 
(gram, fight against the war danger, de
fense of the Soviet Union, etc., directly 
with the struggles of the workers in the 
factory.

In Large mass production factories where 
tens of thousands of workers are employ
ed, the same basic structural form prevails 
as in smaller factories. For example, the 
shop committee of a small factory with 
a few himdred workers, even if it included 
every worker in the factory, can meet and 
elect their representatives or officers in 
general membership meetings. This be
comes impossible in a factory with 10 or 
20 thousand workers, but still the same 
forms and methods must prevail in the 
large as in the small factories. This 
means that in the larger factories, while 
the basic shop committee shall include all 
workers in the factory, the organizational 
procedure is not so simple as in the small
er factories.

This entails the organizing of a number 
of sections, either by departments or some
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divisions dictated by the structure and 
work relations of the workers in the in
dustry itself. These sections, or depart
ment committees, however, are not basic. 
While they have special tasiks to perform, 
sectional or department authority, the basic 
oitganization is the whole shop or factory 
committee. The election of factory or shop 
executive committees in these large fac
tories must also be by tiie rank and file. 
Obviously this cannot be done in a general 
membership meeting. This has to be over
come by placing the candidates before the 
sections, or department membership meet
ings to be voted upon, with a special 
election committee to supervise the elec
tion; or election of delegates from the 
^ction or department membership meet- 
ings, to a factory delegate conference, at 
which shall be elected the necessary fac
tory executive conunittees and officers. To 
summarize:

1. The organizing of all contacts in a

(given factory into an elementary organ
izing committee, upon a dues paying basis, 
connect them up with their respective 
TUUL organizations.

2. I^e formulations of concrete every
day demands of the workers in that fac
tory. The carrying out of an energetic 
propaganda and organizing campaign, link
ing up these demands with Ibe general 
and specific class struggle program and 
demands of the Party.

3. The speedy transformation of these 
organizing committees into fighting shop 
committees which means that the skeleton 
structure (the organizing committees) has 
to be tranrformed into fighting form, ths* 
the workers are participating in the work, 
accepting the leadership of the shop com
mittee, and have entered into struggle.

4. While we must not underestimate the 
importance of .paeparatory work, we must 
not, however, approach strike straggles 
from a too mechanical point of view.

Issuing Shop Papers
The importance of shop papers is being 

much better understood by our Party now 
than it was several years ago, but still 
the papers are far from the standard they 
ought to reach. This is due in part to 
the inexperience of the comrades in this 
important mass work, partly to the lack 
of shop nuclei which can efficiently carry 
on such work, and in great part to the 
absence of <:entraiized direction and con
trol of the work by the Central Ccnnmit- 
tee.

^ere are a few elementary things 
which must never be lost sight of in is
suing a shop paper, and which will be 
dealt with very briefly here. The paper 
must be issued with the view of putting 
it out as a permanent reg^ular thing. It 
must not be written by one comrade 
alone. The reason for this is obvious— 
when the cx>mrade can no longer for some

reason or other write it, the paper col
lapses and has no real Party base.

One of tile extremely important things 
is accuracy. It is impossible to stress this 
point too much. If, in issuing the paper, 
we say things which are untrue of the 
shop, the paper, instead of becoming the 
leader of the workers, simply becomes the 
laughing stock of the shop. It may be 
necessary for comrades, not members of 
the nucleus, to help in writing the paper 
due to insufficient command of English 
language by the members, but when the 
paper is ready to be issued, it is absolute
ly imperative that the members of the 
nucleus go over every bit of material and 
check up on the facts. Many comrades 
have a scornful attitude toward paying so 
much attention to final details, but they 
need only read what Krupskaya has writ
ten about how Lenin carried on this kind
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of work to convince themselves that 2to 
comrade is “above” it. Kiup^aya tells 
of how Lenin used to adk a worker about 
every small detail of the condition in his 
shop before isstungr a leaflet for it. She 
used to disguise herself as a working 
woman and go to workers’ quarters to 
gather and verify material.

“Only on the basis of material gathered 
in this way," she writes, “did Vladimir 
Ilyich write his leaflets. One really ought 
to examine his leaflet to the workers of 
the Tornton Factory. What a knowledge 
of the smallest details of conditions there! 
And what a training that was for all the 
comrades who worked with him! Thus 
one learned to pay attention to petty de
tails! And how deeply such details were 
impressed upon our consciousness.” — 
('Erup^ya’s Memoirs of Lenin.)

The Political Aspect
of the paper is important in many ways. 
It must not only be in line with the cur
rent campaigns of the Party, but must 
be so linked up with shop concStions as to 
make it more readily understandable to 
the workers and help to rouse their class- 
consciousness. And the political articles 
must be carefully written in language 
understandable by the average worker.

There is no need to emphazise again 
the necessity of holding to Party trade 
union policy in dealing with trade union 
problems. It is one of the most important 
problems in issuing shop papers and in 
capitalizing the results organizationally.

The tedmical make-up of the paper is 
determined by local conditions, size of 
factory, financial resources, etc. But one 
thing is clear—^the paper must be at least 
readable^ which cannot be said of many 
of the papers now being issued. Illnstra- 
tions also play a great part in making 
the paper attractive.

We must not forget our auxiliary or
ganizations, but also we must not go 
about them in such a way that a worker 
is confused. Several papers appearing 
recently have two or three appeals per 
page to join this or that organization 
until the worker can’t tell one from an
other and doesn’t know where he is at. 
Of course he must be continually urged to 
join the Party.

We have much to learn, and we can 
learn from past experiences and also from 
our brother parties. Te reissuance of the 
“Party Organizer” will be of great help in 
this work. The purpose of this article is 
merely to state the problem in its broad 
and general aspects, and to invite discus
sion from the comrades engatged in it—■ 
they should tell of their experiences, give 
suggestions on methods they have found 
successful, and criticise the papers now 
being issued.

The next issue of the “Party Organizer” 
will contain a general plan for conducting 
the work in a centralized and homogene
ous manner, and suggestions from com
rades will be very welcome.

The Basic Units of the Party
In some sections in our largest district 

we still today have “laniguage branches” 
of the Party. We find today Party units 
where comrades speak only Finnish or 
Lithuanian or some other languages except 
English. This must be liquidated immedi
ately and no Section Committee or District 
Committees can be allowed to permit

language branches of the Party to con
tinue as Party units. Every such “language 
.branch” must at once be reorganized and 
the members placed in existing shop nuclei 
or street nuclei, or they themselves build 
up American shop nuclei or street nuclei.

There are also other forms of units in 
our Party. For instance, in some sections
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of New York, we fin<? '‘industrial nuclei" 
conq>rising, for example, needle trades 
mmrades from many different shops, or 
Factory District Area Nuclei”, consisting 

of comrades working: in factories in a 
wrtain neighborhood. Another form is 
‘building nuclei” consisting of comrades 

in different shops in the same building. 
These nuclei obviously were meant to be 
some sort of a transition organization, 
preparmg for building up shop nuclei; but 
uurmg the permanent reorganization of 
our years duration in our Party, they 

just remained as “Factory District Area” 
or “^dustrial Nuclei”-^d are still today 
fimctioning as such. In some sections 
• ^®ur or five of them meeting
m same hall on the same evening and 

Routine work is ear
ned out, tickets for sale distributed, col
lation boxes given out but poUtical ques- 
nons are seldom discussed. Everyone disturbs 

* serious communist work
es® earned out under such conditions.

It must be made dear once and for aU 
hi our Party that there are only two 
forms of units in a Communist Party: 
*op nudei and street nuclei. All other 
on^ of organizations, claiming to be 

_ , *^j'**^ Ferty. have to be dis-
ovw. The shop nucleus consists of all 
a y members working in the same shop;

the street nudeus of all Party members, 
not working in any shopy living in the 
same residential district.

The Communists have to influence the 
workers in the shop, to pri^agate the 
tactics, program and slogans of the Party, 
to organize and lead the workers in strug
gle. Ihis can be best done where the 
workers are together as a mass, in the 
shops. That is the reason why the C. P. 
insists upon its basic units being organ
ized in the factories.

The shop nucleus, a Party organization, 
should actively partidpate in all conflicts 
between the workers and the bosses, 
formulate the demands of the workers and 
show the other workers how the struggle 
is to be carried on. All economical strug
gles have to be combined with tire political 
demands of the Party.

The street nudeus has to carry on the 
same activity in its residential district, 
sometimes larger, sometimes smaller. A 
street nudeus can have as its sphere nf 
work a whole ward or may be only a few 
blodrs at a given street. The street nuc
leus as well as the shop nudeus must in 
its practical work understand how to com
bine the general slogans and demands of 
the Party with tire local demands and 
struggles of the workers in their area or 
shop.

International Women’s
The campaign of International Women’s 

Uay IS a campaign of the Communist In
tentional which concerns all the workers 
tod not only the women workers. The aim 
IS to draw the women wodteers into the 
dass struggle, to enroll them into the mili- 
ttot trade unions, and to win the most 
cns-conscious for Communism. As such, 
the 1930 International Women’s Day cam
paign is a campaign of the Communist 
Party as a whole and not only the cam-

Day — March the 8th
.paign of the Women’s Department and the 
women membere of the Party.

The conditions for winning large masses 
of working women for the revolutionary 
trade unions and the Party during the 
1930 IWD campaign are exceedingly 
favorable. The results of the economic 
crisis—^millions of unemployed, increased 
^eed-up, lower wages for women and 
men, has dealt a severe blow to the con
ditions of the working dass, has resulted
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in a much greater class-consciousness and 
determinalaon to fight against the bosses, 
foT instance, the mass strikes of the work
ing class taking place with the workii^g 
women playing a prominent part.

To direct politically and lead the work
ing women as part of the woikii^ class 
in all their struggles, to win them for the 
revolutionary trade unions and for the 
Party, to broaden the Communist influence 
among the broad masses of women in the 
shops and factories, are the tasks of the 
Party and not only of the Women’s De
partment of the Party.

International Women’s Day this year 
must be a mass demonstration of revolu
tionary solidarity of the working class for 
strugjgle against U. S. Imperialism, against 
imperialist wars, in defense of the Soviet 
Union. It is to be linked up with the 
political struggles of the Party, with the 
unemployment drive and with the anti-war 
campaign.

The preliminary organization instructions 
for L W. D. campaign are:

1. The campaign is to he conducted 
under the open leadership of the Com
munist Party, with the cooperation of the 
militant trade unions and sympathetic or
ganizations.

2. The unemployment Campaign for the 
big demonstration Feb. 24 (International 
Unemployment Day) has to be utilized 
also in preparing the IWD.

8. Street demonstrations to be held in 
New York, Chicsigo, Detroit, Boston, Cleve
land, and San Francisco of a broad char
acter, representatives from nearby indus
trial dties, from textile, automobile,

“ining areas, should attend and address 
the meetings.

4. Preparations to consist in systematic 
■work in factories, shop nuclei, thru frac
tion work and local conferences of work
ing women, meetings in working class 
neighborhoods and factory gates. Special 
Work among Negro women.

6- If no women’s work directors ore 
appointed in important shop nuclei, they 
are to be elected at once. Districts are to 
send responsible active women comrades 
in to assist in strenghtening the wor« 
among women in shop nuclei.

6. Propaganda for a working women’s 
delegation, every woman delegate to be 
elected by shops or organizations, to go 
to the Soviet Union for May first (details 
to be worked out later).

7. The Daily Worker, Working Woman, 
The Communist, and the langruage press 
to have special editions for March 8th-

8. Posters, leaflets, and a pamphlet on 
working women in U. S. will be gotten 
out by the Women’s Department of the 
Central Committee.

9. Mobilizing masses of worldng women 
to fight against the consequences of Oie 
economic crisis: unemployment, wage cuts, 
worsening of labor conditions, lowering of 
the standard of living, and to carry on 
this mobilization in connection with other 
campaigns and struggles of the Party.

10. Special shop bulletins—^women’s 
pages.

11. Districts to hold special function
aries meetings for mobilization.

—Women’s Department of the C. C.

Women’s Work
The greatest weakness in our Party to

day is the small number of shop ntidei, 
together with the fact that those which 
are organized are not in basic industries 
where the masses of workers are to be 
found. Along with this general lack of 
penetration into the important factories 
goes a more specific weakness that needs

In the Shops
the particular attention of the Party at 
this time. Even in those few shop nuclei 
existing, there are scarcely any women 
members, and among the insignificant 
number of women shop nuclei members, 
scarcely any American women can be 
counted.

The lack of women members in our shop
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niiclti cannot be waved aside as being' due tinuous agitation, propaiganda and organ- 
to the Party’s general weakness, izational activity adapted to 

”«at must be recognized by the ^op What are the special methods? To have 
nuclei, section and district Party organ- an understanding of the type of women 
izers js that general agitational and or- employed in that factory, their social cus- 
i^mzational methods are not sufficient to toms, their .particular problems, harasmps, 
? 5**^ Women members. For a long time and grievances in tiiat factory, and toeir 

been a by-word in the Party that living conditions at home. By making 
Work” has been neglected or personal and social contacts. Once you 

♦v ®*^^®*®tedL Just what is meant by win the confidence of the women workers 
made clear. It is not so you can utilize this in the right direction. 

“®t organizers do not “think” about When carrying on individual recruiting,
. S communists out of the women avoid starting your conversations with 

.. but what is necessary is that such questions as: religion, marnS(ge, etc^
should think and act constructively, i-Tm.!-. will shock and antagonize undeveloped 

tn n if’ *^®^ should realize that, due women workers.
ifttri * 1^** historical, economic and psycho- Another important factor is to nnngle 
sed which need not be discus- with the girls in the shop, attenctog them

.... ^®» same appeal that might affairs, and joining them in their activi-
may^ ,^® the Communist Party ties, etc., always discussing the problems

^® workers still indif- affecting them in the shop,
nt or prejudiced. Agitation and propaganda activity in

organizational and agitational the factories should be conducted thru the 
steps must be taken thruout the Party to circulation of the Workin,g Woman, Daily 
«ach the masses of working women in the Worker, Labor Unity, etc., thru getting 
in ^®®‘o”es, and mills. The first step workers correspondence for the above 

has been taken by the papers, thru introduction of regular wo- 
. shment of a Women’s Department men’s sections in the shop bulletins, not 

together with Women’s Depart- of a general nature but criticizing the 
Bi various districts and sections, conditions of work for the women in that
^un^g up a special apparatus for wo- factory, raising the demands required for 
mens work must be carried on thru all their needs, for instance, in some shops 

e umts. where the work makes the hands of the
^® ^*'®t and foremost of the girls dirty and sticky, hot water is an

nucleus is the establishment of a function- immediate pressing demand. Other de- 
^ apparatus. In nuclei operating in fac- mands should! be, e.g., rest periods, Satiir- 
^”®® ®*“Ploying both women and men, a day afternoons off, clean linen, going to 
com^e, man or woman, should be ap- the toilet without asking the forelady; 
pointed as responsbile for women’s work, also constantly continue to break down 

the direction and guidance the conception that the women workers 
ft ^®®^®'^® Executive. The nucleus are only temporarily in the factory, and 

mind that women’s work is impress them with the fact that they are 
o the Work only of the comrades assign- a part of the permanent army of the 

^ to direct work among women, but is workers.
ework of the entire nucleus. Organize special women’s meetings in

and ^ of colonizing responsible the sho.ps to discuss special problems and
in women comrades, to work issues pertaining to women and of interest
hav large factories where we to women in that shop. Bring them to-
derati””*^^Tn,™'^*^ given serious consi- gether ready to fight for their demands, 

on. The nuclei must carry on con- to take part in organizing shop commit-

I^RUARY the party organizer
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tees and rally the women workers together 
for organized struggles.

These are the first organizational steps. 
Pay special attention to the form of the 
leaflets. More illustrations, bright colors, 
etc.

The next organization steps consist of 
drawing them into outside activities, such 
as sending them as delegates to the Trade 
Union Unity League Conferences, building 
of anti-war committees, organizing wo

men’s mass meetings, taking part m Work
ers’ School, etc., continuaUy pointing out 
to them the function o£ the Communist 
nucleus. Have the best elements drawn 
into the nucleus, the others into shop 
committees and other spheres of special 
activity in the shops, preparatory for 
bringing them into the Party nucleus.

These are some of the elementary steps 
of work among women in the Communist
Nucleus.

Control of How Party Instructions Are
Carried Out

That it is necessary to verify the car
rying out of Party instructions is clear in 
itself and needs no special arguments in 
its favor. We know very well the im
portance that was acribed to that by com
rade Lenin. In Lenin’s VIII symposium 
there is a number of letters and notes on 
this. Almost in all his writings, particul
arly during the period of 1922, he em
phasises the importance of verification as 
to how instructions are carried out. The 
control over carrying out of instructions 
is a slogan which has already gained the 
right of citizenship. That this is so is 
evident from the fact alone that we speak 
so much about it, that we recognize its 
usefulness, and that we actually do verify 
as to whether instructions are lived up to. 
But that is still insufficient. Control over 
carrying out of decisiims has not yet be
come an organic part of our daily work, 
it has not yet definitely permeated our 
conscience as something to be guided by 
in our future work, it has not yet become 
a system in our work.

But how are we to control these things?
First of all we cannot control every

thing. We have more instructions than 
we should’ have. Control should be organ
ized on decisive issues which determine 
our work in general. To look after

“trifles” would give us too much work 
and important as well as unimportant 
matters would be piled together. We would 
lose sight of >the most important items. 
It is possible to avoid this evil only ri tte 
Party institutions plan concrete work for 
a period of one to three months.

Experience has shown that verifiwtion 
as to whether instructions are earned out 
does not give the desired results if it is 
done a long time after the instructions 
are issued. We find almost always that 
some points in the decisions of the P^^ 
institutions are carried out, some of them 
are in the process of being »mea ou , 
and most of them are not carried out, etc. 
Such investigations are followed by new 
decisions which very often are but^a 
repetition of the former dedsions. T^ 
number of dedsions is thus piled up while 
actual work does not make suffident head
way. On the other hand <»ntrol over the 
carrying out of instructions from the 
start gives better results, "^e system of 
so-called “impromptu” verifications un
questionably quickens the carryinjg out of 
instructions by the lower organizations. 
It should be borne in mind that this also 
helps to find out whether the instructions 
are correct, to correct the mistakes Md 
shortcomings contained in them, etc. For
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most expedient to utilize 
®>’«"»izations, the 

miViii- ^ unpaid instructors, etc., who 
ization reach the numerous organ-
to enn^., institutions and help them 
methcw?^ various decisions. The
is h<»«- control in the second instance
io mi« it is by
be annl- j ®“^ficient. Both forms must 
ryinj^*!l, control the car-
decision^*^of‘*^+J’°^i!’^ organizational
their Party, in the process of
ficatio^^If®*^^*^*’ general veri-
decisions materialization of sudi

adopt necessary. It is only if
certain ♦ methods that we shall be 
learn fm hasty conclusions and
within ™® experience accumulated
serve no Periods of time which may 
the foi^ j basis for the next step in

Comrnri/*’^^® construction, 
ly the carry out proper-
should h of the Party institutions
Control responsibility by the
manded. «P«-are would teach comrades who

erent and sluggish in carrying

out Party decisions, to act quickly in the 
future. That would raise their sense of 
responsibility in carrying out Party deci
sions. Comrades directly responsible for 
carrying out certain decisions must on 
their own intitiative inform the respective 
Party committees about the obstacles in
terfering with their work.

Naturally in investigating as to whether 
Party decisions have been carried out, it 
is the most important points that have 
to be looked after.

Of course the decisions and instructions 
themselves must be better than they are 
today. TOiey must he improved from the 
point of view of brevity, conciseness, and 
concreteness. They must concretely point 
out the person or organization to be res
ponsible for their enforcement. Naturally 
the number of circulars and resolutions 
on questions upon which Party decisions 
alre^y exist mrist be reduced to the ut
most. That will release the people con
cerned from the duty of reading duplicate 
circulars and will enable them to concen
trate their efforts on actual work in the 
factories or institutions which is so im
portant in the present period.

OUR PARTY

do not leading organs, names
sp“ctiv« ®spond to the tasks of the 

®®mmittees.
called*^«<E^« /®®ding committees
the ict^E r® committees, in spit 
gani2p<? XL ® Communist Party,
ism til 'l*3sis of democratic cenl
e«;u«if committees are not <

decisions. Tha”/is^tti®®’ Polit
not ana-i t reason why weCommitted '"more ® ®*®®"

Th» Cm* more. Its correct nam<9®*""**“*® of the CP of U
W "®t use theform: “the CEC", use the CC.

Our Central Committee has a political 
buro, which very often is called The 
Political Committee, or abbreviated the 
Polcom. It is not a special political com
mittee in difference from the Central 
Committee, it is a buro of the CC; hence 
the Polburo, not the polcom.

The Central Committee has at its side 
a special commission for disciplinary and 
other investigations and controlling func
tions—the Central Control Commission, 
which very often in our Party is called 
the Central Control Committee.

All our District Committees are not so 
much executive organs of the Party as 
political leading organs: hence District
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Committees (not District Executive Com- 
inittee—^DEC) abbreviated DC.

District Committejs have special buros 
appointed, the District Buros. Instead of 
the former Section Executive Committees 
we should now use the more correct Sec
tion Committees (SC), and instead of the 
Executive Committees of the nuclei, we 
diould speak about The Buro of the 
Nucleus, as the more correct name.

Still we have the impossible name: Na
tional Office instead of the correct name: 
the Central Office of the Party. Many of 
our Language Buros use the name Na

tional, e.g. The Jewish National Buro, or 
the Lithuanian National Buro, instead of 
the correct name: The Jewish Buro of the 
CC, the Lithuanian Buro of the CC. The 
Language Buros of the District Commit
tees should not .be called District Buros, 
better for instance The Finnish Buro of 
District Committee No. 9; or the Finnish 
Buro of the Minnesota District Committee.

The most important changes are in the 
names of the Central Committee, the Pol- 
buro, the Central Control Commission, the 
Central Office of the Party and the Nuc
leus Buro.

The Party Organizer
will from now on appear regularly every 
month. The Oxg Department of the Cen
tral Committee is responsible for its publi
cation, and we request every active party 
member to become a regular co-worker in 
this monthly publication, dedicated to the 
building up of the Party oiganizationailly. 
Cooperation in the form of questions re
garding practical party work will ,be very 
useful. All sorts of self-critizism expos
ing wealknesses in our party life and party 
organizational activity, etc., will contribute 
ito strengthening the Party. We will ex
pect not only the functionaries but every 
active .party worker to read THE PARTY 
ORGANIZER, and every sort of sugges
tions, critizism and practical proposals 
regarding its editing are welcomed by us.

THE PARTY ORGANIZER must be
come an active instrument in the work of 
every shop and street nucleus of the 
Party. No question is so unimportant that 
members of the Party cannot address it 
to the editor of the PARTY ORGANIZER 
—provided the question has some connec
tion with the life and activity of the 
Party or his nucleus. He_ will always re
ceive an answer, if not officially thru publi
cation of his question with answer, then 
either indirectly by his problem being

touched upon in articles printed or directly 
by mail. Address all communications to: 

ORG DEPARTMENT OF THE CC.
43 E. 125th Street, New York City.

The Bolshevik Party always concen
trated its attention the work in the 
factories, and on establishing nuclei in 
them. Already in the period of the 1905 
revolution and after, the Party committees 
knew precisely how many workers there 
were employed at a particular jfactory, 
what were their conditions, and how many 
members of the Bolshevik Party, the Men
shevik Party, and Social Democrats, and 
the sympathizers with the respective 
Parties there were in the factory. It was 
in the factories that the Bolsheviks con
ducted their work principally. There they 
led the strikes and all the conflicts of the 
workers with the employers (mass trade 
unions arose in Russia only at the time 
of the 1905 revolution). This gave the 
Russian Social Democratic Labor Party 
the opportunity to take the lead of the 
working class struggle and induce the 
masses of the workers to follow it. The 
Party organized meetings in the factories, 
or at the factory gates, and it was from 
the factories that the workers streamed 
out to demonstrations or to the barricades.
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The Test
Ope year ago the Comintern stated in 

its Open Letter to the American Party:
“Its past still weighs upon its present. 

The relics of the previous period of its 
existence form the greatest obstacle in 
the path it has to travel before it suc
cessfully passes the turning point and 
develops in the shortest possible time 
from a numerically small propagandist 
organization into a mass political party 
of the American working class.”
In the same document, the Comintern 

pointed out how to “successfully pass the 
turning point”, by

“The Party can become a mass pro
letarian Party only on condition that it 
widens its base ,by creating its mam 
strongholds in the ranks of the Ameri
can workers, especially in the most im
portant branches of industry, and also 
among the Negro workers, while at the 
same time retaining its positions among 
the revolutionary immigrant workers.” 
Since receiving the Open Letter of the 

Comintern, our Party has travelled far 
and experienced much. Havinig rid itself 
of the petty bourgeois Lovestone renegades 
—^who join the Trotskyist Cannon in bark
ing at the Party—the Party as a united 
whole has proceeded to carry out the four 
conditions laid down by the Comintern as 
“essential in order that the Party may 
definitely enter the path leading to its 
transformation into a mass Communist 
Party”, something which neither of the 
former factions in the Party understood.

The first of these conditions called for 
“A correct perspective in the analysis of 
the general crisis of capitalism and Amer
ican imperialism which is a part of it,” 
which the Party has today and did not 
have at the time of the receipt of the 
Open Letter. The second of the conditions 
demanded “Liquidation of factionalism and 
drawing workers into the leadership,” the 
first half of which has been successfully 
carried thru and the latter half is still to 
be taken up boldly and completed. The

third demand, “To place in the center of 
the work of the Party the daily needs of 
the American working class . , .,” has ns 
yet .been achieved only partially and in a 
feeble way while the fourth condition,

“Freeing the Party from its immigrant 
narrowness and seclusion and making 
the American workers its wide basis, 
paying due attention to work among the 
Negroes”

has been seriously tackled in some districts 
with definite results—altho by no means 
completed as a whole—^in the present 
Recruiting Drive.

Writing this prior to the conclusion of 
the DRIVE, with still one more week left, 
we can state with assurance that the 
quota of 5,000 new members will be sur
passed by February 28th. Already (Feb. 
16th) we have 4,797 new members in the 
ninth week of the DRIVE and 69 new 
shop nuclei. Of these 752 are Negro work
ers. The very incomplete reports from a 
few districts show the orientation is to
wards the industrial woiikers. A partial 
analysis in seven districts (Boston, New 
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, 
Chicago and Minnesota) covering 2,209 of 
the new recruits show 1,997 or 90% as 
industrial workers and of these 194 or 
10% are miners. In New York City, we 
see a gratifying result in that to date 
they have recruited 74 marine workers and 
twenty auto workers amongst their new 
recruits.

The Party in many districts is a new 
Party. Many nuclei have a majority of 
new members. The new members bring 
with them militancy and fighting determi
nation of the working class; but also a 
lack of positive understanding of Com
munist theory and practice as well as 
many of the prejudices instilled artifici
ally by the .bourgeoisie over years of 
training. Whi’e developing and training 
these new members we must overcome 
these shortcomings, particularly guarding 
against expressions of white chauvinism.
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The central task and campaign of the 
Party today is the ahsorbtion and activ- 
izing of these new members. This neces
sitates complete changes in our methods 
of work in the districts, sections and 
nuclei.

The Comintern in its cable of February 
9th, places the problem as follows:

“Rapid influx of new members raises 
before Party the task of their organiza
tion in factory and street nuclei whose 
activity must be raised, thus chawing 
them into daily practical Party work and 
organizing for them short Party courses 
and bringing the most capable into 
Party schools. Without such work direct
ed towards meeting the requirements "f 
the new members and keeping them in 
the Party, a considerable part will in
evitably withdraw. The Recruiting cam
paign would thus, not only prove value
less but would also compromise Party in 
eyes of working mass.”
To accomplish this task is the real test 

of the leadership of every Party organiza
tion, from the nuclei to the Central Com
mittee.

The carrying thru of the campaign to 
“Keep the New Members” can only be 
conducted on the basis of active participa
tion in all the Party campaigns—such as 
Unemployment Day,Defense of Soviet Union, 
Against Criminal Syndicalist Laws, Against 
Impera'ist Wars, Building the TUUL, etc.

Our two tasks in the campaign to Keep 
the New Members, are:

1. T’ha establishment immediately of 
discussion meetings or classes at which 
all new members must participate, in 
every city. The reports of the already 
established! classes for the new members 
show that only a percentage of the new 
members are attending. This must be 
remedied at once.

2. The diarp changing and improve
ment of the organizational and political 
life of our shop and street nuclei. Thi.s 
means that every unit must discu3.s m

full the political campaigrns and issues 
.before the Party and HOW to carry 
these through in the everyday activity 
of the nucleus. Every nucleus must out
line for itself, under the leadership of 
the District and Section leadership, con
crete activity to carry thru in the fac
tories the political and organizational 
tasks of the Party. Linked up with this 
is the improvement of the functioning 
of the nucleus which must meet regular
ly, on time and with the nucleus execu
tive giving leadership at all times. In 
activizing the nucleus, every member 
and particularly the new recruits must 
be involved in activity. The District and! 
Section Committee must eliminate ‘cir
cular’ leadership as far as possible and 
give detailed personal attentio.i to every 
lower oiganization.
The result of the Recruiting Drive must 

be utilized by the Party in strengthening 
the revolutionary unions under its influ
ence. Not only must every new Party mem
ber become an active member of the trade 
unions, .but thru these new recruits tens 
of thousands of workers must .be organ
ized into the unions under the leadership of 
the TUUL. A part of the organizational 
activity of the Party must be the organi
zation of its forces in Party fractions in 
the trade unions—a decisive weakness at 
the present time—in order to maintain 
and extend Communist influence and lead
ership.

To keep every new member in the Party 
needs the complete mobilization of the 
membership andf functionaries. The entire 
work of the Party must be planned and 
knitted together with the task of keep
ing the new members. The campaign to 
KEEP THE NEW MEMBERS must be 
conducted with the same determination and 
success—introducing revolutionary compe
tition in all Party organization-^s the 
Recruiting Drive itself.
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New Cadres in Our Party
There is a vast difference between the 

activity of a social democratic party and 
a Communist Party. The American CP 
has still too many organizational “left 
overs” from the social democratic past in
herited from many of its former leaders; 
the whole activity of our Party is still too 
much concentrated upon meetings and halls 
instead of being mainly carried out in the 
shops and factories, among concentrated 
masses of workers. The many new forms 
of activity: in the factories, for mass- 
demonstrations, in fractions inside of non- 
party mass-organizations, workers defense 
work, anti-militarist work, etc.—^put the 
utmost demands upon the members^p and 
the leading comrades, not only at the top, 
but down in the basic organizations. In 
every Communist Party there is a shortage 
of leading forces, of cadres—^not function
aries in the old meaning of the word, but 
active party forces capable of political 
leadership in different spheres of activity, 
and capable of organizing masses not only 
during times of special campaigns, but for 
adiieving permanent results.

One of the rirst steps of building up 
real communist cadres in our Party was 
the cleansing out of the old right wing 
functionaries in our Party, the regnegades 
following the reformist policies of Cannon 
and Lovestone. After this it was possible 
for our Party to begin a new life, free 
from the old factional fights—^to begin 
the building up of a mass-party with real 
bolshevik cadres. We have not yet pro
ceeded far on this way but the first steps 
have been taken, especially thru the suc
cessful membership drive.

When building up its bolshevik cadres, 
the Party must not approach the question 
mechanically. It is not enough to state that 
we have to draw in the proletarian forces 
into leading committees, etc. The ways 
and means how this is achieved must be 
shown. The best instrument for carrying 
out the task of drawing in new proletarian 
forces into our leading cadres is an active.

bolshevik self-criticism. Every unit :^ould 
begin this self-criticism under the leader
ship of the responsible Party Conunittees. 
Every functionary should be criticized with 
proletarian directness, his abilities judged 
not according to his eventual eloquence at 
meetings, but according to his ability in 
leading the nucleus, carrying out his tasks 
as leader of a special activity, as a liter
ature agent, as industrial director, work
er correspondent, etc. Rank and filers 
not yet in leading positions should be dis
cussed, their qualities put forward, and 
more boldly than ever before the Party 
has to bring new forces working in the 
factories to the forefront as leading cadres. 
Inactive and incapable comrades in leading 
positions must be replaced by more com
petent proletarian forces. Every IParty con
ference, every Party committee must t^e 
this into consideration. Comrades having 
been put in positions, where their capabil
ities cannot be utilized should be given 
such woiflc where they can be most useful 
to the Party.

Most of our Party members do not have 
any direct function in the regular daily 
Party work. The rest—the most active 
Party members — are overburdened with 
work, some comrades having up to four 
or five functions, sometimes more. This 
is a wrong division of work—an “exploita
tion” of Party forces whi<di is inefficient 
and damages our activity as a whole. 
When new functions arise, according to the 
enlarged activity of the Party, new forces 
must be drawn in for this new work, al- 
readty active forces not permitted to be 
overburdened. When carrying out self- 
criticism in the Party this point must not 
be overlooked. The more our activity is 
growii^g, the more dangerous becomes this 
form of pressing our most active forces 
to the utmost under the burden of ever 
enlarging tasks. Better distribution of the 
functions between our memebrs! Every 
Party member must carry out some func
tion of Party activity.
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The best means of developing new 

cadres, is to intensify our activity on all 
fields, especially our political activity; the 
problem of new cadres is the problem of 
correct leadership in the struggles of the 
working class. Not mechanically so liat 
when some hundred workers have been 
organized somewhere for struggle at once 
the cry arises to bring them a set of expert 
leaders from some other locality, but by 
developing the local forces for leading 
work. Sometimes it is necessary to 
streng^then the leadership with outside 
forces, but a too mechanical carrying out 

policy tends to stifle or kill 
me initiative of the masses, tends to 
hinder the development of new leading 
forces.

The new members brought into the 
Party during the ptresent membership drive 
must be drawn into direct Party work, 
given certain functions in the Party. Not 
a single new member must be left to him
self. After attending the classes for new 
members, or already before they must be 
given Party work. The most advanced 
forces among new members oan also be 
utilized for work in the auxiliaries, even 
in leading positions. Especially workers 
from the basic industries. We are too 
mechanical in placing almost only Party 
members in leading positions in the auxili
aries. In the TUUL, in WIR, ILD, PSU, 
etc., new members or Party sympathizers 
^st be much more utilized than before. 
We will build our cadres best thru actual 
Work, not only thru theoretical schooling.

The best school is active participation m 
the class struggle.

The theoretical level of our membership 
in general is very low. This demands of 
our Party the utmost attention to theore
tical work. Our Party is publishing too 
few books and too few pamphlets explain
ing the problems of the class struggle. 
And our memberslup is reading too little 
of even the few books and pamphlets 
that our Party publishes. More theoretical 
activity in our units, at least one study 
group in every unit. Every functionary in 
the Party should be a subscriber to the 
Communist, every member of the leading 
district committees must regularly read 
the Inprecorr. Our Party has paid alto
gether too little attention to the original 
works of Marx and Lenin now published 
in English in this country. We must start 
a systematic study of this literature all 
thru the Party. This will help tremend
ously in developing our new cadres.

But the most important lever in this 
work is SELF-CRITICISM.

Self-criticism not only in the leading 
committees, in the units, but also self- 
criticism before the masses of workers. 
A Party that understands to correct its 
own faults openly before the masses and 
invites the masses to take part, will win 
the conridence of the masses. Such an 
activity combined with self-study. Party 
schools and classes—^with every member 
of the Party active in the growing dass- 
stmggles, guarantees the building up of 
leading cadres, of new proletarian bolshe
vik leaders.

The Political Development of the New Members
As rile statement of the Communist In

ternational pointed out, the test in our 
recruiting campaign is the keeping of 
those new members recruited into the 
Party during the drive. One of the major 
tasks that faces the Party is the political 
development of these new members. The

political development and education of the 
5,000 new proletarians who joined the 
Party, if this is to be carried out success
fully, must be conducted in a planned and 
systematic manner. The new members will 
not be developed if we will try in a 
haphazard manner to make them familiar
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'nitli tile theory and tactics of our move
ment. The political education of these new 
mendieia most be conducted systematically, 
boilding their political education step by 
step until they succeed in absorbing and 
assimilating the theoretical foundation and 
the strategy of our movement.

Politicel Education Tcigether with 
Political Activity.

One of the best methods thru whidi we 
will be able to develop the political think
ing and consciousness of the new members 
will be by linking up their political educa
tion witii the political campaigns of the 
Party. For example we are to take the 
war danger: In this respect it will be our 
task to have the new member learn the 
Leninist conception of imperialist war 
tiirouigh direct struggle against war; the 
Leninist conception of the struggle of the 
colonial peoples against imperialism thru 
tile direct participation in the support of 
the colonial peoples in their struggles. To 
be more concrete, this will resolve itself 
in having the new member carry on acti
vity in the shop, trade union, or other 
mass organization against war and for the 
support of the struggle of tiie colonial 
peoples. The same applies to every other 
major political campaign of the Party. By 
ifairing up the political campaigns of the 
Party with the theoretical education of the 
new members, we can achieve the best re
sults. We must condemn every tendency 
to separate the political development of 
the new members from the political cam
paigns of the Party. Merely taking a class 
will not develop the new member, and 
consequently it will be difficult for the 
Party to maintain them.

Must Be First Acquainted with t9te 
Fundamentals of Our Party.

In laying the basis for the political 
development of the new members, we must 
first of all acquaint the member with the 
fundamentals of our Party organization 
and the duties of a Party member. This 
could very successfully be carried out 
through the establishment of a four week 
course where Party problems are discussed

with the new members. After the new 
members learn the duty of a Party mein- 
ber, the relation of the Party to tte trade 
unions and other mass orgamzatioxm, the 
form of activities of the Party in the 
shop and mass organizations, the Party 
structure, etc., he will then in a posi
tion to actually participate in the worlc 
of the Party and thereby strengthen our 
activities. Upon the conclusion of this 
course, these new members can later on 
attend classes on the fundamentals of our 
movement, takinig up the theoretical back
ground, etc.

Tadca of the Old Members.
In order to achieve this, the old mem

bers must help to draw in the members 
into the Party activity and do everything 
in their power to help the new mentiiers 
become active members in our Party. 
Concretely this resolves it^lf m improvins 
the Ufe of the unit, in showing the new 
member how to carry out Party assign
ments and Party tasks. In a unit where 
the old Party members will be engaged 
in an abstract theoretical discussion and 
arguments above the understanding of the 
new members, this will not help to main
tain these new members. In units where 
the old Party members spend hours on 
useless discussion over technical matters, 
which could be easily settled in a smaller 
committee, this too will ^ main
tain the new members. The old Party 
members must remember that there is a 
new situation created in the Party with 
the admission of 5,000 new members. We 
have many sections where over 60 or 70% 
of the membership consists of workers 
who only recently joined Ae Party. There
fore if we are to maintain them, we first 
of all must establish such methods of 
work which new members can under
stand and be involved in. In a d’scussion 
in the units, the old members must not 
monopolize tiie floor, making long drawn 
out speeches by repeating each other with
out considering that in that room there 
are new members who do not as yet 
understand the paroblems discussed or who
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are being bored •with the long drawn out 
^^Qsaion; all these factors must be taken 

®°®sideration. They may seem very 
vie'wins them superficially, but the 
effect of all these shortcomingrs is 

very costly to our Party.

The Elxjpected Results.
^ ■»© proceed in a well planned and 

systematic fashion by first explaining the 
essentials of our Party organization and 
the ^ties of •the Party members, we will 
to ^ give a correct understanding

®ew members concerning the Party 
and their tasks as Party members. If we 
succeed in combining the political educa

tion of the new members ■with 'Ore political 
campaigns of the Party, we ■will be able 
to guarantee that the new members under
stand the problems of the Party by a^ 
plying the Party jmlicy directly to his 
daily work in the shops and factories. If 
the old members cooperate 'with the new, 
if 'the life of the unit is enriched, if our 
activities are planned and politicalized, the 
new members will find an interest in our 
Party organization and thereby involve 
themselves in the acti'vities of the Party.

These are the immediate steps 'to be 
taken in our great task of developing the 
political level of our new members and of 
our entire Party.

Regular Party Work
Our Party has not yet succeeded in 

establishii^ the communist practice cf 
every member carrying out regular daily 
work for the Party. Only a small part of 
•he membership is working regularly for 
the Party—^in most instances the function- 
®”®®~^and the broad mass of members is 
attending meetings (irregularly), paying 
dues and other contributions—a great part 
of them not even doing this. Such inherit- 
ance of oi)ganizational dualism—^the func
tionaries working and members remaining 
niMtly passive—must be liquidated. How?

First of all by improving our leadership. 
Instead of nominal, burocratic leadership 
mostly thru circular letters, personal con
tact must be established; leadersh'p thru 
active indi-vidual participation given .by 
members of leading committees in the 
^ork of (the nuclei, especially of leading 
comrades from the most important party 
committees taking part and giving leader
ship to the shop nuclei in more important 
factories. Section Commi'ttees should as 
far as possible avoid issuing circular let
ters, instead of that the members of the 
Section Committees should regularly •visit 
the nuclei in their respective sections car- 
*7ing out the decis'ons of the Section

Committees. Our unit secretaries (some
times called organizers) should not re
main routine functionaries, recei'ving let
ters, reading them to the nucleus and an
swering them—and after this procedure 
feeling that everything is okay. Every 
nucleus secretary in our Party must be
come a political leader.—^Every member in 
the units must take initialSve—^bringing 
questions of his o-wn shop or of shops in 
the neighborhood to the attention of the 
nucleus, bringing workingdass issues of 
local character or of general Interest to 
the attention of the uni-t. This 'v^l 
guarantee a real political life in the units, 
make Party work more interesting than 
the repeated drives for funds and more 
funds and still more funds ■without cor
responding political, interesting work for 
the members.

Secondly: by establishing a strict Party 
discipline not only in the units, but all 
thru the net of leading Party committees 
and thru the fractions in non-party mass- 
organiza'tions. This means less of perma
nent threats about 'taking disciplinary 
measures, more of carrying out disciplin
ary decisions, when made. Now we ha've 
in our Party plenty •with threats and too
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many disciplinary actions decided upon and 
not carried out. This weakens the author- 
ity of the Party and is one reason for in
activity.

Thirdly; more attention to the shops! 
Every campaign of the Party must be 
earned directly into the shops, our papers 
and the Party literature should not be 
distributed only in meetings and on news 
stands, they must be found by the work
ers outside of factories, inside of shops. 
One of the central tasks of the Party is 
building new shop nuclei, issuing new shop 
papers—especially in large factories with 
thousands of woiikers.

Fourth: active self-criticism—^not only
from the leading bodies of the Party but 
by the members in the nuclei, under the 
leadership of the Party Committees—^re
gardless of what persons will be criticized, 
with the ntm of liquidating inactivity and
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incompetence wherever it is found in the 
Party.

Thru a well organized s^-criticism we 
■will improve our leadership. 'With our 
activity concentrated mainly upon "the 
shops and with a strict Party disciplinet 
assisted by an intensive Party education 
l*y a Party press of a real mass-character, 
by organized study of Party literature— 
there will be ever new forms of activity 
more interesting to the members than the 
present routine work in our units. Im
proved leadership, new proletarian forces 
drawn into leading positions, eliminating 
incompetent or inactive “leaders’* (even if 
very eloquent)—main attention to the 
shops—^these are demands that must be 
boldly filled by our Party immediately. 
The process of carrying out these demands 
will activize the whole Party. The instru
ment of carrying them out is bolsbetrfU 
self-criticism. “eviK

Organizing Study Groups
KEEP THE NEW MEMBERS. 

Among the most effective methods of 
revolutionary mass-education is undoubted- 
Iv the “self-study” method under organ
ised leadership. In thi» field the “study 
groups” must be considered one of the
**®A SSVeep is » gathering of com- 

Party the claas-stteeKl*.SI 2%~
jnembera.

its disposal—^if possible—a room (or in Party headquarters or in som'^^
ing belonging to a sympathetic or
tion). Handbooks of a general
or still better some sort of n
library, should be available foj
bers of the study group. ihem-

2. Do not permit the group 
of too many members, never*^ m 
eight or ten; not less than four™°*^®

3. The subdivision of voluntarv***^ 
into special groups (never a? 
students in the study groups^®* <>th^

toT WU« such

Huww wyfwwiujjag JwiAy groups the fol- 
\6vm« points among othora should be 
token Into oonsldoratlon;

1. The study groups should be organ
ized in each nucleus (at least ona 0F two). 
They can also bfl opganised Jn non-party 
proletarian orpnlaatlonB of nrnsfl char- 
actor. Tho study group should have at

&9 carrying on the slnilS 
subjects In relation to the 
cause to the formation of new study gtOtxps 
of members eager for more involved and 
difficult problems.

4. The beat way for a more advanced 
atudy group is to work in close coopera- 
t'on with the nearest district or section 
Party School.
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6- New Party members should always 
be prop3|s:ated until they join one of the 
study groups working in the nucleus.

All members of a study group should 
be brought in closest contact with the 
practi«ii work of the Party, not least in 
bettering and improving the programs and 
agenda of the nuclei meetings. The meet- 

of a study group should never be 
permitted to interfere with nuclei meetings.

7. The study groups should avail them
selves of all American institution which 
in any way can aid them with material 
in their work, such as libraries, museums, 
scientific institutions, etc., but never take 
sny guidance or advice from such sources.

DIPPERENT types op study groups
There are various kinds of study groups, 

varying a great deal according to methods 
under which work is carried on, to prob
lems that confront the students, etc. Com- 
i^eship, leadership, punctuality, discipline 
should never be missing in a study group,

its work is to be successful. Every 
comrade who has reigistered in a study 
ff*'onp must attend its every meeting and 
carry out the tasks assigned him by the 
^oup, these tasks being study in con
junction with practical Party work.

The initiative to organize a study group 
can be taken under leadership of the 
nucleus buro or the section committee— 
^ one or two comrades, who are interest- 
ed in the study of a certain Party prob
lem and are so alive for the subject that 
they can interest others in the same thing. 
When a few comrades have come to Ae 
conclusion that they desire to study some
thing and know what they desire, then it 
only remains to set the work going and 
organize a study group. A leader should 
he chosen. He does not need to be a 
“teacher”, or to have greater knowledge 
on the subject than any of the others. 
But he should have an actual interest in 
the subject which is to be studied, tmder- 
stand how to keep the comrades together 
and be a good organizer. If he has great
er knowledge, of course, this is an advan
tage.

Then the practical possibilities should be 
looked into: meeting place, books, eventu
ally a lecturer, paper and otiier necessary 
mateiiaL All these thiz^ should be pro- 
I>erly considered, the plan of study and the 
organizational working plans should all be 
laid out beforehand to the resources at 
hand.

THE READING CIRCLE.
The simplest type of study groups are 

so called “reading circles”, which lave a 
task to fill especially regarding new mem
bers or in nuclei located in isolated ter
ritories. The reading circle can take the 
form of a “bookTiing”, which the mem
bers cooperatively organize in order to 
boy books, which then are read at home 
by the members, each in turn, or brought 
to the meetings, read in part and dis
cussed. (The start can be made by buying 
two or three different books on the same 
subject circulating them among the mem
bers.)

Later on such circles may be able to 
develop and enlarge to concentrate on a 
given outline for study and begfin sys
tematically to follow such plans whidb have 
been worked out either by a Party agit
prop or even by some competent member 
of the circle. There is nothing to prevent 
the comrades getting in this kind of a 
circle to jointly read aloud from a book, 
chapter by chapter, always followed by 
discussion. Prom this further interest will 
be developed so that later a certain subject 
and its literature can be tackled.

This is the simplest form of a study 
group, and it likewise is the original 
form. The many types are so variously 
used that it becomes impossible to al
ways characterize a working study 
group as b^onging to either this type 
or that. Many of the groups, during 
the time of their existence, show char
acteristics that are to be found* in nearly 
all the different types of groups or at 
least in many of them.
THE DISCUSSION STUDY GROUP.
This group also works without a pre

cisely stipulated plan. It takes up actual
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daily problems of the Party, of the class 
struggrle in general for detailed and thoro 
discussion. Each problem is treated sep
arately, and a member is elected at the 
previous meeting, when the subject is decid
ed upon, to lead the discussion. In this 
study group every member in turn has the 
posdbility of advancing in the art of 
public speaking, of conducting meetings, 
etc. It is also a good plan to assign “pro 
and con”. The bourgeois (eventually social 
democratic) standpoints must always be 
put forward and criticized. likewise all 
right or left deviations from the correct 
Party line.

THE REPORTING STUDY GROUP.
This is a more thoro and systematic 

method Uian either one of the fore
going. This type represents a real effec
tive form of a g^roup. For a reporting 
study group an outline of study should be 
gotten and carefully followed thruout the 
whole course of study, which may take 
months or even a year, until tfeje oi^tline

OwURft » ?lK«n the Agitprop or
*fihe Tarty school it should first be ex
plained and discussed by the group under 
the guidance of the appointed leader. Of 
course, it is possible and sometimes to be 
recommended, in insignificant details, lo 
tran^ess from the plan, or change the 
order of the outline—all dependent upon 
the practical possibilities of strictly fol
lowing it. But once decided, the order in 
which the subject is taken up. the direc
tions must be followed accordingly.— 
Every member should be active in his 
group, everyone in turn getting a specific 
task to perform; the responsibility of re
porting on a given part in the outline at 
a certain meeting of the study group; that 
is to say the student shall first read up 
on the subject assigned and then give a 
report on the same in accordance with in
structions and advise by the leader or in 
the adopted outline.—^In case the reporter 
is not used to public speaking he should 
write down before reporting at least the

organizer march
Pnnd^l points for reference. There can 

® joint reporters, or co-reporters—eacb 
flaking foj. only ten or fifteen minutes, 

when more experienced the speaker 
take half an hour or more.—^Ehrery 

^port should be followed by a discussion 
rem the floor, in which every member 

Mould take part. Of course, all the mem- 
oers of the group should read the same
hooks as assigned to the reporter.—^When
■well directed this study group demands 
Sood qualities of its leader.

the lecture study group.
This is a type of study group where the 

«**®test importance is placed upon the 
wturw (not the leader). The lecturer 

™ay be either a comrade on a tour, or a 
particularly interested 

n the subject and well read. This grouo 
owever, does not give good results, unless 

the student-members have been assigned 
reading for home work, or unless there is 

a period for questions and discussion. 
VNft COtniaAo OIV tow only for one

evening should be accepted as lectuter, at 
\east four or f\vt tftWtings must be given 

to a subject.)
THE COURSE GROUP.

This is a higher ^
“reporting group”-
meetings are more defini ® 7 ^
and the outline adopted earned out ^th 
utmost regularity over a peno o
time. The selfactivity of the inembers is 
more intensive in this type o a 
than in the lecture group. the course 
a great deal of attention should be laid 
on the selection of a study leader, who m 
this sort of a group must serve as a 
teacher. That means that he or 
have a broader and deeper knowledge of 
the subject to be studied th^ the otter 
members of the group. Important is ttat 
every member takes active pa 
meeting. Reports, alternating wi c r- 
es by the leader, should be made by the 
members; questions and ^scussion are 
absolutely obligatory. Tadks or ome- 
work should be given between meetings.
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THE SCHOOL GROUP.
This type of a study gr^'oup can be rec- 

onuuended when subjects are selected that 
require a teacher, e.g., English^ any other 
language, woi&er correspondence, etc. 
But even in this study group the work 
should not be limited only to class-work. 
Home work must be assigned, every mem
ber should take active part in the meeting, 
freely questioning, criticizii^ and discuss
ing.

m * *

Every type of study group can be made 
to function very effectively. One type is 
more suited under certain conditions than 
another, one type can be used for studying 
a certain subject, when not suitable for 
another. If well conducted even the m.re 
simple types may gfive better results than 
the more involved. A very good thing is 
to utilize the study groups preparing more 
advanced courses in the Party school or 
following up on a certain subject started 
in the school.

Some advice:
Do not keep the group meetings too 

often with only short intervals between, 
except when unavoidable, e.g. a certain 
comrade on tour staying at the place for 
only a limited number of days.—^Do not 
allow the meetings to go too far in the

night without the unanimous consent of 
all members.—^It is better to have a few 
meetings with all members than many 
meetings with only a f«w members^-^ 
Prepare every meeting very thoroly. Tl^ 
applies to leader, teacher as well 
every member.—^No heavy and dry .pwna- 
mentary discipline, but order and discipline 
with a comradely spirit.—^Every comrade 
who does not meet regularly or stays away 
without reason accepted by the study 
group should be dropiied from the group. 
—^A few handbooks on the subject studied 
—from the local library—should at meet
ings be placed in the room.

No study g^roup activity mccept reading 
circles should start before outlines in at 
least the most important subjects are 
prepared by the Agitprops, which should 
direct and lead this work. Outlines at 
least on the following subjects should im
mediately be worked out: Principles ^ of 
Communism, Working Class Economics, 
History of American Labor Movement, 
History of the CP of the USA, History 
of American Capitalism, Trade Union 
Tactics, Unemployment, Anti-Militarist 
Work, Worker Correspondence, Building 
of Socialism in the Soviet Union, the 
Negro Problem, Party Organization.

Away With Group *‘Psy€dholog3^^!
Time and again our comrades, (Party 

members, working in language organiza
tions of non-party character, assure us 
that they consider the general Party work, 
the so-called "American” work, the most 
important Party work. We believe them, 
they consider it the most important.

But in reality most of our language 
comrades work isolated—more or less— 
from the general Party work. They attend 
their nucleus meetings when their language 
work permits them to do so. They carry 
out tasks idven them by the nucleus, when 
language work permits, etc. Their main

activity is concentrated in their language 
field. In principle they admit that fraction 
work is next to unit work, but their 
whole approach practically is to the oppo
site.

What we demand is not a mechanical 
division between these two fields of work, 
but a more intimate combination of them. 
The lai^guage work of our comrades has 
to be brought closer to the general Party 
work. Our language work must be Amer
icanized in a revolutionary sense, closer 
to the new growing revolutionary move
ment in this cotmtry.
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I«adu^ comrades in the language field 

most be brought into American work, com
bined with their language work. Others 
may already now he drawn completely into 
general S^arty work and replaced by new 
language forces, new Party members or 
close sympathizers. The leading Party 
committees, especially our District Com
mittees, must pay more attention to fiie 
language work in their respective districts. 
The placing of comrades in leading posi
tions must be carried out with more at
tention to gmieral Party work.

MARCH
Out language papers must take mors 

seriously their task of working for jhe 
Worker, more consistently, in 'Q^eir 

i®®“® under the most different forms, 
ot only stating at times of campaign for

their ,own paper that “we have also to 
work for the Daily Worker.”
^ery Party member—irrespective of

w t^ language he speaks—must thru his 
®^^ty show that he is a member of the 

uununist Party here in America.

AVork for the Oaily M^orkei*’’
By numerous comrades, 

comrades, the Daily “ ‘jT^usi-
a separate institution, ^ party

conmt^^ ^nJI, that the 
bers. A point “ an apparatus

for tne g^^ry Party
every leading committee consti-

SroSy Worker in order to est^Ush the 
S^SSp of the party over deciMve ^ 
IfrfWkers; that DaHy Worker repre- 
Sntetives in the cities have the tash 
ojgaididns tbs Patts

W Iji ilfl ta
ib Hie Party to carry

program to cstabh^ «»bb clrcula-

“t ’n.Sl

to*'*"" tor

actually face to face with »{ 
era demonstrations of

todWrlL ™ ^

““®® of eirtreme eocploitation and^n^**®" 
The Party speaks every day to these t^’**** 
«8 of workers thru the^DaiS^^®®' 
yet an insignificant number of 
hear ^e Party speak. And 
iM^reds of members who do not h^

«,« ft, iw*,
n. as \eadera

of these working ciaas tn
eve of the wempwjj^ Wo are on the eve oi __

domonstrations and not one district OTgBJl" 
izer has as yet politically or organizatioPt- 
ally connected the Daily Worker with this 
campaign. There are still thousands of 
factory gates in front of which tte Daily 
Worker has never been seen. Our thou
sands of members have tens of thousands 
of working class neighbors who do not 
know the Daily Worker exists, 'ae Party 

rculation. recruiting drive has brought us olOOO now
8. The Party Is not mobilized for the members, but only 500 new readers for

uy.
2. The Dally Worker does not reach the 

woiScers in the industries, has no mass 
circulation.
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the Daily Worker, despite the fact that 
Srettiiiig our central organ every day is 
one of the best methods of keeping these 
new members and drawing them closer 
to the Party, into activity.

We held 142 Lenin Memorial meetings 
and only 12 cities ordered the Daily Work
er to sell at these meetings. We are lead- 

struggles in the mining fields, print 
news and elaborate upon the policies 

in an attempt to establish the Party’s in
fluence among the miners and yet the 
™i»_ers in our Party and the district or- 
isranizers in mining territory never spread 
OM paper among the masses of miners. 
We sent a half million Daily Workers *o 
the south during the textile struggle but 

are losing ground there now; and our 
, *tile comrades and district organizers 

the northern textile centers failed to 
spread the Daily Worker among the north- 
®rn textile mill slaves.

Party holds hundreds of meetings 
^d there are additional hundreds held in 
Which the Party has influence at which 
ne Daily Worker never appears. We un- 

o^^^*”®*®** Katovis demonstration
th- *““® * special edition of^ Daily Worker for the 60,000 workers 
Who stood for hours right in front of the 

aily M^orker office on Union Square, 
New York. We ptrint hund!reds of columns 
of workers’ correspondence and the work
ers in the shops never get to read the 
stories about their own shop conditions.

The establishment of the Daily Worker 
as the leader of large masses of workers 
in all industries is a major political unde^ 
taking instead of a “business”. Detroit 
sells and distributes 1,500 each day^ at 
factory gates and in working eJass neigh
borhoods. A one day house-to-house oam- 
paiern by a Party unit in Philadelphia 
brought 60 new readers. Forty comrades 
went into Negro Harlem, New York City, 
and secured 80 new readers, twenty Party 
members and sold 200 Daily Workers iu 
one day. National circulation within the 
last six weeks has increased one third on 
the basis of factory gate and house-to- 
house sales and distribution. These are 
very decisive indications, from which we 
must conclude that the workers actually 
demand the Daily Worker. It is our task 
to get it to them.

No matter what shortcoming Ore D^y 
Worker may still have, it is impermissible 
for any Party member to make them^ a 
program for his non-support. The Daily 
Worker is improving. What is demanded 
now is that every Party member, every 
district committee, every district organ
izer places the Daily Worker upon 
daily agenda of Party tasks. The Daily 
Worker must go hand in Imnd with every 
Party imdertaking.

Mobilize the entire Party for the Daily 
Worker, establish mass circulation—and 
the Daily Worker will mobilize these mass
es of workers for the Party. Mass cir
culation will build a mass Party.

Fimctioniiiff Oontrol Commissions
In addition to the tasks of dealing with 

®^es involving breaches of discipline and 
pving general audit supervision over the 
financ^ of the Party, the District Control 
Commissions have the tasks of stabilizing 
the functioning of the Party units, de
partments and Party fractions.

Before the October Plenum, all the 
energies of the Control Commission of

District 2 were taken up with the question 
of cleansing from the ranks the Lovestone 
renegade group, who stifled the growth of 
the Party and made it impossible for the 
Party to throw its entire force into mass 
work. The real work of straggling against 
the light danger ^owed itself when 'we 
made the carrying out of the Party line 
the task of every Party member. We,
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^er^ore, made it our major task to activ- 
«e the Party fractions who function in 
mass organizations. To see to it that our 
tem?Se participate in the in-
Smnl.v! bring the
to the^r Tarty and its program
to the broad mass of workers. Also, to

Za
♦fca • ** organizations participate in 

We of the Party and help to 
* district like New York 

# *ts hundred or so units and hundreds 
. tractions, both local and district, it was 
impossible for the District Control Com
mission to handle the job in addition to 
its other tasks. In order to solve this 
problem, the section conventions recently 
held established Section Control Commis
sions whose function it is to activize the 
umts in their section, to see to it that the 
“®ri;ions in their section function and that 
the directives of the District and Section 
are carried out. The results achieved so 
far prove the correctness of the establish
ment of this eictra organizational form. 
Our units function more regularly and re-
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spond better to Party tasks due to * 
extent to the supervision of the S®® 
Control Commissions.

In the District Control CommissU>»^^^ 
have systematically taken one 
after another and reorganized them 
functioning groups that fight and 
for the line of the Party in the 
ganizations of the working class. ^ 
elements that refused to carry out 
of the Party and resisted its being 
out have been dealt with in the jj
manner. The job has only begun, 
we have handled a large number of 
tions. The results achieved are encoo**^^

our
ing. For the first time in the history 
the Party we .are really establishing ' ^ 
Party fractions on a functioning ^ 
This work must be intensified not 
New York but in every district and 
where there is Party organization. ' ^ 
cannot tolerate members in our ranks 
parade around with Party cards but ^ 
actuality are non-communist and in 
instances act in an almost anti-communi 
way.

Tasks of the District Organization Department
1. To formulate concrete policies, direc

tives, and instructions for all the organi
zational work in connection with the various 
^ks of the Party (against rationalization, 
building TUUL, unemployment, against 
imperialist war, defense of the Soviet 
Union, Gastonia campaign, recruiting cam
paign, etc.).

2. To be responsible for the carrying 
out^ of the organizational aspects of all 
decisions of Ihe Central Committee and 
the District Committee.

3. Keep the closest contact with all the 
other departments and woiik out the stnic- 
tore and methods of work of each of the 
department, to coordinate their work. See 
that they meet regularly.

4. To examine constantly the organiza- 
bonal status of the lower organizations, 
their functioning and personnel, and to

perfect them in line with the experi®*^® 
gained.

5. Give guidance and direction in 
organization of the District on the basis 
of shop nuclei. Also supervise stree 
nuclei’s proper organization .and function
ing.

6. Orientation of the Party towards the 
factories, particularly the .basic industries. 
Improvement of the composition of the 
Party.

7. Be responsible for organizing and 
functioning of Party fractions in trade 
unions and other mass organizations. Policy 
to be given fractions by the proper Party 
committees.

8. To formulate and utilize all the oi> 
ganizational experiences of Party work and 
of the reports coming in, to supervise 
Party according to the social compositioa.
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control the activity of the members in 
the trade unions and other mass organiza
tions, observe the membership fluctuations, 
the personnel of the various organs and
committees, etc.

link up all recruiting activities vrith 
fvery Party campaign. Keep the recruit- 

of members to the Party as a constant 
task of every Party unit.

10. Jointly with the Agritprop Depart- 
*nent supervise and improve the existing 
shop papers and work out plans for ex
tending our shop papers.

11. Improve the content of the life of 
the Party nuclei—overcome fluctuation.

12. Work out ways .and means of col- 
®cting dues from every member rejgularly 

®ach week. Eliminate the discrepancy .be- 
t'veen actual membership and dues paying
membership.
.13. Check up on functioning of all aux
iliary organizations—^including functioning 
j ^arty fractions in same (ILD, WIR, 
"SU, PSU, AAAIL, Women’s Councils, 
ANLC, etc.).

tore Party press and litera-

15. Supervision of Party language frac- 
ons. There shall be established a Lang-

Hapartment, in those districts where 
are five or more language fractions, 

he Organization Department shall co
operate with this Language Department 
Regarding the supervision of language
fractions.

16. Maintaining of strict Party discipline.
.. Keep a complete system of statis
ts and information of Party organization

and membership.
18. Prepare organizational conferences 

and ^ send regularly representatives to the 
Sections to take up the carrying into 
practice of Party decisions.

19. Make regular reports to the DC anrf 
to the Org. Dept, of the CC.
^0- Establish a pJanfuIlness of work in 

the district as well as responsibility to
wards all assignments (meetings, dues, 
classes, financial payments, etc.).

“To the duties of the Conimiuiist activ
ity belongs also that of submitting re- 
Porte. ^This is the duty of all the or
ganizations and Organs of the Party as 
well as of every individual member. 
There must be general reports made cov
ering short periods of time. Special re
ports must be made on the work of spe
cial committees of the Party. It is es
sential to make the wor!k of reporting so 
systematic that it should become an es
tablished procedure as the best tradition 
of the Communist movement.”—^Third 
World Congress of the CL

Lenin particularly stresses the activity 
and participation of the whole of the 
membership in the decision of Party ques
tions. It is they who at the conferences 
and conigresses elect all the leading party 
bodies, which, are responsible to their con
stituents. At the same time, the decisions 
of the higher Party organs are obligatory 
for the subordinate Party organs. This is 
the application of the principle of demo
cratic centralism.

.... As regards the districts, one of 
their most important functions is properly 
to orgfanize literature distribution. As a 
rule, I think, the districts should act as 
the intermediaries between the committees 
and the factories, and even as transmit
ters. Their chief duty should be the cor
rect conspiratorial distribution of the liter
ature received from the committee. This 
is an extremely important duty, for if we 
can secure contact between a special dis
trict group of distributors and all the 
factories in that district and of the largest 
number of workers’ houses in that dis
trict, it will be of great value, both in 
case of d’emonstrations and in the event 
of uprisings. To train a network of agents 
for the rapid and correct distribution of 
literature, leaflets, proclamations, etc„ is 
to perform the greater half of the work 
of preparation for an eventual demonstra
tion, uprising.—^Lenin.
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the party organizer

Results of On^anization Conference of Centra^
Committee Plenum ^oric-

need of the Party, tions as the I.L.D.. W.I.R., F.S.U.,

2

the solving of the organizational weak
nesses inherent in the entire Party, partic
ularly in carrying through the increased 
tasks of the Party—not only of mobiliza
tion of the worldngclass but their definite 
organization into revolutionary mass or
ganizations and the rooting of the Party 
in an organized manner in the factories 
and mass organizations, there was held 
in connection with the recent Plenum of 
the Central Committee an organization 
Conference in which the entire Plenum, 
plus a series of invited! comrades attended 
and participated.

This conference took up some of the 
most important organizational tasks of 
the Party, such as (1) preparation for 
May First; (2) Shop Nuclei; (3) Party 
fractions in mass organizations; (4) Party 
work on language field, and (5) the prob
lem of keeping the new members.

The conference examined the structure, 
forms and methods of activity of the 
Party and disclosed serious organizational 
weaknesses. In some aspects of the situa
tion, as for instance in the question of 
cadres, we face an actual crisis. But this 
crisis and these weaknesses confront the 
Party because of its growth and extension 
of activity and can only be solved by 
“getting out of our old clothes” of 
structure, methods and forms of activity 
and adopting new ones to fit the needs 
of the Party in the present situation.

The primary question is that of the 
great discrepancy—despite the success of 
the Recruiting Drive—ibetween the political 
influence of the Party and the actual or
ganizational strength of the Party. Close
ly allied with this problem is the necessity 
of absorbing these million workers that 
we are able to influence and mobilize 
around our demands, into the revolutionary 
trade unions of the Trade Union Unity 
League and also into such class organiza-

ers Defense Corps, L.S.U., etc., <>“ 
basis of specific issues. -tua"

In reviewing thetion of the Party, the following addio 
problems confront the Party: ^rty

a) the lack of an
base in the factories--still less j
10% of Party members^p m ^^op " 
and even not all of these f 
effectively;

b) the necessity of
need of class struggle mass 
tions, such .as trade unions, tjons
specific types of orgamza _
and the needs ofizationally Party activity thru fracti 

in all of these; ^
c) the need of 4 ^nits

the nuclei and making them re^ where 
of Party, involving all members.
Party activity .and life is conducted an ^ 
developed, instead of at Section or Ben 
eral membership meetings.

d) the activization of every
member both in some phase of ^a Y
work and in masselimination of all drones and
This to be carr'ed thru not mecHanically
but with proper supervision; i-ad-

e) closer connection between 
ership and the nuclei. Instead
ar leadenship. give close P®*?®"®'
ance based on participation m wo^ oi
lower Party organizations. The estahli
ment of Section leadership ^
tailed directions to the work of the

..tlmllon r? Sta
nuclei by Section and Distnct lea
The activization of nuclei
the callin,g of regular ^^eting-s of
tionaries of shop nuclei to j-
periences and decide upon bes ^
to carry thru Party campaigns m shops.
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e) conducting a policy of liquidating 
remnants of “federationism”, at the 

Same time conducting systematic work 
^niongst language masses and their or
ganisations on the basis of class strug
gle policies and thru organized Commun
ist fraction work.

h) recognition of speedy installation 
of new weekly dues system, while still 
conducting a vigorous campaign to in
crease the dues sales per month to 
equal the actual membership;

i) consciously and boldly drawing in 
new elements into active work and local 
leadership;

j) (greater collective leadership and 
■Work thru systematic functioning of all 
departments and committees, at the 
same time coordinating and subordinat
ing all of these to the political buros;

k) systematic development and keep

ing of new members thru involving into 
activity and thru intensive training;

l) learning to consolidate organization
ally the gains we make. Understanding 
that today we are essentially a Party 
of agitation which has not yet connect
ed organization with agitation;

m) continuing recruting of workers, 
not as a special drive but as a part of 
the Party campaigns and day to day 
activities, with the aim of recruiting 
25,000 new members in the Party by 
January 1, 1931.
The conference dealt concretely with 

each point, laying down .as a principle 
for all Party committees to follow, the 
idea of never (giving instruction to do 
something without simultaneously telling 
how to do it. On each point resolutions 
were adopted which will serve as directives 
to the Party membership.

Continue Party Recruiting as an Everyday Task
The Recruiting Drive is already ended, 

poes this mean that the door of the Party 
IS now closed for the class conscious work- 

who desires to join the ranks of the 
vanguard of the proletariat? Not at all. 
The recruiting of new members must be 
continued, not as a drive, but as a reg
ular daily task of the Party.

Today masses of workers look to our 
Party and recognize in it their real and 
only leader. The masses in the shops and 
niines ask the Party to lead their struggles. 
Thousands of woi'kers outside of the Party 
consider themselves as Communists, ex
press the desire to join our ranks. Through 
fbe struggles against the capatalist of
fensive, a big part of the masses .become 
more radicalized, more class conscious and 
feel the necessity of increasing their strug
gles, which take on a more and more 
political character.

It is our duty also to bring the best 
elements of the workingclass to our Party, 
to build the Party into a mass Party. In 
spite of the good results of the recruiting

drive, there still remains a disproportion 
between the farces of the Party and its 
influence among the workingclass so f**®* 
today, one of the most important tasks 
with which the Party is confronted, is not 
only the keeping of the new members, the 
bringing of them into activity and develop
ment of their Communist consciousness, 
.but also to continue to increase the num
ber of Party members, on the basis of the 
Party campaigns.

On the basis of our experience in the 
last Recruiting Drive and the weaknesses 
we witnessed, we must improve the meth
od of recruiting. The basis of permanent 
recruiting of new members, must be the 
shop nuclei. It is in the shop, in tlue mines, 
mills, etc„ that our nuclei in their propa
ganda and agitation work, in Ieadii\g the 
struggles, must approach the most con
scious workers, .bring them nearer to the 
Party, until they feel the necessity, not 
only to be active in the struggles, but 
also to join our ranks—to accept the 
discipline of the Communist Party, to
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strengthen the nuclei in the respective 
shops and increase their influence among 
the workers.

The campaign of the Party, and specific
ally the First of May, Ai^gust 1st, Nov
ember 7th, shall be the culmination points 
of the recruiting of new members. So 
also every stn^gle of the workers from 
the di^erent shops, etc., against the boss
es, \riiich are lead by our Party and the 
revolutionary unions.

The nuclei must learn to connect their 
agitation and propaganda work with the 
everyday struggles and our final aim. It 
is in this way that the workers under
stand that the struggles of the working 
class are political struggles, become more 
and more classconscious, beg^n to recog
nize the correctness of the Communist pro
gram, to recognize the Communist Party 
as their real leader and to feel the neces
sity of being an active fighter of the 
workingdass within the ranks of the 
Party.

In this period, in which the masses are 
more and more radicalized, which also 
means that a part of them become con- 
sdons and active leaders in the working 
class struggles, the Party <^nnot close the 
door, but on the contrary, must intensify 
the effort to organize tiie best elements 
of the workingdass into its ranks and to 
strengthen the organizational and political 
influence of the Party.

The last Recruiting Drive saw many 
weaknesses in the methods of recruitment. 
In the first place, the fact that the nudei 
as such, have been very weak in the 
campaign is due to the fact that they do 
not understand the tadcs and duties of the 
basic organs of the Party.

In a few districts as for example, Pitts
burgh, the results of the Recruiting Drive 
have been very weak despite the fact that 
hundreds of workers are ready to join the 
Party and wait for the Party. This situa
tion must he overcome.

A dear example of the necessity of the 
Districts to place the daily task of recruit
ing in tiie center of their activities is

by th. l.cl
Of the revolutionary unions 
NMU) in which there f^e ve^ good da^- 
consdous workers in the leaderslup of 
branches, but who are not Party ma
kers. Not only this, but on such temtori^
as Western Pennsylvania, which represent
one of the most important sections of 
American industry, the strengthening of 
the Party from an organizational point of 
view, is an immediate task.

The failure of such
burgh in the last Reciting Drive-^s 
based in great part on the existing pessim
ism among the old members who ftxU 
not understand the new situalwn m gen
eral and in their district in 
therefore offer resistance to toe Party 
structions. This must absolutely too 
eradicated.

Espedally the districts in which tne 
drive has had poor results, in spite of ^e
great possibiUty of ^
and toe immediate possibihty to sti-cngtto- 
en the nuclei, to buUd new nu^, to 
increase our influence among the w«kera, 
the districts must be on toe job wica a 
multiplied activity vdto the pur^se of 
strengthening the Party orgamzationally. 
by continuinj the recruiting of new 
bers. In this way we wll 
simism which is a clear expresdon of 
Right Wing tendendes still existing in 
our ranks.If the disproportion between our organ
izational strength and ™
among, the masses is dear to «>e lading 
comrades of the districts and 
if it is clear that the struggles of the 
working class are increasing £rom 
day on the basis of the accentoation of the 
economic crisis, then one of the biggest^ 
before us is the building of the revota^n- 
ary unions (TUUt). because only with a 
strong revolutionary trade 
closely connected with the IPartyt 
Party really lead the large masses on a cor
rect revolutionary line. If this consciousn^ 
will really penetrate in the nuclei, w will 
witness the growth of the imtiative of
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the uembership in building' new nuclei, 
™ increasing of activities in recruit- 

^ new members, in the greater util
ization of the new members, in approach- 
tag and winning new strata of the work
ing class. On this basis, it will be very 
easy to bring the Party to 25,000 members 
i»y January first.

■All the Party campaigns must be utiliz- 
and closely connected with the recruit

ing. The campaign of March 6th was a 
valuable experience. It must be followed 
np and corrected on the basis of the ex
perience of the past recruiting drive 
which has been only a step in our march 
on the way to strengthen the Parly. 
By January 1st, 1931, we must have

recruited a total of 26,000 new members. 
This persiiective must be tied up with ^ 
our activities^ in all our campaigns, in 
ell struggles of tSm workingclass. The 
recruitment of new members is a daily 
task. It is a special task at the momrat 
in which the workingclass is involved in 
harder struggles.

Forward to build our Party into a Mass 
Party—^to strengthen the 'vanguard of the 
working dasS which 'will lead the proletar
iat to its final aim, its total emancipation 
through the overt^ow of the capitalist 
system, and the installation of its own 
dictatorship—a period* of transition to the 
new society through the socialist society, 
to the Communist society!

Methods of Building the Daily ^Vorker
There was a time when we were debat- 

tag when the Daily Worker •will become 
n paper with a mass circulation. This 
stage has already passed. Even those com
rades who would always bring forth the 
shortcomings of the Daily Worker that 
unquestionably exist, as a reason for the 
^lure to build the circulation of the 
Party central organ, must now realize 
that they were wrong. Of course, the 
political improvement of the paper would 
^®lp fgreatly in building the paper’s circula
tion. But the question must now be ap
proached from the •viewpoint that the 
Daily can increase its circulation by many 
tens of thousands immediately, and thru 
the 'wider base for the paper there ■will 
nt the same time be created the impetus 
snd the basis for the improvement of the 
paper politically and editorially thru the 
Daily .becoming more connected ■with the 
struggles of the masses in the shops and 
this tie with the masses strengthened thru 
a netwoilk of workers correspondents. The 
building of the paper’s circulation as well 
as the improvement of the paper are in
dissolubly bound up.

The present campaign of the Daily 
Worker for 30,000 readers by June 1st

and 60,000 circulation ■within a period of 
six months is a modest one when compar
ed not only with the needs and the grow
ing activity of the masses and developing 
influence of the Party, but on the basis 
of Ihe demonstration of the Detroit Dis
trict where in a period of less than four 
months the circulation of the Daily has 
tripled—an increase of circulation by 2,000.

Situation Requires New Methods.
The Detroit District plan was nothing 

more than the concretization, the carrjdng 
out in practice of the many decisions of 
the Central Committee on the building of 
the Daily. The District Committee recog
nized that the building of the Daily must 
be approached in a systematic manner and 
new forms created that -will bring the 
paper to the masses of workers that were 
anxiously looking for Just such a paper 
to aid them in their struggles.

The plan is predicated on three main 
features.

1. That the Party must build its o'wn 
machinery of distribution. While we must 
utilize every avenue open to us, second 
class mail privileges, newsstands, the 
bourgeois press delivery, etc., the Party
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muBt recognize that to depend only on 
ftese agencies withont at the same time 
bmldtog its own machinery is to invite 
^ter in the present period of the 
sharpenmg class struggiles.

2. Ttot while there are many thousands 
of workers in all industrial sections who 
would like to have the DaUy regularly 
they are not in a position at the present 
time in particular to spend at one tirwc 
$6 for a yearly subscription or even $3^0 
for a 6 month’s subscription.

8. That the Daily Worker is the con
cern of the Party and not merely of the 
Daily Worker management. That the Dai
ly Worker is one of tiie best instruments 
for the Mtivization of the entire Party 
membership and the establishment of a 
wide basis of contact in the factories and 
residential workingclass neighborhoods.

The Plan of Work.
Starting with a bundle order of 200 

copies in the middle of December instead 
of the miserable bundle of three copies, 
the bundle order gained rapidly until they 
have readied the steady number of 1,700 
for the past few weeks. The fact that the 
plan has worked now for many months 
and the papers are all paid for and the 
papers distributed is from the outset 
ample proof of the effectiveness of the 
plan.

The distribution in the main is carried 
out thru two methods.

1. Factory sales by regular “newsboy”. 
All of tiiem are members of the Party or 
sympatiietic workers.

2. House-to-house canvassing for read
ers on the basis of daily delivery of the 
paper and the payment of 18 cents per 
week by the readers.

The sales at the factory gates and im
portant street intersections by the news
boys while varying has kept up to about 
600 in some weeks and days averaging 
as high as 700 and 800. In all 8 com
rades are selling the paper at the present 
time at the factories and streets. These 
comrades pay to the Daily Worker agent

1 cent per copy m**! receive 2 cents . 
©very copy sold. 'These comrades consia®* 
this work their daily job and at the 
time they look upon themselves as *ct»'v 
workers for the Party just like any otb® 
IParty official.

The house-to-house canvassing for 
ers is carried thru by the nudei. Every 
nucleus receives a definite number ® 
papers every day. Let us say a nucle«» 
of 20 members would receive 80 pap^* 
These papers are delivered from house-t^ 
house. In the beginning a territory » 
selected and the workers in that terri^^ 
receive these 30 papers free for the 
week. The second week these workers 
asked if they wish to become regular rcaO' 
ers at the rate of 18 cents per weeK- 
Those that do not want the paper are 
dropped! Those who want it, are 
on the list as regular readers, and 
additional copies are distributed to new 
territory, and the process repeated. 
the nucleus works well, then the nunan 
of steady papers keeps on growing an the number of papers originally taken 
(30) are again distributed free to new 
territory. The nucleus is responsible f®
1 cent for every copy of the papers tli.a'c 
it receives. If the nucleus receives 
ment at 3 cents a copy for only one-thir<J 
of the papers that it receives it operates 
without a loss. If it sells more it operat^ 
at a profit. If it sells less than one-thiM 
of the papers then the nucleus pays 
difference out of a fund created by the 
nucleus by each member paying one crat 
per copy for the first week. Where the 
nucleus is on the job even this first cent 
is not exhausted. Where the nucleus oper
ates regularly at a dfeficit then the ™eni- 
bers of the nucleus make up the small 
difference.

Every member of the nucleus must 
participate in the distribution. Every mem
ber distributes once a week. If a nucmus 
has 20 members then one comrade is dis
tributing all the papers for one day. so 
that in the case of a unit of 20 member.«! 
the members have to distribute only once
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^■'^ery three weeks or in the ease of the 
«»eer units once a month. In smaller 

of course, the comrades have to 
wstrihute every two weeks or even every 
^eek. This certainly is not a very [great 

oven on those comrades who are 
^Qvely engaged in all phases of Party 

trade union work. The District does 
®ot allow the practice of one comrade 
*“®Wbuting for the entire week and thus 
^ch comrade would only participate in 
he distribution once every four or five 

Months. Such practice would not fulfill 
he drawing in of the members into 

activity.
"Phe results achieved thru this method 

^n be seen from one of the Street Nuclei 
^■4 that starting in with 16 copies per 
hay now distributes every day 60 copies

which 48 are regular readers paying 18 
®®hts per week. This nucleus has thru 
^8 activity also secured 21 subscribers 
^ the Daily, 8 new members to the Party 
and 6 members for the TUUD.

^^e results of the nucleus mentioned 
^hich is duplicated by many of the nuclei 
shows that in following this method the 
Setting of regular subscriptions is not 
only not neglected but on the contrary 
this plan furnishes the basis for the secur
es of subscriptions.
Ten Thousand Readers by August First.

The results of our activity in Detroit 
can be repeated in every District. All that 
is necessary is that the Party take really 
^riously the task of building the Daily 
Worker. The Daily Worker must be an 
integral part of every campaign. The 
<Jrive for 30,000 readers nationally by June 
and 60,000 by August cannot only be 
I'cached but surpassed if the campaign is 
taken earnestly and the new methods 
adopted.

The District Committee of the Detroit 
l^istrict has decided that we set ourselves

the goal of 10,000 readers by August. 
This will he aeUeved thru the following 
means:

1. By increasing the number of “news
boys” and thus the factory sales.

2. By a more intensive drive inside the 
shops and in the neighborhoods thru the 
distribution of the paper on the weekly 
payment plan.

3. By converting all weekly payment 
readers to subs to be collected on the 
monthly ba^s at the rate of SO cents per 
month. The machinery for the regular 
collection monthly to be organized thru 
the Party nuclei.

4. By getting more regular yearly subr
5. Thru increasing the sales thru the 

newstands.
100,000 Copies for May Day.

The District had ordered 100,000 copies 
for May Day. This was a special De
troit edition carrying local material. The 
burden for this financially will not be on 
the District, the Daily Worker manage
ment or the Party nuclei. The cost of 
this issue $1,000 was raised thru
greetings from workers’ organizations and 
advertisements from those places frequent
ed .by our comrades and sympathizers. 
This issue, and there will be many more 
in the course of the campaign, is distrib
uted free, reaching almost every worker’s 
family thus giving the Daily Worker tiie 
widest puUicity.
Local News and Workers Correspondents.

In order to make the building of the 
Daily successful it is necessary that the 
paper carry some news regularly dealing 
with the local problems of the workers. 
One of the best methods to assure the 
maintenance of the readers secured is thru 
the establishment of workers correspond
ents in the most important factories.
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Liquidate the Discrepancy
■The conditions for membership in the 

Communist Party, whidi seem to be for
gotten from time to time, state:

“1. A member of the Party can be 
every person from the age o!f eighteen 
up who accepts the program and stat
utes of the Communist International and 
the Communist Party of the U. S. A, 
who becomes a member of a basic 
organization of the Party, who is active 
in thia organization, who subordinates 
himself to all decisions of the Comin
tern and the Party, and regularly pays 
his membership dues.”
While each of these conditions and the 

extent to which they are fulfilled merit 
attention, here we will only deal with the 
last—^rejgidar payment otf dues.

Altho we must record the successful 
introdbction of the new weekly dues sys
tem, despite the shouts of the skeptics 
when it was proposed and the loud wails 
of the Lovestone renegades "that the Par
ty leadership wanted to drive the proletar
ians out of the Party”, we must also state 
that there is still too great a descrepancy 
between the dues pa3dng membership and 
the actual membership—even when taking 
into account a minimum loss of new 
members. We cannot satisfy ourselves 
that the dues sales for the last month 
are higher than in the pre-convention 
months before the 6th Convention, when 
it is a known fact that dues were in!flated 
for convention purposes. Today we have 
tfdcen in thousands of new members and 
these must record in a steadily mounting 
dues sales at a quicker tempo than yet 
attained.

If we had a situation where the life of 
the nuclei were as it should be—^pulsating 
the life of the Party and involving every 
member in activity, then the sale of dues 
stamps would become a routine altho 
basically important task of a capable fi
nancial secretory. Today, however, the un
satisfactory situation in dues sales is a

reflection of political and organizational 
weakness in the Party as a whole and 
must be .approached by every member and 
committee from this viewpoint. The sharp 
correction of this mtuation is a task of 
every District Committee in which evtty 
Party member can and must cooperate.

What are some of the reasons for the 
unsatisfactory level of dues sales:

1. A tendency on the part of some 
Party members—even leading comrades 
—^to consider payment of dues not im
portant or as a burdensome detail. These 
neglectful comrades should think of 
some of the struggles which have gone 
on in the foundation days of the Bol
shevik Party over this so-called detail, 
when it became a question of Bolshevik 
organizational principles.

2. The election of a comrade .by tii® 
nucleus as financial secretary who is not 
fitted for this post. This unfitness ex
pressed itself in a series of distinct ways, 
such as:

a) irregular attendance at unit meet- 
tings, therefore preventing members 
from buying stamps. A financial sec
retary must never be absent unless 
excused and then someone else must 
handle the sale of stamps.

b) comin)g to a nucleus meeting 
with no stamps or an inadequate sup
ply. This is gross negligence^ and 
shows lack of interest and willing
ness on the part of comrades towards 
the responsibility the Party has given 
her or him. Prior to every nudeus 
meeting the financial secretary must 
estimate the number of stamps needed 
and see that these are purchased from 
the Section or District Committees. 
Lack of money is no excuse. The 
nucleus Buro and the Pinandal Sec
retaries know that they must have 
stamps—^that it is also a source of 
revenue for the nucleus—and must 
keep dues stamp money separate and
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not spend it for anything else. Where 
this does not suffice an initial re
serve fund <rf several dollars should 
be created which will always carry 
the nucleus thru and with accruing 
surplus from sale of stamps, gradual
ly liquidate itself. Parly nuclei are 
absolutely prohibited from using, dues 
stamps money for any other purpose.

c) Thinking the task of the financial 
secretary is to sit at a table and wait 
for comrades to come and pay their 
dues instead of undertsanding the duty 
•and responsibility of the financial 
secretary of the Party to be to go 
after and collect dues from every 
niember. Not a week should go by 
without a check-up on the membership 
list to see who has failed to pay dues 
and then make it a Party duty to see 
this comrade personally—^bring him 
to nuclei meetings and at the same 
time collect dues. The task of the 
finandal secretary is not only to sell 
stamps to those who want them but 
to enforce the Party Constitution .by 
checking up on each member of nuc
leus individually and personally.

d) The collection of dues money 
without issuing dues stamps, thus 
receiving money but not buying dues 
stamps from Central Office. Th*s 
practice is prohibited and any Hnan- 
cial secretary practicing it must be 
removed without further notice and 
such comrade severely censured and if 
the Nucleus Buro approved such 
practice the Nucleus Buro must be 
severely dealt with.
3. Irresponsibility on the part of 

either the dues stamp Secretary of the 
District or of the Section, in not hav- 

an adequate supply of stamps on 
^nd and therefore not sending stamps 
insmediately when a nucleus orders or 
failing to respond to the letters c(f the

nuclei ordering and paying for stamps. 
Another irresponsible action is the using 
of dues stamp money for other purposes 
by the Districts. As example Boston 
can be cited, where four out-of-town 
units sent money for stamps and had 
to wait over six weeks before gettmg 
either stamps or an adaiowledgment. 
Or Pittsburgh, where the members are 
told they can’t get stamps .because the 
District has not got any on hand—this 
resulting from the irresponsibility of the 
District Office in using dues stamp 
money for other purposes.

On a District scale there must be a Dues 
Stamp Secretary-^ very responsible com
rade. This comrade must handle all stamps 
and money and the District Organizer is 
prohibited from touching this money. That 
part of money collected for stamps neces
sary to buy more stamps from the Cent^ 
Office is not the property of the District 
Organizer and using of same means mia> 
use of funds. Only the provided profit 
may be used by the District.

On a District scale the District must 
also keep a chedc-up on its dues sales 
and whenever the Dues Stamp Secretary 
sees a discrepancy—or a falling off on 
part of any unit during the month-^his 
must immediately be brought to the attra- 
tion of the particular nucleus and in this 
way keep a normal flow of stamps to the 
nucleus so that tiie members can all be 
paid up in good standing.

TOe Organization Department has set 
before the Party the task of having the 
dues sales of every District equivalent to 
the actual membership by the time of the 
Party Convention. This can be done if 
every member will take the Party obliga
tion and duty seriously and if every Sec
tion and IMstrict Committee will under
take seriously the carrying thru of this 
elementary task in an organized manner.
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Binlding the Trade Union Unity League
btiilding of tbe TxadSe Union Unity 

League and mass recruiting of member
ship into the revolutionary unions is the 
burning task otf the hour before every 
Party nucleus. The recently concluded 
Plenum Of the Central Committee placed 
the building of the TUUL in the forefront 
of all the immediate tasks facing our 
Party in this period. The directives of the 
Comintern regarding the TUUL recruiting 
drive for 60,000 new members dem^ the 
mobilization of the entire Party in the 
campaign to build the xUUU.

The recruiting of thousands of new 
members into the Party in the recent mem
bership drive should have seen the influx 
of tens of thousands into the revolutionary 
unions, "nie deep gulf between the tremen
dous influence of our Party and our rela
tive organizational weakness makes the 
problem of organization, of building the 
basic mass organization a rital problem. This 
gulf must be bridged if we are earnestly 
to struggle for the conquest of a majority 
of the workinigclass in this period. The 
building of the TUUL, the development of 
the new unions into organizations of 
struggle for the daily demands of the 
workers, especially in the basic industries, 
is a prerequisite for turning our Party 
into a mass Party, capable of leading the 
workers in their struggles against capital
ism.

The entire Party must be actively in
volved fii the 60,000 membership recruiting 
drive. Every Party nucleus should take 
concrete steps to mobilize every member 
for the campaign.

1. Each nucleus should set a time limit 
for the enrollment of all nucleus members 
into the TUU'L. Every member should 
be obliged to show his TUUL membership 
book with initiation and dues stamps in 
the TUUL.

The situation where a large section of 
the Party membership does not belong to 
the TUUL is absolutely impermissible. The 
most thoro check-up by the units and sec

tion committees must be instituted on the 
activities of the Party members in the 
unions and in building the TUUL.

2. The Party nuclei cannot give active 
assistance in building the TUUL without 
finally and definitely orientating toward 
systematic work in the shops and factories. 
Each nucleus should concentrate its activi
ty on some definite important shop or fac
tory especially in the basic industries with 
the object of setting up shop committees 
and shop nuclei. Systematic and regular 
shop gate meetings, regfular distribution of 
shop leaflets based on the conditions in the 
shops and the concrete demands of the 
•workers, distribution of Daily 'Workers, 
Labor Unities, followed by personal con
tact, the development of struggles for con
crete demands, the building of shop groups, 
department and group meetings are 
some of the methods for permeating the 
shops and factories, forging links 'with the 
workers, and recruiting them into the 
TUUL and dra'wing the best elements 
among them into the Party.

3. Every shop nucleus must immediate
ly place on its agenda the building of a 
shop committee aroimd itself. While the 
shop nucleus should guard against becoming 
an industrial unit one of the tasks of the 
shop nucleus must be 'the systematic build
ing of TUUL shop committees. The riiop 
committee should not be set up mechanic
ally. All the workers in the shop or the 
department in the large shops should be 
involved in selecting the shop committee. 
The first approach to the organization of 
the shop committees should be some con
crete issue in the shop. The nucleus must 
be alive to all developments in the shop. 
Every issue must be utilized and linked 
•with the campaign to build the TUUL. Per
sonal contacts, personal visiting, arrang
ing of small meetings •with the best work
ers and gradually broadening out, by each 
member working persistently on some defi
nite worker or group of workers, are some 
of the ways of building shop committees.
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The shop committee is then afHliated with 
the respective onion or League or the 
TUUL center.
^ conjunction with the TUUL member^ 

ship recruiting drive, the (Party should 
build up and activize the Party fzactions 
™ the trade unions. Every nucleus should 
check very carefully the activities of each 
member in his union or TUUL minoii^ 
^oup in the AFL unions. Regular reports 
Mould be required of every member as to 
how many members he or she recruited 
mto the TUUL, what organization work, 
agitation or strike activity the member 
^nied on in the union or League. The 
Jarty members should become a driving 
force in involving the entire union mem
bership in the drive for new members. 
It is especially necessary to carefully 
Meek the activities of each member in the 
fhop.^ The nucleus should* discuss with the 
mdividual comrades during the course of 

membership drive the concrete prob- 
oms, methods of approach and ways of

^ning workers into the TUUL and the 
Party.

A There has .been a tendency in the 
amts and sections to relegate factory 
acUvity to the industrial organizer or the 
mdustrial committee. This tendency is 
fundamentally wrong and tends to paralyze 
our ability to permeate the shops and fac- 
faries. Work in the factories, the taking 
of every party campaign into the shops, 
fhe linking up of the political slogans of 
the Party with the daily struiggles and 
aoeds of the workers in the shops, the 
organization of the workers into shop 
committees and new unions is the task 
of the entire nucleus, of every Party

Centrally Directed
centralized apparatus for conducting 

shop paper work has long been advocated 
by Various members of the Party active 
iu this work. Such an apparatus vdll not 
only give impetus to the work itself, 
but Would serve as a means of evaluating

member. The entire section apparatus and 
all units of the Party must be directly 
involved in the campaign to build the 
TUUL.

Every Party member must join the 
TUUL as well as urge on the non- 
Party members to activity in the TUUL 
membership drive. We have a situation at 
the present, where numerous capable com
rades are totally inactive in the unions. 
Many Party, functionaries do not even 
belong to the TUUL Many leading com
rades who could be leaders in mass work, 
in building the revolutionary unions are 
totally lost in some technical work in the 
nucleus. This costly error must be cor
rected. EVERY PARTY MEMBER MUST 
DEVOTE SOME TIME TO HIS UNION 
AND THE TUUL. What is required is 
balanced activity, and the proper and 
methodicsl distribution of forces.

9. In developing the TUUL recruiting 
campaign the closest attention must be 
paid to the work among the unemployed. 
The oi|ganization of the unemployed offers 
tremendous possibilities for mass recruit
ing into our revolutionary unions. The 
units must register each unemployed com
rade. Membership and active participa
tion in the unemployed council must be 
required from each unemployed comrade. 
The activity of the unemployed comrades 
must be carefully checked.

The full mobilization of all Party forces 
in the campaign to build our revolutionary 
unions will be the best guarantee that our 
Party will become a mass Plarty of the 
basic sections of the proletariat capable 
of leading mass political struggles against 
American imperialism.

Shop Paper Work
the work being done, watching for errors, 
making concrete suggestions for improve
ment, and providing the widely scattered 
papers with material in line with the 
national campaigns of the Party.

In proposing the plan outlined below..
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the Oisr Dept most urgently invites sug- 
gestions and criticism of the plan from the 
comrades active in the woiik. It is under
stood, of coarse, that so comprehensive a 
plan ^ not be put into effect over 
out'will have to be developed gradually, and 
all suggestions by active comrades will be 
invaluable in helping to establish the high 

of organization v^ch 'Hie importance 
of this work demands.

The concrete work itself is to be con
ducted by the National Shop Paper Com- 
inittee in which the Agitprop and Organiza
tion Departments must both participate 
achvdy. The work to consist in broad 
lines of the following:

!• A Centralized System of Regular News 
Items for Industries.

The auto nndei, for example, will get 
news items on the auto industry, etc., for 
each industry. These are to be sent in 
finished form to the editors in question, 
but linked up by them with tiie conditions 
in thdr particular shop in issuing their 
particular shop paper.
2. Editorials on Some National Immediate 

Political Problem.
This is to insure that the ehop papers 

link up their work with the political cam
paigns of tile (Party (Lenin Memorial, Un
employment Campaign and Demonstadion, 
Young Flan, etc.). These also to be In 
finidied form, but also to be adapted to 
the shop conations by the editors of the 
shop papers.
8. Constant Watddng for Trade Unior 

Foliey.
One of the most important aspects of 

the shop paper work is that of the push
ing trade union organization. In the pres
ent situation, where our comrades are 
members of our own Industrial Unions, of 
reactionary A. F. of L. unions and of in
dependent unions, it is necessary that great 
care is taken timt in pushing this work, 
the proper policy is carried out in the 
particular shop and the particular industry.

4. Cmicrete Sngg*ati®**® Improving 
Form, Method of Handling Material,

This point is self-®xplanatory.

5. Illustrated Material.
Either for tracing for the mimeograP^^ 

bulletins (such as the New York 
has obtained from the German party 
it is issued by the Central Committee),
«ats for the printed bulletins. In this 
the Daily Worker could cooperate.

6. A Monthly (Ultimately Weekly) 
Bulletin on Shop Paoers.

This to be issued to all Districts 
all shop paper editors on what is g 
on in shop paper work throughout ^ 
country, new methods for technical _
np, skilful schemes for efficient 4i^ 
tion under peculiarly difficult c^ 
stances—in short an exchange 
periences of comrades active in this .
The largest part of the bulletin, ther«'^^ 
to be set aside for suggestions, critici 
etc., of comrades active in the 
shop paper work, growing out of ^ 
own experiences.

7. Contact with Our Brother
Exchange of correspondence 

with our Parties abroad. The O® Med. 
comrades, for instance, have exP*®®*" 
a desire to exchange experiences with ° 
papers in the General Motors. The 
field District of the British Parties wisn®** 
contact with our mining papers.

8. Reviews of Papers Issued.
Monthly or weekly review of the P®P°” 

Issued, in our Party Press (in the 
Organizer, in the Daily Woiflcer, 
haps in the review column of “The Oo 
munist”).

In patting the syndicate plan into 
tice, it is necessary to foresee certam 
dangers. There vrill be a tendency at 
of too mechanical inserting this 
into Che papers, without making eifoww 
to adapt the syndicated material to 
tions in the shop. Usually just an 
ductory sentence or paragraph
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to link the material to shop 
condilions, and the shop paper editors 

quickly learn to do this.
next article in the Party Organizer 

deal with suggestions and criticisms

of tile plan on the part of the^ comra^s, 
who are again uised to ■write in imm^- 
aftely. We -will also describe devices 
used by Che German Party *o stimulate 
and improve shop paper work.

The Necessity of Building Section Leadership
One of the most important problems be- 

fore the Party is to overcome the dis
proportion between the Party’s influence 
among the workinig masses and its or- 
®®®izational streng^. This means that 
one ef the most important tasks is to 
ransform the “quality into quantity”, 

namely, to transform the influence into 
organizational forms. In this problem is 
^volved not only the strengthening of the 

arty but also the building up, in the first 
of the revolutionary unions and the 

other woridngdass mass organizations on 
of class struggle. To accomplish 

Ms task, it is not enough that the Party 
would have a correct line in the approach- 
mg of the struggle but what is also of 
^■eat importance is the carrying out of

e practical tasks on the basis of this 
hne.

Here we enter into the substance of tiie 
Woblem that we treai here. Where does 
be cause lie—^that in the practical task 

of the strengthening off the Party from an 
organizational and ideloigical point of 
^®w. We are weak? One of the most im
portant causes is the fact that the eon- 
■ections between the leading committees 
and the nuclei are too weak. Our Party 

weak in the District leading committees 
®"d especially in the section leadership. 
On the basis of this weakness, the nuclei, 
^o not function as the real basic unit of 
tile Party.

Often we find a too mudi mechanical 
routine in the activities of the nuclei which 
devote most off their time to petty ques
tions which are a function of the nneld 
eatecutives. There is too mudi generaliza
tion of the problems, too medianical ap
proach to Party instructions, a too weak

approadi to the real and the most m- 
portant task of the nuclei, which cona 
in the concretization of the instrj^
tions in the practical activities, in o 
respective shops or mines, etc., in w 
the nuclei are existing.

In many cases, the nuclei do not 
at all the proUems of the diops in w 
they are based.

In a series of cases, the comrades 
afraid to be fired if discovered as com
munists, so that onr nuclei crawl direc 
into a shell, resulting in isolation 
the masses of the respective mine or • 
We find cases in which the workCTS ® 
shop in which the nucleus Tv«»m-
more fighting spirit than the Party 
hers. •Wiis is because onr ^
not flexible enough to adopt 
of activity, corresponding to a oit 
-Sitputioile

With a few exceptions the 
not the capacity to issue Z
of the District office, the shop paper, n 
only from a technical point of 
also as to contents. T^iere is no uu 
of the nudei in this respec^ md tnw 
confidence in their o'wn forces is too •

fii most cases, no discussion t^es p ac , 
to raise the idbological level of ^® ’
but only a mechanical lecture on the 
trict instructions, whidi in most ca^s 
a repetition of the instmctions of 
Party Center. No daboration of the prac
tical task of the units in their sphere o 
action; little understanding of bow to 
cany out the line of the general instruc- 
tions in their practical tarics in the im
mediate Burroundings.

These few examples of weaknesses of 
non-understanding of the essence of the
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tasks of the nodei and units show clearly 
the necessity of a prompt correctness.

'Why does such a situation exist? 
Where are the causes? Not only because 
our membership is weak in general, but 
especially because the section leadersh^ in 
some cases in non-existing, as for ex- 
ampler Pittsburgh and Ohio District, or if 
existing, have not the capadty to lead and 
supervise the activity of the units. In 
most cases they become simply a bureau
cratic apparatus for the simple transmis
sion of materials, instead of adopting this 
material to the situation in the shop for 
the practical daily tasks of the nuclei and 
to lead in general the activities of the 
nudd in thdr respective section.

What shall constitute a section leader
ship? 'What are its tasks? A section 
leadership must be consdous of its tasks, 
must be the leading committee in one 
section of the F&rty, and as such, shall 
trandate and apply the directives of the 
Party district to the activity of the Party 
nuclei. The sectioa leadership must hiave 
a dear picture of the dtuation in its 
territory, of the tasks of the individual 
lindens in eadt respective sidiere of action, 
supervise and also help with technical as
sistance the preparation of the shop paper, 
spur on tile initiative of the nuclei in all 
matters so as to develop their initiative, 
not only because it is not possible that 
eversrthing shall be done from the District 
office, but also because we must develop 
the independent initiative of the basic 
units in their activities, espedally in view 
of the perspective of a still more intense 
capitalist offensive, at which time the 
basic units shall work more independently 
on the line of the Party and not wait fior 
every detailed directive to come from 
above.

It is the section leadership that must 
lead directly the political education of the 
nuclei in the line of raising the idelogpcal 
level, strengthen the Communist consd- 
ousness. It is this way that the nuclei 
will become more conscious of the carry
ing thru of their activities.

Many times our JJ^****^

leadership forget the mort 
of the nuclei and
role of the basic umts of the P prills 
forget that the uucld in tf*® tfce
mines, must be the dynamic 
Party in drawing the masses 
must constitute the V
masses of the respective 
which shall lead everyday si 
prepare itself
these masses in the strug* ® ©ver 
throw of the bosses, to take p»d
power in the respective shop, 
factory. This means that the tb®
of the Party must win the —
shops, mines and mills to our actio**» 
to the (Party, shall draw them f ” ita«on 
through a continuous
and propaganda, through ^ r gtrOK" 
to be the first and foremost m 
gle of the workingclass 
the struggles in the respective jjght

If we put the question in ‘^gak-
becomes immediately clear that t i 
ness reflects to a great extent f * ^ 
ness of the section leadership a» jyuild- 
Party is faced with the problem 
ing the section leadership.

O Xw OV
solve this problem x

ame

stio»

_ jni®* 
8^®P ®,^ and 

strugg*®®

of

it

How can we
only through the training 
Center and in the District but 
time thru the development “---- - thru the development - active
comrades, the drawing of them of
work on committees, in the m j^gsjgn-
work among these comrades, in yyjgioii

the
tion of the best comrades of **»«

ment of these comrades, to the gelec-
otf a number of nuclei, through th®

the section leadership* through
to build the secuon t«aaer»i»i'. »f
continuous instruction to the 
Wie section leadership about their P 
tasks, through instruction tours oy
district organization secretaries 
section for the puipose of ^
section leadership the directives in

the
the
the

their
theoecuon n»aeo»»M|pwork on the basis of the analysis « 

situation in the different shops o 
etc.
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With the growth of the Party, the buiW" 
mg of section leadership, covering large 
^*Titories, in most cases greater than a 
district in 3i European country, is an im- 
mediate task of all districts.

*^aly in this way will the section lead- 
®rsMp be in a position to give real dir
ectives to the nuclei, to help them in the 

Work and struggles; only in this 
will we establish a real connection 

etween the top and the basis, and con- 
<^»etize the line of the Party in the 
Practical work among the nurses in the 
shops.

ORGANIZEE
To have the possibility of carrying out 

this work it is necessary, that in the fi^ 
place, the District Committee shall divi « 
the work among its members; see that 
the different departments function, an 
"free” the district organizer from t e 
mass of technical work, until now centra 
ized only in his hands, so that the or 
ganizer shall become the real supervisor 
and co-ordinator of the different branches 
of activity and become a real organizer 
of the Party in the District.

fostnictions For Internal Organization of Mass
Meetings

Many Party mass meetings are not a 
ajQmum success because of the poor or- 

Kaiuzation arrangements, both prior to and 
oven at the meeting itself. These defects, 
ome of which appear of a small or in- 

oonsequential character, are in reality of 
>*1 importance for the success of the 
eetung. We therefore outline some of 
6 most important matters, which every 
arty organization must provide for and 

carry out.
-A. committee should be in charge of 

™o arrangements for the meeting—after 
the DEC or Section Committee has adopted 

basic decisions—^with responsibility for 
afferent phases of the work (hall, publici
ty, tickets, finances ushers, program, etc.) 
definitely assigned to individual members.

2) The plan of the meeting should be 
■worked out in advance. Start your meet- 
»ngs on time and don't drag it out, but 
yind it up with everyone still present, and 
m this way the audience will leave, feel
ing enthusiastic .snd of a good opinion of 
our Party's organization ability. Speakers 
should be arranged for in advance.

3) ^nie program should be of a varied 
character. There should not be too many 
speakers. There should be one main spea't- 
er. All others should not receive more

than 10 minutes each. Short speeches a*" 
a prerequisite for a successful mee 
■Wherever possible arrangements shou . 
made for an orchestra, band or 
society. A short tableau or play 
permissible. These lighter features, h - 
ever, must be linked up with the po i ® 
purpose of the meeting, and they mus 
be the dominant feature of the mee mg.

4) At aU meetings there must be a 
Negro or YCL speaker. If possible a 
man speaker should also be provi e .

5) Advertise widely the meeting. i"
addition to leaflets, shop papers, s ® '
etc., every member of the Party and * 
member of friendly mass
must be circularized with a special 
and leaflet urging them to atten 
meeting. (Proper write-ups should be sent 
to all Party press as well as the local 
capitalist press.

6) Of great importance is the conduct 
and order at the meeting. A bad practice 
has arisen in our mass meetings, of the 
Party members and particularly YCL mem
bers, igathering in groups at tiie rear of 
the hall to talk amongst themselves. This 
practice disturbs the meeting and leaves 
El very .bad effect on non-Party members 
who are present. This must be eliminated.
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The only method to conduct the mass 
meeting orderly and with preciseness, and 
also wiA many organizational advantages 
for the Party, is to arrange for a selected 
group of comrades to act as ushers. One 
member of the arrangements committee 
should be charged with the organizing of 
these ushers. These comrades should be 
stationed at various strategic points in the 
hall, in order to maintain quiet and order 
thruout the meeting. These ushers should 
have a ted band around their arm or some 
similar maih of distmclion to give them 
tite necessary authority. It is of major 
importance that the ushers prevent anyone 
from standing in the aisles or at the rear 
of the hall. Seats must be provided for 
everyone and no walking about tolerated. 
The results of sudi an efficient group of 
ushers will astound the local Party organ
ization. It will result in better meetings, 
shorter meetings, larger collections, larger 
Uterature sales, larger number of appli
cants to the Party.

7) Similasly, the collection must be well 
orgimized and a corps of collectors station^ 
ed in the minimum number of strategic 
places within tiie hall. It is of utmost 
importance, to the success of the collec
tion, that the ushers maintain complete 
quiet while the collection is being taken.

and that the collectors work efficiently— 
each with their territory and not duplicav 
ing territory.

8) In order to give the necessary color 
to the meeting the hall should be decorated 
and our slogans should be displayed in all 
parts of the hall. It is also advisable to 
have the Pioneers and the YCL members 
in their respective uniforms, sit together 
in one section of the hall. A march thru 
the hall by the Pioneers and YCL mem
bers in uniform is many times very effec
tive. When the Internationale is sung by 
a singing society or played by 
chestra, the entire audience should join in 
the singing, in order to develop a lively 
demonstrative spirit in the meeting.

9) The selling of literature must be or
ganized systematically. While all literature 
should bo displayed and sold at a litera
ture table, at the rear of the hall, you 
should concentrate on selling one or two 
particular pamphlets, which deal with the 
issue of the day. It is advisable to have 
the chairman or one of the speakers spend 
a few minutes describing the piece of 
literature you wish to concentrate upon 
and then sell it thru the audience. Under 
no drcumstsuices should you allow every 
organization to sell its own literature.

The preset methods of leading and in
structing by means of citcnlar letters must 
undergo a radical diange. As few dreukurs 
as posdble^ as muds personal leaderddp 
as posdble on the part of Party commit
tees and instructors. As far as con
ditions pemtit, conferences of secretaries 
and nudens representatives shoidd be call

ed regularly, to sum up past work ant 
discuss the plan of immediate tasks. It it 
very important to call together nudeus 
representatives in the form of instroction- 
conferences before the organization ol 
political campaigns. Finally, the CC must 
take measures for the establishment of an 
institute of permanent instructors.

ORG. DEPARTMENT OP THE CL
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To the Central Committee CPUSA.
ORGANIZATION LETTER FROM COMINTERN

At the forthcoming: Party Convention 
considerable attention must be paid to the 
question of streng:thening: the Party or- 
gfanizationaliy. The leftward* swing of the 
broad proletarian masses, and, in connec
tion with this, the rapidly growing in
fluence of the Party among the masses, 
raises the question very sharply of the 
organizational strengthening of the Party 
as the most important prerequisite for the 
further development of the Party.

The resolution of the CC, printed on 
March 29th, on the Results of the Re
cruiting Campaign, points out, in connec
tion with the March 6th campaign, the 
tremendous disproportion between the ideo
logical influence of the Party and the or
ganizational consolidation of this influence. 
As far as can be judged .by the incom
plete information which we have .about the 
organizational condition of the Party, there 
is not yet a complete understanding as to 
the danger of this situation for the fur
ther development of the Party, and this 
also made itself felt in this resolution 
(March 29th). The CC states in the re
solution that the results of the recruiting 
campaign show both the increase of the 
influence of the Party among the masses, 
an<f the organizational strengthening of 
the Party. However, the data of this re
solution as to the recruiting campaign do 
not show any considerable organizational 
consolidation of the Party, and especially 
do not show any great increase in the 
ability of the Party to consolidate its 
political influence in the most important 
points of Party work, — among the work
ers of big factories in the most important 
industrial centers of the country. But this 
is the most decisive matter at the present 
time when estimating the successes of the 
Party in solving the central problem of 
the moment — the winning over the ma
jority of the working class.

The CC chose a good moment for its

recruiting campaign (the growth of the 
revolutionary mood of the masses of the 
working class in connection with the 
growth of unemployment). Under the lead
ership of the CC the Party carried on a 
successful agitation for joining the Party, 
and properly linked it up with the March 
6th campaign. But at the same time the 
CC puts on record that: 1) most of the 
new members who joined the Party dhiing 
the recruiting campaign were industrial 
workers who were unemployed at the mo
ment of entering the Party (the CC points 
out that in some districts 76% of the new 
members were unemployed), and thus the 
recruiting campaign did very little to 
strengthen the Party organization in the 
factories, i.e., in the places where this is 
most of all necessary; 2) the CC resolu
tion states that 90% of the new members 
were accepted at meetings, i.e., that most 
of the new members spontaneously joined 
the Party and that the factory nuclei did 
not take an active part in the recruiting 
campaign. This is also true of the He
roes who joined the Party; 3) the resolu
tion states that the District committees 
including those Districts where the Dis
trict committees reported* the greatest suc
cess, have not ordered membership cards 
and dues stamps equivalent to the reported 
new members, which makes the CC doubt 
whether these claims of great recruiting 
successes are not bluff on the part of the 
district committees. (We fail to under
stand how it could happen that the OG 
could sum up the campaign without in
vestigating the correctness of the infor. 
mation as to the results of the recruiting 
campaign, since it was in doubt on the 
matter); 4) in view of the general passivity 
of the Party organizations with regard to 
the organizational side of the recruiting 
campaign, we cannot under-estimate the 
statement of the CC’s resolution of March 
29th that in Pittsburgh a portion of the
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members of the Party were opposed to 
the recruiting campaign, and that In all 
the Districts only a part of the members 
took an active part in the campaign.

All these facts which were established 
by the CC after the March 6th campaign had 
livened up the Party, show, however, that 
'*P to the present time the organizational 
work in the Party is absolutely unsatisfac
tory, and is the most important problem for 
the further development of the Party. At 
the forthcoming Party Convention there 
must be a complete change in the organ
izational work of the Party. The OPUSA 
has already received many directives on 
organizational questions. In particular., the 
last Party Convention made detailed de
cisions which were as a whole correct on 
the organizational consolidation of the 
Party. These decisions as a rule have not 
been carried out. Thus, at the present 
time, there is no questions of giving any 
special new organizational directives. The 
convention must raise the organizational 
problem before the whole Party very 
urgently, must show very concretely how 
to carry out the previous directives and 
u particular the decisions of the previous 

Convention on the reorganization of the 
Party on the basis of factory nuclei.

The chief cause of the delay, and the 
unsatisfactory work on the reconstruction 
of the Party on the basis of factory nuclei 
®t the present moment when the Party 
has a correct political line, is the numeri
cal ^Weakness and the unsatisfactory com
position of the leading cadres. After the 
last Party Convention the basic composi
tion of the District Party leadership was 
practically not changed by introducing new 
forces which had grown up during the 
course of the big class struggles which 
have recently taken place. The changes 
lu composition which took place were 
®™ught about by: 1) reductions owing to 
the expulsion of factionalists from the 
Party; 2) by exchanging workers between 
towns. In particular, in New York and in 
Chicago no new workers at all were pro
moted to leadership.

According to the data given by the CC 
during the recruiting campaign, the fac
tory nuclei <fid not recruit a single new 
member. Therefore, the forthcoming Party 
Convention must most emphatically raise 
the question of the necessity of rapidly 
and boldly filling the leading cadres by 
bringing in new forces which have grown 
up during the course of the recent big 
proletarian struggles, and removing from 
leadership such members of the pre
sent Party committees and bureaus of 
factory nuclei as have shown themselves 
incapable of organizing mass work on a 
factory .basis during the August 1st, March 
6th and May 1st campaigns.

In extending and refreshing the leader
ship, the Party must not proceed mech
anically, but it must work on the basis 
of a most energetic self-criticism from 
below by putting into force the right of 
every Party organization to re-elect its 
committee before its time has expired, if 
the committee has shown during the course 
of current Party work that it is incapable 
of carrying out the general Party line. 
The highest Party committees still have 
the right to remove any member of a 
lower Party committee and to dissolve a 
Party committee, and this rule must be 
more rigidly applied in all cases where it 
is necessary, especially during severe mass 
struggles, when a delay of a day or even 
an hour may have most serious effects 
on the results of the struggle and on the 
whole further development of the Party. 
But in the near future the CC and the 
Party as a whole must concentrate on 
developing the most determined self- 
criticism from below, keeping in mind the 
fact mentioned in “The Resolution on the 
Results of the Recruiting Campaign”, that 
this campaign was carried on without self- 
criticism. The new CC must organize 
systematic help for the local organizations 
in the development of self-criticism in 
them, especially after big political cam
paigns have been carried on, and in gen
eral after all mass proletarian activity, 
such as strikes, etc. Thus, they will .be
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able, on the basis of self-criticism from 
below, to (Uscover new Party activists 
from the large factories who must be 
brought into leadership in the Party, 
and at the same time, leaders who have 
shown in practice that they are unsuitable 
for carrying out the Party line must be 
removed. Another method of promoting 
new workers to the leadership of Party 
work is the creation of properly function
ing departments in the committees (ac
cording to the decisions of the first and 
second organizational meetings) in which 
case the best activists from the factory 
nuclei must unfailingly be attracted to the 
work in the departments. In this way the 
new ranks who come to fill the leading 
cadres of the Party will be educated in 
the course of piactioal work. The depart
ments in the District committees in the 
OPXJSA work very badly and in many 
cases are completely absent. The Conven
tion must put an end to this state of 
affairs.

Another important task which the forth
coming Convention must deal with in a 
most serious manner is the struggle 
against the passivity of the mass of Party 
members. This passivity has many times 
been recorded in numerous Party docu
ments, and is an integral part of the 
Right opportunist tendency of the Party 
which is at present the chief hindrance 
to the full development of the Party. We 
have no information that the Party has

hers working in a single a » ^ ^ 
members of a single init^*'
to accustom them first of all o ■psX^^ 
tive and intensive independence -p^r^ 
work, but all other members *?^gades- 
must also be attracted mto a^®

The local Party committees ^ of
directly responsible for i-v
Party nuclei must observe very b®
that the work of the brigades 
concentrated around the “*®®t most
sections of the Party work, -^s ^ang® 
important sections of Party wo 
during the course of the class st^® 
the Party committees must ' . m®®*
shock brigades and at any 
be able to guarantee the oonc -actions 
their forces on the most ”?"P®^”^iutionary 
of the leadership of the re ^©ng 
struggle of the proletarian ‘ an-
the same lines the Party ““s . with
swer to the question nud®i
the factory district ^“des f®'
must be constructed as shock mn®t
carrying out special tasks.
work under the direct lea^rship 
corresponding Party comira e, ’ be 
ing carried out their tasks, they 
dissolved and their members se gjicXBtB shock brigades, according to tne 
demands of the moment, . . _. -©ntrol 

The CC must in the near fu con-
and direct the whole of the wor jjyjne
verttng the factory nuclei into ® party,

..w null,   fundamental organizations j^j^g
carried on any serious struggle against and also the work for streng ® all
the passivity of the members. This is a freshening the leading cadres.

the CC must obviously conc®ntrate > 
tention on New York. Chicago, ^ 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh ®*^® . party 
a great growth of sympathy and
among the broad proletarian -djnary
at the same time where the ex fac-
weakness of the Party "" districts
tories was displayed. I"/®®®® . the
the CC must set itself the the
course of the next three 5. com-
Convention of converting the Party
mittees into genuine political leaj 
centers, well linked up with the wg

tiveiy

great fault which must have the most 
serious effect on the political success of 
the Party.

The local Party committees which are 
carried on along the lines of forming 
strong factory nuclei with plenty of initia
tive, and which are well linked up with 
the mass of workers of their factory. As 
a method for attaining this we may re
commend the formation of special shock 
brigades of Party members for carrying 
out concrete tasks. These brigades must 
first of all be formed from Party mem-
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Tories and based on strong factory nuclei 
^ these factories. The CC must keep 1® 

16 factory nuclei in these Districts un- 
“er its own direct observation, and attach 
o each of them a member of the CC or 

instructor. The task must be to set 
henx on their feet in the next 3 months 

the Convention.
, ^6 Convention must carefully consider 

results of the recruiting campaign, 
must decide on concrete measures for 

5®nioving shortcomings such as were noted 
the resolution of the CC on April 29th. 

“f local Party leaders must be made 
®tr ctly responsible for carrying out these 
*neasures. At all costs work must be started 
ns soon as possible and with the maximum 
J^nsiveness to recruit new members into 

l*nrty, concentrating special attention 
th attraction of active workers from 
he big factories. In particular, directives 

^hst be given to the local organizations 
® increase their recruiting work among 

^omen workers, in view of the fact that 
^omen workers showed very great activity 

hrtng the March 6th campaign, (as is 
Shown in the resolution of the CC on the 
*‘®cruiting campaign). The local Party or- 
ffanizat’ons have shown an absolute lack 
® attention to the questions of recluiting 
forking women into the Party.

Convention must also gfive clear di- 
*^ctives on the <]uestions of work among

^NE-JXXLY

the newly accepted members, of carr3nng 
out educational work among them by 
means of schools and classes, and of at
tracting them immediately into the prac
tical everyday work of the Party. As fax 
as can be judged from the material we 
have received, including the Daily Worker, 
until very recently the work with the new 
members has been absolutely incompetent. 
This threatens that the majority of the 
newly accepted members will soon leave 
the Party again after the manner of previ
ous recruiting campaigns, when the new 
members were also left without any atten
tion.

In conclusion, we propose that you 
strengthen the organizational role of the 
Party press, and organize in the Daily 
Worker a live section for Pariy life, in 
which all the most important Party prob
lems will be dealt with seriously and in a 
business-like way. The same must be done 
with regard to the provincial Party organs 
and the press organs of various national 
groups. The Convention and the new CC 
must pay special attention to the question 
of extending the network of factory news
papers, because factory newspapers play a 
tremendous role in the activization and 
consolidation of factory nuclei, and in gen
eral in the matter of assisting the penetra
tion of Party influence among the mass of 
the workers in big factories.

Problem of Shop Nuclei
The whole future of our Party, the 

eomposition of the membership, 
ebility to mobilize masses and ability to 
“ght, depends upon how strongly we are 

to build our roots in the enterprises. 
This brings us face to face with the prob- 
lem of building shop nuclei. In the recent 
recruiting drive a good beginning was 
made. Still the CC Plenum resolution is

compelled to state that “Less than 10% 
of the Party membership is organized into 
factory nuclei". The same resolution states 
further that in such an important District 
as New York the “membership organized 
into the factory nuclei is less than 2%”.

This means that we must start organ
izing factory nuclei at a much faster 
tempo than hitherto. The building of shop
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there are one or two Party members 
ine in the shop, their duty is, '*^**^^_ 
help of the Section committee, to lay a 
and organize a shop nucleus. And 
there are no Party members working 
particular factory, we must make eve^ 
effort to get Party members into 
other cases, if we fail to get IPaxty nnein- 
bers in, we must begin organization^ 
steps following our propaganda, by 
lishing shop committees, organizing TXJIXIj 
groups and through these means lay the 
basis for organization of shop nuclei- In 
these cases, when shop nuclei .aore org^an- 
ized from fresh elements, one or two Ex
perienced comrades from other nucleis 
must be attached to the newly formed unit, 
in order to give it needed leadership.

There are multitudes of big important 
factories where we can and we must estab
lish shop nuclei. Every District is obliged 
to take concrete steps in order to bring 
results and to fulfill the tasks that the 
Plenum resolution has set as our task. 
There can be no excuses. The Central 
Committee is watching every District Com
mittee, and every District Organizer is 
held personally responsible for starting 
this task and bringing concrete results 
towards this end immediately. But it is 
not the question of organizing “shop nuc
lei” on the paper. The question: what 
kind of shop nuclei, is just as important 
And the main efforts must be made or
ganizing factory nuclei in basic industries. 
Why? Because it is just there where the 
strength of our Party lies. It is particul
arly in heavy and! basic industries where 
the power of the working class is most effi. 
cient and where it can be most strikingly 
used for the benefit of the class struggle. In 
the basic industries the influence of our 
shop nuclei can reach the largest number 
of workers.

nuclei must become the central organiza
tional task of our Party. The Central 
Committee has already placed this as the 
central orgamzational task for the whole 
Party, stating in its Plenum resolution, that 
“Every District is therefore obligated to 
transform the Party base systematically 
into one of shop nuclei. Within the year 
following the convention, over 40 percent, 
of the Party membership must be organ
ized into shop nuclei”.

Org^izing over 40% Party members 
into shop nuclei, places concrete task for 
every District Committee, to every Section 
Committee, to every functioning and every 
responsible Party member, and the task 
cannot be accomplished without the fullest 
realization of the importance of this task. 
Therefore we must at once begin the most 
energetic propaganda towards this end. A 
systematic campaign must be carried 
throughout the whole Party in order to 
educate the whole memberslup for the 
importance of the change in the organiza
tional structure of our Party, away from 
street nuclei into shop nuclei.

But propaganda is not enough. Our 
propaganda on the shop nuclei must be 
coupled with immediate organizational 
steps. Every District Committee is held 
responsible at once to begin a realization 
of the Plenum decision, which states: 
"Every District Committee must work out 
plans for systematic work in a number of 
selected shops and industries and must 
concentrate the Party forces in this work.”

There are unlimited possibilities in every 
District for building shop nuclei. Especial
ly during this time, when the economic 
crisis is ever deepening and as a con
sequence is worsening the conditions of 
tiie workers. Wage cuts, lengthening of 
working hours, speed-up, etc., are making 
the workers ripe at a very fast tempo. 
They become more and more responsive to 
our propaganda. We must therefore ap
proach them, by distributing leaflets, lite
rature and holding shop gate meetings. 
This propaganda must be linked up with 
organizational steps. That is, wherever

Of course, medium and light industries 
must not be neglected. We must go there 
too. But in order to improve the present 
composition of our membership and really 
establish the roots of our Party into tiio 
foundation of the economic structure of cap*
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"we must concentrate our main ef- 
building factory nuclei in heavy

industries.
^^e question of making shop nuclei really 

nctive units of our Party, is just as im- 
ns organizing them. Paper “Nuc- 

amount to anything and we 
. not deceive our Party by establish
es these paper “nuclei”. Every nucleus 
eust be made a living organ, which by 

every day activities would stimulate 
e body of our Party, to grive it strength 
its struggles and activities. Therefore, 

th necessary that shop nuclei be given 
•h ^ closest attention. They must be taught 

in order that they may ful- 
’ * their functions. Section organizers and 
ection committees must keep in closest 
ouch with every shop nucleus in their Sec- 
*on and assist them in their work in every 

i^ay possible. But this caretaking should 
however, .be such, which would kill 

e self-activity of the shop unit. On the 
every shop nucleus must .be taught 

develop self-activity and self-initiative, 
this respect we must remember that 

nuclei must not be overloaded with 
, hinds of routine work and collections,
_ ht must be educated to carry on work 
inside factories, by establishing and lead
ing in shop committee and TUtlL work, 

y distributing leaflets, by issuing shop 
but also raising every day questions 

about shop conditions, which affect most 
intimately every worker in the shop and 
^hereby the nucleus will surely gain in
fluence over the workers in the particular 
shop.

Issuing shop papers, of course, is one 
of the most importanc and elementary 
■^ork of every shop nucleus. While Section 
committees must assist and gruide the is
suance of these shop papers, the nuclei 
themselves must be trained to edit these 
papers. There are yet a number of shop 
nuclei which do not issue a paper. This 
shortcoming must be immediately looked 
into and remedied, because no shop nucleus 
can exist and spread its influence without 
having a shop paper.

While the shop nuclei must base itself on 
the shops and constantly extend their in
fluence in the shop through their activities 
in connection with the every day conditions 
of the particular shop, every shop nucleus 
must be educated towards the general pol
itical struggles and revolutionary political 
aims of the Party and making them full 
participants in all the Party campaigns 
and in the political life of the Party. This 
enn be best achieved by conducting political 
education in the shop units and by draw
ing more and more members of shop nuc
lei into responsible functions of the Party.

The relation of the unemployed with the 
shop nuclei must also be on a correct 
.basis. The resolution of the CC Plenum 
has given directives in this respect, iJi- 
structing that, “The tmemployed members 
of the Party must be organized into fac
tory nuclei in the place of their last em
ployment.” This means that the unemploy
ed member does not cease to be a member 
of this shop nucleus. Where he has Been 
separated from his unit, he must be taken 
back there, and must continue to be active 
in h's unit. This is the only way to main
tain close relations with employed and un
employed in and around the factories and 
guarantees the possibility of forming com
mittees of action of the employed and un
employed workers.

Division of work is necessary in every 
shop nucleus. Every member of the unit 
must be made active and responsible for 
particular work. There should be no dead 
wood in factory units. Of course, this 
activity of the members must be a<diieved, 
not .by mechanical discipline, but by edu
cating them to understand the responsibili
ty and duty of every member of the Com
munist Party, so that each one willingly 
will undertake and carry on his or her 
work. Disciplinary measures must be re
sorted to only when ideological means 
have failed.

Of course, there are persecutions and 
dangers in the way of the work of our 
members in the shop units. Both employer 
and government are using their spy system.
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and when one is found engaging i„ Com 
mumst activities there is a possibilit? ^

blackUsted, L2 
in some cases persecuted or deporte? 
when non^tizen, etc. Threats of thS 
dangers, however, shall not make anv 
Party me^er inactive. The Communii 
work m the enterprises must be carried 
on under aU conditions. It is, however 
ne^ssary to be cautious in orde’rnot to 
pose comrades to the spies of the employes 
or government Comrades must leam

ly, but at the same time be readv

Comrades, every important task of our 
Party is involved in our ability to build 
more shop nuclei and make every shop 
nuclei really active poUtical units in our 
Party. The question of raising our mem 
bership to 26,000 at the end of this y^r' 
^ot he achieved properly without eS’ 
ing up the task of building shop S

Party organizer JUN®!

with our recruiting of new nieinb®r®^^jj£^ 
task of building up the TUUL anu 
it a real mass fighting organizatio 
is the main task of our Party in ^^er- 
ing its influence and organizing gtroS®^®* 
ican working class into class .^^tart®" 
cannot be accomplished, without si 
ously building the revolutionary 
and organize Party shop nuclei -jmitxy* 
Portant industries throughout -er.tb®
The struggle against the Right njjd 
struggle against imperialist war b®
the defense of the Soviet Union, ® ompoS^" 
carried out, without bettering th® ^jisbingf 
tion of our membership and jnth®
the roots and influence of our Party 
enterprises in the heavy iudustnes*^^^ 
ability of our Party to mobiliz® ^thoub 
cannot be effectively carried out 
a shop nuclei basis. The whole rev . 
ary fighting ability of our Party ^ main 
up with the transformation the
strength from the street nuclei 
shop units.

Therefore, comrades, let us take 
earnestly the Central Committee’s *
slrifpnn t.ViA SllOTia*^

Shop Nuclei at Work on May Day 
Demonstration

CHICAGO.
Ihe slogan of a Mass Political Strike 

on May 1st can be transferred into reaUty 
only If our simp nuclei are moWUzed to 
carry out political and organizational prep- 
arabons for the strike. Unfortunately not 
a single shop nucleus in District 8 set 
up a May Day Committee, making a 
unitod front below—uniting workers for a 
definite struggle. It was necessary to set 
up such a committee~to put forward local 
demands of the workers in the shops link

ing these up with the general slog®iDs 
the Party. Because of lack of May 
Committees this was not done. Th® 
themselves were not active inside of tte 
shops to mobilize the workers 
strike. Shop nuclei on May Day “*® 
past remained in a privileged position no 
doing this elementary work of the shop 
nuclei.

The question arises here—^why is ib tta 
the shop nuclei remained inactive altho
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the objective conditions in the shops were 
favorable for the strike?

First of all, our nuclei were very weak 
snd they were actually not shop nuclei as 
they did not carry on day to day shop 
activity. Nuclei functioned rather as an 
information buro on the conciitions in the 
shops to supply news for the shop paper 
which is usually edited with the help of 
the Section committee, distributed .by the 
comrades from other nuclei in front of tFe 
shops. Comrades in the shop nuclei ajre 
satisfied with this. There is no sincere 
effort made on the part of the leadership 
■to activize shop nuclei, to give them 
practical sug'gestions and help in carrying 
on the work.

Yes, there was a shop nuclei conference 
at which the question of the strike was 
*hscussed. It must be stated, however, 
^at practically without exception the 
Party comrades reporting at the shop 
huclei conference expressed that it is ina- 
^ssible to win the workers for the strike, 
he workers will not strike and from West- 

♦■u** ®^6otric the argument was advanced 
that “every worker there is a share holder 
andf therefore how was it possible to get 
them for the strike?”

This conference was not followed up. 
No personal attention was given to the 
shop units. All activity was confined to 
a few noon-day meetings in front of the 
shops and a demonstration on May Day 
itself in front of the Western Electric.

This is a very sad picture of the situa
tion in our shop nuclei. Is it possible to 
improve these conditions ? We must em
phatically answer YES! Here is a con
crete example:

During the May Day preparations in 
checking up on the comrades working in 
the larger shops, a new shop nucleus was 
organized in the Deering Plant of only 
three workers. At the first meeting of the 
nucleus we established that wage cuts are 
taking place in the plant as much as 60%;

that a murderous speed-up was in process 
tc such an extent that the workers simply 
cannot stand it any longer and that there 
is considerable talk of strike in the shop. 
This clearly established the fact that the 
objective conditions in the shop were for 
a strike—the workers were ready for 
struggle. What was missing was the 
crystalization of this growing readiness 
for struggle into actual struggle and giv
ing the workers leadership. To do this it 
is necessary to entrench ourselves among 
the workers—^to stretch out our orgraniza- 
tion among them.

Toward this end we gathered the names 
of 16 workers who were sympathetic to 
the movement,who could be organized into a 
shop group of the TUUiL and divided these 
names among the three members of the 
nucleus to visit them and call them to a 
mM^tincr. This was all done at the first 
meeting of the nucleus.

It is through this elementary work that 
we find the main way of building the 
units and building organization in the 
shops. We must show our members how 
to utilize a concrete situation and how 
to give leadership to the workers. And 
this is something that was missed in our 
May Day preparations. We gave too much 
general political talks and did not con- 
cretisize, and what is more important, we 
did not trouble to examine specific condi
tions in the factories where we had shop 
nuclei or in shops where we had even one 
comrade.

Although we were not able to have a 
single strike in any shop in Chicago or in 
the District, workers in many shops did 
not go to work on May Day. Others quit 
at noon and came to the demonstration. 
At the Goss plant where we have no unit 
and issue no shop paper, through the ef
forts of one comrade working in the shop 
and the distribution of leaflets 87 workers 
failed to report to work on May 1st but 
although these workers did come to the
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demonstration they did not come in an 
organized maimer.

This brings to us two main lessons.
1) l^e Party members in the shops are 

often too timid to carry on the work in

J Jio'^ ^

the shops or do not understana 
apply the Party line in their ' jg»der" 

2) (which is more serious) grades
ship was not able to help our forin the shops to organize worK 
strike on May Day.

Shortcomings of Party Fractions
in Language Work

Reports given by 16 Language Bureaus 
of the Central Committee uncover many 
weaknesses in our language fractions. The 
analysis of the reports show:

1. Looseness. Most of the Bureaus can
not give precise, or any report of how 
many Party members are in the different 
mass organizations. Certainly then, these

comrades are not organized into * g on 
Concentration of Party2.

small organizations. . party
3. Little participation in gener

campaignsFacts on the division of Party ^
ship into language mass orgai 
given as follows:

nizations ar®

Bureau

Lettish
Italian
Hungarian
Finnish
Chinese
Ukranian
Czechoslovak
Albanian
Polish
Jewish
Esthonian
Lithuanian
Russian
Spanish
Armenian
Japanese

Org. controlled 
by the Party

Org. influenced 
by the Party

Org.enemy le®^“ 
ershiP

Members Pty. members Members Pty. members
515 100 NO NO

1,600 350 NO NO
10,000 600 3,000 40
12,000 1,800 20,000

285 72 105 2
2500 400 16,000 100
4,100 9 NO NO

NO 15 NO NO
Local clubs 9 8 clubs ?

7,500 750 6,100 460
200 25 20 4

10,000 280 30,000 130
1,800 200 2,500 15

76 22 100 20
1,000 150 1,500 10

100 44

members
1,500

300,000
160,000

?
700

20,000
210,000

400
307,000

60,000
70

1,000
20,000

8,600



it can be seen, the Italian coini’®^®® 
Working in comparatively small 

Sanizations, having about 1,600 members 
altogether. At the same time, there are 
hundreds of thousands of Italian workers 
a^'Banized under fascist leadership- The 
Hungarian, Czechoslovakian, Polish an<^ 
Spanish fractions are organized the same 
^ay, some of them among large masses, 
"^he fractions, directed by 16 Bureaus and 
*''«nbering almost 5,000 Party members, 
control organizations having about 50,000 
**'embers. About 800 Party members work 
a*Uong 140,000 workers in organizations in 
which we have influence. Organizations 
consisting of over million members, mostly 
porkers, have no Party members and no 
■nflnejice. These organizations are led by 
our class enemies.

Such a division of our forces brings about 
fbe following results;

A comparatively narrow influence.
2. Since the majority of these fractions 

are working in unnecessary large numbers 
*** sympathetic organizations, where with
out any struggle these proposals are car- 
*^cd, they don’t develop in the struggles, 
■which are carried on only in those organi

^NE-JULY

zations which are lead or influenced by 
the class enemies.

3. 'Work in small. Party controlled or
ganizations, in which in some cases the 
Party members are the majority of those 
present at the meetings, develop a tenden
cy of giving to these organizations almost 
the role of the Party, at least similar po
litical functions, in these small organi
zations the Party members do not think it 
necessary to have fraction meetings. The 
meetingfs of these organizations are nearly 
Party meetings.

A redistribution of forces so that most 
of the Party members shall be organized 
iu real mass organizations for struggle 
against reaction, for Party policies and 
leadership, is necessary. But not going to 
the extreme, so as to loose already exist
ing .bases for work.

More participation in the general cam
paigns of the Party, T. U. U- L.- other 
auxiliary organizations is necessary. But 
the members of the language fractions 
shall never be overburdened with language 
work, since their main decisive work is m 
the Party units.

11party organizer

Elxperiences In Keeping New Members

generau

The most glaring deficiencies in the or- 
Sanizational and agitprop work of the 
Party is brought out in an analysis of the 
capacity of our Party to retain the new

members taken in during the recent Re
cruiting Drive. An examination of 10 of 
the 15 districts who participated in the 
Drive shows:
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Init. Stamps 
Claimed Sold During 
Recruited Same Period

No. of New 
Recruits in 
Party Today

ent

Boston _________ ___ __________ 302 215 80
New York ............ ................................ ..... 1450 800 788
Philadelphia ------------- ------ —.............. 447 120 200
Buffalo .......................... ...... ....... ................ 267 26 260
Cleveland ____________ __ __________ 688 276 340
Detroit 1079 450 500
Minneapolis ............................... ......... ...... 423 110 254
Kansas City .............. ................... .............. 50 35 20
California ........................................... .... 307 95 151
Connecticut 132 82 100

5125 2209 2693

KeP*

469&
97^
5l9i>
469^

409^
499&
769&

If we contrast this table with the figures 
given at the conclusion of the Recruiting 
Drive, based on the official reports of the 
DO’s, we see that there was much boast
ing which only harms the Party in the 
long run and particularly do we evidence 
absolute failure of the nuclei to absorb 
these new members into their life and 
activity. The inadequacies of the Agit 
Prop work showed itself in the few class
es established and where functioning, the 
small number of new members involved. 

All of this brings out more sharply 
than ever the weaknesses already pointed 
out (lack of recruiting in shops; primarily 
racruitment at demonstrations and meet
ings; large number among unemployed; 
few shop nuclei organized; absence of self- 
criticism in connection with the Drive on 
the part of the Districts, etc.) in the CC 
Resolution on Results of the Drive.

Today there still faces the Party as 
Task Number One, that which was point
ed out on March 12th in the CC Resolu
tion which says:

“1. Work Amongst the New members. 
This can only be done by firstly, a 
sharp change and improvement of the 
organizational and political life of out 
shop and street nuclei. This means that 
every unit must discuss in full the political campaigns and issues before the 
Party and how to carry these through

in every day activity of the 
Every nucleus must outline Z®*". . p-nd 
under the leadership of the to
Section Committees, concrete acw 
carry through in the factories t”® ^
ical and organizational tasks °
Party. Linked up with this^ is 
provement of the functioning ® 
nucleus, which must meet regula* 
lime, and with the nucleus 
giving leadership at all times. ^ and 
izing the nucleus, every memD«r 
particularly the new members 
involved in activity. The 
Section Committees must eliminate 
cular” leadership as far as possible^ 
give detailed personal attention w cry 
lower organization, and

Secondly, the immediate establishmrat 
of classes, discussion meetings, s 
groups of all types (see Mar«* 
Organizer), development of WorKeis 
Correspondence, etc., in which a 1 tmw 
members must participate. In tne^ 
study groups and courses. Party P^_b- 
lems and major political issues, partic
ularly in connection with Party 
amongst the Negroes, must be studied,
rlienllccAfl anH fivolalnad.**

The loss of new members up to now 
must sound the alarm for the entire Party 
as to the weak organizational status and 
capacity of the Party, and the above tasks
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of the Party must be applied imme^ately 
and energretically with full supervision of 
the District and Section Committees.

fn an effort to popularize this problem.

we will print in each issue of the Party 
Organizer, experiences of specific districts. 
In this issue we give experiences of Chica
go and New York.

CHICAGO.

At a recent meeting in the Calumet Section 
Committee held in order to discuss the Con
tention Thesis, a number of old leading mem- 
oers were still disputing whether there is 
radicalization amongst the workers and 
^ey -were particularly doubtful as to 
^hether imemployment is developing on a 
large mass scale. At this very same meet
ing, there were present six workers, both 
®>npiloyed and unemployed, and one Negro 
porker who had recently joined the Party 

Indianapolis. These workers, both in 
J'elating their experiences and in their spirit, 
|*efuted all the arguments of the old mem- 
hers who still doubted whether there is 
unemployment and radicalization.

All of the Indianapolis new members 
spoke at the Section committee meeting 
and without exception, expressed one de
sire and hope, namely, that they expect 
fo Remain in the Party in order to be able 
to EIGHT and gain KNOWLEDGE. These 
"Were the exact slogans put forward by 
these new members themselves.

If we want to summarize what the new 
Members expect from the Party when they 
Join it is precisely given by the Indian
apolis new members. And the main reason 
in failing to keep the new members lies 
precisely in the fact that our units and 
the old members, to a large degree, are 
removed from direct participation in the 
class struggles, as concretely expressed in 
the failure to carry on shop activities and 
TUUL activities, and furthermore linked 
up with this, the failure of political dis
cussion and lack of political life in the new 
Units to give knowledge to the new mem
bers who expect to get it when they join 
the Party.

Various discussions in the units in Chic
ago District have shown, that the new 
members, joining the Party as a result 
of the Party’s campaigns and their desire 
to fight against the effects of the present 
crisis, are participating proportionally more 
frequently in duscussions than some of tb® 
old members who have no class struggle 
experiences to relate and to link up their 
experiences with the general political line 
of the Party.

Organizational looseness and lack of 
responsibility are one of the main factors 
Tesponsible for the failure to keep new 
members and lead them to more activities. 
Numerous examples can be given from 
our recent experiences, .but we will only 
relate one which brings out that fact 
forcefully. A new member, who is a ma
chinist and who came to our Party as a 
result of the TUUL activities, was placed 
in charge of the Metal Trades fraction. 
He called a meeting of our Metal Trades 
fraction, sent out 90 letters and only five 
showed up. This discouraged him a great 
deal and he actually told the comrades in 
charge of the TUUL that there is a great 
gap between what he heard of our Party 
before he joined, and what he rinds now 
when there is so little discipline, responsi
bility, and desire for actual participation 
in the class struggle. Other cases, for in
stance, when new members filled out ap
plication cards to the Party three times and 
they were not attached to any unit. This 
surely is an indication of the organization
al looseness which is responsible for the 
failure to keep many of the new members.

While we must not start a campaign of 
eliminating old members, it should be re
membered that in many instances the old
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members who cannot digest the new line— 
and especially to carry it out in practice, 
are a drag on the new members. For in
stance in Whiting, Indiana, it was asbo- 
lutely necessary to eliminate the old mem
bers in order to be able to retain the new 
members. We have now instances in the 
city of Chicago where old members 5ent 
in their resignation, some without excuses, 
bthers frankly stating that the greater 
demands of the Party, because of the 
sharpened struggles, makes it impossible 
for them to remain in the Party.

We had recently a discussion in all of 
the Party nuclei on the TUUL. At one 
of the nucleus meetings one of two petty 
bourgeois elements have resigned from 
the Party and some of the new members 
have joined the TUUL.

While the main weapon in keeping the 
new members is drawing them into activi
ties and raising the political level of the 
units, at the same time we must give spe
cial personal organizational attention to 
them and particularly arrange special 
educational activities. In every section of 
the city we have dasses for new members. 
Our recent experience shows that, gener

ally speaking, the new members are ready 
to attend these classes and to participate 
in them. The failure of some, and the 
great shortcomings in others, are mainly 
due to organizational looseness in the ar
rangement of the classes. In connection 
with this it is interesting to note that in 
many cases the Negro workers are more 
prompt and more interested in the class 
than the new white members. Generally 
we try to follow the following outline for 
the new members’ classes.

1) Discussion on what brought them in
to the Party; 2) the present crisis in the 
light of the fundamental laws of Marxism; 
3) the main campaigns of the Party as 
the TUUL, Election campaign. Daily 
Worker, etc.; 4) Organizational structure 
and activities of the Party.

Of course, these classes do not exhaust 
our educational activities for new mem
bers or for the Party as a whole. They 
are only a step in initiating the new mem
bers into the Party’s political life and to 
enable them to feel their way through 
the Party. We are also making special 
attempts to stimulate reading amongst the 
new members.

NEW YORK.

The membership drive was still in full 
swing when the Comintern letter warned 
our Party that our most important task 
during and after the drive is to keep the 
new members. 'The last plenum of our 
Party has as a special point on the agenda 
—^how to keep the new members. This 
point in the resolution placed clearly 
before the Party what needs to be 
done in order that the workers who join 
our ranks shall be retained in our ranks 
and how to do it. In spite of the warning 
of the Comintern, in spite of the very 
thorough, concrete resolution of the Party 
plenum, almost no effort was made to 
correct the well known shortcomings and 
mistakes in this respect.

We will not enumerate the very serious 
mistakes and shortcomings which kept out 
of the Party, 500 workers who showed their 
willingness to join the Communist Party 
during the membership drive. Our task 
in this article is to deal with the ex
perience of New York District in the ef
fort to keep the new members, who after 
long waiting were assigned to units.

1. After a long wait the worker becomes 
a Party member. He or she has a mem
bership book, attends the first meeting, 
and receives the first delusion. What did 
the worker expect when attending the 
meeting. Discussion on the struggle 
again.st capitalism, on the methods by 
which the toiling masses can be organized.
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political education to clarify the signifi
cance of the day to day struggle, and the 
duties of a member of the Communist 
Party. Instead of this the new member 
comes to a meeting where everything is 
discussed but the problems that he ex
pected. In one of the units a new Party 
member made a statement that after 
^hig in the unit eight weeks he did not 
see any difference between his unit meet- 
mg and the meeting of his Society. He 
**®ver heard an3d;hing about the activities 
the Party is engaged in at the unit meet
ing. It is a miracle that this comrade is 
still a member of the Party. Do not per
mit the unit meeting to degenerate into 
a continuous business mcetii\g.

2. Reading of long communications at 
unit meetings is .another obstacle which 
disrupts the work of the unit. The unit 
bureau should prepare the agenda and re
port to the members. The Districts and 
Sections should not send long communica
tions to the units but should send repre
sentatives to take part in the life of the 
units.

3- It is difficult for a new member to 
understand the Party language in the 
unit. Even an old member finds i£ dif
ficult to understand the meaning of some 
of the symbols. Our Party members are 
in the habit of using abbreviations for 
names of organizations and even for cer
tain actions of the Party. In one unit 
where four new members listened with 
interest to a speech about the new turn 
of the Party they heard the following: 
“The Party made very good progress on 
the I. R. D.”. The eyes of the new mem
bers sparkled. One of them said: “We 
made progress there too, we will lead the 
next big strike. Did you hear it ? The 
subway workers are with us.” The speak
er .became very angry and said, "How can 
any one be so dumb. I said, I. R. D., not 
I. R. T., and what I said said means In
ternational Red Day and not Interborough

Rapid Transit.” The new members were 
very much astonished and at the ne,xt 
meeting two of them d!id not show up due 
to the retort of the clever speaker. These 
members were lost to the Party. The 
comrades must be patient and must not 
expect the new members to understand 
everything. The full names should always 
be used instead of abbreviations. It is just 
as easy to say International Red Day in
stead of I. R. E., also District Literature 
Department instead of D. L. D. Even some 
of the old Party members would not 
understand the meaning of these letters.

4. Draw the new members into activity. 
Don’t let them sit in at the meeting with
out giving them responsible work. They 
will think that the unit does not trust 
them. The new members joined the Party 
because they saw in the Party a fighting 
army and by joining expressed a desire 
to enter into the fight. They want work, 
revolutionary work, otherwise they will be 
disillusioned and drop out.

6. It is very important that the com
rades give personal attention to the new 
members. Don’t run away after the meet
ing. Speak to the new members, discuss 
(Party problems with them, make them 
feel that, the Party is interested in deve
loping them. Don’t treat them with a 
superior air. Help them in a comradely 
way to understand Party problems.

6. One of the most important factors 
for keeping new members is to have a 
meeting place that is not -a bedlam. In 
five of the section headquarters four or 
five units met in the same evening. Many 
of the new members were lost because of 
this arrangement.

7. 'The classes for the new members are 
basically important Every section in the 
New York district, with a few exceptions, 
had a new members’ class. Here too, we 
face the same shortcoming as in the meet
ing place of the units. Ibe classes were 
held in the section headquarters at the 
same time as many other meetings. The 
old Party members after their meetings
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were over, would form a fringe around 
the classes, pass remarks and smile be
nevolently at the answers of the new 
members. This also served as a factor 
in losing new members for the Party.

The Party cannot afford to permit a 
continuation of the shortcomings here

enumerated 
to correct these

JU

Drastic steps must |jie
and to carry out

directives of the Central Committee xes.oio-
Sec-

tion on keeping new members. Every 
tion and District leading committee 
regard this as a task of major 
•which must be persistently carried ®

Do You Read The Inprecorr?
(International Press Correspondence)

A Weekly mine of information about the International Communist Movement. 
Articles by the leading Communists of the world. Reports from every land* 
reports on International Congress and conferences. Indispensable as a source 
of information of the world revolutionary movement.
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The Role of the Party Units in the Class Stnig^grle
^ 5"^pidly multiplying tasks and re* 

ponsibilities of the Party cannot be car- 
le out without a full utilization of all 
e available forces of the Party and with- 

supplementing these with new 
^auitional forces. The forces of the Party 

*■6 in the basic units. Unless these func- 
properly, these forces will not be or- 

eiuzed for the tasks and struggles and 
, .be developed for more capable
Reading work. If the nuclei of the Party 

not function properly we cannot im- 
rove our organized contact with the mass- 

. ® workers in the shops of the basic 
and will fail to draw in and 

new forces that are necessary in 
tt”®*’ to strengthen the Party. Under 

ese circumstances, the greatest attention 
th'*^*’ ^ven to the task of effecting a 

iniprovement of the work of the
nuclei.

one observes the manner in which 
work is organized and conducted 

present, it becomes clear why we suffer 
^sP^Portion between the 

With*+v^ influence and organized contact 
^ the masses; why we lag behind; why 

.. ®®*™ot keep new members; why the 
We f of the Party is so low; why
.. t^ail to draw new forces into our func- 

waries cadre more rapidly, 
g ^rst, our units float in the air, so to 
pe^. They are not anchored to any 

s^*^*®'**®*' group of workers of a shop or 
reet. They have no responsibility there- 
re to any workers and no means of de- 
rmining the extent of their progress in 

I ”*^^**g workers for support of our rev- 
o u lonary struggles. This results in an 

ward orientation. The test .becomes 
^ whether they have satisfied the 

n gher organs of the Party. Whether they 
_ ave carried out certain instructions as 
improving dues sales, etc. The units lose 
all initiative and all possibility for deve- 
oping independent leadership and dire 

Political responsibility to the workers. The

work of the unit becomes mechanical. The 
political significance of the various tasks 
to be performed are lost sight of.

Members attend unit meetings only be
cause it is required and not because they 
feel that by attending they will be able 
to secure encouragement and directions 
that will make possible more effective rev
olutionary activity. In the course of time, 
they become accustomed to this situation 
(if they remain in the Party) and conclude 
that all that is required of a Party mem
ber is to appear at a unit meeting oc
casionally and pay up dues. Thus the 
forces and energies of the Party are frit
tered away.

In order that this criminal waste of 
Party forces shall be stopped and a maxi
mum utilization of these forces effected, 
we must vigorously carry through a re
organization of the methods of work of 
our units.

First: Every unit must be organized on 
the basis of definite responsibility for 
work in a given shop or territory. Every 
unit must be a political unit of the Party 
in the sense that it is politically respon
sible for winning a majority of the work
ers in the place where it operates. All its 
activities must be directed to this end and 
judged on that basis.

Secondly: No unit can be allowed to
function without a responsible leading 
committee, a unit bureau which meets in 
advance and carefully plans the work of 
the unit as a whole and of every member. 
The unit bureau must read and discuss 
all the instructions that come from the 
higher organs of the Party and prepare 
an agenda for each unit meeting on this 
basis of these as well as on the basis of 
the special problems of the workers of the 
shop or street where it is operating. Com
rades must be instructed to prepare re
ports on each point on the agenda of the 
unit meeting. These reports must include 
definite recommendations of the manner
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In which the work is to be done. What 
shall be done, where shall it be done, 
when shall it be done and who shall do it. 
This most be followed by a careful check- 
np by the buro or whomever it may del
egate in each particular case. Those who 
fail to perform the work assigned them, 
or perform the work improperly must be 
called to responsibility, critisized openly 
and if necessary disciplined.

The unit meetings must be held regul
arly and on time. The meeting place must 
be located in the territory or near the 
shop where the unit operates.

Discussions in the units must never be 
detached from the work which must be 
done. Aimless, abstract, accidental discus* 
sions serve no purpose and only result in 
disgusting those present or in distorted 
conceptions of the role of the Party.

The “order of business’’ as established 
in bourgeois and social-democratic organ
izations must be avoided in our meetings. 
Instead of "new-business. old-business’’, 
etc., we have for example; Report on 
Membership Drive; content of our shop 
paper; preparation for demonstration; 
Plan of work for the Election Campaign, 
etc., etc. Routine matters such as dues 
payments, ticket settlements, etc., must

. p pud
not be allowed to occupy much tim 
should be made a special order of 
only in the event of special need \ ijticnl 
appears to fail to realize the js
significance of these), otherwise t 
■done quietly before or during meeting 
the functionary in charge. Under 
cumstances shall any long oommumcn 
be read in the unit meetings except 
a political letter or resolution is inV

Units of 40, 50 and more members 
not be permitted. A maximum of 26 n\
.bers in a unit will assure proper indi^i 
attention to each member, necessary snP 
vision and check-up on the activities 
every member and as a result make P 
sible the full use of all available forces.

Only if our units properly orgam*® 
their work, only if they direct themselve 
to systematic contact with workers in t® 
shops, only if the relation of our practice 
'day to day tasks is clearly linked uP ‘witn 
our general political aims, only if ®®®n 
unit become responsible not only to ® 
higher Party organ but also to a group 
of workers whose struggles it undertakes 
to lead, will the Party as a whole be able 
to realize our duties to the working class 
in the present period of deepening crisis 
and sharpening class struggle.

ATTENTION OF ALL DISTRICT ORGANIZERS

And Literature Agents
All shipments of the Party Organizers will be made directly from the 

office of ’THE WORKERS LIBRARY PUBLISHERS instead of the printer’s 
office.

Districts that failed to pay for the previous issue will not receive the 
current copies. RUSH YOUR PAYMENTS and do not deprive the member
ship of this indispensable monthly.
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Fundamental Directives for Recruiting Drive
The Central Committee in its resolution 

®^®^'*ating the Recruiting Drive, decide 
the Party Recniiting must continue 

Wore energetically, not as a separate 
^■ive, but as a part of every campai^, 

all phases of Party activity, with the 
awn of recruiting a total of 25,000 
^embers before 1931. Further, in the 

arty Thesis, every District is set the 
of having at least 40% of its mem- 

arship organized in shop nuclei, and t e 
Slogan “Into the Shop” is raised as the 
aiding slogan in our Party Building Cam
paign

These directives are not being taken 
seriously enough by the District Commit- 
l^es. Already half of 1930 has gone by 
and We have not yet undertaken seriously 
enough this task. The opportunities for 
building the Party side by side with the 
"Tarious Party campaigns (TUUE, Unem- 
Plosrment, Daily Worker, Election, etc.), 
■Were never better, providing the leading 
committees understand this task and or
ganize their work accordingly.

The following have been set as guiding 
quotas:
f^istrict 2—1600 new members by 1931
I^istrict 3— 700 new members by 1931

500 of this by August 1st, 1930.
I>i strict 6— 700 new members by 1931
District 7—1600 new members by 1931
District 8— 800 new members by Aug.

1930.
District 10— 125 new members by Aug.

1930,
District 13— 260 new members by Aug.

1930.
District 17— 60 new members by June

16th. 1930.
No other district has even gone this 

far. To set quotas is only a mechanical 
first step. The real work is to organize

our forces in the factories on the basis 
of concrete work, to recruit new members 
and build shop nuclei.

Activity Planned in Chicago.
We print herewith extracts from the 

Chicago Plan of Action:
“Requirements of the class struggle 

at the present stage of development, 
due to the economic crisis and the ever
growing radicalization of the working 
class on the one hand, and the organ
izational weaknesses of the Party on 
the other hand, particularly in view of 
the broad political influence exercised 
.by the Party over the working masses, 
necessitate the strengthening of the 
Party politically and organizationally. 
In order to accomplish this, the District 
has set itself a quota of 800 new mem
bers, to be recruited by August 1st: 440 
white workers, 160 Negro workers, 100 
women workers, and 100 young work
ers. At the same time 16 new shop* 
nuclei are to be organized during this 
period. The quota is to be divided 
among the sections as follows:

New
Wo- shop

Section White Negro men Youth nucl.
No. 2 25 25 10 10 2
No. 3 76 20 10 10 2
No. 4 26 15 10 10 2
No. 5 60 15 10 10 2
Milwaukee 75 20 10 10 2
Ooal Fields 50 20 10 10 2
Gary 50 20 10 10 2
St. Louis 30 16 10 10 2
Rockford 10 5 <5 5
Rock Island 10 5 5 5
Indianapolis 10 5 5 5
Bicknell 10 5 5 5

To accomplish this aim. the Party
must be prepared organizationally and 
ideologically. In order to prepare the
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(Party in this respect, each Section 
Committee should hold special meetings 
to work out, on the basis of this plan, 
a detailed! plan for recruitment in its 
respective territory, dividing shops and 
territories among the nuclei. Each sec
tion should have a general membership 
meeting Tuesday, June 3rd, at which 
the plan should be discussed. Nuclei 
Buros shall work out plans of action 
and mobilize their membership for the 
Drive. Discussion shall also be held in 
the nuclei after the Section Membership 
meetings.”

Basis of the Drive.
The basis of the recruiting drive must 

be large shops and factories. Section com
mittees are to assign shops on which the 
street nuclei will concentrate by issuing 
leaflets, selling the Daily Worker and 
other Party literature, holding noon day 
factory gate meetings, issuing shop papers, 
establishing connections, and by calling in
door meetings of the workers in the shops. 
All of these methods shall be utilized to 
organize shop nuclei and at the same time 
shop committees.

Every Party member working in a shop 
shall be made responsible to establish con
nections with the workers, get their names 
and addresses, and make efforts to organ
ize shop nuclei. Sucn members must also 
get facts as to the conditions in the shop 
for the issuance of leaflets and shop pa
pers. Street nuclei must concentrate par
ticularly on such shops and help the com
rades working inside to organize shop nu
clei and shop committees.

Existing shop nuclei must be instrumen
tal in the Drive. Each shop nucleus must 
at least double its present memberslup. 
Regular dates must be set for factory 
noon-day meetings at least twice a week. 
The meetings are to be called thru per
sonal approach to the workers, by leaflets 
and speakers inside the shops. Indoor mass 
meetings and meetings with established

connections in the given shops shall be 
held for the recruiting drive. Connections 
from the shops must be visited in their 
houses whenever necessary.

Special attention must be paid to the 
recruiting of Negro workers from the fac
tories.

Application cards for Party membership 
must be distributed at every factory gate 
meeting and at every mass meeting. All 
shop papers, leaflets, etc., shall have an 
application blank. At all factory gate 
meetings and at all other meetings organ
ized by the Party, appeal must be made 
for Party membership.

Mobilization of Fractions.

Trade Union fractions, language frac
tions, ILD and WIR fractions must be 
thoroughly mobilized in the drive. They 
shall invite Party speakers to speak at 
the meetings of their organizations. They 
shall pick out the best elements .as candi
dates for the Party, have meetings and 
discussions with them, and prepare them 
to join the Party. Particularly must trade 
union fractions do this. Each department, 
in cooperation with the Organization De
partment of the District, is responsible for 
the mobilization of its fraction for tiie 
drive. The Daily Worker and other Party 
literature shall be regularly sold at the 
meetings of these organizations.

Checking Up.
Each nucleus shall report to its section 

regularly every week on the results of the 
Drive. Each section is to report weekly to 
the District Office.

General Remarks.

Each new member shall pay his initia
tion fee when joining the Party. No one 
who is working will be .accepted as a new 
member unless he or she pays for his 
stamp. Membership cards will be issued 
after new members attend one meeting of
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the unit. This applies particularly to those 
who will be exempted from paying the ini
tiation fee.

The drive is not to .be considered as a

separate campaign of the Party. It must 
be an everyday task of every Party mem
ber. At the same time, it must be linked 
up with all the activities of the Party.

The Work of Our Trade Union Fractions
“pie building of the revolutionary trade 

■unions into real mass organs of struggle is 
the major task of our Party on its road 

a mass political proletarian Party of 
the American working class. The increased 
favorable objective conditions for building 
a revolutionary trade union center, the 
TUUL, offers to our Party now, more than 
®t any other time in its history, this op
portunity to fulfill this great task. The 
application of the Party’s trade union poli
cy depends largely upon the proper func
tions and* activity of our Party fractions 
within the trade unions, because only if 
®ur Party fractions act as the revolution- 

driving force within the union will the 
Party policy not only .be adopted, but also 
actively put into life among the masses 
of Unorganized workers as well as among 
the rank and file within the reformist uni
ons. Tbe Party fractions within the trade 
unions are the sole political and organiza
tions agencies responsible to the Party or
ganization for the application of the Par
ty’s policy in the trade union movement.

The experiences of our work within the 
trades unions show:

That our Party fractions lack this 
sense of responsibility of correctly and 
earnestly placing the policy before the 
membership in the respective unions.

2. In most cases they do not act as the 
revolutionary driving force within the uni
ons and do not give leadership to all issues 
and problems before the unions along the 
lines of the program of the Red Unions.

3. In most cases the bulk of our Party 
members within the unions are not organ
ized into (Party fractions and therefore in
stead of being the leaders and the active 
organizers of the Unions they are merely 
a part of the inactive membership of the 
organizations.

For instance let us take the TUUL 
membership drive as an example. If this 
drive is to really materialize in accord
ance with our program for the umons, 
then it is the Communist duty of every 
Party member in the unions to see to it 
that our Party fractions are to work out 
a clear and simple program of action 
based upon the immediate perspectives of 
the unions in their everyday task which 
must be the building up of shop commit
tees in the industries, the orgamzation of 
broad rank and file organizing committees, 
the activization of every member within 
the union, etc. All this must be carried 
out with the aim in view to organize, to 
mobilize and to activize the entire union 
membership and therefore make it possible 
that the unions will develop, thru this 
membership drive, a real leadership cap
able of leading the economic battles of the 
workers against the bosses and all their 
agencies.

But instead of that, the present mem
bership drive for the TUUL shows very 
clearly the lack of organization and prepa
ration .by our Party fractions. In fact in
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some cases the Party fractions, like in the 
shoe and building in New York, failed 
completely, up to the piresent time, to even 
seriously consider this drive at all, not to 
speak of using it as the central task to es
tablish the TUUL movement in the shops.

Then again we find where the Party 
fractions do function somewhat, as in the 
needle trades, food, marine, etc. that they 
do not function as the responsible political 
bodies which must take up the very life 
of the unions in order to develop the pro
per orientation of the union membership.

The best example was the needle trades 
convention which we have just experienced. 
The preparation on the part of our Party 
comrades for this national convention was 
absolutely inadequate and was the best ex
ample of how not to apply our Party trade 
union policy in the unions. Instead! of or
ganizing the Party fractions in order to 
really .build up the convention politically 
and to present the TUUL program in a 
conscious militant fashion, giving to the 
workers in the needle trades industry and 
to the delegates at the convention a real 
militant program for struggle, instead of 
that, hardly any preparations' were made, 
the program presented to the convention 
lacked the most fundamental issues of the 
class struggle.

This lack of Party fractions 'within the 
trade unions is to a large extent respon
sible for many of the Right wing mistakes 
as well as to the lagging behind of the 
TUUL organizations. Such a fundamental 
shortcoming of our Party must be sharply 
called to the attention of our membership 
an(i without any hesitation we must im
mediately do the following;

1. Proceed to organize our Party mem
bers in the unions into functioning frac
tions.

2. The fraction meetings must be held 
regularly and must take up and check up 
on the tasks and activities of the union.

3. The fractions must have a leading 
committee which must come into the gen

eral fraction meeting with definite pro
posals and a definite outline on the work 
of the unions.

4. The Party fractions must take up 
very sharply the question of self criticism, 
not for the purpose of confessing .but for 
the purpose of better organizing the ac- 
tmties and learn from the mistakes made.

6.. The Party fractions must be respon
sible for the development of the proper 
leadership and draw into leadership new 
forces who will <fevelop in the actual 
struggle in which the union is engaged.

6. The Party fraction must be conscious 
of its tasks and must give political and or
ganizational leadership in order to acti'vize 
and mobilize the entire union membership 
for the class-struggle program of the 
union.

7. The Party fraction within the revo
lutionary opposition in the reformist union 
must be responsible for the proper orien
tation of our revolutionary opposition in 
order to hasten the .building up of the 
TUUL movement and to give the correct 
line and policy in our open struggle 
against the fascist and social-fascist lead
ers.

8. Our Party fractions must be held re
sponsible for the building up of the Labor 
Unity and must place before the TUUL 
movement the Labor Unity as the official 
organ of the revolutionary trade imion 
center.

Only by organized and well functioning 
Party fractions will we build up the 
TUUL membership drive, will we popular
ize the Fifth World Congress of the Red 
International of Labor Unions .as well as 
the building up of mass sections of unem
ployed councils which all must serve for 
the building up of independent leadership 
leading economic battles of the working 
class in the industries. The responsibility 
for the successful accomplishment of these 
tasks rests with our Party members and a 
check up must be made on the prompt 
carrying out of these tasks.
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Red Sundays with the "Daily^’
This religious holiday, Sunday, must at 

once .become a revolutionary work day for 
11 Party members and class-conscious 

Workers. The Party's influence among the 
masses of workers has broadened immen- 
sely. Our contact with the masses of 
Workers is weak, our Party membership 
too narrow, the TUUL not building fast 
enough. Our broad influence among the 
Workers must immediately be translated 
into organizational gains. Every Party 
member must become a Party organizer.

Factory gate meetings, the issuance of 
^op papers, the selling of the “Daily 
Worker" in front of shops, mines and 
mills, must increase tremendously. In no 
•^nse must the importance of this method 
of rooting the Party in the industries, of 
nilding of shop nuclei, be underestimated, 
nt our effort to connect the Daily Work- 

oi" and the Party with the radicalized 
masses of workers must not stop here, 

very method must be exploited to the full- 
extent to build mass circulation for the 

aily Worker, and we hold that Red Sun- 
®ys for revolutionary work is the next 

best method.
Revolutionary work on a Red Sunday 

® establish carrier routes for the Daily 
Worker (and Red Evenings during week 
®ys now that summer is here and eve- 

”mgs are longer) must be concentrated 
Work. A whole Party Section, or several 
sections should concentrate upon one 
large, closely populated working class 
neighborhood. Every Party member should 
appear for work at a stated hour at a 
eadquarters in the working class section 
e be invaded. Here a short preliminary 

meeting should be held and addressed by 
a leading comrade. A roll call should be 
aken to note which comrades failed to 

respond. The comrades must be advised 
as to how to approach and speak to the 
Workers in their homes. The goal must 
be clearly explained to the comrades;

namely, that the joint task is to secure a 
minimum of 100 new readers who are to 
pay 18 cents a week to have one paper 
delivered to their homes.

The workers in their homes must be ap
proached upon the basis of their own 
problems—diop conditions, low wages, un
employment, housing—and having estab
lished this as the basis for the conversa
tion, the Party and the T. U. U. L. must 
be introduced and explained. Comrades 
that go out must remember, however, not 
to say "TUUL” or “CP” but must distinct
ly enunciate the full name of all organiza
tions. After the discussion with the work
er in his home has proceeded to a point 
where his reaction is favorable, then the 
Daily Worker must be spread before him, 
and proletarian news stories and articles 
pointed out to him which refer to the 
points in the discussion. The workers must 
be convinced that reading the Daily Work
er every day will .be a beginning in sol- 
idarizing himself with the movement of all 
workers for better living conditions, etc.

Comrades must go out in committees of 
two. They must be assigned certain streets 
or blocks. Revolutionary competition must 
be established between each committee or 
groups of committees in divided territory. 
This revolutionary work must be drama
tized; comrades must understand it to be a 
political undertaking of grreat importance 
to our Party. A certain hour must .be set 
for the return of all comrades to the 
headquarters. A short meeting must be 
held so that the comrades can discuss their 
experiences and achievements and make 
these available for future guidance to all 
comrades.

By such concentrated efforts to estab
lish carrier routes for the Daily Worker, 
and making every Sunday a Red 
Sunday for revolutionary work, we would 
soon establish very valuable contacts with 
masses of steel workers in steel territory.
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miners in mining territory, rubber, auto, 
textile etc., in cities and working class 
neighborhoods where these workers live. 
We would find workers who are employed 
in shops which never have been touched by 
our Party, have never seen a piece of 
Communist literature, much less a shop 
paper. And, as has been proven in hun
dreds of instances during Red Sundays al
ready held here and there—we would find 
workers so receptive that, as one comrade 
said: “It seems as if many of the work
ers I spoke to in their homes had been 
sitting on their doorsteps for weeks wait
ing for me, as a representative of the Par
ty, to call."

The name and address of every worker 
visited must be taken upon a blank card 
furnished the visiting committees. The 
shop he works in must be carefully noted, 
as well as the degree of sympathy he 
showed for the T. U. U. L. and the Party.

Once he begins estabUshcd,
then the contact has aH^
can be drawn into our movement

•nrorRe*’
This is how to build the Dai y 

and our Party. Securing at once, 
method of concentration "P®" l^od, o®® 
populated working class 
hundred readers of the Dai y i*
tablishing a carrier a®*"
into the hands of a comrade w j,js
ry it and develop it as the so 
wages, this will increase our s thi®*
and build the T. U. U. L. More ^,y
it will throw our Party into mas 
practical application convince that
that our Party has broad reSp®®^
the workers are radicalized, o of *® 
and eliminate thereby very m _ gjgg jn 
opportunism and Right wing ten 
our Partv.

Correspondence from the Nuclei
(Shop Nucleus 1, Section 1, N. Y. C.)

For the first time since the nucleus is in 
existence we had candidates nominated for 
officials in the shop and our candidates 
campaigned not for personal votes but on 
the basis of our principles. We were in
strumental in calling attention to the T. 
U. U. L. of the conditions of the porters 
and elevator men and they were successful 
in organizing and calling them out on a 
strike, which is still going on. We also 
had & reactionary chairman permit a col
lection list for the strikers on which more 
than $200 were collected and already 
turned over to the men. We have had 
other considerable collections in this shop 
for the W. I. R. Considerable literature 
was sold and Daily Workers distributed.

As yet no shop paper has been issued 
though material has been set up and all 
ready for printing for some time. The

. X j j the fa®* 
shop paper was not printed due w ghop 
that there was a lack of articles
problems. i k of c®’®"

Our main weakness is the the
tacts with other departments an -to
issuing of our shop paper we make
make these contacts and in doing 
the shop paper less general. ^

Another weakness was ttot we k 
new members in the recruiting dri’^ •

The inner life of our nucleus 
proved because of a check up on a

rs of work assigned. ah
With more intensive work in the 
mpathizers, by getting their a 
id sending the Daily Worker 
imes and later get them into 
. L. we will be able to get better
•ete results. ■Mt'rir'RBy the NUCLEUS ORGANIZER.
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Build the ‘‘Communist”
At the same time that Communists are 

ready to make the most severe sacrifices, 
having thrown their lives into the strug
gle to smash capitalism exploitation and 
for emancipation of the working class, 
we must also remember that this means 
for each of us, the most thorough study 
and understanding of the forces with 
which we must deal and the weapons 
which we must use. This is no easy task.
To he the leaders, the advance guard of 
the proletariat, we must see clearly the 
path ahead and the obstacles and methods 
of overcoming them. Understanding and 
clarity are essential; the confused Party 
member leads only to greater confusion.

The theoretical voice of our Party in 
the United States is the COMMUNIST. 
The only Marxist-Lenlnist theoretical or
gan published in the country, its purpose 
is to clarify the Issues of the class strug
gle. It is no longer a stamping groun 
for factional ‘‘theoreticians." who mlse 
dust by racing around false Issues. s 
a serious organ for the analysis of our 
Important questions, which Includes con
tributions concerning the international, m 
weU as the American proletariat. We 
have, since the first of the year, increased 
the size to 96 pages, in 
more adequate attention 
tant problems.In spite of the essential character 
the contents of the COMMUNIST and its 
favorable comparison with similar joumala 
in Europe, we are comparaUvetjt 
tow thKtt in, cS»naSaXi?M!^. ‘
ASBZit T3fiA lyjQM U/ ' M

7n I ' ■ UUiSlde, reads the Communist, 
lu New York City, it is estimated that 
two-thirds of our readers are non-Party 
members. This lack of support and ap- 
Pteciatlon of the COMMUNIST by our 
Party and especially our Party functlon- 
mdea, is absolutely impermissible. Mate- 
*tals in our magazine are published be
cause they are important for the develop
ment of our movement. The COMMUNIST

steel
to

order to give 
to these impor-

of

is an instrument for sharpening ^ 
will of the proletarian vanguard, 
help bring our work to a cutting jj®9 

This situation cannot continue, 
come to the place where the mem 
must decide whether we will r©"
COMMUNIST or whether it shall 
duced or cease publication altogether. 
have set the goal of 2,000 new reade ^ 
the first of January. In a few days* ^ 
will receive yuor quota in this ***^'^*’^|s 
we can increase the circulation by 
amount, it will be possible to reduce ^ 
price, for as you know, the big cost 
that of first setting the type. pies coat comparatively little in addi 
to the original cost. lace

This drive must first of all take P ^ 
in the Party. This la not a mere s ^ 
scription-getting affair. It is a proP® 
tlon of distributing this Communist weap~ 
on in our fight—of passing around more 
ammunition. It is a method of drawing 
our membership and leading functionaries 
into a clearer understanding of the revo
lutionary movement. Mistakes will occur, 
but mistakes due to simple ignorance is n 
crime against the working class. We must 
regard this drive as a means of raising 
the theoretical level of our Party.

The Agitprop directors of the nuclei.
S**? "e mainly respon-

iWe for the success or failure of this 
new reader campaign, often they neglect

at meet-
the fact that the

director has meretv TftChUon in
Communist is available. t»as 
the sale of many copies. C giticlea
tention of the comrades to certa n 
which are particularly Imports . 
ly summarizing one or two o 
at a meeting, has a big In u must
creasing the number of readers,
systematically push the sale M ggjgjjy 
readers of the COMMUmST. 
among our fellow-comrades. Oi 
we must not neglect to push it <>u
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the Party, to increase the number of aon- 
Party readers.

Finally, we want your sug&®stions and 
Bolshevik self-criticism of the COMMUN
IST, how does it best serve you and how 
can it best be made to do so. Also we 
want your contributions. Comrades who 
I'hve made special studies of various 
phases of the labor movement, of eco
nomic conditions, of revolutionary theory, 
should give their fellow comrades and 
Workers the benefit of this work. We 
Want all those who are prepared to write

such theoretical articles, to do so. Re
member this is the voice of our move
ment and to express this movement it 
must be a collective product. It is essen
tial that our developed conurades partipate 
in the analysis of our revolutionary ex
periences, pointing out the correct prin
ciples and strategy which we must follow 
in our work.

know the will of the working class 
and are sure of your answer.

Recruit the army of COMMUNIST 
readers.

.... ................................ ................. --- ■— ................................................................................................................................... ................... ...... ..............

New Readers by January 1, 1931, for the

COMMUNIST
Every Party functionary and active member a

subscriber
SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFERS:

The Communist for one year ($2.00) The Communist for one year ($2.00) 
and the and <■
Party Organizer one year ($1.00) Labor & Silk, by Grace 

_ Hutchins ................. (Sl.OO)

BOTH ......... AnThe Communist for one year ($2.00) .......................................... ^
Southern Worker one year ($1.00) Communist for one year ($2.00)

BOTH _ $2.00 Pan-Pacific Monthly one year (2.00)

both ........................................... $2.50

RUSH YOUR SUB TO THE

Workers Library Publishers
39 E. 125th Street. York City

...................................................................................................................................... -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- rnnniLn-------- hm,n-, _____-
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Organize the Ejection Campaign!
It means agreeing with the **
mittee in words and dlsagr®®***

The elections will take place In a year 
of a serious economic crisis. Neither the 
election campaign nor the role of the next 
congress can be separated from the eco
nomic crisis of capitalism. As part of its 
plans for the capitalist solution of the 
crisis, the cong^'ess will have to carry 
through extensive tax reductions for big 
business and place a heavier burden upon 
the working masses. It will have to carry 
through a crop of anti-labor legislation to 
defeat the inevitable fierce class battles 
of the American proletariat and improve 
still further its imperialist war machine.

The Communist Party is entering the 
political campaign not separated from the 
economic struggle of the workers. It pre
sents not only a general revolutionary 
program and demands, but also mobilizes 
for action on specific demands as they 
arise from a concrete situation. The Party 
is making the struggle for social insur- 

and unemployment relief the central 
points in the election campaign. It nimg 
to lay simultaneoualy,^ tbft mnaTntnm.
hasiB. fett. rifHaHixun

. Of alrttieaCIU8 the leader-
ahyj, (6Tii%x the economic battles of the 
working cloas. These aims can be achiev
ed, The situation is very favorable for us. 
The workers are responding to our Party 
aaid awaiting our leadership.

The favorable situation is not the only 
assurance for our possible success. Our 
success is being also guaranteed because 
of the correct political line our Party is 
following today. However, to have a cor
rect political line is one thing and to 
carry through this correct line in our 
mass work Is another. A correct political 
line becomes obsolete, when it is not car
ried through into practice. The election 
campaign means carrying through the 
political line of our Party in the form of 
mass activity and building up all the 
branches of our movement. Failure In t e 
dectton campaign, means faUure tocaipr 
through the poUtlcal line of our Party.

In deeds. _.,nlst cJe®"
The key to a successful Comm 

tion campaign lies in the foUowme
factors: strO^"

1) On the basis of the every of
gles of the workers in the fnc ® 
the struggles of the unempolyed of
on the basis of the day to day ^ gieC- 
every Party member we develop 
tion campaign. wor'^"

‘‘The economic demands of tn 
ers must be related and linked Up^ yj
the political campaigns of the P 
such a manner that the sk
cognize in these political 
struggle for the same aims for 
they battle in their strikes.” (Thesis 
the 7th Convention.) tactics
2) A sincere effort to apply tb® Tliis 

of the United Front from below. 
means formulate the political 

WOTy ecohotnlc 8111X85'®.
Bhop groups and shop 
tadoTtea. BixWd Wv®
clubs to involve in ^ Front
our synipfttliizcrs. circle® —noJ be limited to the 
fraternal ®rganizationj^^ 
from the factories. although!
the mass ®^B“‘*®“°onkervative and re- 
might still be under cons
actionary leadership. *0^^

‘"The Party must to demands.
„,a« the „Utleal It
On the basis of municipal. Bt&te
lead the workers to yie Com-
and national electio , g^ganizer
munlst party the leade ^gloW for
of a broad united front “ ^ tHO
masspolWcalstrugg ea^ (Thes
7th National Convention.)

HOW SHAUU T^
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stand our poUtical perspective in the cam
paign. It must be made clear to everyone 
that the election campaign is not an 
aim in itself, but is a means of organ
izing the masses for struggle and building 
np the revolutionary organizations. Conse
quently we must combat aU mechanical 
approach to the campaign and recognize 
that signature collections, means rec^it- 
iagr new members for our organizations 
and organizing the struggle for social in
surance and strikes against wage cuts, 
means making the workers vote and elect 
Communists.

2) The campaign must be conducted on 
the basis of concrete tasks and accomp
lishments day by day and week by week. 
There must be a weekly plan of action 
Worked out for every State and promptly 
checked up by the leading committees. 
This weekly plan of action is to be work
ed out for the Sections and Units. All 
nuclei members must be assigned weekly

carry through a certain definite task.
3) To concretize its election campaign 

Party must be on the ballot. This
means that we must comply with certain 
state rules and laws, such as a certain 
nmoimt of signatures to be collected and 
filed at a certain specified date. Every 
f^istrict must immediately check up on the 
amount of signatures collected to date, 
and take the necessary steps to collect 
the balance. All signatures to be filed a 
Week or two prior to the filing date. 
Every unit to be assigned a quota of 
singnatures to be in turn distributed to 
every member.

4) The collection of signatures and the 
carrying on of the election campaign gen
erally is the daily task of every Party 
members. However, to stimulate the cam
paign, to correct our outstanding short
comings, we must carry through special 
mobilizations of the membership through 
the units. Signature collection days, tag 
days, red nights, house to house can
vassing, etc.

5) To get masses of workers to sup
port our platform and candidates will re

quire the most intensive agitation and 
popularization of our platform. This is 
first of all accomplished through increas
ed and more intensive activity of every 
Party member in the shops. The factory 
must be made the center of our election 
campaign. Secondly through open air 
meetings, factory gate meetings, visits to 
mass organizations, election rallies, etc.

6) Our forces must be distributed ac
cording to the demands of concrete situa
tions. The small industrial towns must 
receive the utmost attention. Special 
squads must be orgmiized to visit sTinnii 
industrial towns. Campaign autos to be 
sent out on tours with speakers and 
equipped with literature.

7) To be effective in the campaign, we 
must avoid abstractions and generalities. 
Our agitation must be concrete. And to 
be concrete, it must react to every pol
itical and economic event and tie it up 
with the election campaign. The specific 
local problems of the workers must be 
brought out, the demagogy and the 
schemes of the capitalist parties exposed. 
It is not sufficient to have a program of 
general struggle against capitalism. We 
must raise concrete issues on the bases of 
which we can get mass support and there
by broaden our revolutionary front.

8) Prom the above we must conclude 
that it is not sufficient for the agitator 
to be equipped with a few high-sounding 
phrases. He must know the specific prob
lems of the workers. He must be familisir 
with the general and special political 
situation in the coimtry as a whole and 
in the specific territory of his operation. 
Our agitators must therefore be equipped 
with facts, with arguments and not im
pose the opinion of the Party among the 
masses, but to convince them that the 
Party program is correct and they will 
follow it. To accomplish this we must 
have conferences of speakers, in order to 
train our agitators and supply them with 
information and work out the method of 
approach to the masses.
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9) £hrery mass orgranization must func
tion in the election campaign as a political 
and organizational auxiliary in its own 
fields of the class struggle. It does not 
mean mechanical endorsement of the elec
tion campaign. It does mean active pol
itical and organizational support to the 
campaign. Our Party fractions as the 
driving force in these mass organizations 
have now the opportunity to involve these 
organizations into political mass activity, 
to connect up their educational, sport and 
economic activities with political strug
gles.

10) The revolutionaiy trade unions, 
minority groups, shop committees, must

participate in the election campaign. They 
are to conduct the campaign in their 
field. Utilize their own apparatus, con
nections and press. They are to set up 
their own committees. The campaign

must be entrusted to their rank and file 
membership and the initiative developed 
from below.

The Bolshevik meaning of the election 
campaign is to build the Party, the revo
lutionary trade unions and our Party 
press. If the election campaign does not 
result in a step further in the direction 
of a mass Party, then it is not a Com
munist election campaign. If through this 
election campaign the Party fails to reach 
a broader strata of workers and on the 
basis of struggle for special demands does 
not establish a genuine united front with 
these masses, then we have failed in the 
election campaign. However, no Party 
member can fail to see the great pos
sibilities that exist in the present situa
tion to achieve our aims. It will be up 
to us to make the best use of the favor
able opportunities and the growing radical- 
ization of the American working class.

\
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Activity of Communists in Proletarian Mass
Organizations

•f

When we speak in usual conversation 
nmong Communists of the interests of the 
Party and demands of Party interests, one 
could, without better acquainting' himself 
with the subject, get an impression that 
the Party members and masses who are 
sympathetic to the Party must exert 
themselves and make sacrifices for some 
special Party interest. Altho the matter 
is just the opposite. The Communist Par
ty has really no other interests to pursue 
than the interests of the proletarian revo
lution, which again is the interest of the 
entire working class and working farmers. 
The one and only question in which the 
Party leadership and membership must al
ways be on the alert is that the tactics 
of struggle are changed in accordance 
with the period and situation, to serve the 
interests of the proletarian revolution. 
Often, however, the great masses outside 
of the Party do not see this fact, that the 
Communist Party thru all its actiirity 
strives to mobilize the proletarian masses 
for the class struggle against the common 
enemy, capitalism, on a national as well as 
international scale. And when the Party 
strives to broaden its influence among the 
proletarian mass organizations, this means 
that the Party wishes to draw these or- 
Sranizations into a united front in the pro
letarian ciMB struggle, to fight for the in
terests of the revolution.

The interests of the Party and of the 
proletarian masses (organized or unorgan
ized) can never be in conflict. This is an 
absolute rule. Just as absolute as the fact 
that the interests of the proletariat and 
the capitalists can never and under no cir
cumstances be the same. The Party is 
the most active part of the proletariat it- 
®elf. it is the vanguard of the working 
class.

But as the Party is nevertheless only a 
small part of the working class, and the

working masses do not very easily recog
nize this blood tie between the working 
class and the Party, then it is because of 
this that this leadership of the Party is 
difficult. In order to overcome these dif
ficulties, the Communist International has, 
on the basis of broad experiences, planned 
and presented for putting in practice in 
all the Communist Parties compact and 
uniform methods (i. e. modes of action). 
One most important method 'with which 
the Communist Party aims to broaden its 
influence among the mass organizations 
and to lead these organizations in the 
path of revolutionary class struggle is 
fraction work.

The members of the Communist Party 
in the mass organizations and in their 
leading organs constitute among them
selves a fraction and elect a fraction com
mittee (usually of three members).

Many comrades have heretofore not un
derstood thoroly that the formation of 
fractions and their functioning in the 
mass organizations is very essential. With
out fraction work the influence of the 
Party in mass organizations remains inef
fective, or else it becomes a mechamcal 
control within them. Both form a dan
gerous situation, which must be overcome 
if we wish to develop the Communist Par
ty into a real bolshevik Party, which is 
needed all the more by the working class 
the more the class struggle intensifies in 
the light of the third period. A few com
rades have attempted to defend the lack 
of fraction work with such a naive self
consolation that some mass organization 
are working on a revolutionary basis ■with
out fraction work. Such a contention proves 
a lack of understanding of the matter and 
is based on the opportunistic traditions of 
the second period. Just as naive is such 
a contention that fraction work cannot be 
put into practice for the reason that even 
certain good soldiers of the class struggle
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who remain outside of the Party feel of
fended and regard it as some kind of 
“machination” behind the backs of the 
masses. If the fractions themselves know 
how to carry out the correct Party tactics 
in their activity, the fraction work vrtu 
not become any kind of underhanded “ma
chination" and offensive to the democratic 
customs of members in organizations out
side of the Party; but on the contrary, 
the members will recognize before long 
Imw beneficial to the activity of the or
ganization the work of the fraction has 
been.

By way of offsetting the lack of frac
tion work, a few comrades have acted in
correctly in trying to strengthen the influ
ence of the Party in the organizations by 
giving direct Party instructions.

Such a procedure is contrary to Com
munist principles. The Communist Party 
never gives instructions to mass organiza
tions. That iron discipline that exists in 
the Communist Parties, involves only the 
Party membership. The Party members 
active in each organization receive the 
Party instructions and directives in their 
fractions, and then in the meeting of the 
organization they represent the Party 
stand. Not in such a manner that the 
members of the Party demand the meet
ing's acceptance of the Party stand, but;

"All that is requisite is that the Par
ty members who belong to these organi
zations should use their influence and 
ail their arts of persuasion to bring

thd
these non-party organizations to
closest proximity to the Party. ^ 
lead them to place themselves guid"
own free will under the 
ance of the Party.” (Stalin; L.
Even tho the Party tuelf

get the masses to recognize - wi®**
leader, it nevertheless does

Wl9»

proie-
casUy

to submit the mass organizations
under its leadership. ^

Those workers who support gas*'-'
tarian class struggle will, 
recognize that the stand of ® ^
ist Party, which the members oi ^^ly
tlon represent in the meeting, gtrOgS^®
correct stand in light of the c 
as a whole. „_i,The necessity of fraction a
various aspects cannot be c ^ coo* 
short article. Suffice i ® ^ jjiasa
elusion, that the fractions in 
organizations, wherever ^ 
must be speedily wakened to j^ediat^^ 
we have none, they worl^ ^
formed. For without fra acco»»pW®^
Communist Party is unable to 
that task which—especial y jesoltinS
of crisis of capitalism and the ^
intensification of the clMS ^g„ing 
confronted with; that is the and
Its Influence among ® of
working farmers; the c
influence organizationally, ' ^ g
the masses in a united front leading
In a decisive struggie for power.

ence ai-«“o - ot
them
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Our Fraction Work in the ANLC.
The future of the American Negrro La- 

bor Congress depends greatly upon how 
able we are to plant our roots among 
agrarian workers and the fast growing 
proletariat in the south and the proletari
at in the north. The growth of the ANLC 

composition of its membership, and 
the ability of its membership to mobilize 
the workers for struggle, depends upon the 
ability of the fraction to apply the newly 
Corrected line. This presents us with a 
problem, a new method.

First we must recognize that the ANLC 
can be built into a mass organization on
ly thru struggle. In the past the organi
zation has existed nominally. What few 
Were recruited. Joined at mass meetings, 
inter-raujial dances the like. Few con
crete tasks were given the membership. 
As a result of these methods, the organi
zation did not become a leader of the 
^cgro toilers and was disconnected with 
^he struggles of the workers and failed 
hiiserably to bring any great munber un- 
<ler its influence.

New methods of work mean that the 
ANlc must be built as an independent 
^ass organization and not as a “bridge.” 
It must become the exponent of the Negro 
liberation movement, rallying the Negro 
toilers for immediate struggles around the 
slogans of equal rights (social equality) 
and Self determination. The roots of the 
naembership must be based in the shops, 
naills, mines and mainly among the agrt- 
cultural laborers and poor farmers. To win 
this broad mass of toilers for struggle, in
dividual contacts must be built up in the 
naost efficient manner in the South. In 
the North at those industries which em
ploy a great number of Negro workers.

factory gate meetings must be held and 
those places which discriminate against 
Negro workers must be picketed and con
nections must be established on the inairtg 
of the shops. Street meetings, open 
forums, literature distribution and general 
agitation, exposing the rottenness of the 
entire capitalist system and linking up 
this elementary work with the general 
campaigns (such as anti-lynching) and lo
cal demands and grievances of the work
ers, must become a part of the work.

The organization must not be tangibly 
linked to the Party. Its meetings must 
not be turned into Communist meetings. 
Although we must let the workers know 
that we endorse the program of the CP 
for the Negfro workers we must not con
fuse, them with the idea that the ANLC is 
a black CP. When announcing that we 
endorse the CP program for the Negro 
workers, it is well to state that the CP is 
the only political organization that is 
leading the workers in struggle for free
dom and is the best political fighter for 
the Negro liberation movement.

There are unlimited possibilities in all 
sections for building active locals of the 
ANLC. With l3mchings on the increase, 
race riots on the verge of breaking and 
the general economic conditions of the Ne
gro workers worsening, these objective 
conditions ripen these workers for a class 
program of struggle. With this orienta
tion we can seriously, begin to make pre
parations for the coming national conven
tion to be held in St. Louis on November 
15 and 16, a convention that will form a 
mobilizing center and provide a fighting 
base for the masses of oppressed Negro 
toilers.

----------------^ ^ ^ riArul iVl
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Planned Work of the Party
Resolution Adopted by the N. Y. District Regarding Planned Work- ^

‘»ave been if our task to a Section 
ning the workers to
factories, the plan of work for ^ gjx 
must be based on concrete work^^^ ^te 
around these factories, uc ic^—- ^

shop

directed entirely too much towards dem- 
OMtraUoM and campaigns at the expense 
of establishing systematic, routine, dally 
activities of the Party, in which activities 
the campaigns and demonstrations should 
become the expressions of the intensifica* 
tion of aU our normal daily activities.

Without planned systematic and organ
ized day to day work the Party diffuses 
and squanders the energies of its mem
bers and the masses of sympathizers.

Each camoaUm or a drive of the Party 
such as August 1st or Party Recruiting 
Drive must be the intensification of our 
Shop activities and general day to day 
work with special emphasis on the issues 
raised in the principal campaign.

With the development of planned and 
systematic day to day activities in which 
every member must be activlzed, the pos
sibility of coordinating two or more major 
campaigns can be accomplished with rela
tive ease.

With the deepening of the crisis in the 
U. 8. A. and throughout the world, the 
numbers of major political events, cam
paigns, and demonstrations will Increase.

The task of our Party must be to draw 
ever greater masses into our movement 
to coordinate and combine the major acti
vities and above all to firmly establish 
methods of work and activity that win 
guarantee the maximum results.

This can only be accomplished by thor
ough organization of our day to day acti
vities principally in and around the shops 
in basic industries.

The planned work of the Party must 
be concrete and based on the tasks con
fronting the Party in the given Section or 
area.

concrete .- 
Such as

meetings, shop bulletins, shop 
Dally Worker sales, 
ing and developingmg ana aeveiopM*Betc. Thus, when the Un^pl ^
palgn is launched the Par y m tnobliged to intensify their activlt.e^^,^^ar 
shops as their basic tas ojalt®
campaign. Other activittos ®f th®^ted ^ut
such a Section shall not vvo*R
will be supplementary to the ©ut

The District Committee wW
a general plan for ® 
be used as a basis y ^ and mlttees and units for their tasks an
vities during that period. _.„ttog In addition to and supplemc^ttee. 

six months plan
, and suppit5ui>>--^j^|.ee,

six months plan of work a
buro and department shall woi* 
calendar nlan of work for acalendar plan of ------basis of activities of the month the ful-ti«a V* -------------

The control and supervision of 
calendar system of .^fyes
used as the basis of our tent»^^^®
be drawn up and “ ^tog
and flexible with the «®d®«tan^& 
emergency tasks and pr
and must be acted upon. ^ furth®*’The planned system work ^

The planned ---- .i^.nfies oi
gives the party the eD-*
viewing and examintog 
of each period

The --------flllment of plans and 
must become an 
planned work.

1 period. the
control and regularly----- and decisions reg

organic feature

OF
DISTRICT COMMTTT^^oxrvxv^x ----- ^

COMMUNIST 
STATES OF AMERICA.
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Building of New Cadres
Just When the Seventh National Conven

tion of our Party has made decisive deci
sions to effect a definite turn towards a 
™ass Party, our efforts are being hamper
ed very seriously by the crisis that has de
veloped regarding party cadres. This crisis 
has developed mainly for the foUowing 
reasons:

1) We have lost many old forces since 
beginning of the Third Period. We

lost some with Cannon, some with Love- 
stone and a number of old functionaries 
have deserted their post or have been 
found unfit as functionaries for the pre
sent period of sharpening class battles.

2) because of the sharpening of the at- 
Of the capitalist state power, many of

uur functionaries have been arrested and 
kept in jail for snorter or longer periods. 
In this way the capitalist class has depriv- 
ed many valuable and experienced com- 
rades. Arrests have been made in 

District. but especially in the South, 
California and the Anthracite, where every 
Week some of our functionaries and active 
comrades have been arrested.

Now that the Party has turned towards 
mass activities, we need many more 
forces than hitherto.

Our Districts, Sections and units do not 
yet realize the necessity of new methods 
in developing new forces and therefore the 
development of forces is far too slow.

The crisis regarding the Party forces 
Is so serious that every responsible com- 
rade must now do his utmost to help the 
^arty to overcome this crisis. While the 
Central Committee must find ways and 
“cans to develop new forces in a much 
more rapid tempo than before, the Dis- 
^cts can do very much in helping the 

arty to overcome the present crisis, but 
cn, the Districts must take an entirely 
fferent attitude than they are taking 

now. As the case is now, every District 
sends in continually demands for new 
crces, they are sending these requests as 

orders from a Mall Order Business, be

lieving that the Party center has in stock 
ready made goods of every quality and 
quantity.

In order to illustrate the situation re
garding how Districts are taking this im
portant question of forces, let's take a 
few examples. One day a District Organ
izer writes to the Party Center, “you 
must send us a Section Organizer and 
you must send a good one". Another Dis
trict Organizer writes: "Few days ago I 
wrote to you about a T.TJ.U.L. organizer 
and you have not yet sent one." The 
Party Center is bombarded by District 
Organizers every day, by demands ofOrg. 
Secretaries, Agitprop heads. Section Or
ganizers, T.U.U.L. and I.LJ3. secretaries 
and many other functionaries.

It ia impossible for the Central Com
mittee to fulfill these demands as rapidly 
as they are coming in, and even tho the 
Central Committee is trying to find the 
most necessary functionaries for the Dis
tricts, this would not solve the problem. 
The question of developing new cadres is 
such an important fact, that the Central 
Commitee alone cannot solve the problem. 
It is not a question of just filling the 
most necessary posts. It is a question of 
building and developing a whole army of 
professional revolutionists, so that when 
one is lost by jailing or by desertion or 
by any other reason, that we have at 
least ten comrades to take his or her 
place.

In discussing and trjdng to solve this 
question of cadres, we think it is very 
well to quote what Comrade Lenin said, 
regarding this question in 1905. He is 
quoted as saying the following:

“From all sides one bears with equal 
frequency and passionate appeals for new 
forces and complaints of the absence of 
people In the organizations, and at th«» 
same time a gigantic offer of services, a 
growth of young forces, especially nTnnug 
the working class .... The practical or
ganizer who complains of shortage of
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people in such conditions cannot o 
wood from trees, admits that he i ® 
ed by events, that it is not he^, 
lutionary .who dominates them "I"
that ^ey are dominating him’ o; 'have 
overwhelmed him
would be weU advised to organizer 
leave his place fn»i» r quiet .to
which have energy forces,pie. there is a iSLs of' 'pe^ie We b 

overboardMd ^hmgs to give space for action 
and ^tiative. and then we shai Xe 
pelves worthy representatives of Zl 
great revolutionary class."

Contes, when we examine the situa-
MUed r now.wearecom-
peUod to admit that Comrade Lenin's 
criticism just strikes to roots of this ques
tion. Our District Committees are using 
an old method by constantly demanding 
new forces from the Party Center, instead 
of developing new forces and pushing 
forth new comrades in connection with 
everyday Party work and the mass strug
gles that the Party is leading.

It is high time for us to radically de
part from the old methods. Every Dis
trict Committee must work out plans for 
systematic training and development of 
new forces. District Committees must 
adopt the policy whereby proletarian rank 
and file comrades are to be systematically 
pushed ahead and given more and more 
responsible Party work.

At the present time with the deepening 
crisis of capitalism, growing unemploy
ment and sharpening attacks of state 
power is having tremendous radicalizing 
effect upon the hundreds of thousands of 
workers, when there are clear signs that 
a growing number of non Party workers 
are ready to offer their services to the 
revolutionary class struggle, these work
ers must be thrown into the Party mem-
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bership and into Party activities. 
the sources of everyday Party wo l>e
of these new proletarian membe ^gitiod 
soon developed to be able to take 
as regular functionaries of our Par

Especially a good field to 
forces is in connection with shop 
work, in building the TUUL and ^ 
lutionary industrial unions and also ^^^gs 
struggle of unemployed. But 
can also be developed in connectlo _
ILD, WIR, FSU in the language J»^ 
ganlzations, etc. New cadres must 
can be built in every field of our ac 
But it is specially important 
Ing active among the young 
among women industrial workers jjggro 
drawing into the class oorcos
workers, we throw open the new r 
for building and developing 
cadres, who are ready and capaD jtjes 
the workers to the revolutionary 
against capitalism. jj.

In the development of new ®adres^yery- 
very important that Party wo .jggtive 
where is to be organized on the pew
basis, so that in the committee wo 
comrades are continually broug witb
possibility of familiarizing themsel 
the Party policies and problems. ^

When we organize the Party ^ g|_
this manner, then there is always 
billty for new comrades to develop 
selves and at the same time, we are 
to observe their abilities. Then, a s . 
ever attack our enemies may ma ® 
resting our comrades, we have their
veloped other comrades to take 
posts. .. .There are many ways and methods 
can be used in building of new 
have herein enumerated on a few. 
tricts. Sections and Party Units must 
cuss, study and develop these me o 
building new forces. This is the on y way 
out of the present crisis.
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New Members and the Tasks of the Party
Much has been written since the re

cruiting drive of the Party on the keeping 
of new members. In all of these articles 
emphasis has been correcUy placed 
on the necessity of drawing new members 
i^nto Party work; on the development of 
the political life in the units; the over
coming of looseness and Irregularity in 

functioning of the Party, and the es
tablishment of study groups and classes 
toi new members.

Despite the many articles that have 
been written, and despite the iimumerable 
airectives that have been sent out by the 
Drg. Department to the various districts, 
■we find that only a very small percentage 
Of the new members have actually been 
retained in the Party. For example, in 
Philadelphia District, according to figures 
recently submitted by the District Organ- 
*2er, between 450 and 500 applicants were 
taken into the Party. To these, 360 new 
Membership books were issued, indicating 
*b the very first stage a drop of 150 
Workers who signified a desire to join the 

arty. Of the 360 workers to whom mem- 
ership books were issued, only a smiui 

portion were held in the Party. The mem
bership figures prior to the drive showed 
650 members in the Philadelphia District. 
After 360 new ones had been taken into 
the Party the membership figures are now 
only 700, and the average dues pasnnents 
are very much less than this. The safne 
thing - is true in the Pittsburgh District. 
Prior to the drive their membership was 
approximately 350. 300 new members were 
secured, which should make the present 
biemhershlp approximately 650. But the 
^erage dues payments in the Pittsburgh 
District range from 250 to 260 members 
per month.

Figures are given for these two dls- 
ricts only because they happen to be 

biost accessible at the moment, but the 
figures for every other district in the 
Party would show a similar situation. This

indicates that all of the efforts of the 
Comintern and of the Central Committee 
to alarm the Party as to the seriousness 
of the problem of holding these new mem
bers have been of no avail.

What is the reason for this situation? 
The reason is that the directives given by 
the Central Committee have in no case 
been carried out.

In checking up in the principal Eastern 
districts of the Party we find that only a 
few of the new members have been drawn 
into Party work. Where attempts have 
been made to draw them into the work, 
no consideration has been given to their 
qualifications and their previous training, 
and no effort has been made to give them 
the personal guidance in their work that 
would encourage them and make it jx)s- 
sible for them to succeed. The mechanical 
way in which work has been assigned has 
in itself in many cases discouraged the 
new members and tended to drive them 
away from the Party.

The effort to overcome the weaknesses 
in the functioning of the Party Itself and 
to Improve the political life in the nuclei 
is still confined primarily to resolutions. 
Meetings are still being held, which start 
hours after the scheduled time. Decision 
after decision is made by units, but no 
check-up is ever made to see whether 
these decisions have been carried out. New 
members, who a few months ago were en
thusiastic, and who were held up to the 
Party as examples of how work should be 
done, are today being influenced by the 
apathy and passivity of the old mdmbers 
and by the Irresponsible manner in which 
Party work is carried on.

The directives of the Agitprop Depimt- 
ment on the holding of study groups and 
classes for the new members have been 
carried out to an entirely insufficient ex
tent. Classes have been started in most 
districts. They stagger along for a couple 
of weeks and are then permitted to break
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up. New Classes are started only to have 
the same happen to them. No continu
ous attention has been given to the sys- 
temaUc training of these new workers 
who have been brought into the Party.

with which he 
In addition tl

le -------------
the party a

is imnaec

These are the principle reasons why the
new members have not been kept. Obvi- is very well illustrated by our uneinF 
ously, therefore the first step that must activity. Prior to March 6th ^ ^ 
be taken to keep the new members is to energies of the Party were 
overcome aU of these shortcomings that preparations for the March 6th d^ 
have been again and again called to the tions After the demonstrations, in 
attenUon of leading district committees. was completely forgotten until 

However, there is another phase of the Then for a few weeks prior to 
question of keeping new members which was again taken up and afte^ax 
has been overlooked. This his its influ- again forgotten. Unemployed 
ence not only on the keeping of new mem- who were brought into the ity i»
hers, but also on the general work of tne one of these periods of intense ^ j^pioy- 
Party as a whole. THE PARTY HAS preparation for a struggle for w 
NOT CONCERNED ITSELF SUPFICI- raent insurance, are -giapS©
ENTLY WITH THE SIMPLE. CON- struggle is going on. When to®
CRETE PROBLEMS CONFRONTING comes, or when the attention of their 
THE WORKERS IN THEIR DAILY is directed to some other ®®™P®’^refore 
LIFE. Our unit meetings, the speeches of interest naturally lags. It la and
our comrades, the agitational material put necessary to utilize the most 
out by the Party, are all filled with gen- concrete issues as the basis un-
eraUtles. We suffer altogether too much the struggle. In each case, when 
from the mere repetition of phrases, dertake a campaign, it must be 
These phrases themselves lose aU content, through continuously as a jno-
and are merely repeated in a parrot-like ery campaign which the Party ® must
manner every time our members get to- ment is conducting. The campaign^ 
gether. Our comrades talk freely about be organized in a series of 
the “contradictions of the third period," each concentration point in toe 
“the deepening of the economic crisis,” becomes simultaneously a de-
the sharpening effect that this economic stage for another higher stage in 
crisis has on the crisis of the third period, velopment of the movement. tbese
the InevitabUlty of war, sharpening class Only in this way can we and
struggles, the necessity of sinking our workers in toe work of toe 
roots in the factories, etc., etc. The convince them that only our 
speeches of our comrades, and the leaflets ganizes and leads a struggle in 
which we write string all of these things terest of the workers. necessi-
together in such a manner that they are In placing the emphasis on the ^gy 
meaningless to the average worker. ty of utilizing the most simple, e

The things which effect the day to day problems confronting the worker ^ 
life of the workers—^unemployment, wage basis for developing struggle, ggpgm- 
cuts, speed-up, evictions, increasing cost course necessary to guard against 
of living, etc., etc.—play but little part in ism. These issues should not be 
the life of our Party. Therefore, the new by themselves. They should be co 
worker coming into the movement is with the broader political Issues ° 
entirely unable to grasp the significance class struggle—with the 
of the Party and its role in the struggles war, for the defense of the Sovie •
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he strug’g’ie for social insurance, tha elcc- 
«on campaigrn of the Party, etc., etc. 
These simple issues should merely ne 
made the starting: point in the develop
ment of the broad political struggles tnat 
mre required in the present period.

To summarize, therefore, the task of 
eeplng the new members—a task whicn 

^ery day becomes more serious for o'lr 
—must be solved by immediately 

correcting all of the weaknesses that have

memifested themselves until now, by car
rying through the previous directives giv
en and by bringing the Party much closer 
to the daily lives of the workers by de
veloping struggles around the simple, con
crete issues which effect them, and by de
veloping planned activity in the work of 
the Party.

These are the steps that must immedi
ately be taken.

Functions of Nucleus Elxecutive Committee
Nucleus Executive (Buro) is the 

eader of the nucleus and is responsible 
Dot only for the collective activities of the 
nucleus as a whole but also for the ac
tivity of each individual member.

The general political functions of the 
QUcleus buro are like the functions of any 
other leading political body of the Com- 
mumst Party, Uke the functions of the 
Section committee, of the district commit- 

of the Central Committee. Only 
« scope of the functions of the Nucleus 

Executive (Buro) Is limited to the sphere 
of work of the nucleus. If it is a shop 
nucleus the task of the nucleus buro is to 
study carefully the conditions imder which 
the policies of the Party are to be applied 
sud the campaigns are to be organized 
omong the workers in that shop. If it is 
a street nucleus, then the tasks of the 
nucleus extend to the careful study of 
the conditions under which the policies of 
the Party are to be applied and the cam
paigns of the Party are to be organized 
and carried out in the territory assigned 
to the nucleus. This requires a complete 
knowledge on the part of the Nucleus 
Buro of the composition of the section 
of the working class where the nucleus 
functions, it must have full knowledge of 
the composition as to industry, race, na
tionality, religion, sex, age, etc., etc. Phis 
knowledge is necessary because tha Party 
work among all these different sections of

the working class requires special adapta
tion. The duty of the diverse departments, 
the .directors of Negro work, work among 
working women, etc. is to prepare this 
adaptation for the Party. The Party as a 
whole must carry it out. Thus, the Negro 
Bepartment is not the Instrument of the 
Party to carry out Negro work but is 
merely the instrument to work out the 
special methods for work among Negro 
workers. These methods must be earned 
out by the Party as a whole. The same 
applies to ail the other departments, such 
as women, youth, etc.

It is the duty of the nucleus executive 
to make regular and periodic surveys of 
cne composition of the working class with
in its jurisdiction. It must continuously 
study the specific problems confronting 
the working class within its jurisdiction. 
The former study will enable it to prepare 
a correct approach to the different sec
tions of workers, the latter will enable it 
to make its approach on concrete issues.

The nucleus executive has the primary 
duty to make every meeting of the nucle
us a mobilization meeting for the work 
of the members of the nucleus among the 
workers In their factory or territory. This 
requires the politicalization of the work 
of the unit. The politicalization must be 
achieved by the following measures:

I. The executive committee carefully
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prepares tbe political work of the unit 
meeting.

2. To eliminate from the work of the 
unit meeting all deadly routine the ex
ecutive of the imit settles all routine mat
ters in the meeting of the executive. The 
executive, for instance, passes on the min
utes of the previous meeting. This is done 
in the form of a definite checkup as to 
whether the decisions of the previous 
meeting have been carried out.

3. Communications coming from sec
tion, district or Central Committee are 
read only in the nucleus executive, except 
in such cases where tbe communications 
are definitely addressed to the member
ship. Communications from sections, dis
tricts or center are in most instances 
guides of action to the nucleus leaders. If 
tbe communication asks for certain action 
in the unit, then this request must come 
before the unit not in tbe form of a long 
commutdcation but in tbe form of a con
cise political report and political motions 
on the part of the nucleus executive.

4. The nucleus executive committee dis
tributes all Party work among the mem
bers. It is incorrect, for instance, to 
bring before the imit a request to elect a 
committee to distribute the Daily Worker 
or leaflets. When a distribution of any 
literature is required, it is the task of the 
imit to assign individual members of the 
unit to this work. The executive commit
tee must be in possession of detailed 
knowledge concerning every member of 
the nucleus, whether employed or unem
ployed, whether working during the day 
or night, whether industrial worker, cler
ical worker or professional, whether 
housewife or houseworker, etc., etc. On 
the basis of this knowledge tbe executive 
assigns work to every individual member, 
without exception. This assignment of 
work does not depend upon voluntary ac
ceptance or rejection of the assigfnment by 
the member. This, of course, does not 
mean that completely arbitrary assign
ments should be made and enforced, or 
that wishes of individual members cannot

be taken into consideration. On the con
trary, these should be taken into con
sideration as much as possible. This will 
contribute to the greater willingness and 
greater ability of the members to carry 
out their work; but their desires cannot 
be taken into consideration to the degree 
that it allows them to escape all respon
sible work. If the Executive of the unit 
carries through this work correctly, it will 
be able to divide the total work of the 
unit among all the members; thus the 
burden falling upon the shoulders of every 
individual will be very light in comparison 
while the collective accomplishment of tbe 
nucleus will be incomparably greater than 
it was in the past.

In this connection it must be under
stood that no member has a right to 
choose for himself the field of activity 
without the knowledge and consent of the 
unit executive. In this way the past prac
tice of members excusing their inactivity 
or non-attendance at the unit on the 
ground of activities in language fraction, 
union, etc. will be eliminated. Every com
rade who is active in a fraction is active 
there by instruction of the executive and 
not by his own choice. Only if the unit 
executive insists upon its right and duty 
to distribute all the Party forces at its 
disposal can it really organize the Party 
work in its factory or territory.

Only a very small number of Party 
members shall be assigned to work in non 
Party mass organizations. These com
rades take leading and fimctionary posts 
in such non Party mass organizations. 
Their activities In those non Party organi
zations is the specific Party work as
signed to them. All other Party members 
in such non Party organizations are part 
of the Party fraction. But their duty to 
function as part of the Party fractions 
does not absolve them from the duty of 
accepting another specific assignment of 
work by the unit executive.

If the unit executive committee by the 
above methods fulfils Its duty of leader
ship, it will make possible tbe transforms-
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tion of the unit meetings into generators 
of political activity. Instead of routine 
work, the unit will then consider the 
campaigns of the Party. It will consider 
either the political direction or special 
methods of work and mobilization in con
nection with the Party campaig^ns.

The nucleus executive is responsible for 
the punctual opening of the meeting. The 
usual tardiness is criminaL The comrades 
who arrive in time to the meeting are 
punished for the crimes of those that 
come late. Opening the meeting late is a 
premium for late coming to a meeting 
sud a punishment for early arrival.

No unit meeting should be allowed to 
extend past ten thirty in the evening.

Every member of the Executive and every 
Party member shall be instructed to 
watch over the carrying through of these 
provisos. Late beginnings of meetings are 
methods to drive away new members. Re
sistance to a fundamental change in thht 
direction is resistance to the line of the 
Party. Meetings called for eight o'clock 
shall be opened not later than 8.15.

The Nucleus Executive co-ordinates the 
functionings of the departments. The Ex
ecutive takes steps and responsibility after 
it adopts these plans for the execution by 
the whole nucleus of the plans worked ou** 
by the directors of Negro work, womens 
work, etc.

I

Build a Dues Collecting Apparatus
The deplorable dues situation is a vivid 

illustration of some radical organizational 
defects existing in the Party. This situa
tion is undoubtedly a reflection of political 
^ Well as organizational weaknesses of 
our Party.
^ the May issue of "The Party Organ- 

in an article entitled “Liquidate the 
Discrepancy” it was stated:

“The Organization Department has set 
before the Party the task of having the 
dues sales of every District equivalent 
to the actual membership by the time 
of the Party Convention. This can be 
done if every member wiil take the 
Party obligation and duty seriously and 
If every Section and District Committee 
Will undertake seriously the carrying 
thru of this elementary task in an or
ganized manner.”
This task set before the Party could 

have been accomplished, but it was not. 
Dn the contrary, the situation has become 
™uch more serious in the period immedi
ately preceding the Party Convention and 
after the convention. The gap between the 
actual membership of the Party and its

dues-paying membership has become even 
wider than at the time when the Orgam- 
zation Department has set the task of 
equalizing the dues sales with the actual 
membership. The dues sales for June were 
decidedly unsatisfactory. July showed 
slight improvement over June and judg
ing from the dues-stamps orders so far 
we may anticipate very little or no im
provement at all in August. The months 
of .Tima and July Instead of showing an 
upward trend in the sales of dues-stamps 
show a considerable recession from the 
month of May. This is the greatest short
coming that must be overcome immedi
ately. Every District and Section Com
mittee as well as every tinit of the Party 
must assist in this task.

The present bad dues situation is surely 
not due to lack of instructions and di
rectives from the Center. Quite the con
trary is the truth. The Organization De
partment of the Central Committee has 
sent to the Districts repeated detailed in
structions how to organize an efficient and 
well functioning dues-collecting machine
ry. But in spite of that a very bad sys-

J
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tern of dues-coUecting prevails, a proper 
machinery has not been set up and the 
systematization of the work to keep the 
Party members in good standing is not 
being considered with sufficient serious
ness by the leading comrades in the vari
ous districts. The disgraceful laxity in 
the collection of dues IS allowed to con
tinue. Every responsible Party member 
must remember that at this time the 
strengthening of the Party organization is 
one of the central tasks of the entire 
membership. And in connection with this 
let us also keep in mind the warning: 
"Party members whose dues are not paid 
up to date are Party members on the way 
out of the Party." The present deplorable 
situation must be sharply remedied. Some 
very drastic organizational steps should be 
taken to radically overcome the great 
shortcomings in our dues-coUecting system 
and to assure a rapid and steady increase 
in the sale of dues stamps. The greatest 
stress must be laid upon the organization
al consolidation of the Party.

There are a number of causes respon
sible for the low level of dues-sales. Some 
of them were dealt with in many of the 
organization letters that are sent weekly 
to the Districts and also in previous is
sues of the "Party Organizer.” The chief 
causes are a gross underestimation of the 
importance of the regularity of dues-pay- 
ments on the part of a number of leading 
comrades in the Districts and the refusal 
or neglect of the District Burns to exe
cute the repeated detailed instructions of 
the Central Organization Department how 
to perfect an organized machinery for the 
proper collection of dues. Amongst the 
chief causes of the unsatisfactory dues- 
situation is also the Insufficient political 
life of our units, the inability to draw in 
every member in Party activity, to dis
tribute the Party work among all of the 
members of the unit and the failure to 
prepare very carefully the political work 
of each imlt meeting. The life of our 
units is filled too much with routine work, 
which does not contribute to the good at

tendance of the members. ^
There are other causes, such as ^ 

election by the unit of a comrade who 
incompetent to fill the position of finaJ*c 
al secretary; the secretary not attendee 
every unit meeting; not having an ade
quate supply of stamps at the meetingfS* 
taking money for dues and not givlDB 
stamps to the members, not keeping 
close check up on how the membership 
kept in good standing, etc.

All of the enumerated causes and many 
others contribute to the bad state of 
fairs as far as the dues-situation is con
cerned. This situation can be cured only 
when the causes are eliminated. With this 
aim in view the Organizational Depart
ment of the Ceniral Committee has just 
recently sent out a series of instructions 
and directives in reference to the building 
up of an apparatus for the collection of 
dues. This apparatus should be built up 
on a unit, section and district scale. To 
accomplish the main aim of equalizing the 
dues sales with the actual membership it 
is imperative that the directives of the 
Center be without any further delay put 
into effect.In this direction it is absolutely n^- 
essary that the District Committees im
mediately do the following: ms-

1. Set up a dues secretary of the^“ 
trict who shall be financially 
directly to the Central
Party. The District Dues Secretary must 
keep by aU means the share ceeds of dues co'llections which is ne^etl 
to replace the sold stamps from the Cen
tral office with new stamps and turn over 
to the District Organizer only that part 
of the proceeds that is due to the District 
Office.

2. The dues secretary of the oistnct 
shall have assigned to him at least two 
other Party members who will he at bis 
disposal and who will together with him 
visit the sections and do such other work 
as is necessary to orgamize and Keep In 
smooth working order the dues collection 
system in the sections.
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j. The section dues secretaries iSbaJI
^ectly responsible to the district dues 
ecretaries. The same instructions con

cerning finances that apply to the district 
ues secretaries apply to the section sec- 
®taries eilso.

section dues secretary must also 
“ave assigned to him one or two other 
omrades to enable him to supervise per- 
hally the collection of dues In the units.
4- The unit financial secretary shaU be 
rectly responsible to the section dues

ecretary in all matters concerning the 
oilection of dues and the handling of fr- 

rJ^ces accruing from dues stamps sales, 
he unit financial secretary conunits a 
each of Party discipline for which he 
ay be brought before the Control Com

mission. if he uses up any dues money 
needed for the replacement of stamps for 

other purpose, or if he allows the unit 
executive to use up such money.

5- District and Section Buros must see 
^at the nuclei have capable and compe-
ent financial secretaries who attend ev- 

meeting regularly and always Keep 
®'ipply of stamps on hand.

^^6. The units and the members nfflst be 
to that no one is permitted to pay
° financial secretary any dues money 
niess he receives a dues stamp in return. 

The District, Section and units must 
ha d^^ have a supply of dues stamps on

The financial secretary of the sec- 
ion is in duty bound not only to sell dues 

®^®mps to the nuclei when demanded, but 
o check up on the organization of dues 

collections in the units.
9. Unit secretaries must at all times

keep a list of the members and go .after 
the members zmd collect dues from them 
every week instead of just waiting for 
the members to come and pay dues.

10. Keeping the members in good st£.nd- 
ing goes hand in hand with activizing the 
members and involving them in Party 
work. Members that do not cariy on any 
activities must be visited by a member of 
the membership committee and an at
tempt must be made to activize them. 
The representative of the membership 
committee must also collect dues from the 
member he visits.

11. The membership committee shall 
consist of three comrades, including the 
financial secretary. The financial secre- 
try of the unit is the most important and 
leading member of the membership com
mittee. The membership committee is un
der the direct supervision of the financial 
secretary.

12. It Is the duty of the financial 
secretary to collect dues wherever he can. 
The financisd secretary must take the ini
tiative in collecting dues from Party mem
bers everywhere and at all times.

The task of liquidating the discrepancy 
between the actual and the dues paying 
membership is still before the Party. This 
task is of tremendous importance. It 
must be taken up seriously and energetic
ally by every member. The District Com
mittees must at once carry out whole
heartedly the instructions and directives 
of the Center. They must immediately get 
busy and begin building up a dues col
lection apparatus. The machinery must 
be set into motion at full speed.
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DAILY WORKER
and the

Organization Letter from the Comintern
Tbe Communist International in its or

ganization letter to the Seventh Conven
tion o£ oiur Party pointed out that “con
siderable attention must be paid to the 
question of strengthening the Party or
ganizationally. The leftward swing of the 
broad proletarian masses, and, in connec
tion with this, the rapidly growing influ
ence of the Party among the masses, rais
es the question very sharply of the or
ganizational strengthening of the Party as 
the most important prerequisite for the 
further development of the Party.” The 
manner in which we carry out the in
structions in the Comintern letter will be 
a clear indication of the extent to which 
we really understand and grasp the bor- 
rect political line laid down in the thesis 
of the Seventh Convention.

The Daily Worker as the official organ 
of the Party must play an ever increasing 
role in strengthening of the Party organi
zationally. The following article is for 
the purpose of concretizing the tasks of 
the Daily Worker particularly in that 
phase of its work which deals directly 
with the question of Party organization.

CIRCULATION OF THE DAILY 
WORKER.

The “leftward swing of the broad pro
letarian masses, and, in connection with 
this, the rapidly growing influence of the 
Party among the masses," is clearly 
shown In the steady increase in the circu
lation of the Daily. In January it was 
about 17,000 while today it is over 28,000. 
The subscriptions increased from about 
4,500 to a little over 6,500 to 7,000. (The 
actual mailing Is about 9,000—the deduc
tion is made to make up for lapsed sub
scriptions and others that were retained 
on the list). Money received from sub

scriptions for the first seven “onUis 
L930 averaged $2,561.79 per month, 
h 1929 it was $2,423.46. The income 
subscriptions, sales, etc. (including 
tions, affairs, etc.) in 1929 averaged P 
month $8,582.18: in the first seven moo^
Jf 1930 it averaged $10,326.80, an Incr 
af $1744.62. In addition to these £ig«^ 
the subscription list of April 1st 
that there are 241 cities with over 
subscribers. 877 cities with less than
subscribers. mt-ieThese are very significant figures. 
statistics on circulation show a naarl^ 
increase in the contacts made by ^ 
Party, contacts gained in a period of a 
pression coming from struggles of 
workers. Paid-up subscriptions and 
creased general sales are a good 
of the steady support of the DaUy ^y ^ 
masses. The number of cities in 
our Party has made contacts through 
c th,Of cities in which the Party has uni^- 
The financial figures show that the worK- 
era. even though facing unemploymen^ 
wage cuts, etc., are supporting the Daily
more than before.

We must ask ourselves, however, 
are these contacts being made?’ ®
is the relationship of the Party to these 

contacts and the method through

daily worker and party 
apparatus.

The campaign organizationally was 
based largely on the mobilization of the 
Party behind the Daily Worker. The 
preparation for March 6th and May Ist 
showed an increase in the organlzatlohaJ 
support of the Party through the units 
and leading committees to connect up
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Qj ®ctly tile work of the Daily with that
I^art * life and activiOes of the
^ y- In some cases as in New York 
age^ apparatus of the Daily Worker 

ats as a collective group and as an 
8ho^^^ of the Party is hegiuntoET to

signs of real development, 
ijjj these conditions show a distinct
the organizationaUy not only for
The«!o Worker, but for the Party.
atrene+iT*^^ first signs of
it the Party apparatus

acts itself in the Daily Worker.
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the
as

shortcomings.
aithn^°u^^ P^'ogress has been noted and 

"^ough the
is based upon the fact

Catena ^ nature of the progress indl- 
the -pj based upon the fact that
8om*» organteationaUy has been to
ever directing this progress, how-
l»oiitj ®*‘® '^ery serious shortcomings.
tend»«*^*^ leading comrades show a
Work still considering the Daily
that i r ^ ^ ® separate business—
*‘®hd _ the news workers should
aonsirf Daily very often is given last
tkg a^^ation in being used to mobilize 
a ft As yet there does not exist

apparatus of Dally Worker 
jg P*'®®®*‘fatives. District Dally Worker 
fl^*^®®®“tatives are not yet considered suf- 
tion^V^ as important political func-

a^ft*tude must be changed. The 
gg ^ must be the chief instrument used 
Qg “® “obillzer of the masses and at the 
^me time be the daily expression of the 
jg. ®*" P®’*’fy life. Daily Worker represen- 

'^®® must be the base for developing 
Wo k Builders Clubs of non-Party

rkers who are readers of the Daily—
tiio^« building an inner Party appara
tus for the correct 
Daily Worker.

The leading
functioning of the

--------a comrades must
**®*"ty activities towards this direc

tor Daily as the instrument
r strengthening the Party.

orientate

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS.
While analyzing the favorable reflection 

seen in the statistics of circulation and 
finance of the Daily Worker, we must al
so analyze the very imfavorable tendencies 
revealed by some of the figures as well. 
With the increased circulation in the 
bimdles, we find that the money due 
from the districts (accounts receivable) 
has increased from $12,406.15 January 1, 
1930, to $29,883.06 August 1, 1930. This 
means that Dailies are ordered but no at
tempts are made to pay. Some districts 
will order bundles, even increase their or
ders, but make no attempt to make even 
a slight payment, and—^what is even 
worse—do not even report what is being 
done with the Dailies received. Some dis
tricts just appropriate the funds for other 
Party purposes. The District Committees 
pay very little attention to the financistl 
responsibilities of the Daily Worker rep
resentatives. The problem of finance and 
the question of the number of Dailies re
ceived are the immediate concern of the 
District Committees not alone that of the 
Daily Worker representatives. However, 
no regular supervision is being made and 
no attention is even being paid to the 
instructions from the Secretariat regard
ing the Daily Worker. One incident points 
this out clearly.

How many Districts really took serious
ly the instructions of the Central Commit
tee that every comrade will be held re
sponsible for collecting five dollars for the 
Daily Worker in subs, bundle orders or 
donations? How many have checked up 
on the carrying out of this instruction?
We dare say very few.

DISPECTS IN CIR«7CnLATION.
Our circulation figures, although In gen

eral quite sound, however, we know that 
many sections order beyond their capaci
ty to sell and even to distribute. Further
more, the comrades rely too much on pay
ing for a few Dailies and not going out 
to distribute them. There is too often the 
opinion that the workers will not buy the 
Daily Worker. The new subscribers and
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the results of those who sell the Daily 
show concretely that the workers will buy 
the Daily. Seldom are Daily Workers sold 
at the same shops and factories regularly 
and until direct contacts are made with 
individual workers.

On the other hand the apparatus of the 
Daily Worker in the National Office it
self has many shortcomings. Although im
provements can be noted in the develop
ment of the Daily Worker administration, 
however, there is still a very weak link 
between the office of the Daily Worker 
and the workers in the field. Too many 
errors creep into the work. Subscriptions 
are delayed. Bundle orders are not pro
perly filled; communications not answered 
promptly, etc. A great deal of effort is 
being made to correct these shortcomings. 
The office is being organized so that 
many of the operations will be mechan
ized. These improvements will remove 
that gap that exists between the office 
and the apparatus in the field. While 
these defects are being corrected the com
rades in the imits must eliminate errors 
that occur in the field, such as long delay

in sending in of subs and orders after 
they are turned over to the comrades, and 
the piling up of subs in offices of the 
Daily Worker representatives. • Although 
all of these might appear to be small de
tails, however, just such details very often 
discourage comrades in their work and 
makes it harder to build up a functioning 
apparatus in the field.

The above article should be only one of 
a series. The relation of the editorial de
partment with the machinery of circula
tion and with the workers in shops, fac
tories and with worker correspondence 
should be analyzed so that a complete co
ordination can be built up between these 
various departments. Through self-criti
cism in a series of such articles we will 
develop the collective machinery both for 
building up of the Daily Worker and con
tributing to the strengthening of the 
Pturty organization.

• The columns of the Daily Worker 
should be used for self-criticism of the 
apparatus of the Daily Worker.
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Worker Correspondents Must Build Groups
in the Sh(^s

Our small army of worker correspond
ents are the eyes of our Communist press. 
In all sections of the country, in all indus
tries, our worker correspondents make our 
press and especially the DaUy Worker, 
reflect (not completely and entirely as 
yet) the class struggle day by day.

there are great shortcomings in our 
worker correspondence work, which we 
must correct to better build the DaUy.

At a series of conferences held to or
ganize the Central Bureau for Worker 
Correspondence, initiated by the Daily 
Worker and attended by representatives of 
our language press, the shortcomings were 
analyzed and definite proposals made to
correct them.

be conference characterized our work- 
0*^ Correspondence as follows: a) Our 
worker correspondents are not organized 

o definite groups, but that our letters 
spontaneous ,and as such do not re- 

®ct accurately and entirely the issues 
Problems facing the workers, b) 
We in the center do not give any

conscious guidance to the work of devel- 
oping, guiding and instructing the worker
correspondents.

Cne outstanding example of the weak- 
ness of this state of affairs is the fact 
^®y, altno the Party is in the midst of an 
bniwrtant election campaign and altbo 
many hundreds of thousands of workers 
are in a state of political flux, we received 
^cw worker correspondent letters that 
would reflect this situation in the coun
try.

"^0 Conference established the extent 
aad scope of worker correspondence. The 
worker correspondence of our press should 
present a more diversified reflection of the 
economic crisis, especially in the heavier

industries. Thus, for example, while we 
have Party units and a critical economic 
situation in the anthracite we have not 
one correspondent there and the Daily 
Worker does not reflect the crisis in that 
important industrial section. The work
er correspondence must give a better re
flection of the flux of poliUcal sentiment 
among the masses. New thousands of 
workers bring with them remnants of dis
torted ideologies which must not only be 
reflected in their letters but must be cor
rected coUecUvely. Self-criticism of the 
work of our revoluUonaiy unions and the 
Party must figure more prominently as
Urect mobilization for struggle.

Conscious, organized direction to organ 
zed groups of worker correspondents wm 
stabllshed as the precondition for the at-

■espondence and m

s class struggle. «tute itself
The conference voted to c 
the Central Bureau for organlz g

.eloping worker “^^nd-
f foreign language worker com»t~
Ster some discussion the
reed that our present
idents should constitute the
ading shop and city groups of worke

a dLlmed to be the basic form of or- 
aization, with city or section groups and 
rferences uniting the shop grou^- 
Writing from and about the ®bo^toey 
rk in, worker correspondents •

the p.id»ce of
1 not only be able to tie up the day to
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bave at one time or another written to 
the Daily Worker and wish to develop thic 
work, and organize shop groups and set 
up a committee that would guide the 
work locally.

The worker correspondents of the Daily 
Worker are asked to be in the forefront 
of this movement and to help make the 
city conferences a success.

day work of organization 
struggle, but to link up more 
the general political campaign of 
olutionary movement with the shop 
its peculiar problems.

Within several weeks all imp r ^ 
dustrial centers and cities con
ceived a call to bold city or sec^»

all worker correspondents
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